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GENERAL INTRODGCTION.

There exists an extensive literature on slavery. Many of these

works are intended for philanthropic purposes, viz. to further the

suppression ot the African slave-trade, whereas many others contain

historical investigations of slavery among ancient or modern nations.

The present volume will not rank among either of these catego-

ries, but deal with the general character of slavery as an industrial

system. Slavery has played a great part in the social history of

mankind. Social life among most of the ancient nations was based upon

slavery, and in many colonies it subsisted until far into the present

century. On the other hand, in the civilized countries ol to-day all

industrial operations are earned on with free labour Whence this

dilference'^ Why have slavery and serfdom gradually declined m
the course ot European history, so that at the close of the Middle Ages

they had already in a large degree lost their significance? These

problems can only be solved if we know the conditions necesgary

for the success ot slavery as an industrial system, and the inverse

conditions under which slave labour must give way to free labour.

We shall try to find these conditions, or at least some of them.

We shall use the comparative method, collecting facts and iminir-

ing what regularities can be found in these facts, under what gene-

ral rules they may be included. But before enlarging upon our

method we must say a few words concerning a limitation we have

put upon our subject.

Our book, as the title shows, contains ethnological researches. We

confine ourselves to investigating the conditions which govern the

existence or non-existence of slavery among savage tribes, and the
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materials we make use of are exclusively ethnographical materials,

1. e. descriptions of savage tribes

Ethnology has already made considerable progress, and is taking

a conspicuous place among the Moral Sciences, or, as the Germans

more appropriately call them. Sciences of Mind Yet most ethno-

logists still proceed in a somewhat narrow and one sided manner

They generally aim at reconstructing the early history ot mankind

with the help of ethnographical data The savages representing pri-

mitive man, or at least man in a more primitive state than we can

find by direct historical research, they draw interences from the

actual state of savage tribes as to the early state of mankind at

large This kind of stud} has been very useful, espetiall} in leraov

mg narrow views on human development which existed at a time,

when the traditions of a few ancient nations were still considered

to be the only evidence as to early history But this should not he

the sole, nor even the mam object of ethnological investigation It

IS sociological laws that we want m the first jilace It ma\ be cif

some interest to know what changes have taken place in earh his

tory, but it is far more important to know on what cue umstances

the existence of each social phenomenon depends And foi this pur

pose ethnolog} can be of consideiable use Among savages social life

IS much simpler than among civilized men
,
the factors which govern

it are comparativeh few, and so the ettect of each oi them can be

traced without much difficult} Wc can thus, by comparing the in

stitutions of man} savage tribes, find sociological laws, several of

which will have a wider application and lead us to a clearei un

derstandmg of the conditions which govern the social life of civilized

nations For instance, the stud} of moral phenomena among sa

vages has already given us a deeper insight into raoralitv at large

The conclusions we arrive at in this book are of two kinds Some

of them appl} to savages onl} and cannot further our understanding

of civilized life For instance, we shall see that settled tribes arc

more likely to keep slaves than nomadic tribes, but civilized, and

even semi-civilized peoples are hardly ever nomadic Other conclu-

sions, however, have a more general bearing. Thus we shall find

that slavery is not likely to exist m those countries, where all

land IS held as property And as this has been the case m Western

Europe for some centuries, we discover one of the principal causes,

perhaps the mam cause, why slavery (and serfdom, which is a

mitigated form of slavery), have lon^ since disappeared in these countnes
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We do not, however, make an} systematic inqniry into the bearing

of the laws found by investigating the phenomena of savage life on

the study of social life among civilize 1 and semi civilized nations

Where phenomena of civilized life occur to us which bear a striking

resemblance to what we find among savages, we mention them

briefly, generally in a note Only in one case we go farther Where
we find that the relation between hnd and population is a factor

of the utmost importance in shaping the lot ol the labouring classes,

it is obvious that this factor must have pla}ed i great part in the

social history of Europe, and therefore we adduce some statements

of historians in corroboration ot our view Yet even here, it is our

object to claim attention for this factor that iscommunh overlooked,

and clear the wa> for future researc h, rather than to give a’ ready

explanation of the decline ot serfdom in Western Lurope AVe are

thus justified in making use of onlv i Miiall })art ot the literature

on this subject

Ah wc have alrtuU said wo proceed b\ an inductive, compara

ti\ ( method \V e first collet t c thnographn al materials Then we

critic alh determine the meaning anl reliabilitv of the statements of

our ethnographers Wc thus sec wheie slave r\ exists, and where it

iR absent \nd finallv we inquire whit ire the cinses of the observed

phenomena

Some remarks have still to be made on the details ot our pn
(eeding birst as td the ethnogiaphii il literature

We have collectel our materials ejuite impartiall}, without any

regard to onr ultimate conclusions, which indeed, rest upon a study

of the facts, not upon an} pre< mceivel opinnn Though there is, of

course, lumh ethuographu al literatuu* we have not used, our col

lection IS rather extensive and t ntains m est ot the better worjks

All geogiaphieal groups arc pi iperh represented. It ist all per

haps India, most ot the literature on whieli eouutr> (s > tar as wild

tribes are concerned) seems t> be wanting in the Du^eh libraiies

We have greatly profited b} being allowed t) make use of Dr Stem

metz’s schedules, being detailed extracts of hundreds of ethnogra

phical books and articles, somewhat resembling Spencer’s „Descrip

tive Socioiog}”, but far more complete

The ethnographical literature ma} not, however, be used without

a thorough criticism We shall often meet with very loose and

inaccurate statements, and this book will aft ird man} instances of

the careless use of the terms „slave and ^slaver} ’ by ethnographers
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The zoologist and the geologist have only to deal with accounts of

their fellow-scientists
;
but the ethnologist is obliged always to rely

on his ethnographers, who generally have no notion of ethnology,

and sometimes no notion of science at all Hence the very bad ter-

minology; hence also the frequent omission of details which would

have been very valuable Yet, regarding the very little that has as

yet been achieved in ethnology, we can hardly blame our ethnographers.

It 18 true, if the ethnographical literature were better, ethnology

would greatly profit by it, but, on the other hand, even with the

help of the existing literature, which, after all, is not so very bad,

much more might be attained than is actually done And as long

as ethnology is still in an unsettled condition, it is perhaps better

that an ethnographer should have no ideas at all on ethnological

subjects, than premature, quasi-scientific, and probably erroneous

ideas. Montaigne, one of tlie most sensible men who have ever lived,

speaking of his informant on the cannibals of America, says; „Thi8

man whom I had was a simple and rude man, which is a condition

conducive to reliable testimony
,

for refined i>eople observe more

curiously and observe more things, but then they gloss them, and

in order to force their interpretation on
) ou, they cannot but change

the story a little, they never represent you the pure facts, they

warp and mask them according to the point of view from which

they regard them; and in order to give credit to their judgment

and make you accept their view, they readily add something to the

matter on that side and exaggerate it. A man must be either very

truthful, or so simple that he does not want to construct false inven-

tions and give them a semblance of truth, and is not nveted to a

theory ” What we want is, as the same writer has it, la maiihe

d»- Vhtstoire nite et informe An ethnographer should be taught

what to observe and how to observe, and how to record his obser-

vations. But when this ideal cannot be attained, it is better to have

an ethnographer who only knows that every correct statement of

his will interest the men of science, than one whose perceptive facul-

ties are troubled by preconceived opinions There have been some

ethnographers of late years who have laboured under this defect.

We have subjected our materials to a thorough criticism, exter-

nally by comparing in each case the descriptions of the same tribe

by different wnters, and internally by inquiring what importance is

1) Montaigne, Essais, Book 1 Chapter XXX and Book II Chapter X.
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to be attached to the statements of each writer, considering the time

in whi(h he wrote, his more or less intimate acquaintance with the

people desinbfd, the general character of his writings, etc.

We thus hnd where slavery exists or formerly existed, and where

It does or did not exist Wc alwajs mention the exact numbers of

the tribes with and withemt slaves m the several geographical groups,

and afterwards also in the seveial eccmomic groups We do not intend

these numbers as statistical materials, upon which to basemathema*

tical rules We only mean to express the results of our investiga-

tions in the exactest manner possible Instead of stating Slavery in

such a group exists in man} cases, it is much more accurate to

state Slaver} in such a group exists, so far as our observations

go, in, sa} 80 cases We thus Mmph ftdlow the method (sonietimes

miscalled statistic il method) first introduced b} Prof Tylor in his

article „Oii a method cd investigiting the development cdinstitiitions

and adopted b} Or Stemmet/ m his ^hnfunklurK/ d<r Strap'"'

We iTHjuirc next what conditionh govern the occurrence ot the

observed phenomena This part of cmr work is certainly the most

dithcult, and it is necessarv here tet proceed with the utmost cau-

tion Manx ethnologists adopt a rather curious method Thev have

some theor}, found b} deductive reasoning, and then adduce a few

facts by wa} of illustration This, howtvei, is quite insufficient It

does not appear whethei all existing f u ts agree with the theory

,

there ina) be inaiiv instances, not mentioned by the theorist, in

which his rule does not hold The onh scientihc method is impar-

tial!} to collect facts and incjiiire whether the} can be brought

under an} general rule If we linl a hvpothesis that accounts for

man}, but not all, of the observed phenomena, our task is not

finished until we have explained the rest b} showing the influepce

of additional factors MorDvci, the negative instances rau&t be ac-

counted for as well as the positive If we account foi the existence

of B by the coexistence ot A, we must prove either !hat in those

cases where B does not exist \ too is absent, or that in such cases

there are additional c aiises whic h neutralize the effect of A Ethno-

logical works should not be (au^eneb^ as they often are, but scien-

tific researches

But we must also be careful not to fall into the other extreme

We shall never be able to arrive at a true understanding of the

facts without the help of leading ideas The facts do not arrange

themselves spontaneously
,
we must try to account for them by
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hypotheses which seem a prtori plausible When such a hypothesis

occurs to us, we have to inquire how far it can go to account for

the facts, and, of course, to abandon it if, however plausible it

seemed, it proves to be erroneous By judiciously selecting our

hypotheses we can save ourselves much futile labour For instance,

when about to investigate the causes of slavery, it occurs to us

that its existence will probably largely depend on the economn

state of societ}, and we mcpiire whether this be really so If we

began with investigating the effect of some factor that a priori

seems to have little connection with slavery, e g the development

of aesthetic sentiments, we should be almost certain to do useless

work

The ‘present volume endeavours to come up to the ideal we have

set ourselves and developed hcie A book of the same size as this

might contain a surve\ of man} more subjects connected withslaverj

In the last paragraph it will be shown how verj much remains

unsaid We treat onlj a small poition of the subject of slaver}

But this portion is treated thoroughl}, and we dare sa} we arrive

at some conclusions which will be for ever established, whereas, if

we had superhciall} treated a wider subject, our work, though per-

haps more agreeable from a literar} point of view, would be nearl\

useless in a scientihc sense

Slaver} among savages has never }et been made the subject of

any special investigation Letourneau’s „Lvoluiion de I'Esclavage"

treats of slavery among all races of mankind, savages incliuled But

he deals with his subject in quite an insulhcient manner. His lite-

rature 18 rather scanty, and there is no question of any critical

inquiry into the value of his materials The theoretical part of his

work consists of some entirely unproved asseitions, not a single

systematic investigation is to be found m it Hence his general con-

clusion 18 very meagre and contains only the hackiie} ed t volutionar}

series of slavery, — serfdom, — wage system, — socialist paradise,

to which he adds ^slavery of women” as the very lust stage The

scientific value of this book is very little

There is another book dealing with the general history of slavery.

Prof J K Ingram’s „ History of slavery and serfdom” This writer

confines himself to the historical nations of ancient and modern times

,

the savages are excluded Though he makes many valuable remarks,

of which, as the reader will see, we have availed ourselves, by far

the greater part of his work is purely descriptive. A great diflerence
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between his book and ours is farther that he writes „not for scho-

lars, but for the mass of thoughtful and cultivated men and women”

whereas we apply to the men of science, not to the public at large

Yet it IS an instructive little book. We only regret that the writer

appears to agree with Comte’s curious theory concerning the relation

between slavery and religion ”)

Tlip general h^tory of slavery is also the subject of a book of

Tourmagne’s „There are two volumes by A. Tourmagne,” says

Ingram „entitled re^pei lively Hisfotre de VEsclavatjr Ancten et

Modi'rne, 1880, and Htstoire du Servaqc Ancien et Moderne^ 1879,

which bring together many facts relating to slavery and serfdom
j

but they are somewhat loose and uncritical, the author, too, repeats

himself much, and dwells on many topics scarcely, if at all, con-

nected with his main themes” 3) We are not acquainted with Tour-

magne’s book on serfdom but ah to his Htstoire de I’Esclavage we

fully agree with Ingram

We have not eon^^ulted any monographies on slavery among single

(ivihml nations, willi the exception of Cairnes’ „Slave Power”, which,

though dealing chiefly with Negro slavery in the United States, con-

tains a valuable exposition of the geneial character of slavery We
shall, however, show that his conclusions, though quite correct so

far as colonial slavery is concerned, do not hold with regard to

early slavery

The works of some writers on political economy and social science

at large have been of great use to us. We must make special men-

tion of L(»ria, Wakefield, Bagehot, and the late Dr Uargun, whose

excellent essiy on the early history of property does not appear to

be so generally known as it deserves.

1) Ingram, p VII In oui notes wc always mention the name of the

book referred to in the shoitest waj possible The full titles will bo found

m our list at the end of the volume

2) Ibidem, pp 7 -9

3) Ibid, p XII ..





PART J - DESCRIPTIVE.

(IIAI’TKII 1 - DEFINITION AND DISTINCTION FROM

KINDRED ITIENOMENA

§ 1. Ordmarij mmninq of tk k)m ,^slaveri/\

In most branches of knowledge the phenomena the man of

science has to deal with have their technical names; and,

when using a scientific term, he need not have regard to the

meaning this term convejs in ordinary language; he knows

he will not be misunderstood by his fellow-scientists. For

instance, the Germans call a whale Wallfisch^ and the English

speak of shell-fish; but a zoologist, using the word fish, neM

not fear that any competent person will think he means

whales or shell-fish.
•

In ethnology the state of things is quite different. There

are a few scientific names bearing a definite meaning, such

as the terms ^animism” and ^survival”, happily introduced

by Prof. Tylor. But most phenomena belonging to our science

have not yet been investigated
;
so it is no wonder, that diffe-

rent writers (sometimes even the same writer on different

pages) give different names to the same phenomenon, whereas

on the other b$ud sometimes, the same term (e. g. matriar-

1



chate) is applied to widely different phenomena. As for the

subject we are about to treat of, we shall presently see that

seyeral writers have given a definition of slavery; but no one

has taken the trouble to inquire whether his definition can

be of any practical use in social science. Therefore we shall

try to give a good definition and justify it.

But we may not content ourselves with this
;
we must also

pay attention to the meaning of the term „8laYery” as com-

monly employed. There are two reasons for this. First, we

must always rely upon the statements of ethnographers. If an

ethnographer states that some savage tribe carries on slavery,

without defining in what this ^slavery” consists, we have to

ask: What may our informant have meant And as he is

likely to have used the word in the sense generally attached

to it, we have to inquire: What is the ordinary meaning of

the term „8lavery”?

The second reason is this. Several theoretical writers speak

of slavery, without defining what they mean by it; and we

cannot avail ourselves of their remarks without knowing what

meaning they attach to this term. And as they too may be

supposed to have used it in the sense in which it is gene-

rally used, we have again to inquire: What is the meaning

of the term ^slavery” in ordinary language?

The general use of the word, as is so often the case, is

rather inaccurate. ^Careless or rhetorical writers” says Ingram,

„U8e the words „ slave” and ^slavery” in a very lax way.

Thus, when protesting against the so-called „ Subjection of

Women”, they absurdly apply those terms to the condition of

the wife An the modern society of the west -- designations

which are inappropriate even in the case of the inmates of

Indian zenanas; and they speak of the modern worker as a

„wage-slave”, even though he is backed by a powerful trade-

union. Passion has a language of its own, and poets and

orators must doubtless be permitted to denote by the word

„slavery” the position of subjects of a state who labor under

civil disabilities, or are excluded from the exercise of political

power; but in sociological study things ought to have their



right names, and those names should, as far as possible, be

uniformly employed” ^).

But this use of the word we may safely regard as a meta-

phor
;
nobody will assert that these labourers and women are

really slaves. Whoever uses the term slavery in its ordinary

sense attaches a fairly distinct idea to it.

What 18 this idea?

We can express it most generally thus: a slave is one who

is not free. There are never slaves without there being free-

men too; and nobody can be at the same time a slave and a

freeman. We must, however, be careful to remember .that,

man being a ^social animal”, no man is literally free; all

members of a community are restricted in their behaviour

towards each other by social rules and customs But freemen

at any rate are relatively free; so a slave must be one who

does not share in the common amount of liberty, compatible

with the social connection.

The condition of the slave as opposed to that of the free-

man presents itself to us under the three following aspects.

Firht, every slave has his master to whom he is subjected.

And this subjection is of a peculiar kind. Unlike the autho-

rity one freeman sometimes has over another, the master’s

power over his slave is unlimited, at least in principle
;
any

restriction put upon the master’s free exercise of his power

is a mitigation of slavery, not belonging to its nature, just

as in Roman law the proprietor may do with his property

whatever he is not by special laws forbidden to do. The rela-

tion between master and slave is therefore properly expressed

by the slave being called the master’s „
possession”" or „pro-

perty”, expressions we frequently meet with.

Secondly, slaves are in a lower condition as compared with

1) Ingram, p 2GI.

2) In tho twcoiul Chapter and in the continuation of this wo shall moot

with more instanoos of this luotaphonc (sometimes rather dangerous) use

of the toim ^slavery”

8) Biutiau, Reohtavvi'haltujsso, p 14.



freemen. The slave has no political rights; he does not choose

hie government, he does not attend the public councils. Socially

he is despised.

In the third place, we always connect with slavery the

idea of compulsory labour. The slave is compelled to work;

the free labourer may leave off working if he likes, be it at

the cost of starving. All compulsory labour, however, is not

slave labour; the latter requires that peculiar kind of compul-

sion, that is expressed by the word „ possession” or „ property”

as has been said before.

Recapitulating, we may define a slave in the ordinary sense

of the word as a man who is the property of another, politi-

cally and socially at a lower level than the mass of the people,

and performing compulsory labour.

We shall inquire next, whether this notion is a practical

one for the purpose of our investigation, or whether it requi-

res any improvement. But it may be convenient first to exa-

mine, what our theoretical authors have to say on the subject.

§ 2. Use of tJie term j,slavery'' in theoretical literature.

Several authors we have consulted give no definition at all.

We mention only two of them „Ba8tian, Die Jicehtsverhalt-

nisse hei verschiedencn Volkrrn der Erde'\ and: „GiddingH,

The principle}^ of mcioiogy^\ Books with such titles might bo

expected to contain something on the subject

Spencer remarks: „[The captives] fall into unqualified ser-

vitude . . . They belong absolutely to their captors .... They

become p*roperty, of which any use whatever may be made” *).

Although this may not properly be called a definition of sla-

very, it appears that ho uses ^becoming property” and „fal-

ling into unqualified servitude” (or slavery) as synonymous

expressions.

1) GiddmgH’s lK)ok, valuable an it w in many rewpcotn, is, as a system ol'

Booiulogy, far from oomplete.

2) Spencer, Pol. Inst., p, 291.



According to Ingram „the essential character of slavery may
bo regarded as lying in the fact that the master was owner

of the person of the slave” ^). Lippert remarks: „The fact,

that one man becomes an object of possession by another,

characterizes the nature of slavery”-).

Sohm calls a slave man who is not regarded as a person,

but as a thing. The slave is left to the discretion of the

master, who has over him the right of property” ^).

Letourneau says: „The rights of the masters over their

slaves were always excessive
;
they were those of a proprietor

over his possession” ‘‘).
,

Jhering also remarks that „the master s potestas may be

called property” “).

In the first paragraph three principal features of slavery

have been enumerated. We sec that our theorists attach most

irnportnnee to the first feature: ^property” or ^possession” ®).

Whether we can agree with them will be shown in the next

paragraph.

§ 3. Befiuiimi for sacntific use.

The present investigation is a sociological one; therefore

our definition of slavery has to be sociologically relevant. We
have to ask: What is the social value of slavery? Slavery is

an organ in the social body performing a certain function,

and we have to inquire: IIow is this organ developed, and

how, in the various stages of its development, does it perform

its function? But then we must know first what this organ

and its function are. Thus only can we exclude from our

inquiry organs somewhat resembling slavery, but functionally

1) logram, p
‘-^62

2) Lipport, 11 p 534

3) Sohm, p. 106

i) Ijotournoau, p 492

5) Jhering, II p. 167

6) This view is also held bj Wagner nnd Puohta, whoso ample exposi-

tions wo shall make 'use ot in the next paragraph
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quite diiFerent from it, and organs wholly different from sla-

very, but performing the same function or nearly the same.

And this is necessary
;

for the inclusion of such organs would

create a confusion fatal to a right understanding.

What then is slavery and what is its function?

The great function of slavery can be no other than a divi-

sion of labour *). Division of labour is taken here in the widest

sense, as including nut only a qualitative division, by which

one man does one kind of work and another a different kind,

but also a quantitative one, by which one man's wants are

provided for not by his own work only, but by another’s. A
society without any division of labour would be one, in which

each man worked for his own wants, and nobody for another’s

;

in any case but this there is a division of labour in this wider

sense of the word. Now this division can be brought about

by two means. „ There are two ways” says Puchta „in which

we can avail ourselves of the strength of other men which

we are in need of. One is the way of free commerce, that

docs not interfere with the liberty of the person who serves

us, the making of contracts by w'hich we exchange the strength

and skill of another, or their products, for other performances

on our part: hire of services, purchase of manufactures, etc.

The other way is the subjection of such persons, which enables

us to dispose of their strength in our behalf, but at the same

time injures the personality of the subjected This subjection

can be imagined as being restricted to certain purposes, for

instance to the cultivation of the land, as with soil-tilling

serfs; the result of which is that this subjection, for the very

reason that is has a definite and limited aim, does not quite

annul the liberty of the subjected. But the subjection can also

be an unlimited one, as is the case when the subjected per-

son, in the whole of his outward life, is treated us but a

means to the purposes of the man of power, and so his per-

sonality is entirely absorbed. This is the institution of sla-

1) Wagner remarks that thm m the mam function of bondage in general

(Unfreiheit). Wagner, pp 374—370, '38*2



very” '). We have not much to add to this lucid description

of slavery and its function. The function is a system of com-

pulsory labour, and slavery is the absorption of the whole per-

sonality of the forced labourer to this end. As this absorption

is properly expressed by the word „propcrty” or ^possession”,

we may define the slave as o man who is the property or

possession of another man, and forced to work for him.

This definition, however, on further consideration will show

itself capable of some simplification. For when one man is

the property of another, this implies compulsory labour. The

right of property in this case, the object of it being an,man,

IS a power over that man’s will too. The Romans recognised

this: „The master has not only a right of property over the

slave as over a lifeless thing, but also a power like that over

his son, the potesias dommica, that is a power over the slave’s

will”'). The right of property, that is a legally unlimited power

over a man, were useless, if the owner did not influence the

man’s will; and this influencing is equivalent to imposing

labour upon him, labour being taken in the widest sense. A
mere physical possession, such as the preserving of captives

for cannibal purposes, which Letourneau and Spencer make

so much of is socially of little conbequence. Possession of

human beings, as a social institution, is that which gets hold

of the w'lll of its object. lienee it follows, that slavery is the

fact that one man is the property or possession of another.

This simplification of our formula has this advantage that,

in inquiring whether some people has slaves, we need notask

whether there is labour imposed on subjected men. When this

docs not sufficiently appi'ar, we need not say: We do not

know whether slavery really exists here. When we are told

that among such a people some men are the property of others

(except of coui’se the cases of mere physical possession we

1) Puohttt, 11 f)|>.
H2, Wa};n»M- ipp .182, 305) arn\efi at tho same con-

clusion, but dues not sbite it so clearly

2) Suhm, p. 1(H).

3) Letourneau pitesiiii, S[»oncoi. Pol. Inst p 201
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have hinted at, which are few and easy to recognise), we may
be sure that they perform some kind of compulsory labour,

and are justified in calling them slaves.

Further advantages of our definition are, that it is the defi-

nition given by many theorists, and that it lies within the

limits of current speech.

In the following paragraphs we shall mark the distinction

of slavery from some phenomena which somewhat resemble

it. Of phenomena of this kind we shall consider only those

that most frequently occur; other questionable cases will be

examined in surveying the occurrence of slavery in the several

parts of the globe.

§ 4. Distinction of slavery from hndred phenomena.

1. Wives in an abject condition.

In the first paragraph it has already been noticed, that our

feminists make very great use of the term ^slavery”. We
shall see that this equally applies to some ethnographers and

theorists describing the state of women, especially as wives,

in some primitive societies. To give one instance of each of

them: Bancroft says of the Northern Californians: „Although

I find no description of an actual system of slavery existing

among them, yet there is no doubt that they have slaves.

We shall see that women entitled by courtesy wives, are

bought and sold” '). The theorist we shall quote is Letourneau :

„In all very primitive societies woman represents the domestic

animals, the beasts of burden which the more advanced socie-

ties possess : she is indeed treated as a slave, and this certainly

is one of the reasons why slavery has been instituted so late

in the course of social evolution” ®).

We may say that such authors use the word metaphorically

(as Letourneau certainly does); but this does not exempt us

from examining, whether the condition of wives in those cases,

1) Bancroft, p. 349.

2) Letourneau, p. 27.



where according to them it bo much resemblcB slavery, is

really slavery. We must not, of course, inquire whether there

are instances of female slaves being the wives of their owners,

but whether in any case the wives as such are slaves. In

doing this, we may confine ourselves to observing the condi-

tion of wives in Australia, as this condition is commonly

described as a striking instance of an abject one. Letourneau

remarks: „In the Australian clans slavery, in the sense in

which we use th(‘ word, did not exiht; but one half of the

social group, the weaker half, was reduced to servitude; the

Australian woman, an indispensable and despised helpmate,

was during her whole life burdened with work, ill-used, and

in reward often eaten by those whom her unavailing labour

had fed” '). Schurtz, in his little book, states that the treat-

ment of the Australian wives is bad *). Ratzel expresses the

same view: „The position of the wife in such circumstances

is always a low one. That she is positively considered to be

tlie property of her husband (hence in the Adelaide district

„owner of a wife” moans husband) is not peculiar to Australia.

But to this a number of customs are added here, that, more

than among other [leoples to which the notion of the wife as

a commodity is equally fiinuliar, place her in the back-ground

of public and even of family life” ^).

Now let us cite some particulars about this abject state of

the Australian wives, as given by ethnographers. For the

purpose of enabling the reader to take a comprehensiwe

view of the matter, we shall arrange these particulars nut

according to the different tribes each applies to, bqt according

to the several phenomena bearing on the object of our inquiry.

This gives the following result:

A. Th‘ wife ts aajuirtd hij the htshatid without her consent

hang asked. So among the Dieyerie: „uuder no circumstances

has a woman any say in the choice of a partner”
;
Powell’s Creek

1 ) Liocournoaii, p. 45

2) Sohurtz, p 139

3) Ktttzel, II p. h6.
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natives: „ After being purchased or captured, the woman is

generally taken away to a distance and kept more or less

isolated with her husband for some months, until she conten-

tedly settles down to the new order of things”
;
Queenslanders

on Herbert River: wives are acquired by bethrothal as chil-

dren, by exchange for a sister or daughter or by capture

;

N. W. Central Queenslanders: the marriage can be proposed

by the male relatives of the woman, or a man can exchange

his true blood-sister, i. e. by the same mother, for another’s

blood-sister; in both cases the consent of the whole camp-council

is required; aborigines of N. S. Wales: girls are often be-

trothed in infancy, or else given away by their father or

brother without their wishes being consulted; natives of the

Western District of Victoria: betrothal of children is very

frequent. A girl when adult can be asked of her father, without

any attention being paid to her wishes. When two young

men have each a sister or cousin, they may exchange the

young women and marry them; the women are obliged to

obey; Southern Australians of Port Lincoln: girls are be-

trothed long before puberty; when adult they must follow

their intended husbands whether they wish it or not; S. W.
Australians: ,In no case is the girl asked for her consent”;

natives of King George Sound (W. Australia): a girl is

often promised to a man years before her birth, but gene-

rally she is acquired by capture; Northern Australians otPort

Dgrwin and the W. Coast of the Gulf of Carpentaria
:
„Wives

arc obtained by gifts of parents
;

in the majority of cases

female children when born arc promised to men of all ages—
Some men obtain women by stealing them, generally from

other tribes, or get them in exchange for a sister”; Tasma-

nians: the girls are betrothed as children; before marriage

they are the property of their father or brother. When the

match is broken off, the girl is again betrothed, without her

wishes being consulted. Brough Smith, speaking of the Austra-

lians in general, remarks: ^Men obtain wives by a convenient

system of exchange, by conquest sometimes, and sometimes a

woman is stolen. By what mode soever a man procures a
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bride, it is very Reldom an occasion of rejoicing for the female”.

B. The, wife is entirely in the power of her husband^ and

treated accordingly.

a. Sometimes such general expressions arc found, as the

wife being her husband’s y^irroperty" or y^slave". SoonMoreton

Bay: wives are slaves; on Herbert River: wives are slaves;

in N. S. Walo^: „the woman is the absolute property of her

husband”; in S. W. Australia: „the state of slavery in which

they [the women] are all held, is really deplorable”; in Cen-

tral Australia: the wife is desired by the husband only for a

slave; in Tasmania: the women are slaves and do ^11 the

menial work. We may add Curr’s statement about the Austra-

lians in general: The wife „i8 not the relative, but the pro-

perty of her husband”. „The husband is the absolute owner

of his wife (or wives)”. Brough Smyth too remarks that the

husband is called the owner of the wife.

b. He tienf^ her with contempt. Among some tribes of

(Queensland and South Australia women and children are for-

bidden to eat some kinds of food, especially such things as

the men are very fmd of. In S. Australia women are despised.

In the Moore River District of W. Australia the husband

gives his wife only the oflFal of the chase. Central Australian

men „eat alone, and throw what they can't eat to the women”.

In N. S. Wales ^as her husband walks along, she follows him

at a respectful distance If they sit down to a meal, she still

keeps behind and gets her share flung to her without ceremony”,

c. He may smetnius ill-use and even hll her. On Moreton

Bay the wife is often beaten by her husband, especially when

he is drunk with rum.

The Queenslander of Herbert River ^treats his wife with

but little consideration, is often very cruel; he may take her

life if he desires”. In N. S. Wales the husband „may do

with her whatever he likes, even to the extent of putting her

to death, without any challenge from social or tribal law”.

The Camrnarray beats his wife violently for a trifling fault

oven a few hours before her confinement, Dawson speaks of

the ^apparent bard usage to which the women [of W. Victoria]
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are subjected”. In S. W. Australia „the method he [the hus-

band] adopts for correcting her is so barbarous, that it often

occurs that for a single look he pierces her leg with the

ghici, breaks her head with the dauac^ and treats her toother

similar caresses”. The natiyes of King George Sound treat

their wives very badly. In the Moore River District most of

the women die a violent death before they have reached an

advanced age. If, after an unsuccessful chase, the husband

finds that his wife has not enough yarns, she is glad to get

oflF with only a flogging. In cases of famine the women are

eaten.. In Central Australia women are very badly and roughly

treated. Nobody aids an ill-used woman. Tasmanian wives

were often cruelly beaten by their jealous husbands. According

to Curr, the Australian husband may „trcat her well, or bru-

tally ill-use her, at his pleasure”. The wives „are, occasionally,

cruelly beaten, or speared, for even a trifling offence”. And

Brough Smyth states that „if she shows favour towards another

and be discovered, she may suffer heavy punishment, be put

to death even”.

d. The husband exchanges and lends hts wife. At Powell's

Creek wives are sometimes exchanged. In Queensland and

S. Australia „it frequently occurs, that a woman is exchanged,

and passes to a number of husbands in a few years”. The

Moreton Bay aborigines lend their wives to each other and

offer them to Europeans. In N. S. Wales „when visitors come

to, the camp they are accommodated with wives while they

remain; and a brave chief, who has done much for their tribe

by his prowess, gets the wives of other men sent to him by

them as a mark of respect and friendship. Two men may

even agree to exchange wives for a time”. At Port Lincoln

the men frequently exchange wives. The 8. Australian hus-

band offers Ms wife to friends and strangers. In Central

Australia the husband lends his wife to his friends. When he

goes abroad a husband is given her for the time. A guest is

also provided with a wife. Men and parents prostitute their

wives and daughters. Another writer informs us that „they

often bring them [their wives] up to white men and beg of
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them to take them”. The natives of Port Darwin ^exchange

wives occasionally”. Tasmanian women were ofiPered to whites

for payment. A describer of the Australians in general states

that the husband may „keep her to himself, prostitute her,

exchange her for another, or give her away to any male of

the same class as himself’. According to another writer a

young man who has no wife sometimes gets one from an old

man, who is weary of her.

e. After his death she becomes the property of his brother.

Among the Dieyerie „the elder brother claims her as she is

the wife of his brother”. On Herbert River the widow belongs

to the deceased man’s brother. In N. S. Wales „when a man
dies, his widow is the property of his next brother’’. Among
the Kurnai the same custom prevails. In N. Australia „a

widow belongs to her late husband’s brother”. We may add

Curr’s general statement that „when a man dies, his widows

devolve on his eldest surviving brother”,

C. The husband makes hts wife work for him. As regards

the Dieyerie we are told that „the more wives a man has,

the more indolent he becomes; as they do not till the soil,

each wife has to go daily in search of food, gather seeds,

roots, and other vegetable products according to the seasons;

the men with a plurality of wives stay at home making wea-

pons, ornuments and fishing nets from rushes grown on the

banks of the lakes At Powell’s Creek „ polygamy is com-

mon, mor(‘ so amougst the old men, who find a plurality of

wives useful in hunting for them, and as carriers when sHif-

ting camp, etc.”. On Herbert River the women procure the

food, and for this often make long journeys; they do all the

hard work. The husband makes the frame of the hut; she

covers it. When travelling she carries all that is to be carried.

The husband often keeps the animal food to himself; his

hunting has rather the character of a sport; the procuring of

food is entirely incumbent on the wife. According to Fraser

the fate of the native wife in N. S. Wales is very pitiable.

^Married at an early age, she has not only to bear and rear

the children, J^ut she does all the heavy work of the family

;
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in camp, it is her duty to put up the rude windshelter of

sticks and foliage which serves them as a home, to make a

fire and keep it burning, and to cook the food
;
on the march,

she carries in a bag, resting on her back and slung from her

neck, all their portable property, and seated on this bag is her

youngest child , . . . in this bag, in addition to the few uten-

sils she requires for domestic labours, she has a yam-stick with

which to dig up the numerous native roots which are used as

food, a supply of these and other articles of food required for

a meal, a quantity of native string and hooks for catching

fish.... For the ready kindling of a fire, whenever it is re-

quired, she has to carry with her a smouldering piece of fire-

wood; if she allows this to go out, and thus put her lord and

master to the labour of getting fire by friction, or if she in any

other way gives him displeasure, he will beat her severely,

even till her body is covered with bruises and her hair is mat-

ted with blood”. At Victoria River Downs Station an old man

generally has many wives, „ probably to work and get food

for him, for in their wild state the man is too proud to do

anything except carry a woomcra and spear.” In Western Vic-

toria „after marriage the women are compelled to do all the

hard work of erecting habitations, collecting fuel and water,

carrying burdens, procuring roots and delicacies of various kinds,

making baskets for cooking roots and other purposes, preparing

food, and attending to the children. The only work the men do,

in time of peace, is to hunt for oppossums and large animals

of* various kinds, and to make rugs and weapons.” In S.W.

Australia „when, wandering through the woods, the savage

observes thkt the sky threatens ram, he enjoins his wife to

erect a hut at the place which he thinks most fit, and where

he intends to pass the night”. At King George Sound the

women look very miserable; they do all the work. In the

Moore River District the wife who has not yams enough for

her husband is severely beaten (as quoted above). The Cen-

tral Australian wife is the drudge of her husband. About the

natives of Port Darwin we get this information: „The only

reason 1 know of for the practice of polygamy is that, as the
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wives have to provide food for their lords and carry all their

family possessions when travelling, the husband can lead a per-

fect life of indolence”. Tasmanian women had to procure all

sorts of food, except the kangaroo. Ling Roth quotes a des-

cription of a Tasmanian repast: ^Hitherto we had had but a

faint idea of the pains the women take to prepare the food

requisite for the subsistence of their families. They quitted the

water only to bring their husbands the fruits of their labour,

and frequently returned almost directly to their diving, till they

had procured a sufficient meal for their families”. Curr, sur-

veying the mode of life of the Australians in general, remarks

:

„Wives have to undergo all the drudgery of the camp and the

march, have the poorest food and the hardest work”. Brough

Smyth enumerates as duties of the wife „buildinga new camp,

getting firewood etc. and on journeys acting as a carrier for

all the worldly goods of her husband. They are packed on her

back, all excepting his war implements, which he himself deigns

to carry”.

This picture, surely, is very black. But, unlike Letourneau,

we must not view the dark side only. We may remark, first

that, as it appears from the foregoing survey, there are with

ri'gard to each of the Australian tribes but a part of the

enumerated phenomena on record; the black picture is produ-

ced by blending the dark sides of each into a whole. And,

secondly, the same writers relate some particulars, which prove

that the life of the Australian wife is not all darkness. These

too wo shall arrange in the order observed above.

A. In some cases we are told, that the girl's n'lshes are to

some extent taken intu consideration as to the chdice of her

husband. On Herbert River the woman sometimes gets the

man she loves; she is then very happy, sometimes she runs

away with the beloved man. She is fonder of a handsome

face than of a good figure; she prefers a wild, open face,

especially as to the eyes. In N. W. Queensland, when a

young man and a girl aro in love with each other, and the

camp-council is not opposed to it, they elope, live as husband

and wife for soipe two months, and then return to the camp.
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In N. S. Wales a girl, to escape from tbe betrothed man (often-

times an old one), may elope with her young lover; she is

then brought back and beaten by her family, „but it may be

that she elopes again and again, and, if at last they see that

she is determined on it, they let her have her own way”. In

Tasmania the woman was stolen from her tribe, but not

against her will. Most often the girl succeeded in getting from

her father the man she wanted; otherwise she had to run

away with him. Curr remarks: „In no instance, unless Mr.

Howitt’s account of the Kurnai be correct, which I doubt,

has the female any voice in the selection of her husband.”

This' may be true, if we take ^voice” in the sense of a legally

recognized right; virtually, however, she sometimes has a

„voice”, as appears from the instances given here. Howitt’s

account which Curr alludes to we have not been fortunate

enough to meet with. According to Brough Smyth young

man who has engaged the affections of a girl of a neighboring

tribe, agrees with her to run away at the first opportunity

that offers”. They are then persecuted by the members of her

tribe, as custom and law require, but not energetically. After

a few days the yonng man and his wife return to his tribe.

Except at first some scolding and muttering his new state

provokes little comment. „His young wife is treated well, and

is soon familiar with all the women of the tribe, to which

she has become attached”.

B. a, b Sometimes the ethnographers tell of much affectum

cfxisting between husband and wife. At Moreton Bay there is

often a great affection. On Herbert River „a8 a rule man and

wife apparently get on very well”. Fraser remarks about the

aborigines of N. 8. Wales: „the kuri or black man is usually

kind and affectionate to his jta, wife”, „in spite of the

hardness of their mode of life, married couples often live

happily and affectionately together to a considerable ago”.

Dawson, after describing the work imposed on women in W.
Victoria (as quoted above), adds: „But notwithstanding this

drudgery and the apparent hard usage to which the women
are subjected, there is no want of affection amongst tbe mem-
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here of a family”. Even Salvado, who so pities tlm S. W.
Australian wife, remarks: „Sometimes I heard a netrothed

man say: I love her and she loves me”. Of the Tasmanians

we are told that they „treat their women kindly”. Brough

Smyth makes this general statement: „It is hard to believe

that even in a lower state the male would not have had the

same feeling of affection for his mate and an equal jealousy

of love as we see among the aborigines now”.

We may add, that the Tasmanian women, though overbur-

dened with work, are described as a merry and laughter-loving

kind of people. And Curr remarks about Australian woiuen in

general: „In every way the female’s looks to us a hard lot;

and yet, notwithstanding, I do not hesitate to say that they

are, on the whole, fairly happy, merry and contented.”

c. The husband does not always enjojf such an entire freedom

of action towards his wife.

Sometimes, for punishing and divorcing her, he must have

the consent of the tribe. So in N. S. Wales, in case of adultery

„he may complain to the elders of the tribe, and they, on

cause shown, decree a divorce; but not if she has children.” In

W. Victoria „a man can divorce his wife for serious miscon-

duct, and can even put her to death; but in every case the

charge against her must be laid before the chiefs of his own

and his wife’s tribes, and their consent to her punishment

obtained. If the wife has children, however, she cannot be di-

vorced”. Here we find also some slight traces of protection qjf

the wife by her relatives: „A man is allowed to marry his

brother’s widow, or his own deceased wife’s sister, or a woman

of her tribe
;
but he is not permitted to do so, if he has divor-

ced or killed his wife”. In N. W. Central Queensland the

wife is avenged by her family. „In the case of a man killing

his own gin., he has to deliver up one of his own sisters for

his late wife’s friends to put to death, he personally escaping

punishment A wife has always her „brother8” to look

after her interests”. At the initiation-feasts „each woman can

exercise the right of punishing any man who may have ill-

treated, abused or , hammered” her ... the delinquent not being
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allowe^o retaliate in any way whatsoever”. If these women

are da^^ they at least have their saturnalia ^).

We even find cases of the wife putting a check upon her

husband^ especially in a sexual respect. On Herbert River the

wife is furious if her husband is unfaithful to her. In N. S.

Wales „a wife may similarly complain to them [the elders of

the tribe] of the conduct of her husband, and they may order

both the man and her paramour to be punished”. In W. Vic-

toria „if a husband is unfaithful, his wife cannot divorce him.

She may make a complaint to the chief, who can punish the

man ^ by sending him away from his tribe for two or three

moons; and the guilty woman is very severely punished by

her relatives”. „A chief who has been married under the law

of betrothal, is not permitted to marry another woman for a

^ioflg time; and should he do so without obtaining the consent

of hjf wife, there would be constant quarreling”. At Port Lin-

old, former wife sometimes forces her husband to desist

a young, new one.

* fi-liy we meet with instances of the wife having a real

asce$dency over her husband. On Herbert River the husband

is sometimes led b^ his wife, and even beaten by her. A curi

ous piece of information we get about W. Victoria. When a

wife treats her husband with such persistent disrespect or un-

kindbcss as to make him wish to get rid of her, he goes away

to some neighburing tribe and tries to bring about her death

Ijy sorcery. The wife, being informed of this, repairs thither

and entreats him to return, and so a reconciliation is effected.

In Tasmania the husband could divorce his wife
;
but she could

also force him to do so.

d. Exchange of wives does not seem always to take place

against their will. In W. Victoria wives may be exchanged

only after the death of their parents and with the consent of

1) Curr asserts that, if the husband killed his wife, »hor death would be

avenged by her brothers”. But the information we get about the several

tribes makes it probable, that this is not true regarding the majority of

Australian tribes.
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the chiefri, but not if one of them has children. AfterAe ex-

change both couples live amicably together in one hut, each

in a separate compartment. If a man knows that his wife is

in love with another, and he is not opposed to it, she can be

amicably transferred to the other man with the consent of the

chief. At Port Lincoln the men frequently exchange wives;

brothers and near relatives have their wives nearly in com-

mon. The wife calls the brothers of her husband by the name

of husbands. This thus seems rather a kind of group-marriage

than a bartering of wives as of commodities.

These two instances point to the possibility that in other

cases too exchange of w’lves may be not so arbitrary an action

as at first sight it seems.

As to the lending of wives^ in some cases it appears that

these offer themselves to strangers. In N. S. Wales the hus-

band ^is quite ready to bargain with a white man, and with

her consent too; for a black woman considers it an honor to

be thus courted by a man of a superior race”. The Cammar-

ray women prostitute themselves to Europeans for almost no-

thing, and among themselves without any shame. In Central

Australia marriage does not impose any obligation of chastity;

the wives always prostitute themselves. On Moore River the

wives often have connections with young men; the husbands

do not seem to take much notice of it.

e. The leoinite law sometimes appears in the character of

a duty rather than a right of the deceased man’s brother..

Fraser (describing N. S. Wales) calls it a ^refuge” to the widow.

Dawson, speaking of the aborigines of W. Victoria, states:

„When a married man dies, his brother is bound to marry

the widow if she has a family, as it is his duty to protect

her and rear his brother’s children”. Salvado speaks of the

philanthropy of the S. W. Australian, who takes upon him-

self the care of the wife of an absent friend or parent, or of

a brother’s widow.

0. Among the Kurnai the man must hunt for the suste-

nance of his wife and children, and fight for their protection.

The last-cited cases of levirate law, too, show that the siib-
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sisten^ of the family does not depend on the wife only

Even the instances quoted above under C provide us with evi-

dence that the men perform some kind of work as hunting

the larger animals, making weapons and fishing-nets, getting

fire by friction, etc. And what is said here about the Kurnai

certainly applies to all these tribes: the husband fights to pro-

tect his wife. This being his great and indispensable function,

we must not wonder at his not liking to do other work

that women can perform as well

The division of labour between the sexes is not always so

unieasonable as at first sight it seems. Hore, speaking of the

African Wajiji, very justly remarks: „Much has been said

about the unfair division of labour in such circumstances, but

when it is considered that a wild ma4 finds scarcely anything

to his hand, but must himself cut the wood and the grass to

build his house, manufacture his spear and cooking vessels,

take his part in tribal duties, and is frequently compelled to

seek food in long and laborious hunting expeditions, it will be

seen that he often gets his fair share of work” *). A similar

division of labour is admirably described by Pi nart, as existing

among the Indians of Panama: „1 may be allowed to make

here a short digression on woman s place in the Indian family.

1 )
Lit<"raturc r<*fen<*d to in hurvf> ing the state* of tlii' Auhtralian wife On tlie

.Dieyerie Gason in Fra/icr'b Nolos, p 170, Powoll’s Creek The Stutioniuas-

ter, ood pp 177,178 Vietoiia Rivei Downs Station, Cranford, eud p 181,

Queensland and S Australia Matthews, eod pp 187,188, Moreton Bay

Lang, pp «J37,.138 Herbert River Lurnboltz, pp KK), 100—104. 213, N S

"Wales. Fraser, pp 2,20—28, 35, 3.5, Camrnarray • Collins jip OOO-.Wi;

Kurnai Fison and Howith, pp 204, 200, N W Cential Queensland

Roth, pp 141, 176, 181 W Viotoria Dawson p[» 27, 28, 33 —37; Port

Lincoln Hoods, p 223 .S Australia Angus, I pp 82,03 S W Australia

Salvado pp 313, 314, 340; King George .Sound : Browne, pp 450, 451
;
Moore

River District: Oldfield, pp 248—251, Central Australia Eyre II p 322;

Willshire m Frazer’s Notes, pp 183, 184; Port Darwin, etc Foolsohe eod.

pp. 194, Tasmania Bonwiok, pp. 56, 62, 66, 68, 73, 1.iiig Roth, Tasmania, pp
125, 40, Australia in general: Curr, I pp. 100—110, Brough Smyth, I pp.

76,79-82, 85, 86

2) More, p. 11.
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It is commonly said by those who have not lived intimately

with the Indians, that they consider woman as a beast of bur-

den, that to her share falls a life full of troublesome and fatigu-

ing work, and to the man’s an easy and idle existence. It may,

indeed, seem strange to the superficial observer to see the

wo!nan charged with heavy burdens and the man walking

before her carrying nothing but his weapons. But if the obser-

ver will only reflect a little, he will understand that, whereas

the man carries his weapons only, the responsibility and the

safety of his wife and children are incumbent on him. The

Indian’s life is indeed surrounded with dangers; when traver-

sing a savannah, or forest, a hostile Indian may appear at any

moment; a tiger, a snake etc. may throw himself upon the

travellers. Therefore it is the man’s task to be continually on

the alert, to have his hands and his movements free, in order to

bo able immediately to take his arms and defend those who

are dear to him. How often have not I seen the Indian, when

about to traverse a river, making his family stand still, ente-

ring into the water and reconnoitring whether it was not too

deep or the stream too rapid; then inspecting the opposite

bank to see whether all was light there; then crossing the

river again, helping his wife and children to pass through,

often even carrying the burdens, and several times re-crossing

the river to transport on his back his wife and children. The

river being crossed, the man again takes the lead with his

arms, the wife and family resume their burdens, and the little

caravan continues its way in the same order” ^).

Another fact, proving that the Australian women are not in

every respect considered as slaves, is the great influtoce they

often have in intertribal matters. »The peace-making influence

of tbe women is very great, and has often been observed

among many tribes”. „The peace-making function of the women

is also very chanicteristically shown by their being employed

as international ambassadresses” *). Darwin justly remarks

:

1) Pinart, pp. 44, 45.

2) Steinme^ Strafe, II p. 45
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*We thus Bee that with savages the women are not in quite

so abject a state in relation to marriage, as has often been

supposed” ^).

The question to be settled now is this: Are these Australian

wives, and accordingly all the wives that live in an abject

state, to be called slaves? Remembering the conclusion wo

arrived at in the third paragraph, we may put the question

thus: are they objects of possession? Under B a we have quo-

ted several statements of ethnographers calling them the sla-

ves, or the property, of their husbands. We must not, however,

forget Ingram 8 warning against taking a rhetorical use of the

word , slave” too literally The facts recorded under Be, B d,

and C are of more interest to us. The husband may do with

his wife as he likes: ill-use and kill her, overtax her with

work, exchange and lend her. It is but seldom that her

family protect her; in but very few cases the man's power

is interfered with by the chief or elders of the tribe. The-

refore we cannot but admit that she is the property of her

husband.

Yet there is a reason, why we are not to bring those wives

under the denomination of slaves. We may refer here to the

point of view we have taken in determining the nature of

slavery. Slavery is an organ in the social body, that in a pecu-

liar m inner brings about a division of labour. The Australian

wives share the character of this organ as an object of pos-

session. Yet they are not the same organ; for besides being

forced labourers they are wives; hence it follows that their

relation towards their husbands is wholly bound up with the

sexual and family life: it is their character as women, not as

labourers, that prevails. We may remember here the mutual

affection observed in so many cases by our ethnographers.

As the mother of his children, too, the husband is likely to

value his wife. We have seen (under B c) that in a few

cases she cannot bo divorced or exchanged if she has children.

1) Darwin, Descent of Man, p, 593
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Besides, it is frequently stated, that the Australian aborigines

are very fond of their children ^).

The Australian woman discharges the duties of a wife and

a mother, and besides, to some extent, the work that among

other peoples falls to the share of the slave; therefore she is

not a slave. If she were, her place, in a slave-keeping society,

would be entirely occupied by the slave; but no one will

doubt whether in any such society there are wives. In an

evolutionary sense the slave and the Australian wife differ in

this : the Australian wife is a not*yet-differentiated organ, per-

forming two functions, which at a later stage of development

will be incumbent on two quite distinct organs: the peculiar

function of a wife, and the labour of a slave. This reasoning

is not an assertion a priori^ by a biological parallelism, of a

development that must actually have taken place; it is only

intended to show the fundamental difference existing between

wives however abject their condition, and slaves ^).

We may even go farther and say: Slavery proper does not

exists when there art none but female slaves For when females

only are enslaved, the reason probably is, that they are valued

as women, not only as labou’^ers; otherwise males would be

enslaved too. And even where such women are not, all of them,

actually treated as wives or concubines, but only kept as labou-

rers, there is no slavery in the true sense of the word. In

such cases, the husband keeps his wife or wives subjected;

this leads to the keeping of numerous subjected females, who

are scarcely to be called wives. But it is always women, as

the weaker sex, who are subjected to the men; subjection of

labourers, only in their quality of labourers, does not exist. The

labourers have the name, if not the state, of wives
;
this proves

that the subjection of labourers as such, i. e. slavery, is noi

yet developed.

1) Soe Ploaa, 11 pp 333, 334, and Steinmetz, Daa Verbaltnias zwiawh.

Eltern und Kindern, p 613

2) Lippert (11 p 535) diatin^uishea the wife, as mistress of thehouseh^’

from the slave, who has no share in the authority wielded by the

This may be true, but it is only a small portion of the truth.



We have dwelt at considerable length on this distinction

between slaves and subjected wives. There are some more

distinctions to be made between slavery and kindred pheno-

mena; but these will not occupy so much space and time.

§ 5. Distinction of slavery from kindred phenomena.

IL Children subjected to the head of the family.

There was a time, the time of the good old patriarchal

theory, when the condition of children in the early stages of

social life was thought to be one of complete subjection to

the head of the family, the pater famihas^ who had over them

an unlimited power, extending to the power of life and death.

Carey, among others, holds this view, and very plainly ex-

presses it „By nothing is the progress of mankind in popu-

lation and wealth made more manifest than by the change in

the relation of parent and child. In the infancy of cultivation

the one is a tyrant and the other a slave
’

^).

The adherents of the matriarchal theory have assigned to

the Roman-like agnatic family its place as a later product of

history; but to the question as to how children were treated

in an ante-patriarchal state of culture they have not given

much attention.

It is to Dr. S. R. Steinmetz that wo are indebted for the

first exact inquiry into primitive education, ills conclusions,

based upon a large amount of ethnographical materials, are these :

•With most savages rational education is out of the question,

the children soon growing independent, and when young being

either negl^ted or much petted and spoiled *)
;
a lesser num-

ber of savage tribes show some slight beginnings of education

without or nearly without bodily (castigation
;
in a few cases

the children are under strict discipline. In this last set of

1) Caruy, p 275 Bee alsu Wnttke and Maine as quoted by Steinmetz,

Strafe U pp IHO, iHt.

2) Chamberlain (p IIC) juHtly remarku „Mueh too little ba» been made

of the bright side of ohild-hle among the lower races'’
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cases there is to some extent a subjection of the children.

^With the power over the mother the father gradually acqui-

red the power over the children.” „The patriarch became

master of his children and, whenever circumstances required

and allowed it, introduced a strict discipline over them” ^).

We may therefore suppose, that there will be instances of

children being treated in a somewhat slave-like manner. We
shall presently see that there are a few such cases on record

in Steinraetz’s book.

Among the Apaches the father holds unlimited sway over

his children up to the age of puberty ^).

Tlinkit boys must render unbounded obedience to their

parents and especially to their maternal uncle, to whom, accor-

ding to the law of inheritance, they are almost more nearly

related than to their own father. They have to perform the

labour imposed upon them, without any claim to compensation ^).

Of the Botocudos we are told, that the father, being stron-

ger than his children, compels them to work for him ^).

Among the Aeneze Bedouins the young girls work hard;

they drive the cattle to the pasture-ground; if one out of the

herd is lost, they are severely beaten by their father ^).

Among the Assja Samojedes the father has a patriarchal

power, and punishes at his discretion and according to custom ®)*

In these few cases only is it clearly stated that the head

of the family has an arbitrary power. The value of Zu Wied’s

statement about the Botocudos is much lessened by the same

ethnographer telling us that the children enjoy much freedom 7).

1) Stemmetz, Strafe II pp 171)—‘253, see ospooially p 252 Dr Stemmetz

has recently enlarged upon th<* same subject m an article entitled Das

Verhliltnm swtseken Eltern umi Kmdern be* den Naturmlkern

2) Stemmetz, Strafe II p. 190 (after Bancroft)

3) Ibid
, p 194 (after Krause)

4) Ibid
,
p. 19G (after Zu Wied)

5) Ibid
, p 199 (after Burckhardt)

6) Ibid
, p 201 (after Von Middendurfi

7) Ibid , p. 190.



Considering now the state of the eMldren in the cases

referred to here, are we justified in calling it alaTery?

The head of the family has power oyer the children; and

so far as it appears from the particulars giyen by the ethno-

graphers, this is a legally unlimited power, that may be called

right of property, and is likely to lead to compulsory labour,

as among the Tlinkits and Acneze Bedouins it certainly docs.

The condition of these children may therefore be expressed

by the word ^pospession”, our criterion of slavery.

We may even go farther. The condition of slaves is not

always very bad; but however kindly treated, they are slaves,

are the property of their masters. So with children too. They

may not be, as in the cases mentioned above, under strict

discipline; yet the father’s, or in a few cases the maternal

uncle’s, power, however moderate a use he makes of it, may

be legally unbounded, not restricted by social rules, not inter-

fered with by the community. In such a case the head of the

family may be called owner of the child, and is really called

so dn Roman law, so clearly distinct from Roman practice.

„The patrm potesias of ancient civil law means the full power

of the father over the persons subjected to him (the child, the

grand-child by the son, the wife m mam\ the right of death

|ui4 life {ms vitae ac neck) aud the right to sell into slavery’* ^).

potestas originally was equal to that over the slaves'* *).

>We see that the term „ possession” may well be used here.

Tot ^re is a reason that induces us not to call these chil-

dren llites, a reason resembling that for which we hate ex-

4) mm, p 363.

2) Puohto, II p. 384, As this is not the plaoe to enter into s systensUo

d^ription of the troatmont of children moaig savigea, we have ooofined

ourselves to mentioning the results of Steinmete’s inveitigatioiis. Tet We
will quote here one ethnographical rooorA that (Itirly ihowi th# high

d^ee of development of the patria poMdhle antdhg fivigea „li

Flonee the ions even of rich families as lonl as ^elr father lives, atpoM
feepts are dressed liko slaves, and also at Ms foaeral; tMt helagappreiilly

ilw axtemal sign of a strict patria which renaiM ^ the >

fsueral; i4il then the son is the father’s slave*^. Von Mtitenii
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eluded the subjected wiTes. These children may be called the

property of their fathers; but this is not the whole, nor even

the main part of their condition. The relation between father

and child, if it includes subjection, includes much more. There

is mutual sympathy and in many respects a coincidence of

interest; there is respect on the side of the child; there is on

the side of the father a desire to promote the welfare of the

child, however much bound up with egotistical motives. There

is also physical and mental superiority on the side of the

father and inferiority on the side of the child •)
;
and this in

some cases may bring about a somewhat slave-like condition

of the latter
;
but this condition is not an essentiel part of the

relation between father and child; a fortiori it is not coex-

tensive with the relation, as in the case of the slave. Biolo-

gically expressed : the child is quite another organ, with quite

another function, but in some cases, performing in some degree

the function of a slave; therefore it is not a slave. We may

add, that the child is only temporarily subjected; one day he

will be a master himself*). This also bears upon the treat-

ment of the child: the slave is brought up to servility, the

child to authority. Children, too, as such can never form a

subjected class.

As 'for adopted children, it is not always easy to disHi-

guish them from slaves. Sometimes they are rather aeressely

treated, especially those captured in war or kidnapped. Tanneir

was thus adopted - by an Indian of the Shahnee ti^he<

youngest son of this Indian had lately died, and hla wile hil

told her husband, she could not live if he did not reshm

the child. The husband accordingly went off, and^came back

with Tanner whom he bad kidnapped. Tanner was adopted

on the grave of the deceased boy, and given an Indian name.

But the adoptivd filter treated him not at all as a son. He

4) tliL as loQf M the ehild is really a child. Savage ohildwn are gene-

ally MWhtioonev foil-grown than those of civilized nations, see Stoininois,

2) U p. 635.
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had to do the hardest work, got but little food, and was often

severely beaten. If the mother tried to protect him, she was

beaten too. Finally the father, regardless of the mother’s wis-

hes, sold him to an old Indian woman, who now became his

adoptive mother. She treated him kindly, yet made him cut

wood, carry water and meat, and perform other kinds of labour,

which generally were not imposed upon children of his age*.

However, he was not a slave. When full-grown, he was con-

sidered by the Indians one of their tribe, and married an

Indian girl ^).

In ^the second Chapter we shall meet with more instances

of captives being adopted either into the tribe or into one of

the families within the tribe. As long as such persons are

children, it is often not easy to see whether they are slaves

or adopted children, it is not always stated, as in Tanner’s

case, that they are formally adopted. We must ask then, what

becomes of them when full-grown. If they have still a master

to serve, it is clear that they are slaves
,
for if they are adop-

ted members of the community, they will be free when adult,

excepting the (most often slight) moral obligations of full-

grown children towards their parents. Other facts proving that

the captives are slaves, are their not taking share in govern-

ment affairs, when the tribe is democratically organized, and

their being excluded from marriage with native-born women.

With the aid of these criteria we shall try, in every particular

case, to decide whether the captives arc slaves or adopted

members of the community. What has been said here of cap-

tives, equally applies to purchased persons.

The last two paragraphs show that there is still something

wanting in our definition. Not every stale of possession is

slavery; those arising from family relations are to be exclu-

ded. Thus only can we come to a true understanding of the

signification of slavery. For wives and children may acciden-

tally be forced labourers and the like; the slave only is e,r

\) Tanner, pp 8—17, 114; soo also p 315.
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drfinitione a subjected person, a forced labourer, an object of

possession. Wives and children there would be, and there are

in many cases, without subjection; slaves there are not where

there is not subjection and compulsory labour. A society that

begins to keep slaves, develops a new organ with a special,

well marked function
;

and it is the evolution of this organ

we are to trace in the following Chapters.

Our definition therefore wants an addition. We may now

put it so : Slavery is the fact^ that one man is the j^roperty or

possession of another beyond the limits of the family proper

§ 6 . Distinction of slavery from kindred phenomena.

III. Memhus of a society m their relation to the head of the

community.

Bastian, after remarking that in a social community nobody

18 literally free, gives a great number of quotations, describing

widely different kinds of subjection, and among these some

few, where the subjects of a despot are called his slaves or

his property. „The Siamese arc all (even marked) slaves of

their king ” „The subjects of the king of Djagga are slaves,

who may not marry without his consent.” „In Usumbara all

are slaves of the king ” „The absolute rulers dispose of all

their subjects as their property (even without having acquired

a right by the subjects having transgressed the law), and even

mark with their badge the different working-guilds, as is done

by the king of Siam.” „Thc princes and princesses on the

Congo have the right to sell any one who is not a prince like

themselves” i).

What Bastian means by heaping up these various quotations,

without any order or attempt at an explanation, is not clear.

We, however, must not follow his example, but inquire whether

the word ^slave” is rightly used here, whether the subjects

of a despot may bo called slaves. A few moments of conside-

1) Bastian, KechtsveibaltuiBno, pp IT), 15 note 2, 187, 187 note 2 Post

(Ethn Jur I 1^58) also speaks of subjects being the slaves of the king
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ration will show that they may not. For however great the

power of the chief, the king, the despot, in a word the head

of the community, over his subjects, they are not his property.

^Property” supposes a power of the master, pervading the

whole life, personal, domestic and social, of the slave; so

great a power over his subjects a chief never has. The fol-

lowing reasoning will make thn clear. Slavery would not bo

capable of much development, if it depended upon the mas-

ter’s personal superiority only; for slavery to become a social

system, the master’s power over the slave must be recognized

by tke society.

The slave lives m a society that regards him as a slave;

slavery cannot exist where there is not a society of freemen.

Therefore the despot, however great his power, is not as such

a master of slaves. The slave-owner has the community on

his side; the chief has subjects who themselves compose the

community. Looked at from the practical side, thi* chief s

power contains much more of voluntary submission than the

slave-owner’s. A cliief never has the whole person of the citi-

zens subjected in his own behalf; he may exact some perfor-

mances for his personal benefit, but the restrictions put upon

the subjects, encroaching on their freedom in private life, will

generally be measures taken in the (real or supposed) interest

of the community, and approved of by the community. These

restrictions are mutual, and arise from the social connection

itself; this is not, as in slavery, using one person as a means

to the purposes of another definite person. This yet more

distinctly appears, where not a single man imposes these rules,

but the council of citizens. In a communistic society there

would be an entire absence of personal freedom
;
yet there

would be no slaves, as there would be no freemen whom they

could serve.

It need hardly be said, that a chief may keep slaves like

any other freeman. The public power as such, the state, also

sometimes keeps slaves (e. g. the servi puhlia in Rome). But

these slaves are quite distinct from the main body of citizens.

Sometimes it is stated, that the chief, or the public power.
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has slaves, whereas no mention is made of any other slaves.

In such cases the slaves generally become such as a punish-

ment for some offence. Where such a state of things exists,

we may not speak of a slave-keeping people. For here the

jmwer of the government is so great, that it can avail itself

of the labour of the citizens; whether this is done by imposing

an equal amount of labour on all of them, or by selecting a

few persons for this purpose and keeping them m aslave-like

state, does not matter much. Besides, slavery here cannot have

the same influence on social life it generally has; for every

freeman has to work for himself. This kind of slavery jnay

be compared with the tread-mill and other kinds of penal ser-

vitude existing in more civilized societies. And we may not

speak of a slave- keeping people, where the only slaves are

criminals, who become the slaves of him who represents the

public power, any more than we can say that slavery exists

in those civilized countries, where penal servitude is still

practised.

One more remark has to be added here. Hitherto we have

used the b'rms ^possession” and ^property” synonymously as

indicating the nature of slavery. In this paragraph it has been

shown, that an essential feature of slavery is its being recog-

nized by the community Therefore we prefer the term „ pro-

perty” that, better than the other term, conveys the notion,

not only of a virtual subjection, but of a subji'ction considered

legal 111 those communities where it exists.

§ 7 . BidinvtHm of davetij from liuihal phrnomaia.

IV. Subjected inhcb, tnkdati/ provinces: lowet classes; free

labourers.

We shall meet with instances of tribes, the members of which

are bound to perform some kind of labour for other tribes or

for the members of the latter.

This is not slavery; for slavery is subjection of one indivi-

dual to another, and a subjection that absorbs the whole per-

sonality of tb© subjected; and under such circumstances it is
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not possible that the subjected lead a tribal life. Therefore,

where the subjected are described as forming a separate tribe,

we may be sure that they are not slaves. Ingram justly

remarks that „the lowest caste may be a degraded and despi-

sed one, but its members are not in a state of slavery; they

are in collective, not individual, subjection to the members of

the higher classes” ^). What Ingram says here of the lowest

caste, often applies to subjected tribes.

That conquered districts, bound to pay a tribute in kind or

money, do not consist of slaves, is clear.

The foregoing remarks would be almost superfluous, were

it not that some ethnographers in such cases spoke of „ slave

tribes” and „8lave districts”.

Lower classes can be of different kinds. Where they are

only considered inferior to the upper classes, or excluded from

governmental functions, it is easy to see that they arc not

slaves. Greater difficulties are presented by some other cases.

Sometimes a lower class consists of free labourers. Now theo-

retically free labourers are easy to distinguish from slaves • the

slave is compelled to work, the free labourer voluntarily sub-

mits to it. But the accounts of our elhnographers do not

always make it clear, which of these two kinds of laboureis

we have to deal with in any particular case. When a labourer

lives in the house of his master and is wholly dependent on

him, it may be rather difficult at first sight to decide whether

he IB free or a slave. Sometimes the details given are suffi-

cient to settle the question
;

if not, we shall have to leave it

undecided.

A lower class can also consist of serfs. What they are, and

what is the difference between them and slaves, will be shown

in the next paragraph.

§ 8. Distinction of slavery from kindred phenomena. V. Serfs.

What we have said of free labourers applies also to serfs:

i) Ingram, p. 3
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to draw the theoretical line of demarcation between them and

slaves IS not so very difficult; but practically it is not always

easy to decide, whether a subjected class we get some infor-

mation about consists of slaves or of serfs
;
sometimes even,

because of the unstable terminology and the scanty information,

it IS quite impossible But there are several unequivocal cases

of serfdom, too, on record in history. Mentioning a few of

these will suffice to give the reader a clear idea of its nature

as distinct from slavery.

In Germany Lahngtne was, in the earliest times, synony-

mous with slave The law placed the Leibagenen on a level

with the domestic animals The master had the ni^ vitar ac

an unlimited right to sell them, the right to exact from them

all possible services, to marry and divorce them The owner

of the Lubeiqene was also owner of his goods and chattels.

The lord was responsible for any damages caused by his ser-

vant, as for those caused by his horse, and might claim indem-

nity if an} one injured his man But gradually this slavery

was mitigated into a state of subservicnc} First the claim to

unlimited services was vaived, and on the Labeigcm were

imposed definite liohotot (hboin dues) and tributes He had to

work on fixed da^8, to perfoun fixed services to pay fixed

sums His earnings legall} still bebnged to the lord, and the

latter succeeded to his goods, but from the 11^^' century the

lord’s light of inheritance dwindled into a present

From the century the serfs acquired a usufruct of the soil

they tilled, and so their obligations assumed more or less the

character of a quit-rent Sometimes they were even allowed

to choose another lord in the Frankish empire tlfe lords

were already foibidden to sell theni abroad, from the

century they lost the light to kill them, and afterwaids

also the right to whip them The church took away from

the lord the right to divorce his serfs, if the marriage had

been contracted with his consent The ims primae noctis

remained longer. Moreover, the relations of the serfs towards

others were gradually recognized by law, at first only as

to unjust acts, .Jater on as to contracts. And so, when at
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last serfdom was abolished, the only changes effected by this

were: allowing of the right of emigrating, abolition of the

marriage-consent and of the court-services and personal tributes.

Thus Siegel describes the development of serfdom in Ger-

many *). Other writers come to nearly the same conclusions.

According to Brunner, there was among the Western Germans a

class between freemen and slaves, called Liten or AJdien^ a

hereditary class, whose position was secured by law. They

had the right of acquiring property and making contracts;

they could by emancipation become fully free, or ransom

themselves by means of their fortune To marry they wanted

the consent of their lord. They had the right of feud [Fehde-

rccht), and when they were killed a wergild was paid, that

fell partly to the lord. Their right of inheritance was origi-

nally not recognized ^).

Schroder remarks, that the difference between freemen and

subservients (Horigen) consisted in this, that the landed pos-

sessions of the latter were smaller and liable to tribute Mo-

reover, they had no connubtum with freemen, nor any political

rights; the wergild paid for them was one half of that paid

for a freeman

In medieval France a similar state of things prevailed.

There were no longer slaves, but serfs „ Serfdom is a transi-

tory stage between slavery and entire liberty. The serf of the

middle ages is not, like the ancient slave, indissolubly riveted

to his condition, deprived of rights by his very birth, placed

on a level with the beasts of burden of his lord’s estate. Pu-

blic opinion IS favourable to him.” „The facts agree with the

doctrine The serf has some means of acquiring property; he

may marry and have legitimate descendants, who will succeed

to his goods; he may give evidence m the courts; he may

purchase his liberty by means of his peculium. By getting

some profits he is interested in the cultivation of the soil.

1) Siegel, pp 291—203.

2) Brunner, I pp 101, 102

3) Schroder, p 41 He states that these Hongen were also called lati or

aldto (1 c., p. 40) ,
so they are the same class as those described by Brunner.
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Giving his labour to the land, he may expect to enjoy the

fruits of it, by paying fixed tributes. By marrying his chil-

dren to free women he secures the liberty of his offspring.

By paying an indemnity he acquires the succession to his

father’s inheritance, and the right of property over his

savings .... He may dispute the tributes {tallies et cens)

which the lord levies on the tenement he cultivates, invoke

an enquiry of experts who attest his means, contract to pay

a fixed annuity and so know beforehand what profit he may

depend upon” ^).

With these serfs may be compared the Roman coloni. „The

colonafus consists in this, that men are inseparably attached

to a landed property for the purpose of cultivating it

This connection with a determinate estate, from which the

colonus might be severed only in some cases fixed by law,

brought about an approximation of the coloms to the slave

(as semis terrae)^ but also a difference between them, a secu-

rity for the colonus^ which protects him from the lord’s arbi-

trary power. Hence the colonus stands with regard to the lord

on the free footing of one bound only to comply with the

yearly canon, annua functio^ a tribute fixed by contract or

custom, which he has to pay to the lord, generally in products

of the land” ^).

The foregoing statements once more prove the sufficiency

of our definition of slavery As soon as the forced labourer is

no longer entirely at the disposal of the lord, the latter being

entitled to fixed services and tributes only, such a state of

things 18 called serfdom, or colonatus^ or subserviency, but not

slavery. This agrees with our definition of slavery. ^The slave,

as we have remarked above, is the property of his master,

whose power is in principle unlimited, not restricted to fixed

performances. Therefore, even if the writers referred to here

called such institutions as serfdom and colonatus slavery, we
are not to do so; but we may regard it as a corroboration

1) Gasquet, II, pp 281, 282

2) Puohta, II p 97
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of the conclusion we had arrived at before, that such writers,

most of whom have not made any special research into the

nature of slavery, when they meet with such an institution

as serfdom, feel that they are not to call it slavery.

Now let us look what our theorists have to say on the subject.

Ingram remarks: „The transition to serfdom took place in

civic communities, when the master parted with or was de-

prived of his property in the person of the slave, and became

entitled only to his services, or a determinate portion of them.

In rural life, where the march of development was slower, the

corresponding stage wa*^ reached when, in accordance with the

fundamental principles of feudalism, the relation between the

lord and serf, from being personal, became territoriar’ ^).

The first words here perfectly express the truth : when the

master loses ^his property in the person of the slave”, he is

no longer a slave-owner. What follows, that the master „ be-

came entitled only to his services”, is less correct; for he

who IS entitled to all the services of another is his owner;

just the limiting of the master’s right to „a dck'rmiiiate por-

tion of them” 18 the change from slavery to something else

If I may require all the services a man can perform, I am

his owner; if I am restricted to a determinate portion of them,

I am not.

Spencer says: ^As the distinctions between different forms

of slavery are indefinite, so must there be an indefinite dis-

tinction between slavery and serfdom, and between the several

forms of serfdom. Much confusion has arisen in describing

these respective institutions, and for the sufficient reason that

the institutions themselves are confused” 2).

This consideration, however true, will not prevent us from

drawing a theoretical line of demarcation. Not a single social

institution is practically strictly separated from kindred insti-

tutions; yet we cannot understand such institutions, unless

we make a distinction, and not an „indefinite” one.

1) Ingram, p 262.

2) Spencer, Ind. Inst,, p, 472.
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Letourneau, after describing the state of the coloniis^ adds:

„In a word, he was not an object of possession, a slave, but

only a proletarian attached to the soil.” In another passage

he remarks that slavery always undergoes same mitigation in

the course of civilization: ^Less and less is the person of the

slave himself oppressed
;
one is contented with exploiting him,

bereaving him in a larger or smaller degree ot the fruits of

his labour, in a word the slave becomes a serf” ^).

These quotations may suffice to show that our view of the

matter is held by theorists as well as by historians.

The serf, therefore, is not a slave, because he is not’ the

property of his master, and the particulars of serfdom rela-

ted by our historians provide us with means of more clearly

understanding the practical meaning of this notion „ property”.

It means a power that, however leniently exercised in many

cases, is in principle unlimited. Among many peoples the

master may ill-use and even kill his slave, without the law

taking any notice of it. And even where his power is restric-

ted by social regulations, he may have a right of property,

viz. if his authority be in principle unbounded, and any

limitation put upon it suppose a special legal provision. Our

social reformers of to-day express the desire to make a great

change in the regulation of the right of property. Till now,

in Roman and Romanized modern law, the proprietor has

had a right to do with his propel ty whatever he is not by

special rules forbidden to do *)
;
they will place the right of

property on a level with the other mra in re, so that the

proprietor may do nothing but what he is by law allowed

to do Now such a reform as these people intend to bring

about as to property in general, has taken place wherever

slavery has passed into serfdom. The slave-owner may do

with his slave whatever he is not by special laws forbidden

to do; the master of a serf may require from his man such

services and tributes only, as the law allows him to require.

1) Letourneau, pp 423, 355, 356

2) See Dargun," p 3
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The slave-owner has a right of property; the master of a

serf has, so to speak, a ius in re ahena.

§ 9. Pawns or debtor-slaves.

In the course of our investigation it will be shown, that

among some peoples a debtor, unable to pay a debt he has

contracted, becomes the slave of his creditor. Sometimes such

persons are ordinary slaves; but pawns or debtor-slaves m
the restricted sense (who are of frequent occurrence in the

Malay Archipelago, Dutch pandehngen) arc a class whose

slave-state is conditional
;
they become free as soon as the debt

is paid by or for them; the creditor cannot refuse to accept

the money. Because of this great difference between pawns

and ordinary slaves (who generally have not a right to be

ransomed), most of our ethnographers do not call the founer

slaves, but give separate descriptions of slavery and pawning.

The question arises, and has to be settled here, whether

we for our purpose have to call these pawns slaves. We shall

quote here one description of pawning. Among the Tshi-

speaking peoples of the Gold Coast of West Africa „a pawn

is a person placed in temporary bondage to another by the

head of the family .... either to pa> a debt, or to obtain a

loan .... When a person is pawned on account of a debt, the

services of the pawn, even should they extend over a consi-

derable number of years, count for nothing towards the liquid-

ation of the debt; and a pawn has to serve his master, until

the amount of the original debt with 50 per cent, interest, is

paid by the person who pawned him” ^).

Here the debtor pawns one of the members of his family;

among some other peoples (e. g. in the Malay Archipelago)

he pawns himself; this is not essential. The mam fact is that

the pawn is in ^bondage’', however temporarily, that he „ha8

to serve his master.” Therefore, as long as the debt remains

unpaid, the pawn is in the same condition as a slave. He has

1) Ellis, Tshi-speakmg peoples, p. 394.
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not to perform a fixed amount of labour, he must serve his

master without any limitation; the master has over him a

power that is, in principle, unlimited. Now we have to inquire

:

Is this pawn a slave, i. e. is he the property of his master?

In a legal sense the creditor has not a right of property over

his pawn
;
his right agrees with a kind of pignus which the

Romans called antichresis^ i. e. something yielding profit was

handed over to the creditor, who utilized it instead of receiv-

ing the usual interest *). Yet the right of the holder of the

pawn bore much resemblance to that of the owner: he had

a utilis m rem actio^ a vmdicatio piqnons^]. We, for our pur-

pose, may classify the pawns among the slaves, if we -can

prove that sociologically a system of pawning performs the

same function as a slave-system And this certainly is the

case. The same system of compulsory labor, the same subjec-

tion of the entire person exists, whether the subjected are

perpetually slaves or temporarily pawns, viz in those cases

where, as among the Tshi-speaking peoples, the master’s power

18 in principle unlimited. Where pawns have a fixed amount

of work to do, they are temporary serfs; but where (as is

most often the case) no limit is put to the amount of work

the master may exact from them, they are temporary slaves,

and as long as they are slaves, take the same place as other

slaves m the social system.

1) Puohta, II p 250; soe also Wilken, Paadreoht, pp. 42 -*44.

2) Puohta, II p 264



CHAPTER II - GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION

OF SLAVERY.

§ 1. Introduction.

Having now determined what ib the meaning of the term

^slavery”, we are about to inquire, what is its social signifi-

cation, what place does it occupy in those societies where it

formerly existed or still exists? But then we must first know,

whether slavery exists among all savage tribes, and, if not,

whether it is confined to certain races of men or to certain

parts of the world; and further, whether it is found oil all

levels of lower culture, or on some only, and if the latter, on

which. The solution of these problems requires a survey of

the occurrence of slavery among wild tribes in the several

parts of the globe. This survey will occupy the present chapter.

A few words have still to be said about our method of

ascertaining the existence or non-existence of slavery in every

particular case.

To one unacquainted with our scieiice the task to be per-

formed now may seem very easy, we have only to consult

the ethnographical literature bearing on any tribe, and to look

whether slavery is mentioned; if it is mentioned in an affir-

mative sense, slavery exists; if in a negative sense or not at

all, slavery does not exist. But every one familiar with eth-

nographical literature knows that it has not to be used in

such a rough-and-ready manner. The statements of our eth-

nographers are not to be accepted without much caution and

a thorough criticism.

The observance of the following rules will, so far as we

can judge, give to our conclusions the highest possible degree

of probability.

1". If it is stated that slavery exists, is this sufficient evi-

dence of its existence? Our definition, arrived at in the first

chapter, lies within the limits of ordinary language; there-
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fore it iB probable that our ethnographers have used the term

in the same sense we attach to it. There are, however, many

cases in which the words „ slave ’ and
,
slavery” are applied

to something quite different from their true meaning, as will

be seen from our survey of the matter. Thus it is necessary

to ask for more evidence than is given by the mere term

^slavery”.

a. If it sufficiently appears that among some tribe there

are men considered to be the property of others, we need not

doubt whether slavery exists.

h. If this 18 not clearly proved, there is still one particular,

that being mentioned makes the existence of slavery very

probable, viz. the fact that people are bought and sold within

the tribe, except of course women sold for wives. For other

kinds of subjected persons, serfs, lower classes, and subjects

of a de&pot, are not bought or sold, at least not within the

tribe. Beyond the limits of the tribe a man may be sold

without previously having been a slave. Thus some African

despots sell their subjects to Arabian slave-traders; such a

sale does not prove that slave^’y exists within the tribe. But

when a man is sold within the tribe, either he was already

a slave, or he becomes such, e. g as a punishment; in both

cases slavery is practised by the tribe ').

c. If the particulars on record are quite insufficient to

determine the nature of the alleged slave-state, the possibility

of a mistake is much lessened by several writers, indepen-

dently of each other, stating that slavery exists.

(L Finally, the general trustworthiness of the writer or

writers must be taken into account.

2'\ If we are told that there are no slaves, it is very pro-

bable that slavery really does not exist, for slavery is a phe-

nomenon rather easy to observe, and the ethnographers are

1) sometimets, however, children are sold to adoptive parents within the

tribe Suoh is the case in Oieenland, i»ee Crantz I, p 178 But these are

exceptional oases, ao, when no particulars are given, we may auppoae that

the purchased persona become slaves and not adopted children.
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generally inclined to use the word in a too wide rather than

in a too restricted sense. There is no need here for the extreme

scepticism with which we have to receive an .assertion of

any people having no religion ’). This does not prevent, of

course, that if we find the existence of slavery denied by a

writer who is generally badly informed, w(‘ may reject such

an assertion.

3^. The greatest difficulties are presented by those cases in

which no mention is made of slavery. Here the utmost caution

has to be observed.

a. If it clearly appears from the description, that there are

people considered to be the property of others, without the

word ^slavery” being used, the conclusion is evident.

b. Perhaps some facts are mentioned which make the exis-

tence of slavery highly improbable. Wc shall see that the

main source of slavery is captivity in war; so, if it is stated

that no captives are made, or that the lot of the captives is

something else than slavery, the non-existence of slavery is

probable. But even then it is not quite certain there may

still be slaves, acquired by other means. Further: if it is

stated that there are no social classes, or if the classes are

enumerated and slaves are not among them, tlu^re is a strong

presumption that slavery does not exist. Yet here too there

is no certainty; for slaves, among savage tribes, have not

always the aspect of a social class The description of the

division of labour between the sexes may also suggest to us

the non-existence of slavery. When we are informed that the

men do some kinds of work and the women some other kinds,

we are inclined to think: if there were slaves, their special

work would be mentioned too. But this argument is most

dangerous; for the slaves very often have no special kind of

work allotted to them.

We see that none of these criteria prove quite reliable.

Yet, taken together, they give a high degree of probability.

And it is not even necessary that all of them can be asoer-

1) See Tylor, Primitive Culture, I pp. 417 sqq.
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tained. If an ethnographer, known to be trustworthy, gives

us an elaborate description, pretending to be a picture of the

whole social life of the tribe he describes, it were a wonder

if he had entirely omitted slavery, while it existed; the more

BO as this phenomenon is not so difficult to recognize. The

same argument obtains a fortiori^ when several such descrip-

tions of the same tribe exist.

4”. In doubtful cases we may take into account the state of

the group to which a particular tribe belongs. It may be that

in the general descriptions of a group no mention is made of

slavery; that, further, all tribes belonging to this group of

which we are well informed prove to have no slaves. If, then,

the information we get concerning a particular tribe belonging

to the same group, is not complete enough to rely upon,

there is a strong presumption that this tribe will be in the

same state as the rest of the group, i. e. that it does not keep

slaves. Under the same conditions we may suppose that a

tribe belonging to a slave-keeping group keeps slaves. The term

„group” has to be taken here in a sociological, not in an

anthropological or linguistic sense, and its application must be

somewhat restricted. It must consist of tribes, the institutions

of which closely resemble each other
;

e. g. Micronesia is a

group in this sense, North America is not. It is almost super-

fluous to add, that this group-argument may be used only to

strengthen existing, but insufficient evidence.

We confine ourselves here to the phenomena of savage life;

therefore we shall exclude the semi-civilized peoples An exact

distinction, however, between these two classes of peoples has

not yet been made
;
so we are fully aware of the possibi-

lity of mistakes, made here in this respect. As we were not

able to apply any exact criterion, we have more or less fol-

lowed our general impressions, paying most attention to the

development of political institutions. So for instance we have

excluded the Kabyls of Northern Africa, because their detailed

1) The distinotiOTi between the several stages of culture will be enlarged

upon in the second Part.
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legal eystem, as described by Hanoteau and Letourneux, pro-

ves that politically they have passed beyond the stage of

savagery. And a developed political organization cannot exist

without profoundly marking such an institution as slavery.

We shall find that several savage tribes have to a consi-

derable extent been influenced by civilized or semi-civilizod

nations. In such cases the question arises: have we to deal

here with phenomena of unadulterated savage life? This ques-

tion is important and must be paid full attention to. We shall

see that many savage tribes in their true aboriginal state have

been acquainted with slavery, whereas many others when first

discovered did not practise it; so neither thi* existence nor

the non-existence of slavery must needs be due to foreign

interference; either may be aboriginal, and must be supposed

to be so wherever there is not a strong presumption to the

contrary '). But there are also many cases in which foreign

influence has undoubtedly been at work. It may, then, have

worked in dififerent ways; and the results it has led to are

to be distinguished accordingh

A. The disappearance of slavery under civilized or serai-

civilized influence may have taken place in the following w’ays
•

a. The savage tribe has so much coaleso(‘d with or been

assimilated to the influencing nation, that it has entirely adop-

ted the institutions of the latter W(* must, then, take into

consideration only the accounts, if there are such, of the

social institutions of the savage tribe in its aboriginal state.

What are its institutions now has no interest to us.

b. Measures have been taken by a civilized nation on pur-

pose to abolish slavery. Then we, for our purpose, must con-

sider the savage tribe concerned as keeping slaves, and pay

attention only to the descriptions of its institutions as they

were before the abolition.

1) When similar phtinoincna are found among diftfrcnt pooploH, modern

ethnology suppusoti that they havo apontancoudly origmutod among uauh ot

thorn, VIZ. a» long as tho contrary la not made probable 8&c Stemmotz,

Eadokannibalumus, pp 5b, 57, and Darwin, Duaoont of Alan, p 111.
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c. The savage tribe has remained savage, but intercourse

with foreigners has so much changed its political or economic

condition, that slavery no longer exists
;

e. g. formerly it

acquired its slaves in war, but warfare has become impossible.

Such facts, if we find them, will be very valuable to us;

for what has been done here by a civilized nation may in

other cases have been done by savages; therefore such facts

suggest to us a manner in which we may account for the non-

existence of slavery in cases where we should expect to find it.

B. Slavery may have originated under civilized or semi-

civilized influence in the following ways:

a. The savage tribe has coalesced with or been assimilated to

the influencing nation. Here the same may be said as under A, a.

b. Foreign intercourse has so much changed its political or

economic condition that slavery has become possible. Here,

as long as the savage tribe remains savage, we have to deal

with a phenomenon of savage life. For the same changes

brought about hero by intercourse with a civilized or semi-

civilizcd nation, o. g the accumulation of wealth by trade,

may also be brought about by intercourse with other savages

The civilized nation does not here influence the savage tribe

in its quality of civilized nation, but only in its quality of a

foreigner having intercourse with the tribe.

Two exceptions, however, have to be made, one real and

one apparent.

The real exception is this- we shall see that some Indian

tribes of North America, though formeily unacquainted with

slavery, in later times kept Negro slaves, purchased from the

whites. Now these Negroes were in an exceptional condition,

transported into a foreign continent and living among foreign

races. If the same Indians had tried to keep Indian slaves,

the latter would perhaps have run away; but if the Negroes

had escaped, they would have been recaptured by whites or

Indians. This case, therefore, has to be omitted from our

survey of slave-keeping savage tribes.

The apparent exception is this : there are several tribes that

keep slaves for sale only, not for their own use. If they had
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no opportunity to sell their slaves, they would not keep any.

But this is no true exception: for whether these slaves are

sold to savages or Arabians or Portuguese, it is clear that a

tribe that makes slaves only to sell them abroad is not a

slave-keeping tribe in the true sense of the word. To its social

organization slavery is entirely foreign.

The ensuing paragraphs will show which savage tribes

keep slaves and which do not keep any. The groups into

which we have divided the several tribes are mainly geogra-

phical, not intended to answer any anthropological purpose.

As long as the meaning of the term „race’' is so unstable as at

present, we think it better not to operate with it. Ourgnmps

are nearly the same as those given by Schurtz in his Volkerkundc,

At the end of each paragraph its result will be mentioned.

The ^positive oases” are the tribes which probably keep sla-

ves, the ^negative cases” those which probably do not keep

slaves. Under the head of „no conclusion” we have giviui the cases

in which the probability that slavery exists is nearly as great,

or as little, as the inverse probability. The tribes, the names

of which are printed in italics, are those which afford „clear

cases”, i. e. w’here the probability nearly amounts to certainty.

At the end of the Chapter a brief recapitulation w’dl show

the occurrence of slavery among savages in the several parts

of the globe.

When, in the following paragraphs, we say
:
„Such a tribe

keeps slaves,” or: „Such a tribe does not keep slaves,” this

does not imply that the same state of things still prevails.

The tribe we speak of may have died out; or, where slavery

existed, it may have been abolished. When we know that

such a thing has taken place, we shall use the past tense.

But in many cases the only information we have got concer-

ning some tribe dates from 50 years back or even longer;

and we do not know what has become of this tribe in the

meantime. Then, not to be obliged always to use such tedious

formulas as: „In Mr. X.’s time slavery existed among such

a tribe,” we shall simply say: „8lavery exists." Whether it
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still exists may be of much interest to a philanthropist; but

to us, for the purposes we have set ourselves in the present

volume, it IS quite immaterial.

i? 2. North America.

1. Eskimos.

Rink’s account applies especially to Western Greenland at

the time of the first European settlement, but may be taken

as a general description of the Eskimos *). According to him

the family in the restricted sense comprehended foster-children,

widows, helpless persons adopted as relatives and more or

less treated as servants. They were considered as subordinate

members of the family. The children were never, and still less

the servants, subjected to any corporal punishment *). He then

describes their social organization, but makes no mention of sla-

very '’) The question remains whether these helpless persons are

to be called slaves. This does not very clearly appear
;
but, happily,

we have more detailed accounts of the several Eskimo tribes.

Crantz, in his beautiful description of the Greenlanders^

gives many particulars about their servants. Mothers of ille-

gitimate children are despised; sometimes a childless person

buys her children When a married couple have no children

or no full-grown children, the husband adopts one or two

orphan boys, who help him in his work and must provide the

family with the necessaries of life. The same is done by the

wife with daughters of others or with a widow. Although

the adopted youths are employed as servants, they are free

from any compulsion and are considered as the future lords

of the house. The adopted maid-servant or daughter can leave

when she likes. A man will never beat his man-servant, and

were he to touch a inaid-servant, he would incur great dis-

grace ^). We see that the condition of these servants is not

1) Rmk, p 5

2) Ibid., pp 24, 25

3) Ibid
, pp 24-34

4) Crantz I^ p[- 178, 186.
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slavery. The boy is the future lord of the house, the girl

may leave when she pleases. Servants are only required to

occupy the place that in a normal household is taken up by

the children. Labour is not asked for. „If a man dies without

leaving behind relatives or full-grown sons, nobody cares for

the children, unless one wants a maid-servant.” A widow must

try to get lodging, in which she does not always succeed’).

It is clear that to these Greenlanders slaves would not be

of any use. Nansen, too, makes no mention of slaver} -).

Boas, describing the Central Eskimos, states that among

them too children are adopted and considered by the adoptive

parents as their own children
;
so „an elder adopted son has

a preference over a }ounger son born of the marriage', viz.

as to the right of inheritance. The following statement still

more directly bears on our subject: ^Sometimes men are adopt(*d

who may almost be considered servants. Particular!} baeln lors

without any relations, cripples who are not able to provide lor

themselves, or men who have lost their sledges and dogs are

found in this position. The} fulhl minor occupations, mend

the hunting-implements, fit out the sledges, b'cd the dogs,

etc.; sometimes however, the} join the hunters Thev follow

the master of the house when he removes from one place

to another, make journe}s in order to do his commissions,

and so on. The position, how'ever, is a voluntarv one, and

therefore these men are not less esteemed than the sidl-depen-

dent providers” ). The last sentence clear!} shows that these

servants are not slaves. And as in no other place does Boas make

any mention of slaves, it is certain that slaver} does not exist.

Ribbach gives some notes on the of Ijafnadoi.

There is nothing on slavery in these notes. Describing their

dwellings he says: „Tho principal family has of course the

best place
;
the servants, widows or orphans, il there are sucdi,

have to content themselves with a place near the door, where

1) Ibid, pp 211, 215

2) Nansen passim

3) Boas, Central Eskimo, pp. 580, 581
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the cold is most severe” ^). This agrees so much with the

foregoing descriptions, that we may suppose that the same state

of things prevails here.

As little mention is made of slavery in the descriptions of

some other Central Eskimo tribes, as the Frobisher Bay and

Field Bay Eskimos '*), the Kinipetu Eskimos *) the Tchiglit

Eskimos *), the Eskimos of the Vngava district ^).

Bancroft says of the Western Eskimos (or Eskimos of

Alaska): ^Slavery in any form is unknown among them”

Elliott makes no mention of slavery ®).

The desenbers of the Eskimos of Point Barrow^ too, have

not a word about slavery. Adoption is practised to a great

extent ^). So the same state of things probably prevails here

as among the other Eskimos.

Some other tribes, belonging to the Eskimo group in the

wider sense ^), may also be treated here.

Amongst the Aleuts^ according to Bancroft, the chief „i9

exempt from work, is allowed a servant to row his boat, but

in other respects possesses no power” *'). No more is added

bearing on our subject. Petroff, however, gives a detailed

account of slavery among them. The slaves were prisoners of

war and their descendants. The master could punish the slave

with death, could sell and liberate him. Any attempt to escape

was severely punished Fcatherman, who has not consulted

Petroff, also states that the captives and their children were

the propert} of the principal men of the tribe; the master

could do with his slave what he liked ‘').

1) Ribbaoh, p 286.

2) Hall

3) Klutsohak

4) Petitot,

5) Turner, Ungava Diatriot

6) Bancroft, p 6.5, Elliott.

7) Ray, p 44; Murdoch, p 419.

8) See Schurtz, p. 268

9) Bancroft, p. 92

10) Petroff, p 152

11) Peatherman HI (North America), p 469.
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So the Aleuts had slaves.

The Athka Aleuts^ according to Petroff, have also slaves ’).

Among the Kcmmgas or Southern Eskimos ^slavery” says

Bancroft „ existed to a limited extent ’ This is affirmed by

Featherman ^).

2. Nootka group.

The TUnkits formerly carried on slavery to a great extent.

This 18 proved by the detailed accounts of several writers '^)

The same applies to the Haidas*).

Krause, in a short note, speaks of a female slave of a

Tsimshmn chief Niblack states that the Tsimshians acted as

middlemen in the slave trade Boas describes the legends of

the Tsimshians; m these legends slaves and their occupations

are frequentlj spoken of’) Hence we maj infer that slaver)

formerly existed among them.

Krause 8a)8 of the Bdballas: „The chief possessed numerous

wives and man) slaves, also these Indians were much given

to slave-stealing and the slave trade” As the Bilballas are

reckoned by Bancroft among the Haidas, amongst whom, ac-

cording to him, ^slavery is universal’, we may suppose, that

slaves are kept by them for their own use, not for export onl).

Among the }^ootluib ^slavery is practised b) all the tribes”,

says Bancroft^).

The Ahts of Vancouver Island are a division of thi* Nootkas.

Sproat gives man) details of their slave system *’)

Bancroft informs us that ^slaves are held by all the tribes ’ about

Puget Sounds and gives several details of their slaves) stem '*).

1) Petroff, pp i5S 150

2) Bancroft p 80, Featherman 1 c pp 456 457

3) Krause pp 152 etc
,

Bancroft p 108 Dali pp 410 421
,

Petroff’

p 465 Elliott, p 64, Nibhiok, p 252

4) Erauae, p 311, Bancroft p 168

5) Krauae, p 319 Niblack, p 252
,
Hoa^ Die TsimiMihian pp 2'i7,240,244

6) Krause, p 321

7) Bancroft, p 195

8) Sproat, pp 89 -92

9) ^noroft, p 217.
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Slavery also exists among the Fish Indian of British

Columbia ^).

3. Tinneh group.

Niblack states that slavery existed among the interior Tinneh^

but they „had no hereditary slaves, getting their supply from

the coast” ®).

Of the Kutchms or Loucheux Jones says
: „ Slavery is prac-

tised among them. Any poor creature who has no friends is

made a slave”®). Hardisty gives more detals; he tells us: „A8

a rule slavery does not exist, but the orphan and the friend-

less are kept in servitude and treated so harshly as to be

really little better than slaves, until such time as they get

big enough and bold enough to assert their independence, when

they are allowed to shift for themselves” ^). Such ill treated

children, who when full-grown are ^allowed to shift for

themselves” certainly are not slaves. Therefore we may safely

infer, that slavery does not exist here, the more so, as our

other authors “) make no mention of slaves.

Mackenzie, describing the Chepewyans or Athabascas^ states

that they are constantly at war with the Eskimos, and kill

as many of them as they can, as it is a principle with them

never to make prisoners” ^). Neither in his notes on the Che-

pewyans in general, nor in those on some single tribes belong-

ing to the Chepewyan family, as the Slave and Dog- Rib

Indians^ Hare Indians, Beaver and Rocky Mountain Indians^

does our author make any mention of slavery. Nor is there

a word to be found about slaves in Bancroft’s account. Hearne

speaks of Northern anJ Southern Indians^ divisions of the

Chepewyans. Among the Southern Indians a wife sometimes

begs of her husband, who is going to war, to bring a female

1) Mayne, pp 242, 275, 253, etc

2) Niblaok, p 252

3) Jones, The Kutohin Tribes, p 325

4) Hardisty, p 316

5) Whymper, Kirby, Banoroft.

6) Mackenzie, I*.p. 152
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slave with him for her to murder. The chief Matonabbee

was the son of Northern Indian man and a Southern Indian

slave ^). Hearne does not speak of male slaves. So we may

suppose that slavery proper does not exist.

On the TacuUies Bancroft remarks: ^Slavery is common

with them, all who can afford it keeping slaves. They U8(‘

them as beasts of burden, and treat them most inhumanely” ®).

This is affirmed by Feathcrinan ^).

Of the Atnai^ on Copper River, a division of the Krnai^

Bancroft says: „Those who can afford it, keep slaves, biijing

them from the Koltschanes” *).

Mrs. Allison informs us that among the Similluimecn Indians

of British Columbia „ slaves taken in war ^^ere well treated,

but always had one eye blemished to mark them’

4. Algonquin group.

Featherman remarks on the Algimqmns in gcmral' „The

lowest class were those who did not belong to the tribal com-

munity by right of birth, and were either strangers themsel-

ves or descendants of aliens. Their condition in soiiu' respects

resembled that of slaves. They could claim no [iroperty in the

land, could not join the chief’s part} when travelling through

the country except b} express permission, and the} were more

or less subject to the orders of the sannops" Nowhere is

it stated that these persons were the prop(‘rty of individual

masters; so it is ver} improbable that the} \sere slaves, the

more so as prisoners of war w^re either killed or adopUsl,

but never enslaved ^). The other authors we have consulted '^)

make no mention whatever of slaves.

Loskiel, describing the Lenapc or Delawares^ states that

\) Hearne, 11 pp H7, 170

2) Bancroft, p. 124

3) Featherman 111 (North Ameriua), p 380

4) Bancroft, p 135

5) AUiiM>n, p 3l6

6) Featherman III (N Amenoa), p 76

7) Ibid., p 79.

8) Roosevelt, Le Jeunc in The Joeuit Relattonii Bagard, Mackenzie
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captured boys and girls were received into their families, and

employed as servants; sometimes, however, they were sold to

Europeans. If such prisoners behaved well, they had nothing

to complain of and were not overworked. If they ran away

and were recaptured, they were generally killed. But the

adult male prisoners, viz. those of them who were not killed,

were adopted by families, instead of those who had been

killed m war or hud died in some other way; and from this

moment were looked upon as members of the tribe to which

they now belonged '). As these men became members of the

tribe, it is not probable that the captive children were made

slaves; we may safely suppose that as long as they were

young they had to perform menial work, but when adult

were on a level with the members of the tribe. And as neither

Loskiel, in any other passage, nor Brmton refers to slavery,

slaves are very probably not to be found among the Delawares

In Le Jeune’s account of the Montagnais no mention is

made of slaves. Prisoners of war were cruelly put to death *).

The Ojihwaijs or Chpp^nvays, according to Keating, killed

the captive warriors and old women; the marriageable women

became slaves and were very cruelly treated by the women

of the victorious tribe, the children were adopted and treated

fairly well ^). Jones’s account is somewhat different. Most often

all enemies were killed. Sometimes they made a few prisoners,

who were adopted by those who had lost a relative; then the

adopted prisoner became a relitive or slave; if not adopted

he was burned alive. The relatives of a murderer sometimes

paid large indemnities to those of the victim, the murderer

had then to work for them in order to pay off the debt; he

was reduced to a kind of servitude “) In these accounts slaves

and servitude are mentioned. The servitude of the murderer

very probably is not slavery. He had to work; but it is not

1) Loskiel, p 19.5

2) Loakiel, Rrmton; see also t’eatUorinan, 1 o. pp. 109 sqq

3) Jesuit Helationa, V, pp 31. 55; VI, p 245

4) Keating, Up 168

5) Jones, Ojibway Indians, pp 131, 109.
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stated that he was made a slave, i. e. the property of an

individual person. The prisoners who became ^relatives or

slaves” were adopted; therefore they were not slaves in the

proper sense of the word. And as for the female slaves

Keating speaks of, we know that a slave system without male

slaves is not slavery proper. We may suppose, that these

female captives became an inferior kind of wives, to whom
the women of the tribe were unkind through a very natural

jealousy. The inference is that slavery did not exist ‘).

This inference is strengthened by what Tanner tells us of

the Ottawas^ an Ojibway tribe. He was adopted by an

Ottawa woman, but was not at first on a level with the other

children. The first few years she made him do various kinds

of manual labour: he had to cut wood, fetch water and do

other kinds of work, which were not generally required from

children of his age Yet when grown-up he was on a level

with the Indians into whose tribe he was admitte‘d. and

married an Indian girl

Before passing to the Ottawas, Tanner had been a captive

amongst the Shahneen. He was very cruelly and ignominiously

treated. Yet he was not a slave, for he had been adopted by

a married couple on the grave of their youngest son, whose

place he was to fill As this agrees with the general customs

of this group, in which there are no slaves, we may suppose

that here also slavery was unknown.

The Fotawatomi also very probably had no slaves; for

none of their describers make any mention of slavery *).

Amongst the (re/'S or Knistemuiux, according to McLean,

adoption of aliens is practised. A missionary, who had unin-

tentionally killed a Cree boy, offered himself in his stead,

and was adopted. Mackenzie makes no mention of slavery ^).

1) See al«w Featherman. 1 c p 257.

2) Tanner pp 17 112, 114

Tanner, pp 11 -16

4) Keating; Long, Ojib^ay Indians; Roosevelt.

5) MoLean, p. 64, Mackenzie
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The Cheyennes very seldom captured adult males; when

they did, they generally put them to death. Children were

adopted and treated like their own children; women became

the wives of their captors ’).

The Blackfeet naUm consists of four tnhe^: Piegans^ Black-

feet, Bloods, and Gros Ventres. We are told that once when

at war against the Crows, the Gros Ventres ^rushed upon them

and killed the whole number” ^). Grinnell, speaking of a

Piegan chief, says* „lle told his men not to kill the cap-

tured women. They also captured . many children. The

chief selected a wife for himself from among these women.”

As a rule they spare none of their enemies, killing alike men,

women and children. Sometimes they spare a captive for his

bravery or from dread of sorcery; he is then provided with

victuals and dismissed to his home *). These particulars being

given, and no mention made of slavery by any of our authors ),

we may safely infer that slavery does not exist among these

tribes.

Hoffmann, in his description of the Menomini Indiajis^

referring to Grignon, says that he does not know whether

they had captive slaves; but certainly they had purchased

slaves. Our author saw 6 male and 8 female slaves, most of

whom had been enslaved when young The female slaves had

been sold for 100 dollars each The slaves were called Paw-

nees, though some of them belonged to other tribes '’). This

statement sufficiently proves, that in the time of this descript-

ion the Menoraini had slaves. But in Hoffmann's time they

were already very much under the influence of European

civilization. Whether ai the more remote period from w’hich

most of our information on the Algonquin tribes dates slavery

existed among them, we do not know.

1) Dodgo, pp 2(56, 267

2) Reports of Ilxpl
,
Vol. XII Part I p, 99

3) Onnnell, pp. 115, 116, 123

4) Grinnell; Mfillhausen; Mackenzie; Reports of Expl Vol I and Vol XII

Part 1; Zu Wied, Nord-Amorika, Schoolcraft

5) Hoffmann, 35
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The Iroquois had no slaves. This is stated by Morgan, who
was intimately acquainted with them. „ Slavery”, says Morgan

„which in the Upper Status of barbarism became the fate

of the captive, was unknown among tribes in the Lower
Status in the aboriginal period.” And the Iroquois are his

typical instance of this „Lower Status”: „Whcn discovered

the Iroquois were in the Lower Status of barbarism.” Cap-

tives were either put to death or adopted^). Charlevoix states,

that „mo8t of their captives are condemned to death, or to a

state of abject slavery in which they were never certain of

their lives” ®). But he gives no more particulars about this

slave state, nor do our other authors *). On the contrary,

Lafitau informs us, that the condition of prisoners, whose

life 18 rather hard amongst the Algonquin tribes, amongst the

Iroquois and Hurons is very easy ’). The dchcriptions given

by our authors of the fate of captives justify Morgan’s state-

ment: they were either killed or adopted ), and though La-

fitau calls the prisoners „c.sc/mv.s”, he evidently does not mean

to say, that they are kept in a slave-likc state. So we may

safely infer, that slavery did not exist among them, and that

Charlevoix’s above quoted statement is false.

The Tumiroras, who later on joined the league of the

Iroquois, according to P'eatherman (who refers to Lawson

and Wytb) had slaves. „ 8Iavory was a legal institution, but

the slaves, who were principally recruited from prisoners of

war, were well treated and were never overburdened with

work”. „When the captive was allowed to live, and was

treated as a slave, they stripped off the skin from the root

of the toe to the middle of the foot, and thi* wound thus made

1) Morgan, A no 8oc
, pp KO, 69

2) Charlevoix Nouv France, III p 245

3) Lafitau and Loskiel Lo^kierii account of the DolawaroH applies equally

to the Iroquois, see Loskiel, p 1

4) Lafitau, 11 p 308

5) Lafitau, 111 pp. 264-290, Charlevoix, 1 o pp 242-252
;
Loskiel, p. 195
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was wrapped in the skin until it was healed. By this means

they rendered the escape of their slaves most difficult, for

wherever they went, their peculiar footmark could easily be

traced” ^). Morgan’s statement about the Iroquois in general

tends to weaken this assertion of Featherman’s very much.

Yet Featherman’s account may be true, without these captives

being slaves. It is not stated that they belonged to individuals,

nor that they did menial work. On the contrary, we are

informed that , those who, from want of capacity or defici-

ency of force of character, were cowardly and lazy and had

no personal qualities that would entitle them to lay claim to

respect and consideration as expert hunters and brave war-

riors, occupied an inferior social position in the community.

They were compelled to perform all the hard labour and attend

to the common drudgeries. They were the cooks, they worked

the fields, and collected the bark for the houses” ^). From

this it appears that social rank did not depend on birth, but

on personal qualities. Therefore we may safely infer, that

these so-called slaves were in reality adopted prisoners.

Among the Hurons or Wi/andots, according to Powell, the

captives were either killed or adopted '^) Lafitau’sand Charlevoix’s

accounts of the fate of captives among the Iroquois apply also

to the Ilurons. So it is probable that they had no slaves.

6. Choctaw-Muskoghe group.

Adair, speaking of the Katahba^ Chrrolee^ Muskoghe^ Choc-

taw and Chickasaw Indians, states that they burned their

prisoners. Only if a prisoner succeeded in escaping to the

house of the high-priest or some other place of refuge, he

was not burned; but what his fate was in such a case we
are not told. Young prisoners were not killed; but it is not

stated what became of them. If warriors had offended a neigh-

bouring tribe, and the chiefs wished to prevent war, they

1) Featherman III (N Amerioa) pp. 130, 132

2) Ibid., pp. 130, 131

3) Powell, Wjondot Oov., p 68
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sacrificed either one of the offenders belonging to a weak

family or some unfortunate prisoner, who had been incorpor-

ated into a declining tribe The last sentence seems to

show, that the custom of adopting prisoners prevailed here

too. At any rate, no mention is made of slaves.

Rochefort remarks that among the Apahiches (who, accor-

ding to Roosevelt, included the Chfrokeps, ChicJcasawf:^ Choc-

taws, Creel'S and Semmoks *) an enemy who surrendered

during the fight, was taken to the conqueror’s home with his

wife and children, held in an honourable freedom and treated

with as much leniency and care as their ol^n servants’’).

Whether such persons were slaves does not clearly appear

from this statement. But Adairs record tends to prove that

slavery did not exist, at least as far as the three former

divisions of the Apalaches are concerned

Loskiel relates that a prisoner vias once condemned to

death by the Cherokro He had alr(*ady been tied to the

stake, when a Cherokee woman arrived She brought a bas-

ketful of commodities, which she deposed at the feet of him

to whom the prisoner belonged, and bade him leave this pri-

soner to her, a childless w’idow, who wanted to adopt him as

a son. This was done ‘).

Bartram tells us that the Creeks formerly tortured their capt-

ives to death “).

The SernimUs, too, used to burn their prisoners. According

to Featherman « young boys and girls were adopted by the

various families to take the place of those who had been

killed in the hostile encounter” ®).

Natchez warriors delivered their captives to the families of

those who had fallen in battle. The captives were always burned ^).

1) Adair, pp 303, 304, 387

2^ Roosevelt, I p 50

3) Rochefort, p 412.

4) Loskiel, p i07

5) Bartram, p 38

6) Roosevelt, 1 pp C3, 04, Featherman, 111 (N Ainonoa), p 178.

7) Charlevoix, Nouv Franoo, III pp. 426, see also LottresMif, XApp 132,183.
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Strachey describes the inhabitants of Virginia (several tribes).

He makes no mention of slaves. It is stated in his account,

that children and foreigners were sacrificed
;

if there had

been slaves, these probably would in the first place have been

the victims. One of the objects of their wars was to capture

women and children. Before the commencement of the battle

it was announced that the conquered „upon their submission

or comyng in, though two daies after, should live, but their

wives and childrene should be prize for the conquerors” *).

Probably they made the women their \Mve8 or concubines,

and adopted the children, as is done by so many Indian tribes

;

but we are not quite sure about it.

7. Dacotah group.

Owen Dorsey, describing the Darotahs or Sioux^ says:

„There are no slaves among the Siouan tribes” This as-

sertion 18 strengthened by our other authors *) making no

mention of slaves. Mrs. E. G. Eastman tells us, that captive

women and children were well treated and restored on the

conclusion of peace; but often they preferred to remain with

their new husbands and adopted parents ’).

Mathews informs us, that the Hidatsas generally adopt

the children captured in war, and treat them like their own.

When grown-up they sometimes return to their own tribe,

but most often remain where they are ^).

Owen Dorsey informs us that among the Omahas „Slavery

was not known ’ „ Captives were not slain bj the Omahas

and Ponkas. When peace was declared, the captives were

sent home, if they wished to go. If not they could remain

where they were, and were treated as if they were members

t) Strachey, p 83,

2) Ibid, pp 101, 108

3) Owen Dorsey, Siouan Soo
. p 215

4) Eastman, Dahootah Eastman, Indian Wars Reports of Expl Vol 1

,

Mdllhauaen, Ten Kate, Noord-Amenka, Schoolcraft

5) Eastman, Indian Wat's, p 412

6) Mathews^.p 47
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of the tribe; but they were not adopted by any one” *). This

positive statement is not weakened by James’s assertion about

captive women becoming slaves ®).

Hunter states that among the Osa^e and Kansas Indians

prisoners are adopted into the conquering tribe, as husbands,

wives and children ^). Featherman alsr» tells us, that among

the Osages ^prisoners are never reduced to slavery, and when-

ever they are adopted they are kindly treated and regarded

as members of the family” *).

Of the Assmihoms we are told: ^Chiefs never receive a

gift, considering it a degradation to accept anything but what

their own prowess or superior qualities of manhood acquire

for them. Their hearts are so good and strong that they scorn

to take anything, and self-denial and the power to resist

temptation to luxury or easily acquired pntperty is a boast

with them” *). Where even the chiefs rely onl} on tlieir own

prowess, the existence of hlavcry is improbable.

8. Oregon group

Gibbs describes the tribes of lf'« s/erw \Vashnn}ton and

North- ff estern (heqon in general. Though the principal of

these tribes are the Chinooks and the tribes aliout Puget Sound,

there are probably sr*me other trib(‘s included in his general

description; therefore we shall regard them as a separate

case. ^Slavery,” sa\8 Gibbs, „is thoroughh interwoven with

the socnal polity of the Indians of the coast section of Oregon

and Washington Territory. East of the Cascades, though it

exists, it 18 not so common .... Southward it eeascH, 8(» far

as iny observation has gone, with the Siskiou Mountains, which

divide Oregon from California” *)

„By the Flatheads^"' says Bancroft, captives are generally

1) Owen Dorsey, Omaha 8oc, pp 364, 33‘2

2) James, p 2^3.

3) Hunter, Ooilonksohrifton, pp 268, 270, 271

4) Featherman, I c p 310

5) Reports of Eipl
, Vol XI I Part I p 76.

6) Gibbs, p 188
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killed by their sufferings.” McLean, speaking of their wars,

remarks: „When one party lost more than the other, com-

pensation was made in slaves or some other kind of property” ').

This statement does not, however, prove that slavery existed

among them; these ^slaves” might be members of the tribe,

delivered up either to be killed or adopted. Featherman reports :

^Slavery exists among the Salish to a very limited extent;

for as slaves are neither bought nor sold, and their children

being adopted as members of the tribe, their number is very

small” ’’). But as no more particulars are added, and we do

not know from what author Featherman got his information,

we are left in doubt as to the existence of slavery.

The Chmookb have slaves. „ Slavery, common to all the

coast families, is also practised by the Chinooks ; . . . the

slaves are obliged to perform all the drudgery for their roasters,

and their children must remain in their parents’ condition,

their round heads serving as a distinguishing mark from

freemen” ^).

„The Shush ivaps^" Bancroft remarks, „are said to have no

slaves”'’). Among the Okanagans^ a division (»f the Shushwaps,

according to Ross, „there are but few slaves .... and these

few" are adopted as children, and treated in all respects as

members of the family” *’). Where all slaves are adopted as

children, slavery proper does not exist.

Another division of the Shushwaps are the Atmhs on

Fraser River (not to be confused w"itb te Atnas on Copper

River). Mackenzie describes a division of Indians, whom he

does not mention under a separate name; but they seem to

be akin to the Atnahs „The Atnah and Chin tribe,” says

Mackenzie, „a8 far as I can judge from the very little I saw

of that people, bear the nearest resemblance to them.” On these

1) Bancroft, p 269; McLean, p 54

2) Seliah or Saliah, indentioal with Flatheads

3) Featherman. 1 o p 366

4) Bancroft, p 240.

5) Ibid,, p. 276

6) Rogg. as 'quoted by Bancroft, Lo
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Indians he remarks: ^The strangers who live among these

people are kept by them in a state of awe and subjection” ’).

These stangers perhaps are slaves; but the lack of further

details prevents our arriving at any positive conclusion.

Bancroft, after describing the manner in \vhich some tribes

put their prisoners to death, adds* „ Among the Sahapims

some survive and are made slaves The Nez Pcrc6 system

is a little less cruel in order to save the life for future slav-

ery” *). So the Sahaptins or Nez Perces seem to have slaves,

though we should wish for some more particulars that would

exclude all doubt.

Powers states, that female slaves are more numerous among

the Sh/istdca than among the Californians This short note

is the only evidence we have been able to collect on the

subject.

9. Californians

Of the Northern (\iJtfornian<< Bancroft tells us: „ Although

I find no description of an actual system of slaver} existing

among them, yet there is no doubt that they have hlaves."

„ Illegitimate children are the life-slaves ol some male relative

of the mother, and upon them the drudgery falls; thev are

only allowed to marry one in their own station, and their

sole hope of emancipation lies in a slow accumulation of

allicochick (shell-mone}), with vihich they can buy their

freedom” *),

Powers gives some more particulars about two North Cali-

fornian tribes. Among the Karoh it is thought ignominious

for a man to have connection with a female slave When the

purchase-money for the wife has not been paid, the children

are looked upon as bastards; they live as outcasts and marry

none but persons of their owm condition. Among the Hujm
a similar system prevails. A bastard is much despisiHl; when

1) Mackenzie, II pp 217, 263

2) Bancroft, p 269

3) Powers, p 2W
4) Bancroft, pp 349, 351.
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old enough he is taken from his mother and becomes the

property of one of her male relatives; he is not a slave, and

yet has no share in the privileges of the family. The produce

of his labour belongs to his master; he may marry only a

person of his own condition, and is treated with ignominy.

What he wins by gaming is his own
;
when this amounts to

15 or 20 dollars, he is free. His children are of the same

rank ^),

Although these bastards present a close resemblance to

slaves, Powers explicitly says that they are not slaves. Pro-

bably they are only a despised class; for social status, among

these tribes, depends largely upon wealth. The chief „ obtains

his position from his wealth, and usually manages to transmit

his effects, and with them his honours, to his posterity’* ®).

„The ruling passion of the savage seems to be love of wealth

;

having it he is respected, without it he is despised” ®). We
may therefore suppose, that these bastards are despised be-

cause penniless, and as soon as they possess 15 or 20 dollars,

respected for their wealth. And as we „find no description of

an actual system of slavery existing among them,” slavery

probably does not exist ^).

Gatschet, describing the Klamath Indians, makes mention

of slaves. Once they attacked th«* Pit River Indians, „killed

the men, abducted the women and children to their homes,

or sold them into slavery at the international bartering place

at The Dalles.” According to Judge E. Steele „they had been

selling to whites and others Indian children of their own and

other tribes, and also squaws, the latter mainly for the pur-

pose of prostitution ”"). Whether all slaves were sold abroad.

1) Powers, pp 22, 75, 7G

2) Hubbard as quoted by Bauorott, p 348

3) Bancroft, p 3G0

4) This oonolusion of ouis is strengthened by the following statement of

Gibbs’, which we have already referred to »3outhward it [slavery] ceases,

BO far aa my observation has gone, with the Siskiou Mountains, which divide

Oregon from California.” (Gibbs p 188).

5) Gatsohet, pp., 62, see also pp. 60, 16.
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or any slaves were kept by them, does not appear. According to

Bancroft „Mr. Drew asserts that the Klamath children of slave

parents, who, it may be, prevent the profitable prostitntion or

sale of the mother, are killed without compunction” '). Al-

together the notes given by our authors are insufficient for us

to decide, whether slavery really exists here

On the Central Cahforwanr, Bancroft remarks* „Slavery in

any form is rare, and hereditary bondage unknown.” pThey

do not appear to have kept or sold prisoners as slaves, but

to have either exchanged or killed them” ’) Here „rare” is

perhaps a synonym for ^absent”
;

at an) rate the existence

of slavery here is doubtful

Of the Southern ('aUformam „Boscana says that no male

prisoners are taken and no quarter given , and Hugo Ueid

affirms of the natives of Los Angeles Count) that all prisoners,

after being tormented in the most cruel manner, are invari-

ably put to death. . . . Female jjrihoners are either sold or

retained as slaves” *').

So they seem not to have ari) male slaves
,
therefore slaver)

proper piobably does not exist

The Xhshniam. according to Powers, kill their male prison-

ers. Women, after being Hogged, an* marri(*d, but sonn'times

they are also killed *). So it seems that they have no slaves.

10 N e w M e X 1 c a n 8.

On the Sho'^honea and Ctahs we are not \ery well informed.

„An act which passed the legislature of Utah in 1H52....

set forth that from time immemorial slavery has been a cus-

tomary traffic among the Indians.” But we are not told who

bought and who sold the slaves. It is only stated that the

Utahs sold their wives and children into slavery to the Na-

vaios It is not probable that the Bhoshonos and Utahs

1) Bancjroft, p 340

2) Ibid., pp. 388, 381.

3) Ibid, p 407.

4) Powers, p. 322

5) Bauoroft, p 436.
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themselveB have slaves; for prisoners of war are killed, or in

some cases dismissed unhurt *).

Bancroft, describing the Apache family (including Apaches,

Comanches, Navajos, Mojaves, etc), says: „All the natives

of this family hold captives as slaves” 2). But his account of

the Comanches does not quite agree with this general state-

ment: „ Prisoners belong to the captors and the males are

usually killed, but women are reserved and become the wives

or servants of their owners, while children of both sexes are

adopted into the tribe” According to Schoolcraft „pri8oner0

of war belong to the captors and may be sold or released at

their will”. Captive children are adopted and afterwards are

on a level with the members of the tribe ^). Gregg speaks of

prisoners being enslaved and ill-treated by the conquerors.

But whether he means to say that they remained slaves is

not clear ). Cessac also speaks of slaves. „If, among the capt-

ives of the dead, one was particularly loved by his master,

he 18 sacrificed and buried with him ” „If a favourite slave is

sacrificed, it is to give the master a fellow-traveller.” No
more particulars about these slaves are given In their wars

against the Mexicans they spare none but the children, whom
they treat as their own. „These captives forget their origin

and later on, when full-grown, become an integral part of

the tribe
’

'') It is not clear whether the slaves Cessac speaks

of are identical with these adopted children; he would not

have used then the term „slave” in its proper sense. Ten

Kate, a careful observer, states that a number of Mexican

captives, altogether about fifty, live among the Comanches

and Kioways; they have almost entirely adopted the manners

and customs of the Indians and are considered by the latter

1) Ibid., p 433

2) iDid., p 510.

3) Ibid
, p 500

4) Sohooloraft, I pp. 232, 235

5) Gregg, II p. 243

6) Oessao, pp..jll5 Il6.
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as members of their tribes ’). Another author tells us of a

Mexican boy and girl, taken prisoners by the Comanches.

The boy was afterwards sold to the Cherokees, the girl was

married against her will by a Comanche. Another captive

Mexican woman was married to a Comanche chief’*) Comp-

armg these several statements, we may safely infer, that the

Comanches do not keep slaves, but adopt their prisoners

Ten Kate’s above-quoted statement applies also to the

Kioways. Mollhausen met with two young Mexican prisoners

among them, a man and a woman. The young man declared,

that he did not want to exchange his present abode for another.

The woman, though married to a chief and mother of a >oung

chief, expressed the wish to return to her own country, but

the chief \^ould not let her and her child go*'*). We mu)

suppose, that the same state of things prevails here as among

the Comanches.

Of the proper Bancroft (besides his above-quoti'd

general statement) says „The) treat their jirisuiierH cruelly
,

scalping them, or burning them at thi* stake, \a, ruled as

they are by greediness, the) are aUa)s ready to i*xchange

them for horses, blankets, beads, or other preperty. When

hotly pursued, they murder their male prisoners, {ireserving

only the females and children, and the captured cattle” *)•

This 18 not very suggchtive of slavery
,
and Bancroft’s general

statement about the Apache family appear^ rather strange.

Schoolcraft tells us. „These (the chiefs] can have any numlier

of wives they choose, but one oniy i.s the favourite She is

admitted to ins confidence, and Huperintends his household

affairs; all the other wives are blaves to Iut; next come his

peons, or slaves, and his wife’s slaves, and the servants of

his concubines; then the young men or yvarriors, most gene

rally composed of the youth who have deserted other tribes

1) Ten katw, N(K)rd•.^lll(^rlkt^ pp 3811, 384.

2) BeiMirtH of Kxpl Vol. Ill Part I, pp 22, 31

3) Mdllhauson, p 137.

4) Bancroft, p. 498.
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on account of crimeB, and have fled to the protection of the

chief of this tribe Then come the herdsmen, and so on” ’).

^These ^slaves”, ranking even above the warriors, very prob-

ably are not slaves in the true sense of the word. As no

mention is made of true slaves, we may suppose that slavery

does not exist among the Apaches.

In an above-quoted passage Bancroft states that the Utahs

frequently sell their wives and children as slaves to the

Navajos, According to Bent the Navajos „have in their pos-

session many prisoners, men, women and children, .... whom
they hold and treat as slaves” -) But these statements are not

sufficient for us to go upon; these prisoners may be adopted,

or intended to be sold, as well as kept as slaves.

Miss Olive Oatinan, detained among the Mohavts or Mojaves,

says: „They invented modes and seemed to create necessities

of labor that they might gratify themselves by taxing us to

the utmost, and even took unwarranted delight m whipping

us on beyond our strength. And all their requests and exact-

ions were couched in the most insulting and taunting language

and manner, as it then seemed, and as they had the frankness

soon to confess, to fume their hate againt the race to whom
we belonged Often under the frown and lash were we com-

pelled to labor for whole days upon an allowance amply suf-

ficient to starve a common dandy civilized idler” ^). Though

such prisoners are held in a slave-like state, yet evidently

the object of the masters in imposing disagreeable work upon

them 18 not to get useful labourers, but to „fume their hate”.

This account may warn us against attaching too much value

> statements about slavery among similar tribes, especially

rhere the ^slaves” are whites. For such tribes, as the Apaches,

rho are always ready to exchange their prisoners for some

roperty, will be very apt to take prisoners, especially whites,

iho are likely to offer a better ransom than Indians. In such

1) Sohooloraft, V p. 210

2) Bent as quoted by Bancroft, p 510

3) Stratton as quoted by Bancroft, p 511.
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cases me prisoners are not killed; for by killing them the

Indians would lose their ransom; but they may safely, as in

Miss Oatman’s case, be treated as slaves by way of vengeance.

But where these are the only slaves existing, a regular slave-

system does not prevail. As for the Mohaves, no more particu-

lars being given, we do not know whether they have slaves.

In Bancroft’s account of the Pmblo tribes no mention is

made of slavery. On the Pmas he informs us: „If prisoners

are taken, the males are crucified or otherwise cruelly put to

death, and the women and children sold as soon as possible” ’).

In Parker Winship’s article it is quoted from Mendoza’s

letter, that the Cibola Pueblo ^keep those whom they capture

in war as slaves’' This being the only reference made to

slavery, we are unable to decide whether it really existed.

Ten Kate in his detailed account of the Zu^i (a Pueblo tribe)

makes no mention of slavery
;
so they probably have no slaves ®).

Bancroft, describing the Lower Californians^ has notliing

about slaver). Although tlieir battles are described at some
length, no mention is made of captives

;
probably they take

no prisoners *). We may therefore safely infer, that slavery

does not exist among them.

BesuU. Positive cases : Aleuts^

Athlca Aleuts^

Koniagas,

TUnliits^

HaidaSy

Tsimshian^

Nootkas {including Ahts)^

Tribes about Puget Sounds

Fish Indians^

1) Bancroft, p 543

2) Parker Wmship, p 548

3) Ten Kate, Noord Amenka, see also Mdllhausen, and Eeports ofExnl
Vol III

^ ^ ’

4) Bancroft, p 562

5) The names printed in italies contain the clear, the other the more
dubious oases (vide p. 46).
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Tacullies^

Atnas on Copper Rwer^

SimilJcameem^

Tribes of If estcrn ff ashington and
North-Western Oregon^

Chinooks,

AtnaliB on Fraser River and allied

tribes,

Sabaptins or T^ez Perces,

Klamaths,

Navajos,

Cibola Pueblos.

Negative cases : Greenlanders^

Central Eskimos^

Eskimos of Labrador,

Frobisher Bay and Field Bay Eskimos^

Kinipetu Eskimos^

Tchiglit Eskimos,

Eskimos of the Ihigava District,

Western Eskimos or Eskimos of

Alaska,

Eskimos of Point Barrow,

Kutchins ot Loucheux,

Chepewyans or Athabascas,

Lenape or Delawares,

Montagnaib,

Ojihways or Chippeways,

Ottawas,

Shahnees,

Potawatomi,

Crees or Kmsteneaux,

Cheyennes,

Blackfeet nation,

Iroquois {including Tuscaroras),

Hurons or Wyandots,

Katahbas,

Cherokees,
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Muskoghe^

Choctaivs^

Chwkasaws^

Creeks^

Seminoles^

NatcheZj

Dacotahs or Sioux,

Hidatsas,

Omahas,

Osagcs,

Kansas Indians,

Assimhoins,

Hupas,

Comanches,

Kioways,

Apaches,

Zunt,

Lower Californians,

Inhabitants of Virginia,

Okanagans,

Karoks,

Central Californians,

Southern Californians,

Nishinam,

Shoshones,

Utahs,

Pimas.

No conclusion: Menomini,

Selish or Flatheads,

Shastika,

Mohaves.

We may add here a short account of Negro-slavery among

the Indians.

According to the census of 1860 several Indian tribes had

Negro-slaves. Our informant enumerates the Choctaws, CAero-
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hees^ Creeks and Chickasaws, Slavery was carried on to a

great extent; some owners had from 50 to 200 slaves^). We
may remember that all these originally had no slaves.

The Creeks already in Bartram’s time (1789; had slaves.

He tells us of a chief who kept 15 Negroes; they were slaves

until they married Indian women, and tiien acquired the pri-

vileges of the tribe. Schoolcraft informs us that „if an Indian

should murder a Negro, the law is satisfied with the value

of the Negro being paid to the owner” 2).

The Seminoles also had Negro-slaves, according to Roosevelt

and Hregg •^). But Maccauley is not quite certain about it.

He observed a few Negroes living with them. It had been

said that they were slaves; but our author is not of that

opinion ‘‘). Maccauley’s account, liowever, dates from a later

period than the other statements.

The Shahnecs in Gregg’s time also kept a few Negro slaves ^).

Amongst the French Crhies tlie rich possessed slaves, Negroes

imported from Africa and Indians overcome and taken in battle

But, as has already been said in tlie first paragraph of this

chapter, these facts present no phenomena of unadulterated

savage life. These Indian tribes had already undergone great

changes by contact with tlie whites Moreover, the Negroes

kept by them as slaves were in a very peculiar condition,

living in a foreign continent amongst foreign races. So we

are justified in omitting these cases from our list of slave-

keeping Indian tribes.

§ 3. Central and South America.

About the treatment of prisoners by the wild tribes of North

1) Boudin, pp 826, 827 Gregg {II p 195) also states that Negro slaves

were to be found among these tribes

2) Bartram, p 88, Schoolcraft, I p 277

3) Roosevelt Ip 59; Gregg, 1 o

4) Maccauley, p 526

5) Gregg, 11 p 196r,
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Mexico Bancroft remarks: „Seldom is sex or age spared, and

when prisoners are taken, they are handed over to the women

for torture, who treat them most inhumanly, heaping upon

them every insult devisable, besides searing their flesh with

burning brands, and finally burning them at the stake, or

sacrificing them in some equally cruel manner Many cook

and eat the flesh of their captives, reserving the bones as

trophies” ’). These particulars given, and no mention being

made of slaves, slavery probably does not exist among them.

Among the wdd tribes of Central Mexico „the heads of the

slain were placed on poles and paraded througli their villages

in token of victory, the inhabitants meanwhile dancing round

them. Young children were sometimes spared, and reared to

fight in the ranks of their conquerors, and in order to bru-

talize their youthful minds and eradicate all feelings of affection

toward their own kindred, the youthful captives were given

to drink the brains and blood of their murdered parents” 2).

Whether these children became slaves is not quite clear;

we should think not, as they were „ reared to fight in the

ranks of their conquerors”; but this may also be the case

with slaves *). The lack of further particulars prevents our

arriving at a positive conclusion.

Bancroft’s notes on the wild tribes of South Mexico are very

scanty. They sacrificed their prisoners. The Mai/as had female

slaves *).

Bancroft informs us that „one principal object of war among

the ancient nations of Honduras was to make slaves; but the

Mosquito Coast was free from tins scourge, according to all

accounts.” „When prisoners were taken they were usually

held as slaves, after having the nose cut off ...

.

The coast

people ... usually kill their prisoners”. Wickham, who gives

a detailed account of the Woolwa or Soumoo of the Mosquito

1) Banooft, p 581

2) Ibid
, p 629.

3) So for mstanoe among the Tlinkits; see Niblaok, p 252

4) Bancroft, pp. 656, 663.
'
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Coast, makes no mention of slavery *). So the inhabitants of

Honduras had slaves, whereas those of the Mosquito Coast

had not.

Slavery, according to Bancroft, was in force among the

inhabitants of the Isthmus of Panama and Costa Rtca^ with

the exception of the Caribs. „Tlie prisoner is the slave of the

captor; lie is branded on the face and one of his front teeth

knocked out. The Caribs however used to kill and eat their

prisoners”. Gabb, who gives several particulars about the

tribes of Costa Rica, makes no mention of slaverv According

to Pokalowsky the Indians of Coctu in Costa Rica, when

conquered by the Spaniards in the century, had slaves

„They cut off the heads of their prisoners and preserve them

as trophies; the boys and girls of the enemies are enslaved

or sacrificed to their gods If a master dies, his slaves are

killed and buried with him; this custom prevails here to a

greater extent than in any otlier part of India” •)

Bancroft’s statement about the Caribs of the Isthmus is con-

firmed by the fact that Pinart, who has largely drawn upon

ancient Spanish literature, makes no mention of slavery ®).

Rocliefort speaks of slavery existing among the Caribs of

the Antilles. They believed, that tlie bravest warriors of their

nation after deatli would live m happy islands, and have their

enemies, the Arawaks, for slaves
;
whereas the cowards would

be tlie slaves of the Arawaks. In their wars with the Spani-

ards they did not kill the Negro slaves, but took them with

them and made them work. Sometimes slaves were killed

after their master’s death, to serve him in the otlier world.

Male prisoners were killed and eaten after a few days. Cap-

tive women became slaves; tlieir children were reared with

those of the Caribs. Female prisoners were sometimes taken

for wives; then the children were free, but the mothers re-

mained slaves. In the isle of Saint Vincent there were in

1) Bancroft, pp 729, 723; Wickham.

2) Bancroft, pp 77i, 764, Gabb; Pokalowsky, p 50.

3) Pmart, see pp 33,48
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Rochefort’s time English boys and girls, captured when very

young; they had quite forgotten their parents, and would not

even return with tliem, so accustomed were they to the life

of the Caribs, who treated them very kindly, just as if they

were of their own nation. Do la Borde makes no mention

of slaves Though some details gjven by Rochefort seem

rather suggestive of adoption of captive children, there arc

several facts indicative of real slavery. Where it is stated that

when a captive woman was taken as a wife, the cliildren

were free, tins statement implies that the other children

of captive women, and children taken as prisoners, were

slaves.

The Continental Canhs, according to Gumilla, killed all

their prisoners, except the young women and children, whom

they sold "). So slavery probably did not exist among them.

Ling Roth, in his article on Hispaniola or Hayti (inhabited

by Arawaks), makes do mention of slavery; but this does

not prove much, as his sources of information (early Spanish

literature) were very incomplete. For instance, he lias not

been able to find anything bearing on the division of labour

between the sexes

The several describers of the Indians of Guiana *) make

no mention of slavery. The tribes most fully described are

the Arawah^ Warraus^ Macusi and Roucouyennes. Martins

however states that the Arawaks have slaves, who work in

their houses and on the fields ^). So we are not certain about

the Arawaks; but we may safely suppose that among the

three other peoples slavery does not exist.

The Saliva of Columbia, according to Gumilla, made war
in order to acquire slaves to till their lands ®).

1) Koohefort, pp 430, 478, 512, 480, 489, 477, de la Borde

2) Gumilla, TI p 255

3) Ling Roth, Hispaniola, see especially p 272

4) Im Thurn; Biett, R Sohomburgk
;
R H Schomburgk; Joest, Guyana,

Bonaparte; Coudreau, Vidal.

5) Martius, p 693

6) Gumilla, II p 254,
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In Siever Recluo and Simons’ descriptions of the

Goajiro no mention is made of slaves ^). According to De

Brettes, however ^slavery exists; but the slave is a member

of the family, though looked upon as an inferior being that

may be killed if he refuses to obey”. A few more details are

added about these slaves 2
). Sievers, reviewing De Brettes’

articles, remarks that this author is generally not very trust-

worthy, but that the ethnographical parts are the best of his

work. Speaking of a photograph of Goajiro slaves given by

De Brettes, he adds: „If there can be any question at all of

slavery among them”'’). On the same page, however, he trans-

lates De Brettes 8 ethnographical account of the Goajiro, in

which it IS stated tliat slavery exists, witliout any commentary.

Whether Sievers thinks it probable that slaves are to be

found here, is not quite clear; so we cannot arrive at any

accurate conclusion.

The ancient Tupmamhas had no slaves. De Lery describes

at considerable lengtii the fate of their captives, who were killed

and eaten; even the child of a captive and a woman of their

own tribe was not allowed to live. Though an expert hunter

or fisher, and a woman well able to work, were preserved

somewhat longer than the rest, all were invariably killed after

a few months. Nowhere in De Lery’s book does it appear,

that they made slaves by capture or by any other means ’).

Martins remarks about the Indians of Brazil in general:

„Many of these tribes keep slaves.... Captivity in war is

the only cause by which one loses his freedom, especially if

a male; for the liusband may sell his wife and children; but

this is of rare occurrence” ).

The Apiams (a group of the Central Tupis), according to

the same author, in their wars kill all adult prisoners, male

1) Sievers, Sierra Nevada, Reolus, Simons

2) De Brettes, pp 04, 06, 78—80

3) Sievers, Des Grafeii Josef de Biettos Reisen, pp 381, 382

4) De Lery, pp 225—242
,

see especially pp 225, 236 . Stade gives a

similar account of the treatment of prisoneis, quoted by Andreepp 85—88,

5) Martius, pp. 71, '?4
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•and female, and eat them. Children they take with them and

rear them with their own
;
they make them work in the plan-

tations; but when about twelve or fourteen years old these

children are killed and eaten ’). Though these children may be

kept in a somewhat slave-like state, a tribe that kills its slaves

when fullgrown is not properly to be called a slave-keeping tribe.

The same author informs ua, that the Mundrucus and Mauhh
have slaves

Of the Mtmnhas we are told that tliey enslave their pri-

soners; but usually these prisoners are intended to be sold

to the whites. It does not appear whether any of them are

kept for the Miranhas’ own use ®).

Keane, von Tschudi and Ehrenreich make no mention of

slavery among tlie Botomdos. According to Zu Wied „the

conqueror persecutes the vanquished, and but seldom makes

captives, at least among the Botocudos; but on the Belmonte

there are said to be seen some who were used as slaves for

all kinds of labour”^). We do not know wliat this last second-

hand information of Zu Wicd’s is worth; but we are justified

in inferring that the Botocudos m general (except those on

Rio Belmonte) have no slaves.

Azara states that in his time (he travelled in South America

from 1781 to 1801) the Guaycuru had nearly died out, only

one man being left '*). But according to Boggiani Guaycuru

is a general name for the tribes inhabiting tlie Gran Chaco ®).

so this statement of Azara’s seems to apply to a small division

of the Guaycurd only. Southey and Martins give some parti-

culars abount the slave-system of the Guaycurd
;
but Colini,

who has taken great pains to ascertain the identy of these

1) Ibid, pp 206, 207

2) Ibid., p 71

3) Ibid
, p 73.

4) Keane, von Tschudi, Ehrenreich, Botocudos; Zu Wied, Brasilien, II

p 45 Martius (p 326) apparently relies entirely on Zu Wied

5) Azara, II p 146.

6) Boggiani, p 80.

7) Southey III, pp 391, 392, Martiib pp 232, 233, 71.



tribes, quotes these descriptions as referring to the Mbayds.

Of the ancient Ouaycurti he says: „In their combats they

gave no quarter to the adult males; but they spared the lives

of the youths, whom they educated after their customs and

gave in marriage to their daughters, so as to augment the

number of their tribe Full-grown women were sold to the

neighbouring nations, who made them slaves” The only

captives wliom they kept among them, the youths, were not

slaves, so slavery probably did not exist among them.

Two tribes inhabiting the Gran Chaco and so belonging

to the Guaycurd in Boggiani’s sense, are described by Thouar.

Of tlie Chiriguanot, he sajs „The prisoners are the property

of their captors and must serve the mistress of the hut” In

Ills description of the he makes no mention of slavery

Thouar, however, does not seem to be ver-s reliable *)

Tile Mhayas^ according to Azara, in his time had two kinds

of slaves, the one composed of the Guanas, the other of Indian

and Spanisli prisoners of war. But the former were no real

slave-class The Guanas „U8ed to repair m troops to the

Mba)a8, to obe\ and serve them and till their lands without

any payment Hence the Mbajas always call them their slaves.

This slavery is indeed verj mild, as the Guana voluntarily

submits to it, and leaves off whenever he likes ” These „8lave8”

who lead a tribal life and come and go when the) like, certainly

are not slaves. The others however were real slaves. They

procured the fuel, cooked the food, took care of the horses

and tilled the land. When Azara once offered a present to a

Mba)a, the latter would not take it himself, but ordered his

slaves to receive it for ^ im Even the poorest Mba) a had

three or four slaves During the mourning-time women and

slaves might not speak nor eat any meat. One place in Azara’s

book seems to show that they had not slaves: ,,They said

they had received a divine command to wage war against all

1) Cohni m Boggiani, p 297

2) Thouar, pp 51, COsqq

3) See Stemmetz, ^raie, I p 174 not& 1
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nations, kill the adult males and adopt the women and children,

in order to augment their number. But where the recorded

tradition and the description of the actual state of things dis-

agree, we hold that the latter is to be accepted '). Colmi refers

to Azara and Martius, and then adds: „8erra however asserts

that among the Mbayas slavery proper (la sehiavitu vera e

propria) did not exist; the slaves might rather be called ser-

vants.” They fought together with the freemen and took part

in the public council, even when it decided upon war and

peace. They married free persons, but were themselves looked

upon as slaves On the master’s death, the sons or next rela-

tions, according to the rules of inheritance, became masters of

the slaves; but these rights were only nominal. The slaves

gradually merged into the tribe. Yet it was always considered

as degrading to be a descendant of a slave
;
those who had

in their ancestry none but members of the tribe were very

proud of it. Generally the best slave-girls were married to their

masters; the boys of greatest promise were treated as sons,

whereas the others were set to do the rougher work ~). This

account, however, does not prove that the captives were not

slaves. Some of the boys only were treated as sous; what

were the rest if not slaves? And even slaves may to a certain

degree be treated as sons. The slaves gradually coalesced with

the tribe (though not entirely); but we are told that this

change took place ^through personal merits and intermarriage.”

This shows that all captives were not on a level with freemen

;

probably it was only the most deserving prisoners, and the

offspring of slaves and freemen, who attended the public coun-

cil and were on an equal footing with the mam body of

tribesmen. Slaves may be kindly treated and yet be slaves.

Our opinion is, that we have here a schavitu vera e propria]

the more so, as the description given by Azara, a good autho-

rity, leads to the same conclusion.

The present Caduvei, according to Boggiani, are the same

1) Azara II, pp 96, 108—110, 119

2) Colini in Boggiani, p 316
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people as the ancient Mbayas. Very probably he is right here.

Yet we have seen how much confusion there is in the appli-

cation of the terms Guaycuru and Mbayds; so we are a little

sceptical. Moreover, there is a great lapse of time between the

early descriptions of the Mbayds and Boggiani’s travels, and

during that time tlieir state of culture has greatly changed

;

from nomadic hunters they have in tlie present century be-

come settled agriculturists ^). So we are justified in treating

them separately. The Caduvei keep slaves. The slaves are

well treated, but looked upon as an inferior race. The ruder

kinds of work, and the tilling of the soil, fall to their share.

As a rule they are kindly treated, witliout being allowed to

forget their duties. Tliey exchange the slaves among them

for horses, cattle and various commodities ^).

Pohl states, that the Canoeiros had captured a young man

and treated him well ^). Nothing more being added we cannot

make out whether slavery exists.

Yon den Steinen, who has visited the tribes on the Upper

Schingu (Carib, Arawak and Tupi tribes, much of the author's

attention being bestowed on the Bakairi), makes no mention

of slavery. If it existed, he certainly would have observed

and mentioned it.

The same applies to the Paresst and Bornto.

Also m Ilensel’s description of the Coroados^ who are often

identified with the Bororo, there is not a word to be found

about slaves ^).

The Karayas on Rio Araguaya keep captive women in a

somewhat slave-like state Prisoners of war, adopted into the

tribe, sometimes are made chiefs if they have distinguished

themselves^). This is not very suggestive of slavery; but

the details given are not sufficient for us to arrive at a clear

conclusion.

1) Boggiani, pp 305, 310

2) Boggiani, p 100

3) Pohl, p 163

4) Yon den Steinen, Hensel

5) Ehrenreioh, Beitrfige, pp 28, 29
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On tlie Zdparos we got this scanty information. Tbey are

always at war, killing many of tlie men, and stealing tbe

women, children and chattels of the enemies, the children

either for use as servants or for sale. A boy or girl stolen

by them is commonly sold to traders 0* Apparently the autlior

himself is m doubt, whether any of these captives are kept

as slaves.

Some savage tribes of Peru are treated of by Ordinaire.

In his account of the Campas or Antis there is nothing bear-

ing on slavery. He states that he met with a Lorenzo child

living among the Campas; but it is not clear whether this

was a slave; and the rest of his ample record makes the

existence of slavery rather improbable ^).

About the Conibas and kindred tribes lie remarks, that

among their wives there are some slaves captured from neigh-

bouring tribes. But as he states, that all the fatiguing work is

incumbent on women, it is probable (though not at all certain),

that there are no male slaves and therefore no slavery proper.

Prisoners of war are killed at their feasts ^).

The Guanas probably have no slaves. We arc told that

the head of the tribe „i8 obliged to work for his subsistence,

as nobody serves him”

As little does it appear that the Ynracaris and MoMnh
are slave-keeping tribes. The former live in families, and even

in those subordination is unknown. The latter are not war-

like '). It is not, however, a first-rate authority to whom we

owe these particulars.

The CluquUos, according to the same author, in their wild

state attacked their neighbours, and made slaves, to whom they

gave their own daughters as wives ^). Whether these prisoners

were slaves is not clear; we should rather think not.

1) SimBon, p r>05

2) Ordinaire, pp 287, 270 -273

3) Ibid
, pp 308, 309

4) Azara, II p 96

5) D’Orbigny, I pp 360, 372

6) Ibid, II p. 166.
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The Chcipamras were very peaceable, and but seldom attac-

ked their neighbours ”) Whether slavery existed among them

we are not told.

The Moxos^ in D’Orbigny's time, had already long been

civilized and christianized. What their political institutions

were m their former wild state we do not know-).

The principal native people of Paraguay yfere the Ahipones,

described at large by Dobrizhoffer. The prisoners they made

were very leniently treated. Tliey gave the prisoners the best

of their food, and tended them when ill. The prisoners had

daily opportunity to run away, but they did not desire it,

for they were very contented. The> were never beaten, nor

even reproved. They hunted and fought together with the

Abipones. And yet the) were not merged into the nation of

tlie Abipones; for the Abipone women generally would marry

only a man of their own people; and the men never married

female prisoners, nor had they any connection with them. It

appears that every captive was assigned to an individual

master. So we have liere to deal with the fact, tliat one man

18 the property of another beyond the limits of the family

proper, i. e. slavery, though slavery of an extraordinarily mild

character ‘^).

Tlic Payaguas in their wars kill all adult men, and preserve

tlic women and children. Wliat becomes of the latter does

not appear. The Payaguas are absolutely free and do not

recognize any difference of classes. From this it is probable,

thougli not certain, that they have no slaves -i).

The Enimapis^ according to Azara, are hunters
;
agriculture

among them is incumbent on slaves. No furtlier particulars

are given about these slaves. The Enimagas are said formerly

to have held the Mbayas m a kind of slavery; but such a

subjection of a tribe as a whole is not slavery in the true

1) Ibid., II p. 211

2) L. 0.

3) Dobrizhoffer, II pp 148—152

4) Azara, II pp 145, 132
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the Enimagas had in Azara's time were of the same descrip-

tion, they were not slaves ‘). So we cannot arrive here at any

definite conclusion.

D’Orbigny remarks, that the Charriias when at war killed

all the men, and preserved the women and children, whom

they made concubines and slaves^). As Azara’s statement

is quite different, I shall translate it literally, „A11 are equal;

nobody serves another; or it must be some old woman who,

having no means of subsistence, joins some famil}, or assists

at the burying of the dead”. In their wars they „kill all they

meet, preserving none but tlie women and children under

twelve years of age. They take tlicir prisoners along witli

them, and let tiiem enjoy tlieir freedom
;
most of them marry

there and get so much accustomed to this mode of life, tliat

they but rarely wish to return to tlieir own people ’). Although

such kind treatment is compatible with slavery, Azara’s sta-

tement about nobody serving another is positive enough to

exclude all notion of slavery. Heusser and Claraz, who seem

to be well informed, make no mention of slavery ^). This fact

together with the above-quoted positive statement of Azara,

who on the whole seems to us more reliable than D’Orbigny
),

and who also treats this matter much more fully, leads us

to conclude that tliey have no slaves. The lapse of time between

Azara’s and D’Orbigny’s travels (from about 30 to 50 years)

might account for the difference of their descriptions; but it

seems to us that so much importance need not be attached

to the latter’s short remark.

The Minuanes^ according to Azara, resemble the Charruas

1) Ibid, pp 159, 157

2) D’Orbigny, II p 89

3) Azara, II pp 15, 19, 20

4) Heusser and Claraz

5) Azara travelled in South Ameiioa for 20 years, D’Orbigny for only 7

The former was commissary and commandant of the Spanish frontiers in

Paraguay , the latter made a journey for scientific purposes, mainly zoolo-

gical
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in their mode of warfare, and in acknowledging no social

classes ’). We may therefore suppose them to have had no

slaves.

The Tatagons or Tehuelches^ according to Musters and Falk-

ner, have slaves. The same is stated by Letourneau on the

authority of Guimard 2). And as these authors not only assert

that there are slaves, but also give some particulars about

them, we may be sure tliat slavery really exists.

About the Puelches we get some information from Azara,

who calls them Pampas. „In war they kill all adult males,

preserving none but the women and young boys; these the}

take liome and treat in the same manner as the Charruas do.

It is true, that they impose some labours upon them, and use

them as slaves or servants until the} marry; but then they

are as free as the others” ^). Such men, who as soon as they

marry are on a level with the members of the tribe, certainly

are not slaves.

The Araucaniansy according to D’Orbigny, kill their male

enemies and enslave the women and children^). Molina says:

„The prisoners of war, as is the custom of all semibar-

barous nations, become tavaichy i. e. slaves, until they are

exchanged or ransomed” ®). In his detailed description of

Araucanian social life lie makes no further mention of slaves,

nor do the other authors f>). So we may suppose that the

prisoners are always exchanged or ransomed, and that slavery

18 unknown among them.

About the Fuegians we have this positive statement of

Hyades and D^niker: „They have no chiefs, no labourers

who work for pay, and no slaves” ^). This statement, already

valuable in itself, is corroborated by the fact, that none of

1) Azara, II p 32

2) Musters, p 217, Falkner, pp 122, 123, 126, Letourneau, p 123

3) Azara, II p 38

4) D’Orbigny, Ip 401.

5) Molina, p. 74

6) Von Bibra; Oohsemus, Smith, Musters

7) Hyades et D^nikei^ p. 242.
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the other authors we have consulted on the subject make any

mention of slavery ').

Bestdt. Positive cases : Annent nations of Honduras^ inha-

bitants of Panama and Costa Bica,

Garths of the Antilles^

Mundrucus^

ManhSs^

MbayaSj

Caduvei^

Ahipones^

Telmelches^

Arawaks,

Saliva,

Goajiro,

Chiriguanos,

Enimagas.

Negative cases* Wdd tribes of North Mexico^ natives

of the Mosquito Coast^ Caribs of

the Isthmus^

iVarrauSy

Macusi^

Roucouyennes,

TupmambaSy

Apiaeas^

Botocudos^

Tribes on the Upper Schinyu,

Paressi^

Bororo^

Guanas,

Charruas,

Mmuanes,

Puelches,

Araucanians,

Fuegians,

1) Parker Snow; Darwin, Yoyage, Vincent, O’Sullivan.
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Wild tribes of Central Mexico,

continental Caribs,

Guaycuru,

Tobas,

Coroadofl,

Karayas,

Zaparos,

Campas,

Combos,

Yuracarcs,

Mocetenes,

Cliiquitos,

Cbapacuras,

Payaguas.

No conclusion: Wild tribes of South Mexico,

natives of Hispaniola,

Miranhas,

Canoeiros,

Moxos.

§ 4. Australia.

The Australian tribes, on which we have been able to

collect some notes, are the following:

Dieyene^

natives of PoweWs Creaky

„ „ Victoria Hiver Down^ Station^

„ „ Queensland and New South Wales.^

„ „ Moreton Bay^

„ on Herbert River

^

„ of North’ivest Central Queensland^

„ „ N. S. Wales,

Cammarray,

Kurnai,

natives of West Victoria,

jf „ Sort Lincoln,
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natives of South Australia^

„ „ South-west Australia^

„ „ King George Sounds

„ j,
the Moore River District^

„ „ Central Australia^

„ „ Tort Darwin and the West Coast of the

Gulf of Carpentaria^

Tasmanians^ ’)

natives on Darling River^ -)

Wellington tribe^

West Australians^ ')

Narrmyen “).

Nowhere in all the books and articles we have consulted on

these tribes is any mention made of slaves. Here our group-

argument may be brought to bear. If we had but one or two

of these descriptions, wc might hesitate to assert that slavery

does not exist; for they are not, all of them, very complete.

But here we have to deal with an isolated district, inhabited

by tribes physically and psychically much resembling each

other, so much so, that some ethnographers and theorists

speak of the Australians as if they were one people, as if

all Australians were in exactly the same state of culture.

This really is erroneous: there are many differences in several

respects between the Australian tribes ^). But that they can be

1) The literature on the loregomg tribes is the same as that quoted on

p 20, Chapter I Such largo divisions as foi instance „nativos of Queens-

land and N S "Wales” have been treated here as single tribes, because

the aooountfi of our ethnographers show that, though using a general teiin,

they only describe one or a lew tribes they aio acquainted with

2) Curr 11, llonney
,
Stokes; Mitchell

3) Hale

4) Grey.

5) Taplm as quoted by Woods

6) Curr; Brough Smyth Gerland’s suivey of Austialian sooial life ir

much better

7) E. g Grosse and Letourneau

8) Comp. Steinmetz’ treatment of the problem of Australian chieftainship,

Strafe, 11 p. 20—42
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treated in this manner, proves that the differences are not so

very great
,

it is inconceivable, that Grosse would have spoken

in the same way of the American Indians or the Negroes.

What we mean to say now is this, our information on some

Australian tribes is not sufficient to prove that just in that

district which each particular account relates to, slavery does

not exist. But then the several accounts strcngtlien each other

;

for taking into consideration the great likeness existing between

the Australian tribes, it is o pnon unlikely that some of

these tribes would have and others would not have slaves.

Moreover, if m any part of Australia slavery existed, our

ctlinographers probably would have found this too remarkable

a fact to leave unnoticed.

As little mention is made of slaves by those ethnographers

who speak of the Australians m general '). According to

Brough Smyth „each of the principal men and priests seeks

for his food, and ministers to his own wants (with such help

as he gets from his wives); and has no one whom ho can

call servant” ~). Gerlaud states that the Australians make no

captives, except women sometimes '*).

All this makes it sufficiently clear that the Australians

have no slaves '). The 28 tribes wc have here enumerated

may therefore rank as clear cases of savage tribes without

slaves.

§ 5. Melanesia

The N( w Caledomau'fj according to Rochas, have no slaves

proper, but only vassals Prisoners of war become members

of the family ). Bramne informs us, that there are two social

classes chiefs of various kinds, and serfs; the latter term

probably means the common people. De Vaux and Legrand

1) Curr; Brough Smyth Gerland

2) Brough Smyth, 1 p 127

3) Waltz Geiland, VI p 746

4) Letourneau (pp 26, 35) arrives at the same oonolusion.

5) De Roohaa, p..252
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make no mention whatever of slaves ’). According to Glaumont

there are four classes, of which the fourth is 'composed of

slaves (en-djt-dio) ^). But no further particulars are given about

these slaves in his rather long article; so it is probably by

mistake that he speaks of slaves. We are therefore justified

in concluding that slavery does not exist.

On the state of things in the Solomon Islands we are well

informed by several authors. Elton says
:

„If a man is married

and has got a little money and a few slaves, he calls himself

a chief, but does not exercise any power over his slaves
;
they

do pretty well as they like” •'^) The notes of our other ethnogra-

phers relate to single parts of this group. Verguet states that

in St. Christoval the slaves „are treated as adopted children;

the slave cultivates the master’s fields together with the master

himself; he helps him to prepare the food and accompanies

him when hunting or fighting; he shares in his pleasures

as well as in his labour
;
when the tribe celebrates a feast, the

slaves are not excluded from it. When full-grown, they marry

into their master’s tribe, erect their houses next to their

master’s house or share the latter. Sometimes the master does

not disdain to marry his slave” ^). Codrmgton, whose notes

mainly relate to the same parts of the group, remarks
: „ There

is no such thing as slavery properly so called. In head-hunting

expeditions prisoners are made for the sake of their heads,

to be used when occasion requires, and such persons live

with their captors in a condition very different from that of

freedom, but they are not taken or maintained for the pur-

poses of service. In the same islands when a successful attack

and massacre enriches the victors with many heads, they

spare and carry off children, whom they bring up among

their own people. Such a seJca will certainly be killed for a

head or for a sacrifice before any native member of the com-

1) Brainne, p. 239, de Yaux, Logrand

2) Glaumont, p. 74

3) Elton, p 98.

4) Verguet, p. 205.
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munity
;
but he lives as an adopted member, shares the work,

pleasure and dangers of those with whom he dwells, and

often becomes a leading personage among them. A refugee or

a castaway is not a slave but a guest; his life is naturally

much less valued than that of a man of the place, and useful

services are expected from him, while he mixes freely and

on equal terras with the common people”^). Guppy 8a}8: „I

will turn for a moment to the subject of slavery in the eastern

islands of the group In llqi it is the practice of infanticide

which has given rise to a slave-commerce regularly conducted

with the natives of the interior of St. Christoval. Three-fourths

of the men of this island were originally bought as youths

to supply the place of the natural offspring killed in infancy.

But such natives when they attain manhood virtually acquire

their independence, and their original purchaser has but little

control over them .... Connected in the manner above shown

with the subject of slavery is the practice of cannibalism.

The completion of a new tarabu-house is frequently celeb-

rated among the St, Christoval natives by a cannibal feast.

Residents in that part of the group tell me that if the victim

is not procured in a raid amongst the neighbouring tribes of

the interior, some man is usually selected from those men

in the village who w^ere originally purchased by the chief.

The doomed man is not enlightened as to the fate which

awaits him, and ma) perhaps have been engaged in the

erection of the very building at the completion of which his

life is forfeited.” On the neighbouring small island of Santa

Anna the natives are reputed to abstain from human flesh

;

but „the war-chief has acquired a considerable fortune, in a

native’s point of view, b\ following the profitable calling of

purveyor of human flesh to the man-eaters of the adjacent

coasts of St. Christoval I am told that there is a faint

gleam of tender feeling shown in the case of a man who, by

long residence in the village, has almost come to be looked

upon as one of themselves. He is allowed 'to remain in ignor-

1) Codrmgton, ’The MelanesiauB, p 46
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ance of the dreaded moment until the last: and, perhaps, he

may be standing on the beach assisting in the launching of

the very canoe in which he is destined to take his final

journey, when suddenly he is laid hold of, and in a few

moments more he is being ferried across to the man-eaters

of the opposite coast” *).

Somerville, describing l^ew Georgia (in the centre of the

group) remarks: „ Slavery certainly exists, but it is in so

mild a form that it is scarcely possible to detect master from

man. I have never been able to elicit any facts concerning

its introduction, propagation or limits, or even if (in so many

words) it existed at all.” „I was informed that slaves arc

kept chiefly for their heads, which are demanded whenever

any occasion necessitates them, such as the death of the

owner”'). The following statement of Woodford’s also relates

to New G-eorgia: „On their expeditions it is not heads alone

that they bring back, but slaves as well. These are either

bought or captured alive, and it is from among these slaves

that the victims are selected in case a head is required. They

appear to be well treated m other wa}8> and to have as much

liberty as they please; in fact, seem to be on a perfect footing

of equalit) and familiarity with their c<iptor8. But any da)

a head may be wanted to celebrate the completion of a new

canoe or other work, and one of the luckless slaves is unex-

pectedly called upon to furnish it. Mercifull) for the victim,

the blow falls from behind and unexpectedly. These slaves

are often emplo)ed as guides to lead a party of head-hunters

unexpectedly upon the mountain villages on Ysabel, whence

they originally came” ^),

Speaking of the small isle of Treasury (near Bougainville

Island, in the North-western part of the group) duppy says:

„There are in Treasury several men and women who, origi-

nally bought as slaves from the people of Bouka and Boug-

1) Guppy, pp 35, 30

2) Somerville, New Georgia, pp 402, 400

3) Woodford, pp. 154, 155
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ainville, now enjoy apparently the same privileges and free-

dom of action as their fellow islanders. It is sometimes not

a matter of much difficulty to single out the slaves amongst

a crowd of natives. On one occasion I engaged a canoe of

Faromen to take me to a distant part of their island : and very

soon after we started I became aware from the cowed and

sullen condition of one of the crew that he was a slave. On

inquiry I learned that this man had been captured when a

boy in the island of Bougainville, and I was informed that if

he was to return to his native place — a bush-village named

Kiata — he would undoubtedly be killed. Although in fact

a slave, I concluded from the bearing of the other men tow-

ards him that his bondage was not a very hard one; and he

evidently appeared to enjoy most of the rights of a native of

the common class. Sukai, however, for such was his name,

had to make himself generally useful in the course of the

day; and when at the close of the excursion we were seated

inside the house of a man who provided us with a meal of

boiled taro, sweet potatoes, and bananas, he was served with

hiB repast on the beach outside” ’).

The same author gives this general description of slavery

in the Solomon Islands: „In the larger islands the bush-tribes

and the coast-natives wage an unceasing warfare, in which

the latter are usually the aggressors and the victors — the

bushmen captured during these raids either affording materials

for the cannibal feast or being detained in servitude by their

captors. But there prevails in the group a recognized system

of slave-traffic, in which a human being becomes a marketable

commodity — the equivalent being represented in goods either

of native or of foreign manufacture. This custom, which came

under the notice of Surville’s expedition, during their visit

to Port Praslin in Isabel, in 1769, obtains under the same

conditions at the present time. These natives were in the

habit of making voyages of ten and twelve days’ duration

with the object of exchanging men for „fine cloths covered

1) Guppy, p M
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with designs’', articles which were inanufatured by a race of

people much fairer than their own, who were in all probabi-

lity the inhabitants of Ontong Java. The servitude to which

the victims of this traffic are doomed is not usually an ardu-

ous one. But there is one grave contingency attached to his

thraldom which must be always before the mind of the capt-

ive, however lightly his chains of service may lie upon him.

When a head is required to satisfy the offended honour of a

neighbouring chief, or when a life has to be sacrificed on the

completion of a tambu house or at the launching of a new

war* canoe, the victim chosen is usually the man who is not

a free-born native of the village. lie may have been bought

as a child and have lived amongst them from his bo}hood

up, a slave only m name, and cnjo}ing all the rights of his

fellow natives. But no feelings of compassion can save him

from his doom; and the only consideration which he receives

at the hands of those with whom he ma) have lived on terms

of equality for many ^ears is to be found in the circum-

stance that he gets no warning of his fate” ’).

We have quoted the statements of these authors m exfenso

to show the reader, how difficult it is to decide whether the

„ slaves” our authors speak of, are really slaves. The difficulty

does not here, as in so many cases, result from want of in-

formation. It is clear that these purchased and captured

persons are kept in a state bordering on slavery
;
but it is

not easy to say, whether this is not >et slavery, or an incip-

ient stage of slavery. Apparently the same state of things

does not prevail in the whole group. In Ugi, where three

fourths of the men „were originally bought as youths to

supply the place of the natural offspring”, it is evident that

slavery does not exist; and it is of the part of the group to

which Ugi belongs, that Codrington says: „There is no such

thing as slavery properly so called ” Woodford states that

slaves in New Georgia „have as much liberty as they please,”

and „8eem to be on a perfect footing of equality and fami-

1) Guppy, p 33
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lianty with their captors”; and Somerville could not get any

information, whether slavery existed at all. Its existence here

is therefore doubtful. As for the North-western division of

the group, Guppy’s account of the „cowed and sullen con-

dition” of the ^slave”, who had to take his meal on the

beach, is rather suggestive of slavery; but this inference is

weakened by Guppy’s stating that the chief of the same island

„had adopted a little Bougainville bushbo}, named Sapeku,

who was purchased when verj }oung from his friends” ^). So

adoption of purchased bushmen is m use here. Our conclusion

is, that the state of purchased and captured persons in the

Solomon Islands is not slaver), though it differs very little

from slavery.

Williams, enumerating the social classes that in his time

existed among the Fijians^ states that the lowest class was

composed of slaves. No more particulars are given about these

slaves Prisoners of war were barbarously tortured -). A report

quoted b) Spencer, also speaks of a lowest class consisting

of slaves. The last class sometimes, through numbers, over-

came the upper classes. ^This has been the case at Amban,

whore the people at no distant period rose against and drove

out their kings” ^). This author, who uses the terms „slave8”

and „the people” as 8}non)mou8, probably speaks of a class of

despised and oppressed proletarians, not of slaves. Erskine des-

cribes the relation between different districts. Sometimes one had

to pay a tribute to the other. „The lowest condition of all, the

consequence of some late total defeat or conquest, is absolute

slavery, the districts where such a state exists being called

mma haisis or slave lands” Such subjection of a district

as a whole is not, however, slavery in the true sense. The

above quoted author, who speaks of the slaves overcoming

the upper classes, gives as the native name of these slaves

so they are probably identical with the inhabitants of

1) Guppy, p. 33.

2) 'WilhamB, pp. pp 32, 53

3) Spencer, Desor Soo. III. p 12

4) Erskme, quitted by Spencer, 1. o
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Erskine’s „ slave lands”. Waterhouse makes no mention of

slaves ’). So we may suppose that slavery did not exist, and

that Williams has mistaken for slaves a class of proletarians

or inhabitants of „ slave lands”.

Codrmgton’s above quoted statement, that „there is no such

thing as slavery properly so called”, applies also to a part of

the New Hebrides. Meinicke, after speaking of the chiefs, adds

:

„The rest of the people are free men”'). Our other authors '^)

making no mention of slavery, we may safely infer that it

does not exist here.

Banks gives an elaborate description of marriage customs

in the New Britain Group, in which there is not a word to

be found about slaves ). This makes the existence of slavery

very improbable. Parkinson, whose notes chiefly relate to the

Gazelle Peninsula of Neiv Britain., in his account of the labour-

trade, speaks of ^despised, unprotected people, slaves of the

chiefs captured in their intertribal wars, or bastards, orphans,

friendless persons of their own tribe ” Persons of this description

were sold to Europeans who wanted labourers '). But whether

they were kept as slaves by the natives themselves, or only

enslaved in order to be sold, does not appear. In his notes

on war and cannibalism he makes no mention of slaves. Once,

when he caught a man who had stolen something from him,

two chiefs offered to bu} the thief; not, however, to keep

him as a slave, but to eat him ®). Powell, too, makes no

mention of slavery
;
he relates many cases of revenge of the

natives against the whites
;
these whites were always killed, men,

women, and children
;
he never speaks of their being enslaved ’).

1) Waterhouse.

2) Memioke, Die Inseln des stillen Oceans, I p 202

3) Hagen and Pmeau
,
Inghs

,
Somerville, New Hebrides

4) Danks.

5) Parkinson, Im Bismarok-Archipel, p 27

6) Ibid, p 80

7) Powell, Wanderings, see especially pp 262—2C6 Powell, however,

does not appear to be very reliable, see Steinmetz, Endokannibalismus,

p. 10 note 6.
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As for New Ireland^ belonging to the same group, Romilly

was present at a battle of the natives; the slain were after-

wards cooked and eaten
;
and his minute description, in which

there is not a word to be found about captives, makes the

existence of slavery, here too, very improbable '). So we may

suppose that the inhabitants of this group do not keep an} slaves.

In the islands of Torres Strads^ according to Meinicke,

there is no government and no social division, except the

division into tribes ']. Iladdon, describing the western tribes

of Torres Straits, says
:
„I never heard of slaver\ being prac-

tised” "). So slavery is probably unknown here.

The rest of this paragraph will be taken up with a surve}

of New Gumea

The Fapuas of Humboldt Bay, according to Bink, have

no slaves ^).

In the district of Tahi some men were observed, who had

their hair cut short; according to a Dore} interpreter, they

were slaves ^). This short note is not, however, sufficient to

go upon.

The inhabitants of Servei are much given to the kidnap-

ping of slaves, whom they sell. Whether the} keep an} slaves

themselves, does not appear®).

The natives of Ansus purchase many slaves, and sell slaves

to Ternate traders 7). In this case, too, we are not told, whether

all the purchased slaves are sold abroad, or any of them are

kept by the natives.

The aborigines of Windessi in their raids make prisoners

„to whom they give the name of woman^ slave” ®). This

1) Komilly, Western P.icific, pp 47—55

1 ) Memioke, Die Torresstiasso, p HO
3) Hadden, p 355 See also Hunt s Ethnogr notes on the Murray Islands,

Torres Straits, m which no mention is made of slaves

4) Dink, p 325.

5) Robide, p 109

6) Ibid
, p 262.

7) Ibid., p 235

8) Yan der Roest, p 157.
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short note does not enable us to arrive at a clear conclusion.

Goudswaard says of the Vapms of Geelvink Ba// generally

:

„The Papua steals men, makes them slaves, and despises

them.” „The wars of the Papuas are little more than raids,

in which they burn the houses of their enemies, destroy their

gardens, and if possible make women and children prisoners,

to restore them later on for an adequate ransom, or else to

keep them as slaves or exchange them” ‘).

The accounts, given b} Van Ilasselt and l)c Clercq, prove

that slaver) exists among the Bufotese’^).

The inhabitants of Dorcy and Boon belong to the Nuforese.

Rosenberg gives some particulars about slavery in Dore)
,
and

Robide has a few short notes on slaves kept b) the inhabit-

ants of Roon ^).

Slavery also exists among the natives of Arfak

The Uatiamcrs^ however, who live in the Arfak mountains,

have no slaves. „The Ilattamers,” sa^s Robide, keep no

slaves; in their wais with neighbouring tribes thc) do not

enslave the prisoners, but cut off their heads, which they

bring home as trophies” ).

The Karons^ according to Bruijn, capture slaves from their

neighbours, but whether the) keep them for their own use is

not quite clear. Another author tells us that they eat their

prisoners ®).

The existence of slavery among the Tnpuas^ of the Gulf of

Maduer is made probable b) De Clercq’s and Strauch’s notes ^).

Another author observed slaves in some districts at the South-

west side of this gulf; the population of these districts is a

mongrel race of Buginese, emigrants from Serang, and Papuas *).

1) Goudswaard, pp 27, A
2) Van Hassell in Z E VIll, pp 101 sqq

,
Van Ihissolt in Tijds XXXI,

pp 583, 584, XXXII, pp 270, 272, De Clercq, Xieuw-Guinea, p G19.

3) Rosenberg, Mai Aroli
, pp 4.54, 456

;
Robid6, pp 64, 65, 76 94.

4) Rosenberg, Mai Arch, p 532, Rosenberg, Nieuw-Gumea, p 90

5) Robid^, p 242

6) Brugn, pp. 103, 104 : Robid6, p 59

7) De Clercq, Nieuw-Gumea, p 459 Strauoh, p 30

8) Robide, pp 300, 305, 306.



Slavery exists on the isle of Adte and along the Gulf of

Kmmani i).

The Hill’tnbes of Aijamdon have no slaves^).

The Papuas of British New Guinea very probably are

unacquainted with slavery. Thomson states, that several tribes

ill warfare kill alike men, women and children ^). The de-

scribers of single tribes: Motu^ Toarqn^ also make no

mention of slaves *).

In German New Guinea^ too, slavery probably does not

exist. Vallentino explicitly states that the Tamul have no

slaves; and Finsch says, that every Papua warrior considers

it an honour to kill women and children ’). Macla)
,
too^ makes

no mention of slaves ^).

Result Positive cases: Nuforesse^

Papuas of A)fah^

„ on the Gulf of Macluer^

„ of Adte^

„ on the Gulf of Kaimnni^

y,
of Tabi.

Negative cases New Caledonians^

Solomon-islanders^

Fijians^

New Uelwidians^

natives of the Neiv Britain Group^

„ „ Torres SfraitSy

Papuas of Humboldt Baijy

„ „
Haffam^

JIilFfnbes of Ayamdori,

MotUy

Mowaf

1) 'Niouw-Gumea, pp
12‘»

2) Ibid, p 159

3) Thomson, British (luinoa pp 52, 03, 157 i58

4) Turiu'r, Motu, d’Alboitis, r.cviidmoiT , Romill), Voraiulali, Ghalmcrs,

soo espocially p 320

5) Vallontme, p*.G34
,
Finsoh, Samoalahrton, p. 80

0) Maolay.



Toanpi^

Tamul.

No conclusion Papuas of Seroei,

„ „ Ansus,

„ yf
WmdesBi,

Karons.

§ 6. Polynesia.

All authors agree that the Maou of New Zealand had

slaves; and the many details they give prove that slavery

really existed

The Tongam^ according to Memicke, had slaves, partly

prisoners of war, partly condemned criminals 2) Gerland,

referring to a missionaiy report, speaks ol slaves, tamaweiki
)

But in his very minute description of Tongan government and

social classes he gives no more particulars about these slaves

,

and Mariner who, according to Gerland, is very reliable

makes no mention of slavery Manner enumerates five social

classes
;
the lowest class were the tooas^ the bulk of the people,

consisting of a. a few warriors, h professed cooks in the

service of the chiefs, c those who tilled the soil and had no

other occupation Manner only makes mention of captive

women, so it is probable that no men were taken prisoners

in their wars^) West states that there was a monarchical

despotism, supported by an hereditary aristocracy The people

were divided into several, strictly separated, classes The lowest

class were the twas, common people, subdivided into different

1) Thomson, New Zealand pp 14^ etc
,

Polatk, I p]) T), 36, etc
,

Tregear, p. H3, "Waitz-Geiland VI p 20(), Meiiiiokt Dio Inseln dcs stillen

Oceans, I p 326 Lttourntau pp 171 1B2

2) Meimcke, 1 c II p IB'')

^ 'Waitz-Gerland, VI p 170

4) Ibid, pp 170-185

5) Ibid
, p 185

6) Manner, 11 pp 158 349, 350

7) Ibid, p 237
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trades: carpenters, fishermen, etc. The feudal principle, that

the whole country belonged exclusively to the king, made the

people slaves Such „slavery” of a whole people is not,

however, slavery in the true sense of the word. Of slavery

proper West makes as little mention as Mariner. We may,

therefore, safely suppose that Meinicke and Oerland have been

mistaken, aud that slavery did not exist here.

With reference to Samoa Gerland speaks of two political

parties who were always at war, „but they do not destroy

their adversaries”, he says „nor enslave them, as frequently

members of the same family belong to different parties” ^).

According to Meinicke the prisoners were at different times

differently disposed of; but among these modes of treatment

slavery is not mentioned ^). Turner, a good authority, remarks

:

^Prisoners, if men, were generally killed; if women, distri-

buted among the conquerors”'^). We are not told whether

these women were married, or kept in a slave-like state; but

even in the last case this would be slavery of women only,

and therefore not slavery in the proper sense. These particu-

lars being given, and slavery not being mentioned by any of

our authors '), we may safely infer that it did not exist.

Gardiner, in an excellent article on Rotuma^ says: „Slaves

as such did not properly exist” ^’).

Gerland and Meinicke, enumerating the social classes

on the Rarotonga group (or Hervey Islands, or Cook’s Is-

lands) make no mention of slaves. According to Meinicke the

lowest class are the common people ^). So slavery seems un-

known here.

In Tahiti^ according to Ellis, „the lowest class included the

titi and the teuteu^ the slaves and servants; the former were

1) West, pp 260, 262

2) Waitz-Gerland, VI p 170

3) Meinicke, 1. o Up 122.

4) Turner, Samoa, p 192

5) Gerland; Meinicke, Turner, Von Bulow

6) Gardiner, p. 429.

7) Meinicke, 1. 0^*11 P* ^48; Waitz-Gerland, VI p 199.
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those who had lost their liberty in battle, or who, in conse-

quence of the defeat of the chieftains to whom they were

attached, had become the property of the conquerors. This

kind of slavery appears to have existed among them from

time immemorial. Individuals captured in actual combat, or

who fled to the chief for protection when disarmed or disabled

in the field, were considered the slaves of the captor or chief

by whom they were protected. The women, children and

others who remained in the districts of the vanquished, were

also regarded as belonging to them; and the lands they oc-

cupied, together with their fields and plantations, were distri-

buted among the victors If peace continued, the captive

frequently regained his liberty after a limited servitude, and

was permitted to return to his own land, or remain in volun-

tary service with his master” 0- Though the second kind of

slaves Ellis enumerates, the subjects of vanquished chiefs,

probably were not slaves, and the frequent liberating of

captive slaves proves that slavery did not prevail to any great

extent, Ellis’s account shows that to a limited extent it was

present.

Of Hawaii Ellis says: „The wives and children of those

whom they had defeated were frequently made slaves, and

attached to the soil for its cultivation, and, together with the

captives, treated with great cruelty.” Captives were sometimes

spared, „though perhaps spared only to be slaves, or to bo

sacrificed when the priests should require human victims.”

But in enumerating the social classes be makes no mention

of slaves. „In the fourth [lowest] rank may be included the

small farmers, who rent from ten to twenty or thirty acres

of land
;

the mechanics .... indeed, all the labouring classes,

those who attach themselves to some chief or farmer, and

labour on his land for their food and clothing, as well as those

who cultivate small portions of land for their own advantage” ®).

According to Meinicke there were slaves, but not many; they

1) Ellis, Pol Res, III p. 95

2) Ibid., IV pp 161, 160, 413
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wore undoubtedly descendants of prisoners, and considered

inferior even to the lowest class of freemen, from whom, how-

ever, they were not strictly separated. The conquered land

was divided by the conqueror among his men
;
the inhabitants

were made slaves ^). Marcuse in one place only makes mention

of slaves
:
„To allure the sharks they occasionally made human

sacrifices, especially among the slaves.” But he states that they

spared the lives of their captives only when they intended

them to be sacrificed later on to their gods ^). It is not easy

to decide whether the slaves our ethnographers speak of were

really slaves. From Ellis’s description of social classes it would

seem, that the lowest class consisted of freemen; moreover, no

particulars are given concerning the state of the slaves. Our

opinion is, that the writers have mistaken for slaves inhabit-

ants of conquered districts and persons intended to be sacri-

ficed; but the lack of details prevents our arriving at any

definite conclusion.

Gerland states that on the Marquesas Islands „ slaves were

rare
;
like the foreigners, who were always considered as enemies,

they had no rights, could be quite arbitrarily treated and even

killed” ’). According to Meinickc, however, prisoners were

cither sacrificed and eaten, or spared and adopted into the

conquering tribe ^). De Roequefeuil also states that the pris-

oners were eaten, unless, by the priests’ intervention, they

were buried
;
at any rate they were killed '^). Moerenhout tells

us that the sole object of their wars was to obtain a canni-

bal repast®). These several statements make it probable, that

there were no slaves, and that Gerland has mistaken for slaves

persons intended to be sacrificed. Letourneau holds the same

view of the matter: „Ever) thing seems to indicate, that slavery

1) Momieke, 1 o
, pp 303, 304

2) Marcuse, pp 116, 114.

3) Waitz-Gerland, VI p 216

4) Meinioke, 1 o Up 264

5) Andree, p 64

6) Moerenhout,- II p 31



did not exist in the Marquesas Islands” ^). Hale also states

that there were no slaves 2
).

The natives of Tukopia^ according to Herland, formerly

kept slaves, who were prisoners of war^). No more details

are given.

The same authority tells us, that in the beginning of the

present century the inhabitants of Anaa (Paumotu group)

conquered 38 islands, and brought the inhabitants as slaves

to their own island. When they became Christians, in 1810,

they set their prisoners free, and part of the latter returned

to their island ^). No more particulars being added, it is

doubtful whether these prisoners were really slaves, the more

so as a regular slave system is not mentioned.

Besult Positive cases: Maori^

Tahitians.

Negative cases: Tongans,

Samoans^

Rotummns.^

Rarotonga islanders^

Marquesas islanders.,

Hawaiians.

No conclusion : Tukopia islanders,

Paumotu islanders.

§ 7. Micronesia.

According to Meinicke none of the describers of the Mar-

shall Islands make mention of slaves. Gerland, too, does not

speak of slaves ^). Kohler, however, asserts that there are

slaves. A free woman, marrying a slave, becomes the slave

of her husband’s master, unless the slave, on marrying, is

1) Letourneau, p. 183

2) Hale, p 36

3) Waitz-Gerland, V, 2 p 194

4) Ibid,, VI p 218

5) Meimoke, Die Gilbert- und Marshall-Inseln, p 409
,
Waitz-Gerland,

V, 2, p 122.
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set free by his master. „Regarding the slaves or serfs, we

knew already, that they form a separate class of the armij

Icajur. Further details are given us now about the state of

things in Nauru. The slave cannot hold any property, at least

no landed property. He has to till the land of his lord, to

deliver the fruits of it, getting only his livelihood. The lord

had formerly a ius vitae et necis^ and frequently inflicted

corporal punishment on the slave for insubordination.” The

slave is not allowed to have more than one wife. When the

master allows his slave to marry a free woman, the slave

becomes free” ^). Kohler refers to a report of Jung (apparently

an unprmted manuscript) and further to Meinicke, Hernsheim,

Ilager and Kubary As for Meinicke, we have seen that he

thinks the existence of slavery improbable. According to Herns-

heim the lowest class is composed of the poor, the armidwon

or hojar. They are forbidden to take more than one wife.

The next class is that of the leadagedag^ who own property,

have in most instances three wives, and are provided with

victuals by the Icajur^). Kubary says: „The common people

are called armt] hapr and form the greater part of the sub-

jects. They have no property, except the land allotted to them

by the chief, who can take it from them at his pleasure.

Every week they have, each of them, to provide the chief

with prepared food, the quantity and quality of which are

determined.” These people according to Kubary, form the

lowest class Hager quite agrees with Kubary, to whom he

frequently refers^). We see, that none of Kohler’s informants

(except possibly Jung) make any mention of slaves. Yet Kohler

refers to all these writers in order to prove the existence of

slavery, but without in the least justifying his own statement,

in which, in opposition to them, he calls the lowest class

slaves. The accounts of our ethnographers, however, are not

1) Kohlor, Daa Rooht der Marschall-InBulaner, pp 448, 450

2) Hernsheim, p 80

3) Kubary, Die Ebongruppe, pp 36, 37

4) Hager, p 96.
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very suggestive of slavery. According to Hernsheim the lowest

class provide with victuals the next class (not individual mem-

bers of the higher classes, who would be their masters, if

they were slaves). And if we may believe Kubary, the eminent

ethnographer, they are tenants, paying a rent in kind. It might

be, that at least in the isle of Nauru, described by Jung,

there are slaves; but this does not at all appear from what

Kohler tells us. These „ slaves” who own no land and are often

punished, present much more the character of oppressed tenants

or agricultural labourers than of slaves. "When Kohler states,

that the slave who marries a free woman becomes free, we

may suppose that the meaning is this : the agricultural labourer,

who marries a woman of the landowning class, is no more

dependent on his master, the landholder. So we may safely

infer, that slavery does not exist on the Marshall Islands

Q-erland, minutely describing the social classes on the several

Caroline Islands, only m one passage speaks of slaves. Ac-

cording to him on the isle of Ponape there are three classes*

chiefs, freemen, and slaves But no other details are given

about these slaves, than that the land ^belongs exclusively to

the two highest classes; the third class are attached to the

soil on which they live” ^). We may suppose that Gerland

has made a similar mistake here to that of Kohler with respect

to the Marshall Islands, the more so as on the isle of Kusaie,

also belonging to the Caroline group, the common people are

subjected to the higher classes who own all the land '’) Kubary,

describing the Mortlock Islands (belonging to the same group)

says: ^Except the division in tribes, there is no social division

in the Caroline Islands, such as in classes, ranks, secret so-

cieties, etc.; and I believe that all suppositions of former

observers relating to such a state of things result from igno-

rance of tribal government. With these natives the notions of

„noble”, ^gentleman”, ^commoner” have but a relative value
;
and

special titles such as „king”, ^chieftain”, „prince”, etc. depend

1) Waitz-Gerland V, 2, p lt8

2) Ibid., pp 120, 121,
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wholly upon the individual pleasure of the observer”^). The

same writer tells us that on the isle of Ilnl: in warfare „ 8uch

captives as may accidentally be taken are killed/’ which

statement is not very suggestive of slavery ^). Gr.ifFe, compil-

ing Tetens and Kubary’s notes on the inhabitants of Yap,

speaks of slaves: „The population is composed of three classes,

chiefs, freemen, and slaves or pomilingais. The latter live

together in separate villages and are obliged daily to provide

the freemen with agricultural products, and whenever the

chiefs require it, to aid in constructing houses and canoes.

All the slaves possess, even their wives and doughfers, may

at any time be required by the freemen and used at their

pleasure. As we have already hinted, the slaves are not

allowed to wear the head-ornaments that the freemen are in

the habit of wearing, not even the combs worn in the hair;

and when waiting upon the chiefs, they must approach them

in a creeping, bowing attitude. One would, however, fail in

supposing, that all labour is exclusively incumbent on the

slave-class. They are only bound to definite taxes, viz. to a

tribute of victuals, and of mats and otlier materials for house-

building; and their slave-state consists rather in a low and

dependent condition than in being taxed with labour” ^). The

last sentence sufficiently proves, that these people are not

slaves, but only a despised lowest class. A slave always has

an individual master, whereas these people are subjected to

the higher classes en bloc The above survey of ethnographical

acci'unts leads us to the conclusion, that slavery is unknown

01. the Caroline Islands.

In Gcrland’s detailed account of government and social

classes among the ancient inhabitants of the Marianne Islands

no mention is made of slavery; and as our aiitlior uses this

word in a too wide rather than in a too restricted sense, we

may safely suppose that there are no slaves

1) Kubary, Mortlook-Inscln, p 246

2) Kubary, quoted by Sohmeltz and Krause, p 373

3) Oraffe, p. 94

4) Waitz-Gerla^d, V, 2, pp 112—414
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Kubary tells us, that „among the Felau islanders there can

be no question of a division of the people in ranks or classes,

of a nobility in our sense of the word” '). In another place

he tells us that a chief s wants are generally provided for by

the work of dependent relatives, who are a kind of adopted

children. If their work does not suit them, tliey leave their

employer ^). Semper speaks of a class of bondmen (Horigen
)

;

but in another place he states that they work for wages; so

they are neither slaves nor serfs, but a despised working

class ^). So slavery does not exist here ^).

On the Kingsmill or Gilbert Islands^ according to Wilkes,

there are three classes: chiefs (wen), lendholders [katoka]^ and

slaves {hiwa). Slaves marry only with their master’s consent,

and are entirely his property. „IIe who has none [no land] is

considered as a slave, and can hold no property whatever.
’

But our informant adds that „they have no term to designate

a poor man, except that of slave”
;
so it seems that the slaves

he speaks of were not slaves in the true sense of the word ^).

Meinicke enumerates the following classes • chiefs {in Tarawa : uea

or oamata^ in Makin :pmata), free landholders (in Tarawa : Jeatoka,

in Makin : tiomata)^ and the common people (in Tarawa : kawa^

in Makin. rang]] and he adds: „Thcre are also slaves, who

originally were captives, and whose children have remained

so”®). So the kawa^ called slaves by Wilkes, are called freemen

by Meinicke, according to whom there is a class of slaves

still below them. Behm asserts that on Makin there are slaves

besides the three other classes^). The best description is given

by Parkinson. According to him there arc kings (these only

1) Kubary, Soc Einr der Polauer, p 72

2) Kubary, Die Palau Imseln, p 232

3} Semper, Die Pelau-Inseln, pp 3C, 7^

4) This 18 also proved (if any further proof were noodeil) by Kubary’s

detailed description of fishing and agriculture the loriner is (sairied on

by the men, the latter by the women, nowhere is any mention made of

of slaves Kubary, Industrie der I’elau-Insulaner, pp 123sqq, 156 sqq

5) Wilkes, pp 88, 90, 96

6) Meinicke, Die Inseln des stillen Oceans, II p 340

7) Waitz-Gerland, V, 2, p 124.
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on some islands); further great landholders; then the class of

small landholders. Then there are two subjected classes. One

is the class of the te torre^ who live as vassals on the lands

of the great landholders; they get a small piece of land for

their own use; they must provide their lord with men when

in war, and bring him the number of cocoanuts he desires,

and what he needs for his household. The lowest class are the

te bei or kaungo. They have no property, no land to live upon

;

they live with the great landholders by whom they are main-

tained
;
they on their part must work for their lord, i. e. fish,

prepare food, etc. The lord, by giving them a piece of land,

can raise them to the class of the te tone. These two classes

have no voice in government matters; they follow their lord

without grumbling; his will is their will; an offence against

the lord is considered by them as a personal offence, and

avenged as such. Grenerally no one marries outside his class.

In ordinary life there is no difference between master and

vassal; they often sleep on the same mat; they drink, dance

and play together; they wear the same kind of dress. When
a poor man dies, a wealthy inhabitant of the village gene-

rally provides for his family; but they must labour for him

and are, so to speak, his slaves^}. We have to examine now,

whether these two lowest classes are slave-classes. We may

remark, first, that, whereas most of our ethnographers make

a large use of the word „8lave”, Parkinson does not use it,

except in the last sentence, and there with the qualification

„8o to speak”. Moreover, some particulars are not mentioned,

which we should expect to find in such an elaborate descrip-

tion, if slavery really existed
;

e, g. it is not stated that the

subjected persons are bought and sold; nor that care is taken

that they do not run away
;
nor that the master is not at all,

or only to a limited extent, responsible for his behaviour to-

wards the person who serves him. As little does it appear,

that these vassals become such in the same manner in which

men e^enerally become slaves. It is only stated that the family

4) Parkinson,''OilbertmBulaner, pp 98, 99, 39
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of a deceased poor man fall into a state of dependence upon

a rich inhabitant of the village; but it is not clear, whether

they voluntarily or involuntarily join the rich man’s family

The principal objects of property, says Parkinson, arc houses,

lands, and canoes ^). Were there slaves, they would have been

mentioned here too These considerations lead us to the con-

clusion, that there are no slaves on the Gilbert Islands

Remit. Negative cases Marshall islanders^

Caroline islanders^

Marianne islander

Pelau islandirs^

KingsmiU islanders.

Schurtz asserts that in Polynesia and Micronesia slaves are

found everywhere
;
and Gerland is of the same opinion regarding

Polynesia Our suivey of both these groups sliows that

these writers aie wrong in Micronesia slavery is probably

quite unknown, in Polynesia absence of slavery is the rule,

slavery the exception.

§ 8. Malay Archipelago.

1. Malay Peninsula

The best information on the wild tribes of Malacca is af-

forded by Do Morgan In his elaborate account of the SaLays

and Somang no mention is made of slavery Among th( Sa-

kays „the debtoi and his famil) work for the creditor during

one or two moons, according to the decision of the panghulu

(village-chief)”. This certainly is a commencement of debt-

slavery; but such compulsory labour, limited beforehand to one

or two months, is not yet slavery in the true sense '^)

Vaughan Stevens too makes no mention of slavery But

1) Ibid p 43

2) Sohurtz p 230 Waitz-Qorland, V, 2, p 124

3) De Morgan, Exploration
,
divisions . Lmguistique (see especially p 17)

and Ethnographic
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most of his notes relate to religious beliefs and practices; his

remarks on social institutions are very scanty ^).

Some other authors describe the Manthras and Jahuns ^).

Nowhere is it stated that slavery exists. As, however, the

termincdogy here is very unreliable, and it is not easy to

make out, wliether the latter are really other tribes than those

described by De Morgan, we shall consider only the Saka^s

and Somang as clear negative cases.

11. Sumatra and neighbouring islands.

The existence of slavery among the Battahs in general is

vouched for by Brenner and Junghulin ^).

Etlinographical records, relating to separate divisions of the

Battahs, sufficiently prove the present or former existence of

slavery among the Battahs on the Bane and Bila rivers ^),

Battahs of Mandheling ^), Battahs of Pertihie "), Karo Battahs ®),

BajaBattahs ^), Battahs of Angliola ^^’)*

Among the Battahs of Sdmdung slavery has never existed,

according to Meerwaldt Wliether he means only slavery

in the restricted sense, or also pawning, is not clear.

The Toha‘ Battahs^ according to Meerwaldt, formerly had

slaves; but now slavery is d\ing out under Dutch influence.

Van Dijk, who visited tlie Habinsaran district in the Toba-

lands, states that in some parts of the district there were sla-

ves, in others there were not Whether the latter fact is to

1) Vaughan 8t(‘vons

‘2) Montano
,
Rone

3) Kavie, Newbold, Ilervoy

4) Brenuei, pp 341, 34'2, Jiinghuhn II pp 150—152

5) Noninann, T A G 2ii(i senes, pait IV, (>]) 20 41

0) Heijting, pp 240- 240, „Ke3nuieV’, pp 55, 50, "Wilier, pp 43—47,

see also Meei waldt, p 541

7) Wilier, 1 0

8) Westenbeig, Veislag, p 70 Westenbeig, Nota, pp 113, 114

9) Van Dyk, 8i Baloengoen, p 158, Westenberg, Nota, p 107

10) Meerwaldt^ p 541

11) L.0
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be accounted for by Dutch influence, does not appear from

his very short notes ^).

On the Lubus we have found only two short articles, in

which slavery is not mentioned; but this does not prove very

much 2
).

None of the describers of the Kuhus make any mention of

slaves
;

so we may suppose, that slavery does not exist

among them ®).

De Groot gives a detailed account of slavery and pawning

in the Lampong districts ^).

In Nias slavery certainly exists *').

The Mentawei islanders very probably have no slaves N(»ne

of their describers make any mention of slavery „ Their

whole warfare consists of treacherous attacks, in which nobody’s

life 18 spared” ').

On the Anamhas^ Natuna and Tamhelan islands^ belonging

to the Lingga-Riouw group, there are debtor-slaves

Most of the writers on Enqano make no mention of slavery '•*).

According to Walland the Enganese wear ornaments in their

ear-laps, which are pierced for that purpose. If anybody’s ear-

lap 18 broken, he incurs great disgrace
;
he is no longer listened

to in any deliberation, nor considered a notable in his tribe,

and becomes the slave of his relatives, for whom he is obliged

to work. And Rosenberg says „If a criminal does not pay

the line, this is done by his family; but if they are unable

to pay, they sell him as a slave. So slavery exists; but it is

1) Meerwaldt, 1 c
;
Van Dijk, Nota, pp 483, 491 Bt*o also Mulloi, Batak-

Sammlung, p 14

2) Van Ophuijsen, Van Dijk, Loeboe

3) Mohnicke, Boers, Forbes, Kubus

4) De Groot

5) Modigliani, Nias, pp 520—536, llosonberg, Mai Arch, pp 157 -163

0) Rosenberg, Mai Arch
,
Rosenberg, Mentawei-eilanden , Mess, Maass,

Severyn, Poggi-eilanden

7) Rosenborg, Mai Arch
; p 193

8) Kroesen, p 244

9) Modigliani, Engano
;
Oudomans

,
Severijn, Engano

;
Rosenberg, Engano

,

„Verslag eener reis".
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of a very mild kind, and the number of slaves is very small” ^).

The fact that both authors speak of slavery only in connection

with these particular cases, whereas the others do not speak

of it at all, makes us doubt, whether what Walland and Ro-

senberg call slavery is slavery in the true sense. So we cannot

come to a clear conclusion.

III. Borneo.

Among the Hdl- or Land-Byakt, (Orang Gunong) slavery

m the restricted sense and slave-trade did not exist, but, says

Low: „the system of slave-debtors is carried on, though to a

very small extent.’ Later on this kind of slavery also disap-

peared ’).

The Dyaks on the Barito have slaves and pawns '*).

The Sea~Dyak^ also keep slaves, but not many '•).

Slavery also exists among the Dt/ah on the Jltjang nver^)^

Bmdp-Dyaks Ot-danoms ’), Olo-ngadp *^), Dyals of Tom-

pas^uk ®), Kayan^ Muruts Dyals of Samhas ^'), Kmdjin-

DyaJa

Denison informs us that the Diisims have no slaves

Von Dewall, m his notes on the Dijah of Matan or Kapmg,

speaks of slaves of the chief. Whether tliese are the only

slaves does not appear

1) Walland, p KH, Ilosonbciff, Mai AkIi
, p 21(»

2) Low, pp 301, dOi

1) Sdiwanei I pp 167 1G8

4) Low, pp 200, 201 bpcncoi St John 1 p 81 L’rooko Low in Ling

Roth, Sarawak II p 210

5) Brooke Low, 1 c
, pp 2l0—21d

6) Poiclaei, pp 152—160

7) Schwanei I pp 80, 105, Qiabowsky, p 100

8) Giabowbky, 1 e

0) Tioaohci in Ling Roth, 1 c, pp 213 214

10) Ling Roth, 1 0 p 210

11) DeniBon as quoted by Ling Roth 1 o

12) Van Prehn, pp 29—32

13) Engelhard, p 468

14) Denison m Ling Roth, p 210

15) Yon Dewalk pp 23, 24.
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Of the Dyals of Simpang he says the same, and adds that

pawning is unknown amongst them Hcic too we cannot amve

at a clear conclusion ').

The Bambai- and Sehrmng-Dyah probabl) have no slaves,

for it IS stated, that their chiefs have no privileges, onl>,

when some accident, illness for instance, prevents them fioiii

cultivating their own nce-fields, this is done by the people

If there were slaves, the chiefs would not have to cultivate

their own nce-fields Aloreover our author in his fairly d(‘tailed

description, would probabl) have mentioned slave r), if it

existed.

IV Celebes

Slavery is proved b) good authorities to exist or have

existed in several parts of this island Siuh is the case in

the Mtnaha^sa in Bolaanq Monqondou ^

,
in Lipu Jo Hohm-

taJo% m Buool among the Alifuts of Central Cddns
),

in

the dictnct of t>and}ai^
^

in Bangl(da^) and in halujn^ an

island near the South Coast of Celebes

V. Little Sumda Islands and Moluicas

Slavery on these islands seems almost universal Vbout th(‘

following islands and groups of islands we have bun able to

obtain some information Sumhawa^^)^ bimba '^), J lou^ ^

),
>So-

1 )
Ibid p HO

fioiiip Kambai p 111

t) (iraafland Mmahnsu I pp JHO UioiM MinuliasM p

4) Wilktn and Sihwaitz pp W2 184

b) Itiedcl liolontttlu ])p

6) Uitdel Bo'ool jijj 107 204

7) Kruijt N Z G XXXIX pp 121 121 120 128 XL pp 111 142

See uliio tlu d<.t4onj)tion givtn by Itndd \yho calL tin in lopantuiinii/n

Riedd Topantunua/u j)]) 82 84 ‘Kl

8) BakktiH Sandjai p 287

9^ Van Hussdt Hanf'kala p 467

10) Donselaar Saltijer jip 2% 299

11)

1 igtvoi t p 070

12) De Roo ])p 082—080 set also Bie^»<r p 101

13) You Martens, p 117 (on the yvhoU iHland), Tin Kati I iinor^froi (i

p 212 (on Bika)
,
and especially Rons pp 488—491 (on Jaideli)
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lor group % Bonemte and Kalao’')^ Ea^t Tmor% West Ti-

mor ^), Savu
), Rote or Rotti ®), Wdar ’), Keisar ®), Left ®),

Dc^m^/ Luang-Sennata ryrow/) ”), Bahar group Tenmher

and Timor lao ishnd'i^'^)^ Aru islands Kei islands Watu-

hrla islands ‘®), Seranglao-Gorong group i"), Serang ^®), Ambon

and the Uhase ^®), Sengir and Talauer islands ®”).

In all these cases it is clear that slavery either formerly

existed or still exists

Slaves are also emplo}ed b> the Galtla and Tohelorese on

Halmaheira and by the inhabitants of the district of Kau
on the same island ^-)

Riedel states, that on Bum there were formerl} slaves,

and gives some details about slavery as it was carried on here

Wilken however sajs that there are neither slaves nor pawns ®'’)

Whether the latter means to sa), that slaver) did not exist

1) Tt,n Kuk Timoff^roep p 242

2) Mukktrs Boiiciatc pp 248—2%

3) Dt Castiu jp 484 48“) l-oibcs Timoi p
41" /on dervan mostl) relied

on Dp Cantro

4) Ten Kite I c p 341

'i) Donselaar Sino( pp 2^*) 2%
b) Griafland Bob pp 3()i %
7) Ritdol Rasdcn pp 434 sqq

8) Ibid
, p KH)

Ibid p 384, Yan Hoot 11 Leti p 212

10) Riedel Rasdcn p 463

11) Ibid
, p 320

12) Ibid p 34b

13> Ibid p 201 \an Ho»vtll Tanimbar p 174, Forbea Tiniorlaut

pp 13, 18

14) Riedel 1 c p 251 Rodeabei^ Mil Vrth pp 338 344

15) Rudel, Ic pp 22b 228 231 Van Hot veil Kti-eilandtn p 120

Pleijte p 567

lb) Riedel, 1 o
, p 104

17) Ibid p 154

18y Ibid pp 101-103, Boot p 1171

10) Riedel 1 o p 40 , Van Iloevill Ambon p 47

20) Hiokaon, p 141
,
see also pp 137 110 142

21) Riedel O^ela pp 64—66

22) Campen p 285 .

23) Riedel, Rasseu, pp 18, 19, Wilken, Booroe, p 3



at the time at whieh he was writing (1875), or that it had

never existed, is not clear. So we are left in doubt as to the

former existence of slavery here.

VI. Philippines.

The Tagals and Visayas, at the time of the conquista,

already practised slaver)^ on a large scale ^).

Slavery certainly exists among the Bagobot^ ^), Manobo^ *),

Magmndamos and inhabitants of the Mu islands*)^ and Sa-

niales ®).

Among the Subanos slaves arc sacrificed at funerals ®). But

whether these so-called slaves are really slaves, or persons

captured or purchased for sacrificing purposes only, does not

appear.

The Ktangans sell their debtors as slaves; whether within

the tribe or abroad we are not told ^).

In Blumentritt’s rather short article on the BungUms no

mention is made of slaves^).

Schadenberg, describing the Bontoc people^ does not 8|)eak

of slaves, and the particulars he gives make its existence im-

probable. The> are zealous head-hunters. They take the heads

of men and women; only children are spared, though what

they do with these children does not appear. Sometimes they

take a prisoner, who is then tied to a tree and tortured to

death ®).

The describers of the Igorrotes make no mention of slavery

So its non-existence is probable, though not certain.

1) Blumf-ntntt Conquista, pp 53—50
,
Blumrmtritt, TagaU'n pj) I'i 17

2) Schadenb(‘rg, feud-Mindanao, pp 0, 12,28; Blumontritt, Mindutiau, p 2H1

5)

Blumentntt, Kthnographie, p 40, Bluniontritt, Mindanao, 201

4) Blumentritt, Bthnograjjhie, pp. 53, 54 Blnmentntt, Majfumdaiiuo«

p 801
,
Jansen, pp 219, 224, 22.5

5) Schadenberg, Siid-Mindaiiao, p 47

6) Blumentritt, Mindanao, p 297

7) Blumentritt, Kiauganen, p. 132

8) Blumentritt, Bungianen

9) Schadenberg, Nord-Luzon, pp 39,

40) Blumentritt, Ethnographic; Meper, Igorrotoii^ Jagor, Philippiaos.
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Of the eeveral describers of the Negritos we have consulted,

none make any mention of slavery ^). So we may safely infer

that they have no slaves.

VII. ' Madagascar.

The llovas and kindred tribes are considered by many in-

vestigators to be Malays. Schurtz also classifies them among

the Malays in the widest sense of the word ®). The anthropo-

logists do not yet agree about the origin of the llovas
;
but as

the divisions of this chapter are onl} intended to give the

reader a clear survey of the matter, and not to answer any

anthropological purpose, we may treat them here as well as

elsewhere.

The existence of slavery among the Hovas is proved by the

statements of several good authorities S).

Sibree, describing the Betsdeo^ BetsinmaraMy Bara^ Tanlay

or Bezanozano^ ^ihamha and Tanala^ makes no mention of

slavery; but his notes are not detailed enough to make its

non-existence certain

Hildebrandt and Grandidier apeak of slaves among the An-

tanka/rarui^ As, however, in their short notes only slaves

of the king are mentioned, we may put this down as a doubt-

ful case.

Eesult. Positive oases* Battahs on the Pane and Bda rivers^

„ of Mandhelingj

„ of PeMie^

Karo Battahsy

Baja Battahs^

Battahs of Angkola^

Toba Battahs^

LampofigSj

1) Sempor, Philippiiiun Mullat, Blumentritt, Negritos, SohAilenlierg, Ne-

gritos

2) Schurtz, p 221.

3) Sibroe, pp. 181, 182; HartmAun, p 75, Klhs, Madagascar, pp 14G—149

4) Sibrea

5) Hildebrandt, i^lubergebirge, p 276; lirandidier, p 217.
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inhabitants of Nias^

„ jfA^nambc^Sj etc.^

Hill^DyaJcSy
T)yalcs on the JBarito^

Sea-IJyahs^
T>yaks on the Hejany river

^

Biadpi-Dyaks^
Ot~danonis^
Olo-^ngadju^

T)yaJcs of Tompassulc^
Kayans^
Muruts^
DyaJcs of Sambas^
Kindjin-JDyalcs

,

inhabitants of the Minahassa^
yj y,

Bolaang,

„ „ MolontatOy

„ „ Buooly

of Central Celebes

,

inhabitants of Sandpit
^

BangJcala^
Saleyer^
SumbaiiKi,
Suinba^
JFloreSy

the Solor group^
Bonerate and KalaOy
East Timor

,

West Ttmor^
SavUy
JEtote^

Wetar^
Keisary
Letiy

Damay
the Ituang-Sermata

groupy

yy V

Tt Jf

n y*

rt 19

79 79

79 79

79 79

79 79

79 79

79 79

79 79

79 79

79 79

79 79

79 79

79 79



inhabitants of the Bahar group^

yf y,
the Temmber and Tv-

morlao islands^

„ „ the Aru islands^

^ „ the Kei islands^

„ y,
the Watubela islands^

y, „ the Sernnglao-Gorong

groupy

„ ^ Serangy

yf y,
Ambon and the Ultnse-,

„ y,
the Sengtr ayid Ta-

lauer tslandsy

Galela and Toheloresey

inhabitants of KaUy

Tagals and VisayaSy

BagoboSy

ManoboSy

MagiiindanaoSy

inhabitants of SulUy

SarrmleSy

HovaSy

Dyaks of Matan,

» „ Simpang,

Subanos,

Antankarana.

Negative cases: Sakagsy

Soniangy

KubnSy

Mentawei islanderSy

Dusunsy

Eambay and Sebmang Byaksy

NcgrttoSy

Battahs of Silindung,

Lubus,

Bontoc people,

Igorrotes.

No oonolusion: Enganese,
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inhabitants of Burn,

Kiangans,

Bungians,

Betsileo,

Betsimisaraka,

Bara,

Tankay,

Sihanaka,

Tanala.

We shall add here a few notes on some \fala> peoples, that

have attained to a too high degite of civilization to be quoted

here as instances of savages having or not having slaves The

purpose of this addition is onl} to complete this sur\ ej of the

Archipelago, and to show those readers, who are not Dutch-

men, what literatuie evists on these peoples

In Java slaverv has not prevailed lor centuries „In Moham-

medan law a large place is taken up with regulations ol sla-

very, of the rights of masters and sh\es, and ol the rnanntr

in which the latter can acquin then freedom The petuliir

state of the aboriginal Ja\ anese si ciet} prevented tlu application

of nearly all precepts relating to this matter Bel(»rc tlu intro-

duction of Islam slaver} proper seems to ha\e been unknown

,

the universal subjection of the mass of the people, as Sudras,

to the members of the higher (ashs, had made slaver> super-

fluous Nor has Islam introduced slaver \ into Ja\ a, for although

m later times Javanese chiifs in a few cases kept slaves, this

was done in imitation of the Europeans, and tlu legal status

of these slaves depended on Roman-Dutch law, not on Moham-

medan law ” The disas or villages, that did not accept Islam,

were conquered, yet their inhabitants were not enslaved, us

IS generall} done by the Mohammedans in their hoi} wars,

but the whole villages tn blot were reduced to a subjected

state they had to pay extraordinary tributes and to perform

services to the Sultans This aucient state of tilings remained

in forc'e, even when gradually the whole population accepted

Islam. Even the concubines of the chiefs are not captured or
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purchased slaves, but women taken from among the common

p(5ople; and although they are kept in a somewhat slave-like

condition, they arc not treated as Mohammedan law requires

the female slaves, who are used as concubines, to be treated ^).

This passage from Veth’s book does not, however, inform us

as to whether there were slaves before the Hindu invasion

and some time after. In the j,Enci/clop(M’<he voor ^ederlandsch

Indie'" it is stated '), that in old times Africans were imported

as slaves into Java, as appears from an incription of 800 A. D.

The continued investigation of Javanese history will probably

throw more light on the subject.

In Ball slavery certainly exists, or at least formerly existed

,

but, according to Liefrinck, only the chief and his family have

slaves ^). Waanders however, who gives a detailed account of

the Balinese blave-systcin, asserts that even Sudras have slaves,

though he speaks but incideiitall> of this 0* Perhaps the slaves

kept by the common people are only debtor-slaves
;
for, accord-

ing to Liefrinck, dcbt'>rs serve their creditors, and arc some-

times sold by auction ^). Tonkes, who has (rather deficiently)

collected the literature on the Balinese, does not solve the

question. At any rate, slavery here is not a fundamental insti-

tution. The chief has gri'at power, and the Hindu caste-system

prevails, so that the social classes are widely separated; the

Sudras are at the merc\ of the upper castes Slavery, though

discountenanced by the Dutch government, still prevailed as

late as 1877 ').

Van Eck has sorni' notes on Ismhoh. Sasaks and Balinese

of the Sudra-caste frequeIltl^ become slaves of the rich, as a

punishment or in payment of debts''). We may suppose, that

1) Voth I, jtp XC)—35s

2) 1, p 11

3) Liotrmok, p 1H4

4) Waanders, p. 133

5) Liofnnok, p 185

0) Waanders, pp 107, 123-125, Tonkes, pp 54—58

7) Tonkes, p ()1

8) Van Eck, p 35C
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the state of things here does not differ much from that which

prevails in Bali.

Yan Hasselt gives a detailed account of slavery among the

Malays of Menangkahao. In 1876 the slaves and pawns on the

West Coast of Sumatra were emancipated by the Dutch govern-

ment. But in the territories which are not under Dutch con-

trol slavery is still carried on to a great extent. In the little

independent states a chiefs power depends upon the number

of his slaves, who till his lands and strengthen his force in

warfare. The slaves in the restricted sense are purchased and

captured persons and their offspring. Besides these there are

pawns ^). Several further particulars are given in Yan Ilasselt’s

valuable book.

In many other Malay districts of Sumatra slavery exists

Particular mention has to be made of Afjeh^ whiTc slavery

prevails to a great extent ').

Matthes gives some details on slavery among the Macassars

and Bugmese of South Celebes ’)

In Tidore slavery formerly existed, rnan^ slaves b(‘ing pro-

cured from New Guinea^) It has, however, been abolished

by the Dutch government ®).

1) Van Ilaaselt, Volk'sboHchniving van Middon-Sumatra p[' 1%, 101

2) Amonj;; the Rejcmgs Marrid<‘n pp 2%2, 25% . ni Spmiii</o, l*ainv ton

Kate, pft 537 542, Gramherf,^ p|» 4.5K, 450
, m lilahmir (iraiuhoi/;, p[i

471, 472, m Pah'tnhmjj Geihon, pp 131» 117, iangkiJ Sirij;-

kel, p 413 liusenbor^'’, Mai \rch
, p 45. Pan'/kdllnn Hollc, pp IHj, IK.l

Lahuan-Bafu

.

Neumann, Labo<*nn-l’>atoo, pp 47H 470 hfuinf/i ^rranipti'^

and Suiigai Tenmiq Klorkb, p 80, Uppei Asnhan Van don Hur, [i 410
,

Batubarah do bcheemaker, pp 471 iTS
,
Sink Nn-nwenliui]/( a, jip 412

414 In Gluyur wserldom doos not oxiat, all men have tin name human
rights” (Van Deldon, p IbO) Whether this is the original state nl things,

or due to Dutch intorferonco, dooh not apf>oar

3) Snouok Hurgronje, I pp 21—25 Couoorning tho Wowt Coast ol Atjoh

see also van Langen, pp 478, 479,

4) Matthes, pp 3, 5
,
13G, 137, etc On the Bu(jfni‘<<e ofTandh and Barm

see also Bakkers, Tanotto, p 257, and on those of Bom Bakkors, Bom,

pp. 60, 98, 153

5) Robid6, pp 53, 218, 221, etc

6) De Cleroq, Temate, p 74



§ 9. Indo-Chinese Peninsula.

Some tribes of this group undoubtedly have slaves These

are the Kahhyens^)^ the Shans of Zmmi\ the Lawas and

the HiU-trihes of North Aracan '’), one of these hilUtnbes being

the Khyoungtha of Chittagong*).

The Lethtas have no slaves ®).

The StnnSy according to Colquhoun, sometimes seize a slave

in order to sacrifice him ^). No more particulars being given,

we cannot make out whether the word slave is used here in

its true sense, or means a captive taken to be sacrificed.

Mason remarks on the Karens: „In war they kill without

regard to age or sex . . . The head of the war keeps the

captives a considerable time, when, if none of their friends

come to redeem them, he sells them off to other districts for

oxen or buffaloes if practicable, that he may have an ox or

a buffalo to give to each village that came to his aid” ^). So

the Karens seem to prefer oxen and buffaloes to captives.

There are, however, many debtor-slaves among the Karen-

Nees The} are also noted for their kidnapping propensities

;

but it seems that the kidnapped are only intended for sale

abroad ^). At any rate there are debtor-slaves, and so sla-

very exists.

When the ^inq-Phos of Upper Assam were conquered by

the English, the latter found in their villages numerous As-

samese slaves, who as soon as possible ran away from their

masters. We are not told whether the} kept these slaves for

1) Colquhoim, p 180 llaipiM Taikei pp 88 100

‘i) Colciuhouii, p{» 180, ‘258

3) St John, Aracan pp 240 2i2

4) Lowin, p 85

5) Cohiuhoun, p 77

0) Ibid, p 155

7) Mason, p 150

8) Colquhoun, p 69

9) Ibid., pp 40, ep, 70
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their own use or for sale. Further Dalton and Rowney speak

only of female slaves ^).

We may add here the inhabitants of the Aadaman <ind Ni-

cobar Islands in ihe Bay of Bengal.

Although Man does not explicitly state that the Andamam
have no slaves, his elaborate account of their social life suffi-

ciently proves that they aie unacquainted with slavery. Social

status 18 dependent on relationship, on skill m hunting, fishing

etc., and on a reputation for generosity and hospitality. A
child captured in war „would meet with kindly tr(‘atment, in

the hope of his or her being induced ultimatel} to become a

member of the captor’s tribt
”

2)

Of the Ntcobansi, Svoboda says „All authors agree that

nowhere in these islands is there subordination, all inhabitants

being of the same rank. Only older .md more experumeed

people have somewhat more influence than the lest” ’) Hence

we may infer that slavery does not exist.

Besult Positive cases Kalhyen^^

Shans of

Hdl-tribes of Noiih Atman,

Karens,

Steins,

Sing-Phos

Negati Vc cases Lethta s

,

Andamanese^

Nwoharesc,

§ 10 . India, Afghanistan, Himalaya.

Several authors state that the Meshmees have slaves 4).

The Hilldrihes near Bajamahall have no slaves *').

1) Dalton, p 10, Rowney, p 167

2) Man, pp 109 35G.

3) Svoboda, p 191

4) Cooper, p 238, Dalton, p. 15, Spenooi Descr Soc V p 15

5) Shaw, p 89
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Dalton gives several particulars about slavery among the

Garos. Eliot also affirms that they have slaves ^).

The KooJcies^ according to Macrae, „at times .... make cap-

tives of the children, and often adopt them into their families,

when they have none of their own
;
and the only slaves among

them are the captives thus taken” ^). What our author means

is not quite clear. The children who have been adopted cer-

tainly are not slaves. Perhaps a part only of the captured

children are adopted, the rest constituting the slave-class of

tlie Kookies; but this is not clearly stated. Lewin asserts that

all tlie hill-tribes (Toungtha, divided into Lhoosai, Tipperah

aod Kookies) formerly had debtor-slaves^); but as none of our

other authorities make any mention of this, we doubt whether

this general remark applies to the Kookies, the more so as,

according to Macrae, „thc only slaves among them are the

captives”. So it becomes very doubtful whetlier the Kookies

have slaves. Dalton’s statement that „all the enemies lie [the

Kookie] has killed will be in the liappy hunting-fields in attend-

ance on him as slaves” ‘) is not sufficient to decide the ques-

tion. One thing oul) is clear: the Rajah has slaves. According

to Dalton murderers and thieves become slaves of the Rajah.

Stewart affirms the same of those guilty of theft, burglary or

arson, and Butler of thieves ®). But if only the Rajah, who

represents the public power, lias slaves, the Kookies are not

properly to be called a slave-keeping people. Whetlier there

are other slaves, besides those of the Rajah, is not suffi-

ciently clear.

The Todas ver} probably have no slaves. Neither Metz, nor

tlie writers quoted by Spencer, make an) mention of slavery,

though the) fully describe their social life®).

The Santals also very probabl) are unacquainted with sla-

1) Dalton, p 58, Ehot, p 28

2> Macrae, [i 188

8) Lowin, p 89

4) Dalton, p 40

5) Dalton, p. 45, Stewart and Butler, as quoted by Spencer, 1 o p. 14

6) Motz, Sponoer, Dosoi Soo V
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very. According to Hunter ^castc is unknown among the San-

tals”. „The classification of the Santals depended not upon

social rank or occupation, but upon the family basis.” Dalton,

describing the Santals, does not speak of slaves ’).

The Khonds formerly offered human sacrifices. The victims

were purchased, and often kept for many years before being

sacrificed Our author adds: „I may just allude here to another

class of persons who are purchased by the Khonds, or procured

by them for adoption into their families, as helps in household

affairs, and in field labours. These are called Possia Poes, and

are usually obtained when \oung. They run little or no risk

of being sacrificed, and ver) often marr) into the families of

their purchasers, and in the course of time merge into tlie

general population.” In anotlier passage tliese Possia Poes are

called serfs: „ These serfs are well treated, and in no imme-

diate danger
;
but there is always a remote probability of their

sacrifice” 2). As it is stated that these Possia Poes are absorbed

into the general population, we may safely conclude that tliey

are not slaves.

The Lushaisy according to Dalton, enslave women and

children ^).

Of the Manipuns Dalton sa^s that „ slavery is an institution

amongst them”, and he gives some details besides. So we need

not doubt its existence, though Watt makes no mention of it ^).

Among the Jynfms and Kasias the Rajah has slaves •').

Whether there are any otlier slaves does not appear.

„There is no such thing as slavery among the Omows”

according to Dalton ®).

The Korwas also very probably have no slaves. In their

raids they kill all they meef^).

1) Hunter, Rural Bengal, 1 pp ‘200, 202, Dalton, pp 207 218

2) Campbell, pp 53, 79

3) Dalton, p 114.

4) Dalton, p 51
,
Watt

5) Dalton, p 57

6) Ibid, p. 254

7) Ibid, p 230
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The Kafirs have slaves, according to several writers ^).

Among the Padam Ahors slaver) undoubtedly exists

Dalton says of the Dophlas: i,The) have normally the same

Mongolian type of physiognomy, but from their intercourse

with the people of the plains and the number of Asamese

slaves, which tliey have b) fair means or foul acquired, it is

much modified and softened” ®). Nothing more is added about

slavery. Perhaps these „8lave8
” are simply captured women,

no other slaves being ever taken. Whether slavery really

exists 18 not clear.

The Nagas keep slaves, if we are to believe Grange who

„ 8aw many Muneeporees who had been tlius seized whilst

young, and sold both amongst Kookies, Cacharees and Nagas”.

„The children of slaves are slaves.” Miss Godden, however,

remarks: „Slavery was unknown among one or more tribes

[of the Nagas] according to Dr. Brown.” „Among the Aos

[one of the Naga tribes] it is said to have been universal” *).

Among the Bodo and Dhinals „ there are neither servants

nor slaves, nor aliens of any kind” ^).

The Veddahs of Ceylon, according to Sarasin, are unacquain-

ted with slavery ®).

Besult Positive cases: Meshnees^

Garos,

Lushat^

Mampuris^

Kafirs^

1) Ujfalvy, Aiypns, pp, 35^^^, 35^ Robeitson, pp 78 70
,
Rousaelet, p 223

2) Dalton, p 24 Letourneau (p 3U'')) i« in doubt whethei slavery really

exists here, fiist because the Padam Abois aie organized in republican and

even oommunistio cdaiis, m which slaverj is hardly possible (why ?)

,

secondly because the young slaves live togethei with the young Ireemon in

communal long houses This la-t lemark proves that Letourneau is not very

familiar with the character of piimitive slavery

3) Dalton, p 3b

4) Grange as quoted by Spencer, 1 o pp 7, 11, Godden m J A 1 XXV
p 184

5) Hodgson as quoted by Spencer, 1 o p 7

6) Sarasin, p 488
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Padam Abors^

Nagas,

Kookiea,

Jyntias and Kasias,

Dophlas.

Negative cases: Hill-tribes near Rajamahallj

Todas^

Santals^

Khonds^

Oraons^

Korwas^

Bodo and Dhmals^

Veddahs.

§ 11. Central Asia,

The Kazak Kirghiz,, according to Pallas „niuch preferred

the securing of a slave to the killing of a man. Tiie} did not

treat their slaves cruelly, as long as the latter behaved well”

But the information we get from other authors shows that they

were not a slave-keeping people. Boutakotf says nothing about

slavery. According to Ujfalvy the poor must serve the rich;

he calls this a real serfdom. But he adds that, if the poor do

not wish to serve, they must borrow from the rich at 100

per cent, interest. So these poor are compelled to serve by

hunger, not by any social rule. Chambers says: „Tliey....

have well earned for themselves the title of the „Slavehunter8

of the Steppes” by seizing upon caravans, appropriating the

goods, and selling their captives at the great slave-markets at

Khiva, Bokhara, etc. Their wealth consists of cattle, sheep,

horses, and camels”^). This is clear: the captives are sold

abroad, and do not serve as slaves among the Kirghiz them-

selves; therefore they are not enumerated as forming part of

their wealth. The best describer of the Kazak Kirghiz that

1) Pallas, Reise, I, p 338, Boutakoff, Ujfalvy, Exp6d. soient,, p 112,

Chambers as quoted by Spencer, Desor. Soo V p. 15.



we know of, Levchine, agrees with Chambers. „ Slavery is

unknown among them.” „The Turks, the Persians, and nearly

all other sectaries of Mahomed keep slaves The Kirghiz,

on the contrary, have no slaves” ^). In several passages of his

book, however, be makes mention of slaves 2). But this will

be understood, if we pay attention to two other statements of

his. „They do not kill their prisoners, but sell them to the

Bokharians, Khivians, and otlier neighbouring nations.” They

buy many commodities from their neighbours, and „in ex-

change provide them with slaves captured on the Russian

frontiers”^) So the Kirghiz in Levchme’s time made slaves;

they did not, however, themselves employ them; they wore

only slave-traders and not a slave-keeping people. Radloff, who

many years after Levchine visited the Kazak Kirghiz, sup-

poses that they formerly kept slaves. He says: „The former

serfs and slaves of the sultan, who have been for many decades

emancipated, always try still to nomadise in the vicinity of

the sultans, and, though at present entirely on a level with

the other Kirghiz, are still called tdenguts.^' „The denomina-

tions kid (male slave) and lung (female slave) now mean male

and female servant” ‘). But we may compare this with a state-

ment of Lcvchine’s: „We do not airange in a separate class

the telenguts or servants of the khans, nor the kuls or slaves.

The former are taken from among the Kirghiz and enjoy the

same rights; the latter are looked upon as personal property

or commodities and are not Kirghiz. They are Russian, Per-

sian, Kalmuck, etc. prisoners” “). We see that Radlotf ’s ^serfs

or slaves”, the telenguts^ were not slaves, and the huh were

captured slaves intended to be sold. Our inference is tliat the

Kazak Kirghiz in their former independent state did not

keep slaves.

1) Lovohmo, pp 341, 354

2) Ibid
, pp 305, 331, 31*8, 3G0, 300, 502

3) Ibid
, pp 347, 430

4) Radloff, Aua Sibirien, I p 520 Finsch (West-Sibirien, p 150) speaks

in the same way

5) Levchine, p ’S05



About the Kara Kirghiz we have got but little information.

Radloff, in a short article on them, says: „In the regions of

their winter-quarters (on the Issik-kol) they cultivate very

large pieces of land, on which thej leave behind labourers or

slaves (of whom there are but few) whilst the tribe repairs

en masse to the western mountains. These labourers get no

wages, but a part of the produce in kind” ^). Although this

receiving of a part of the produce is not incompatible with

slavery, their being left behind without any supervision, and

Radloif ’s calling them labourers or slaves and in the latter sen-

tence labourers only, makes us doubt whether these people are

really slaves, the more so as m his book slavery among them

is not mentioned 2).

Koehne, in his article on Kalmuck law, referring to Pallas

and Bergmann, asserts that the Kalmucks had slaves ’’). But

the particulars he gives are not sufficient for us to decide,

whether the so-called slaves were slaves proper or retainers

of the chiefs; and if slaves, whether they Were employed by

the Kalmucks, or intended for sale abroad. Spencer refers to

a statement of Pallas’ (but from which of his books does not

appear), according to which slavery was inflicted as a punish-

ment^); but whether the person so punished was kept as a

slave among the Kalmucks or sold abroad, we are not told.

The only book of Pallas’ to which we have access does not

throw much light on the subject. „ Adultery and fornication”

says he „which are voluntarily!?] committed with female

slaves are liable to punishment”. In another place he

states that the Torguts (a division of the Kalmucks) had much

changed in physical appearance, probably by their intercourse

with females captured abroad. As a punishment for some offen-

ces the culprit lost one or more of his children
;
but what was

done with these children does not appear^). Nothing more

1) Radloff, Beobachtungen uber die Kirgison, p 168

2) Radloff, Aub Sibirien The Kara Kirghiz are dosonbed I pp 526—534

3) Koehne, pp 458, 459.

4) Spencer, Desor. Soc. V p. 16

5) Pallas, Reise, I pp. 264, 233, 265
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definite on slavery is found in his detailed description of the

the Kalmucks. In an article on the Kalmucks of the Black

Irtysch Valley we read: ^Horrible is the state of the unfor-

tunate people who are reduced to slavery; they are bartered

and sold like cattle” ^). Here probably slaves intended for sale

abroad are meant; for such horrible treatment of slaves is

more common with slave-dealers than with those who employ

slaves. Radloff has nothing on slavery; but his description of

the Kalmucks is too short to draw any inference from 2). So

we are left in doubt as to the existence of slavery, though

we are inclined to think that it does not exist.

Much more fully than the Kalmucks proper Radloff describes

the Altmans or Altaian Mountain-Kalmucks. Slaves not being

mentioned, and it being stated in many places that the menial

work 18 done by servants and by the poor who are fed by

the rich ^), it is certain that slaver) does not exist. The word

„ slave” occurs in one place only, viz. in the mourning-song

of the widow, who complains that „now she wears a leathern

dress like base slaves
;
now she eats coarse food like slaves” *).

If we have not hero to deal with an inaccurate translation,

this mourning-song might be a reminiscence of formerly exist-

ing slavery. Slavery would then have disappeared spontane-

ously, not through Russian influence, for the Altaians have

maintained their position in the mounain-valleys of the South-

west Altai, least accessible to Russian colonization. So we may
safely consider the Altaians as a savage tribe keeping no

slaves.

Radloff’s notes on the Teleuts, Tatars on the Kondoma and

Abakan Tatars are too short to draw any safe inference from ®).

Many Central Asiatic tribes have been described by Vam-
bdry. The description of each of then fills many pages, but

1) Dio Bewohnor des schwarzen Irtysohthales, p 07

2) Kadloff, Au8 Sibinen, II pp 327—330

3) Eadloff, 1 0 1 pp 270, 286, 287, 293, 295, 312, 315

4) Ibid
,
I p 320

5) Ibid., I pp 330- 343, 353—357, 374—405
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the information we get about social facts is very scanty. He
seems to have made but little use of his literature, if wo may
judge from his paragraph oii the Kazak Kirghiz, in which

much more should have been derived from Levchine’s valuable

book. Therefore, though in most of his descriptions slavery

is not mentioned, we may not infer that it does not exist.

The positive cases have of course more value.

The Usbegs^ according to Vambery, till their land aided

by Persian slaves ^). No more details being given, we may

put this down as a positive case, though not a clear one.

The Kara Kalpahs, in tlie beginning of the last century,

were given to slave-stealing *), whether for their own use or

for sale does not appear.

The Turlmnans^ according to Vambery, sell foreigners as

slaves*’). In another book the same author tells us that in

their internal wars they made slaves, and he speaks of their

keeping female slaves'*). Stem and Weil make no mention of

slavery ^). According to Feath^‘rman „they are the intermediate

agents for carrying on the slave-trade.” The land is tilled by

a few men of the tribe ^These agncultuml labourers, poor

and destitute as the) are, are nevertheless e\ posed to the

undue exactions of their tirannical masters, and even the

small pittance, which the} rna} have laid up for thi^mselves,

18 often fraudulent!) taken from them under the pretext of

borrowing” ‘’I.
Such a tribe, that captures slaves, but makes

men of the tribe who are not slaves till their soil, is probably

only the „intermediate agent” and not a slave-keeping tribe.

Letourneau also, referring to Burues, remarks: „The Persian

captives are for the Turkomans a source of large profit; but

the captors do not as a rule keep them for themselves, except

sometimes the women, of whom they make concubines or wi-

1) Vamb6ry, Das Turkenvolk, p 35G

2) Ibid., p 380

3) Ibid, p 410

4) Vamb6ry, Skizzen, p 04.

5) Stein, Weil.

6) Featherman, IV p 300



yes” 0 So we may safely infer that slavery does not exist here.

Featberman states that ^formerly slavery existed among the

Tatars [of the Crimea]^ but it is now abolished. The nobility

supported numerous attendants from mere ostentation and pride

of rank” ^). This sliort note is not however, sufficient for us

to go upon.

TJie Mongols have hired herdsmen who tend tlieir camels ^).

Wfiether they liave any slaves does not appear.

Ujfalvy informs us that among the Tadjils of Eissar slav-

ery was recently abolished by an order from Bokhara ^).

According to the same writer „all Galtchas are free; for

slavery does not exist and has never existed in their inac-

cessible valleys” ®).

The Kurds of Erman probabh liave no slaves They keep

lured herdsmen. All members of the community, rich and poor,

enjoy the same riglits

Result Positive cases: Usbegs,

Tatars of the Crimea,

Tadjiks of llissar.

Negative cases: KasaJc Kirghic^

Altaians^

Turlcomans^

GaltchaSj

Kara Kirgliiz,

Kalmucks,

Mongols,

Kurds of Eriwan.

No conclusion- Tcleuts,

Tatars on the Kondoma,

Abakan Tatars,

Kara Kalpaks.

1) Letourneau, p 227

2) Feathermon IV p. 225

3) Obrutsohew, 1 p 37

4) Ujufalvy, Exp6d soiont, p. 84

5) Ujfalvy, Aryens, jp. 145.

0) Von Stenm, Eurden, p. 221.



^ 12. Siberia.

Pallas m tlie last century visited many Siberian tribes; but

most of his notes are too short to draw any inference from

as to the existence of slavery.

Of the 0.sVi!/fxA*.s he giveo a detailed account. They probably

liad no slaves; for it is stated that the chiefs, like the common

people, liad to live by their own labour ^). But in Pallas’ time

they were already entirely under Russian control ), so it is not

certain that in their aboriginal state they had no slaves.

The Samojedes were not nearly so much under Russian

influence. Tlie details given by Pallas make it nearly certain that

slavery did not exist. „ Every Samojede keeps Ins reindeer

and tends them himself witli tlie help of liis famil), except

the richest, who lure poor men as herdsmen”''*). Islasvin and

Finsch also make no mention of slavery ^). And the account

of Samojede customs given by Von Stenin, who has largely

drawn upon Russian literature, makes the non-existence of

slavery quite certain

„The GhiUah'' says Deniker in a valuable article „are all

equal, and never have there been slaves among them” **).

Muller gives a somewhat minute description of the Tunguz^

in which slavery is not mentioned, so it very probably does

not exist').

The same author has some notes on the Yahitrs Though,

here too, slavery is not likely to exist, the details given are

not sufficient for us to arrive at any clear conclusion ^).

Steller’s statements about slavery among the Italmcn (H*

Kamtschadales are not very clear. Speaking of their wars he

1) Pallas, Reise, III p M
2) Ibid

, pp 25. 26

3) Ibid pp 72-74

4) Islawin
,
Finsch, West-Sibinon

5) Von Stonin, Samojeden, soo especially p 1H7

6) O^-niker, Les Ghiiiaks, p 300

7)

IBUler, Unter Tunguuen und Jakuten

8) Ilrid
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says: „The victorious party enslaved the prisoners, made the

women and girls concubines, and slaughtered all males they

could to be henceforward safe from them ” In another place

he states: „They do not steal anything from each other but

women and dogs, which was the cause of their former wars.”

In his survey of Kamtschadale history he speaks of a chief

who, in order to augment his power, exacted from his enemies

a tribute of girls and boys. The Italmen of the Kurile Islands

attacked those of the Kamtschadale peninsula, and carried off

many girls and boys into servitude. In a note he states. „Tho

prisoners and slaves were employed in various rough and

domestic labours ... If a prisoner behaved well, he was

sometimes dismissed to his home after a two or three years’

imprisonment” ^). In his chapters on male and female labour

and on marriage ho makes no mention of slaves. In Steller's

time Kaintschatka had already been brought under Russian

control; so he could not any more observe their warfare and

taking of prisoners, but got his information about these matters

from hearsay. This probably is the reason why this information

18 not more clear. As he gives some particulars about slaves

kept by the Italmen of tlie Kurile Islands, we may suppose

that these at least had slaves The author of the Histotrc de

Kamtsrliatha, who consulted Steller’s manuscript, says: „The

end of their wars was to take prisoners in orJi'r to make the

nuMi work and to take the women as concubines” -). But he

adds no details

The Tmh or TschuJctsclu arc to be divided into the inland

Tuski, who keep reindeer, and tiie Tuski of the coast who

are fishers. T^ordenskiold remarks- „ According to some Russian

authors there are slaves, undoubtedly descendants of w'ar-captives,

on the inland settlements. Amongst the natives of the coast, on

the contrary
,
the most perfect equality prevails” ^). A statement

of Wrangell's, referred to by Erman, gives some more parti-

1) Steller, pp :r.G, 293, 235, 235 note

2) lliat. do Kamtschatka II p 156

3) Nordonakiold, fl p 124
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culars. Wrangell, having lived already some time with the

Tuski, perceived to his great amazement that there were serfs

{Leibeigenen)] he saw some families that did menial work;

they had no property, and were not allowed to go away from

the rich on whom they were dependent. They received clothing

and lodging from their employers, and did the hardest work

;

for instance they ran by the side of the sledges to urge on the

dogs. The Tuski said that this state of things liad always

existed. Wrangell supposes that these serfs wore the offspring

of war-captives. It does not appear what this supposition is

founded upon^). This record is worth more than Nordenskiold’s

vague reference to „8ome Russian authors.” But it is not

eas) to decide wliether these subjected people are slaves. They

might simpl) be poor men dependent on tlie rich without being

slaves, such as are also found among tlie Eskimos. But tlie

fact, that the poor Tuski are obliged to 8ta> with their em-

plo}er8 is more suggestive of slavery. Georgi however states

that among tlie Tuski tlie poor serve tlie ricli as herdsmen

;

and Dali, Hooper, and Kennan make no mention of slaves -).

In the Histoire de hamtschatJca it is stated that tlie} made

raids on the tribes subjected to Russia, ^killing or taking

prisoners all the} meet” But we are not told what was the

fate of these captives. So we must leave this question unde-

cided. At an} rate this alleged slaver} has been useful; for

it led to Nordenskiold’s positive statement that among the Tuski

of the coast, whom he had visited himself, slaver} was unknown.

The Aoryalces are to be divided into nomadic Kor}ake8and

settled Kor}akes. The former with their herds roam from one

place to another, the latter live along the rivers The langua-

ges of these two divisions differ so much, that tho} cannot

understand each other. „The nomadic Kor}ake8 consider them

[the settled KoryakesJ as slaves, and treat them accordingly”

1) Erman, pp 379, 380

2) Georgi as quoted by Hildebrand, Rooht iind Sitte, p 38
,
Dali Hooper

,

Eennan.

3) Hist, de Kamtsohatka, II p 218
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says our author. But we know that such slavery of a tribe

as a whole is not slavery in the true sense of the word. No

other mention is made of slaves The nomadic Koryakes „be-

fore they were subjected by the Russians, had neither govern-

ment nor magistrates; only the rich exercized some authority

over the poor” ^). So we may infer that slavery is unknown

among both nomadic and settled Koryakes.

The Ainu^ though not inhabiting Siberia, ma> find a place

here, as tliey live nearer to this than to any other group.

Batcliolor, describing the raids which the several divisions of

the Ainu made on each other, says; „On such occasions the

whole of the male population were murdered during sleep,

whilst the women and children were carried off as slaves to

work in the gardens, and were called usshiit ne guru. The

women however were kept as concubines” *). Landor refers

to this and some other remarks of Batchelor’s and then adds.

„From iny own experience — and I may add I am the only

foreigner who has seen tliese Tokachi, or as others call them,

Tokapclii Ainu — I came to a conclusion ver) different from

this I found that not only were they not cannibals, but that,

taken altogether, the) were the most peaceable, gentle, and

kind Ainu I came across during my pi'regrinations through

the land of the hair\ people ” „I have no wish to force my
opinion on the public as the correct one. I do but describe

what I have actually seen in a district in wiiich others w^ho

have written on this subject have never set foot, and I leave

it to my readers who has most claim to be heard” ^). Hitch-

cock also describes the Amu as peaceable. Speaking of some

cruel punishments in vogue amongst them, he remarks: „TI.

von Siebold has supposed from tliese old customs, that the

Ainos were once a savage and warlike people. They may have

been so, as one might infer from Japanese tradition, but it

seems to me unsafe to make the assumption on the grounds

1) Ibid
, pp 82, 223, 239

2) Batchelor, p 'i}88.

3) Savage Landor, p. 59



suggested by von Siebold. Their present character does not

sustain it in any way” ’). Landor gives another proof of Bat-

chelor’s untrustworthiness: the description by the latter of

the Ainu of the Kurile Islands, whom he never visited, seems

quite erroneous. „Before being so certain as to what lie was

stating,” says Landor, „it would have been well, had the writer

of the above lines visited the island in question. He would

not then have committed so many blunders m so few lines” -).

On the whole most writers on tlie Amu do not seem to have

seen much of them. „The Ainu of this bay [Volcano Ba}]

are poor specimens of their race, as most of them have inter-

married with Japanese The} are, however, those most talked

about by Europeans, for they are of easv access to globe-

trotters. They are mostly half-castes, and even second and

third crosses; wherefore it is no wonder that the incautious

travellers who have written on the Ainu, studying onl} these

easily-visited specimens, have discovered in tliem a remarkable

likeness to the Japanese” Some other describers of the Amu
we have consulted make no mention at all of slaves ^). Fur-

ther evidence of Batchelor’s untrusworthmoss is given b} the

fact that, whereas he asserts that they make slaves to work

in the gardens, several authors inform us that thei subsist

on fishing and do not till the soil. Landor 8a}8
:
„(The inhabit-

ants of Piratori) cannot be taken as fair specimens of their

race, for they have adopted several customs and habits of the

Japanese, which the incautious traveller has then reported as

purely Ainu customs For instance, the pure Ainu diet consists

almost entirel} of fish, meat and seaweeds. C)nl\ occasionall}

are the roots of certain trees eaten. At Piratori I found that

many grow and eat millet, and corn and bad rice are also

sometimes procured from the Japanese” ^). This is affirmed b}

1) Hitchcock, p 467

2) Savage Landor, p 87.

3) Ibid, p 1%, see also p 263

4) JooBt, Wolttahrten, St John, The Amots, Holland

5) Savage Landor, p 24
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St. John and Yon Schrenck ^). We have dwelt rather long on

this subject; but the importance of the case justifies it; for

Batchelor’s description of those raids, with so man\ particulars

and the native name of the slaves added to it, seems at first

sight sufficiently trustworthy. Yet we believe that the author-

ities we have referred to may be considered sufficient for us

to reject his whole statement, native name and all, and to con-

clude that the Ainu have no slaves.

liesult Positive case: Kamtschadales

Negative cases* Samojede%

Ghihaks^

Tunguz^

Tmli of the

nomadic Koryales,

settled AotyaJce%

Ainu^

Ost^aks,

Yakutes.

No conclusion inland Tuski.

§ 13. Caucasus.

Slaver) undoubtedl) exists among the Ossetes 2
) and Cir-

cassians

The Shahscwenses^ according to Radde, consist of two social

classes, the nobles and the common people *). So thc^ probabl)

have no slaves.

According to Bodemtedt „(vei> Suane who is not able to

1) fet John 1 0 j> 2i8, Schutulc 111 pp 4^2 4^15 llitohpook (p 4^7)

states that „m]ll0 t is cultivated htit and there ’ It „here and theie’ moans
111 the places whoic theie is much mteioourse with the Japanese this agrees

with Lindor’s observations

‘2) Moigan, Ossetes pp 374, 377 408, Khproth, II pp 595 015, Pallas

Neue Nord Bciti VII p 09 Kovalewsky Coutumo oontomp pp 78 189,

196, 203, 347

3) Bell, I pp Ijxl 169 etc
,
II pp 97 etc , Klaproth, I pp 504-573

4) Iladdo, pp 4!I5, 420
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provide for his daughters and sisters, may sell them as

slaves” *). This is the only reference made to slavery by any

of our ethnographers Telfer states that the independent

Suanes acknowledge neither king nor nobility, consider all

men equal, despise all authority and have no laws *). There-

fore it does not seem probable tliat they keep slaves
;
perhaps

the daughters and sisters of whom Bodenstedt speaks are sold

abroad.

In Klaproth’s detailed description of the Charafschai no

mention is made of slaverN
;

so probabl} it does not exist ^).

Chantre gives a few short notes on some Caucasus tribes.

Gounen nobles, according to him, export slaves to Turke} ").

Whether they also emplo\ slaves, we do not know.

Among the Kabards of Asia Minor the families consist of

about twelve persons, slaves included

The Abchases were formerly slave-traders. The\ coupled

their prisoners, and sold the children born of these unions ’).

Whether these slave- breeders kept tlieir slaves (»nl\ for the

sake of reproduction or for anything be>ond this, does not

appear.

The Tchetcheiics „8ay: We an* all equal. There were never

slaves among them. Onl\ the captives were not members of

the tribe; but even these often married their masters’ daugh-

ters and so became their equals” ^). Tlu'se captives bear a

strong resemblance to slaves; and we should be very much

inclined to call them such, were it not that Chantre positividy

asserts that there never were slaves among this tribe The

lack of further details prevents our coming to an\ definite

conclusion.

1) Bodenstedt, 1 p 2H3

2) Von Haxthauson
,
Telf(‘r

3) Telfer, p. 113

4) Klaproth

5) Chantre, IV p 70

6) Ibid, p 120

7) Ibid., p 136

8) Ibid,, p 192
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Result. Positive cases: Ossetes^

Circassians^

Kabards of Asia Minor.

Negative cases: Charatschai^

Slialisewenses,

Suanes,

Tchetchenes.

No conclusion: Gounens,

Abchases.

§ 14. Arabia.

The Aenese Bedouins have slaves. „ Slaves, both male and

female, are numerous throughout the desert; there are but

few sheiks or wealthy individuals who do not possess a couple

of them” ^).

Doughty makes no mention of slavery among the Pejir

Bedouins
‘.I

but fiis description is not elaborate enough for us

to infer that slavery does not eyist^).

The Larbas^ a tribe of pastoral Arabs living in North

Africa, have been beautifull} described b\ Geolfroy. They

keep Negro slaves ^).

Besult. Positive cases. Aeneze Bedouins^

Larbas.

No conclusion: Fejir Bedouins.

§ 15. A. Bantu tribes.

Thcal remarks about the Bantu tribes in general that, when

first discovered by the Portuguese, the coast tribes had no

slaves, but in the inland there were heartless slave-owners ^).

1) Burokhardt, 1 p 356
, see also pp. 158, 175

2) Doughty.

3) Geodroy, p 4J28

4) Theal, p.
72.‘*



1. Kaffirs.

Tromp and Macdonald, describing the Kaffirs in geneiaf

make no mention of slaver} ^). Waitz remarks: „Thc poor

join the rich as their ^cliildren”, live in servitude, and are

often exposed to heavy oppression and arbitary treatment; but

they are not slaves in the true sense slavery proper does not

exist.” „The conquered are not enslaved, the conqueror requires

only subjection; whereas often the object of their wars is

the capturing af cattle rather tliaii of men” -).

The Ama-Xosa are described b\ Fritsch. War is seldom

bloody, its main object being cattle-stealing; but if the attac-

ked defend their cattle energetically, a general slaugliter ensues

;

women and children are killed wit!iout discrimination. Fugitive

enemies are mercilessly slaughtered. When a chief has great

renown, he gets many followers, who crowd towards him from

all Bides and contribute to the enlargement of bis power; for

it is a custom among the Kaffirs never to deliver up a fugitive

whatever the reason of his fleeing from his native countr}.

The chiefs punish insurgents b} taking awav their cattle;

then they are poor men witliout an} influence in the tribe.

These particulars make the existence of slaver} improbable,

no prisoners are taken, fugitives and insurgents are not en-

slaved. In one place, however, he speaks of slaves. The Fengu,

remnants of destroxed tribes, fell into the hands of the Ama-

Xosa, who spared the lives of these fugitives, but kept them

in wretched bondage. „In 1835, after this slave-state had lasted

for more than ten years, when the Kaffirs were at w^ar with

the colony, the Fengu begged the Governor Sir Benjamin

d’Urban to liberate them. The Governor, complying with the

request, sent troops to enable them to depart, and so at once

16800 men, women and children with what little cattle and

other property they had, established themselves in the colony” ^).

1) Tromp, De Kaffers, Macdonald, South African Iribcu

2) Waitz-Gerland, II, pp 391, 398.

3) Fritsch, pp 79, 80, 93, 97, 147.
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It is clear that these Fengu were not slaves. That they could

depart in such large numbers from the country of the Ama-

Xosa, proves that they lived more or less separate. They were

weaker tribes subjected by a stronger one; we shall see that

this occurs very often in Soutli Africa. The tribes were sub-

jected as tribes, not the individuals as such
;
therefore they

were not slaves. We may safely infer that slavery does not

exist among the Ama-Xosa.

In his description of the Ama-Zulu Fritsch makes no

mention of slavery. Livingstone sa}B. „Zulus do not usually

destroy an) save the old, and able-bodied men. The object of

their raids m general is that tlie captured women and children

may be embodied into the tribe, and become Zulus. The

masters of the captives are kind to them, and children are put

on the same level as those of any ordinary man. In their

usual plan, we seem to have the condition so bepraised by

some advocates for slavery. The members of small disunited

communities are taken under a powerful government, obtain

kind masters, whom the} are allowed to exchange for any

one else within the tribe, and their children become freemen.’. .

.

The Zulus are said never to sell their captives” i). These

captives who are ^embodied into the tribe, and become Zulus,”

and are never sold, certainly are not slaves.

The Matabele are a division of tlie Zulus, who in 1820

separated from the mother-country. Their mode of life still

bears much resemblance to that of the Zulus ^). Livingstone

remarks: „ Among the coast tribes a fugitive is almost always

sold, but here [i. e among tlie Zulus] a man retains the same

rank he held in his own tribe. The children of captives even

have the same privileges as the children of their captors. The

Rev. T. M. Thomas, a missionary now living with Mosele-

katse, finds the same s}stem prevailing among his Zulu or

Matabele. He says that „the African slave, brought by a

foray to the tribe, enjo}8, from the beginning, the privileges

1) Livingstone, Zambesi, pp 385, 386

2) Fntsoh, pp’*14.5, 146
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and name of a child and looks upon his master and mistress

in every respect as his new parents. He is not onl) nearly

his masters equal, but he ma}, with impunit}, leave his

master and go wherever he likes within the boundary of the

kingdom: although a bondman or servant, his position, expe-

ciall) in Moselekatse’s country, does not coiive> the true idea

of a state of slaver)
;

for, b) care and diligence, he ma) soon

become a master himself, and even more rich and powerful

than he who led him captive. ’ The practice pursued b) these

people, on returning from a fora\, of selling the captives to

each other for corn or cattle, might lead one to imagine, that

slaver) existed in all its mtensit\ among the native Africans

;

but Mr. Thomas, observing, as we have often done, the actual

working of the 8^stem, sa^s ver^ truK „ Neither the punc-

tuality, quickness, thoroughness, nor amount of exertion is

required b) the African as b\ the European master. In Europe

the difficult) is want of time, in Africa, what is to be done

with it. Apart from the shocking waste of life, which takes

place in these and all slave fora\s, their slaverN is not so

repulsive as it alwa\s becomes in European hands”’) Kerr

states, that the masters must pay for the offences committed

b) their slaves *). Holub’s account throws quite another light

on the subject. The captured bo)8 are given to warriors in

order to be instructed by them in warfare; those already

accustomed to the use of weapons are instantly enrolled into

the arm). Female captives are lent to warriors. The king

used yearl) to make raids on the neighbouring countries; on

these occasions thousands were slaughtered. Besides the men

old women no longer able to work, infants and young child-

ren were killed. When Mackenzie in 1863 visited Matabele-

land, he found but a few Zulu-warnors. Most men in the

prime of life were Betchuanas, whom the king had either

captured or exacted as a tax. The regiments of young men

consisted main!) of Makalaka and Mashona
)
ouths. In time of

1) Livingstone, Zambesi, pp 262, 26JI

2) Kerr 1, p ^
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peace they had to tend the cattle, and on their return home

to exercise themselves in the use of weapons ^). Can these

statements be brought to agree? It may be, that Ilolub’s

account relates to a period of strong but short-lived despotism,

such as so often occurs among these tribes, and Livingstone’s

description to a more peaceful time. It may also be, that both

relate to the same period, Livingstone not mentioning their

military organization Though Thomas (quoted b} Livingstone)

speaks of slaves, it is not easy to make out, whether the

captives were really slaves, we should rather think not, as

the) might leave their masters and go wherever they liked.

At an) rate slaver), if it exists, is not much developed, the

chief function of slaves probably being reinforcement of the

tribe in warfare.

In his description of the Betchuanm Pntsch makes no men-

tion of slaves. According to Holub, however, they have Ma-

kalahiri slaves 2). But from some particulars it appears that

these Makalahiri arc rather a tribe subjected as a whole than

individual slaves. „These Makalahiri have to live in the more

western parts, where game is plentiful, and have to kill the

game and bring the spoil to their masters, who live in parts

where the water is more abundant.” They are employed as

hunters or herdsmen. „If a Makalahiri servant behaves well

and kills a good man) ostriches for his master, he is allowed

to marry a Betschuaua woman” ^). Conder describes the Ma-

kalahiri as „ nomadic hunters, living chiefly m the west, and

considered in the light of serfs of the chief” '‘). It is clear that

these hunters, living away from the Betchuanas, and consi-

dered as ^serfs of the chiefs” are a subjected tribe and not

individual slaves. There are two other tribes subjected to the

Betchuanas: the Barwa or Masarwa, and the Madenassana.

That these are servile tribes and not slaves, appears still more

1) Holub, Siid Afnka, II, pp 43‘2, 434

2) Ibid
, 1, p 432

3) Holub in J A. I 1881, p 10

4) Condor, p. 89.^
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clearly than with the Makalahiri i). The inference is, that the

Betchuanas have no slavee.

The Makololo and Bakwains are considered by Scliurtz as

divisions of the Betchuanas ®). But as wc have got separate

descriptions of them we shall treat them here separately.

Livingstone tells us that the Makololo never make slaves s).

In another work he relates, how once a troop of Matabele

was starving on an island; tlie Makololo finding them killed

the adult people and adopted the rest Formerly there was no

slave-trade; now captured children are the object of it^). The

Makololo therefore have no slaves.

As to the Bakwains Livingstone speaks of a woman who

as a punishment for theft, became the property of the injured

party ^). But we do not know, whether she was intended to bo

sold abroad or to be kept as a slave. Holub speaks of Bar-

wa and Makalahiri in a servile condition; but these arc

probably subjected tribes and not slaves *5).

Joest informs us that among the Barolmg there are descend-

ants of slaves, though not treated as such, who live with most

of their families. Thev tend the cattle; their name „Ba-khala-

hari” vouches for their western origin Perhaps the\ are a

division of the same Makalahiri wc have met with as a tribe

subjected to the Betchuanas. But the statement, that the) live

with Barolong families is more suggestive of slaver)
;

tlie)

may, however, be free labourers. We cannot arrive here at

any definite conclusion.

The Angoni are great slave-traders, but keep also domestic

slaves. Kerr gives some particulars regarding their slave-

system ^).

1) Holub, Sud Afrikn, I j) 432

2) Sohurtz, p 169

3) Livingstone, Zambesi, p, 125

4) Livingstone, Miss Trav
, pp 88, 93

5) Ibid
, p 235

6) Holub, Sud Afrika I, p 397

7) Joest, Weltfahrten, I p 253

8) Kerr, 11 p. 129
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Among the Vawenda the children of sorcerers are sold as

slaves; whether at home or abroad we are not told^). No
more particulars being given, we do not know whether slavery

exists here.

Theal, describing the Mdkalanqa or MaJcaranga^ tells us

of a chief who offered female slaves to the whites ^). But this

short note is by no means sufficient for us to go upon.

2. South-West Bantus.

The Ovaherero or Damaras^ according to Andersson, have

slaves. The men are lazy; all their work is done by women

and slaves. The slaves are the offspring of impoverished fami-

lies, and captured Bushmen. The former are enslaved when

children and mainly employed as herdsmen *). It is strange

that Fritsch, who often refers to Andersson, makes no mention

whatever of slavery. If he believes that the Ovaherero have

no slaves, he should have stated that Andersson is wrong.

Hahn and Haarhoff also have nothing on slavery ^), which is

very puzzling, as according to Andersson slavery holds so

large a place in their social lite. Probably the children of

impoverished families whom Andersson speaks of are not

slaves but free labourers compelled to serve only by poverty;

for „among all South-African natives the rich oppress the

poor, who in the hope of filling their stomachs, submit to a

state of dependence that is not authorized by law” *]. The

only slaves would then be a few captured Bushmen, though

the existence even of these slaves is rendered uncertain by

the other authors not mentioning them.

Galton speaks of Negroes employed by Hottentots and Da-

maras; the master sometimes gives away Negroes to his friends.

This is rather suggestive of slavery. But it is added that the

1) Beuster, p. 239,

2)

^Theal, p 161.

3) Anderason, I pp. 247, 248

4) Hahn,'’Die Ovaherero, Haarhoff

5) Fritsoh, p 364.^ boo also Waitz-Oerland, U, p. 391.

10
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Negro ^compliee with the transaction, as he wants a master

and does not know how to live without one” ’). So these

Negroes are perhaps servants rather than slaves. As this sta-

tement too does not throw much light on the subject, we
cannot arrive at any definite conclusion.

Among the Batoka the slave-trade had in Livingstone’s

time been lately introduced *). We are not told whether they

kept slaves themselves.

The Barotse have slaves; this is proved by the statements

of several writers

In the descriptions of the MnhiJnka no mention is made of

slavery, so they probably have no slaves ^).

The Manansa arc not fond of fighting^), so the} prfibabl}

make no prisoners. They might have purchased slaves; but

as nothing is told us of slavery amongst them, the probabi-

lity IS against this.

The Ktmhunda have an elaborate slave-system, rninutel}

described by Magyar^).

The LovaU people have the reputation of being harsh task-

masters. Slaves are one of the articles they get by exchange

from abroad ''). These short notes are all the evidence wo know

of, bearing on the existence of slavery among them,

The people of Lunda are great slave-traders Several details

given by our informants prove that they also keep slaves for

their own use ®).

In the neighbouring country of Cazembe there are two social

classes: the nobility and the Muzias or servants, including

peasants, artisans, etc. Both classes are called slaves of the

1) Galton aa quoted by Post Afi Jur, I p 07

2) Livingstone, Zambesi, p 322, Livingstone, Miss Tiuv, p 507

3) Holub, bud-Aliika II pp 348, 350 etc
,
Livingstone Miss Tia\

,

p 318, “"erpa Pinto II p 42

4) Holub, Slid Afiika, Livingstone, Miss Trav
,
Mauch

5) Holub, 1 0 II p 241

6) Magyar I pp 286—290, etc

7) Cameron II pp 164, 167

8) Pogge, Muata Jamwo, pp 165, 434, 226, etc
,
Livingstone, Last Journ

Ip 237,
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Muata (king); this of course is not slavery proper. All men

able to fight must go to war; but this does not affect the

cultivation of the land, which is carried on by the women

only ^). These statements make the existence of slavery im-

probable.

Among the Kwko slavery certainly exists 2
).

The Selles^ according to Magyar, have also slaves ^).

3. East-African Bantus.

Macdonald remarks that the East-Central African trihe^ m
general have slaves ^).

The Manganja suffer much from slave-stealing tribes, but

also keep slaves themselves °).

Slavery also exists among the Banyai ®), Wangamwesi ^),

Azimha “), and Wa^^i ®).

The Bahsa sometimes sell their own wives and daughters as

slaves. They are ^dependants of the Babemba; reduced by

their own slaving habits to a miserable jungly state” Being

themselves in such a subjected state, it is not probable that

they have slaves.

The (I azaramn have no weapons of war; warfare seems

unknown among them. They formerly suffered much from

the slave-trade*'). We do not know, whether they have slaves

;

probably they have not.

Peters, in his account of the Maravi^. gives some particulars

about slaves; but they are not sufficient to decide, whether

there is domestic slavery or slave-trade only '-).

1) Peters, pp 395, 394

2) Pogge, Muata Jarawo, pp 45, 46, 51

3) Magyar, 1 p 80

4) Macdonald, East Central African Customs, pp 101, 102

5) Livingstone, Zambesi, p 396

6) Livingstone, Miss Trav, p 618

7) Baumann, p 237

8) Angus, pp 317, 323

9) Hore, p 11.

10) Livingstone, Zambesi, p. 593; Livingstone, Last Journ., I p 170

11) Thomson, Contr Afr. Lakes, I pp. 102, 139

12) Peters, pp. 284, 285.
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The Wasinja and Waherewe export slaves; but slaves are

also imported into their country by caravans ’). Probably the

latter are kept among them; but this short note is not suf-

ficient to draw a positive inference from.

The Wafipa are said never to make slaves or to sell them

to traders. When a slave succeeds in arriving at the town of

Kapufi, he is considered free. They never make war, though

the) defend themselves when attacked *).

Among the Wanyaturu slaver) is unknown '^).

Von Hohncl, visiting the countr) of the ^hiLiluyu^ found

two men, who some )ear8 before had joined a caiavan and

had been left behind because they were ill, from that time

the) had lived as slaves among the Wakikuyu ') This state-

ment shows, that the Wakiku)u keep slaves foi their own

use, not for export only.

Slaver) is also carried on b\ the Bomku Dale gives several

details ’*).

Of the H auwa we have a detailed description b) Emm
Pasha. As there is not a word about slaves in it, it is almost

certain that slaver) does not exist among them

Slaver) is also ver) probabl) not to be found among the

Wataveta^ minutelv described by Thomson, Johnston and Von

Hohnel

4. Tribes on the Congo and in Lower
Guinea.

Ward and De Bas, speaking of the Congo tribes in qmiral,

state that slavery exists ®).

On the Lowejr^ Congo^ according to Phillips, the family

1) Baumann p 214

2) Thomson, Centr Afr Lakes II p 222

J) Baumann, p 237

4) Von Hdhnel p 118

5) Dale p 230

6) Stuhlmann, pp 402—52^)

7) Thomson Massai Johnston, Von H6hnol

8) Ward in J A I 1895, p 287, De Bas, p 173



consists of „the head man or patriarch, his wives, family

proper, dependents and slaves.” There are also debtor-slaves ‘).

Slavery certainly exists among the Bihh *), Mimngo

Mpongwe*)^ Orungu^y Mbengns^) ApmcJii'^) Duallas^), Fio-

tes^). Bayanzi^% Bangala on the Congo Baluha^-y Man-

ywema,’^), Kabinda Ininga and Galloa K angata ^®),

Bondo Camas

The describers of the Mundombe make no mention of

slavery
;
so they probably have no slaves

The writers on the Quillengue also are silent on this subject

;

but here the descriptions are not minute enough for us to

arrive at any accurate conclusion

The natives of Angola have slaves; whether for export

only or also for their own use, does not appear-^).

The same applies to the Bangala on the huango^ who are

great slave-traders

1) Phillips, pp, ‘223, 224

2) Magyar, I pp 213—216, etc

3) Sohutt, pp 115, 130, 140,

4) Buohholz, p 178, Lenz pp 21, 218, Compitgut Okanda, pp 104,105

5) Leuz, pp 39 40

6) Duloup, p 2‘22

7) Compi^gne, Okanda pp 03 95 06

8) Buohholz, pp 96, 97 1% 200 201 85, see also Kohler, Negerreoht,

pp 10, 24, 25, 34

9) Coquilhat, pp 500-502

10) Coquilhat, pp 85, 80 122, Waid Cannibils, pp 105 100 302, Du-
pont, pp 210, ‘281—233

11) Coquilhat pp 232, ‘296 207 305 306 Ward, Cannibals, p 132

12) Wissmann, Im Innoien Ahikas, pp 82 15s

13) Livingstone, Last Journ
,

II pp 131 132, ‘20, 02, TO

14^ Wolff, pp 206 207

15) Lenz, pp 53, 218
,
Compibguo, Okanda, pp 02 65

16) Coquilhat, pp 149, 157, 169

17) Sohutt, pp 38, 41

18) Coinpi^gne, Gabonais, pp 114, 130, 141

19) Magyar, Sorpa Pinto, Capello and Ivens

20) Sei pa Pinto
,
Capello and Ivens

21) Pogge, Muata Jamwo pp 5, 7

22) Sohutt, pp 79» 9(1 113
,
Livingstone, Miss Tiav., p 435, Capello and

Ivens, pp 314, 325, etc
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The Bongo or Masonqo use slaves as articles of exchange,

and wherever the chief goes, he is accompanied by slaves;

but whether they can rightly be called a slave-keeping people,

is not clear from Pogge’s short notes ^).

Several authors inform us that the Fans have no slaves ~).

Buchholz, in a short note, speaks of slavery among the

Bahele ^).

The slave-trade is almost the only trade of the Okota On

the death of a distinguished person slaves are killed ^). This

information is not, however, sufficient to put this case down

as a clear one.

None of our authors on the Bateke make any mention of

slavery. According to Guiral they sometimes eat their prisoners,

when they find no occasion to sell them ^). So they probably

keep no slaves.

The Wagenia are stated to throw the corpses of slaves, and

perhaps of all the dead, into the river ®). This short note

being the only evidence, we are not certain that slavery

really exists.

Among the Warm at the funeral of a chief slaves are kill-

ed ^). But this does not prove that slavery is a social instit-

ution here.

The Balcuba have slaves, according to Wissmann ®). But

the same author states in another place, that male slaves are

bought only to be killed at funerals ®). So slavery proper

probably does not exist.

When Wissmann visited the Tuchilangue^ they had no male

Pogge, Muata Jamwo, pp 35, 30, 39, 40

Buchholz, p 178, Lenz, p 256, Compi^gne, Gahonaia, p 459

3) Buchholz, p 478.

4) Compi5gne, Okauda p 84, Lenz, p 240

5) Coquilhat, Ward, Cannibals, Dupont, Wissmann, Im Inneren Afnkas,

Guiral, p 150

6) Coquilhat, p 424

7) Cameron, li pp. 110, 111

8) Wissmann, Im Inneren Afnkas, pp. 240, 241

9) Wissmann, Zweite Durohquorung, p. 115.
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slaves; but on a lator visit he found that male slaves had

been introduced among them. Pogge also observed male slaves ^).

So at present slavery exists here.

Of the Tupende we are told, that slaves have for two hund*

red years been exported from their country. They buy female

slaves, and make them their wives *). Probably they keep no

male slaves; but it is not certain.

The Admna and Oscheho are slave-traders; but of domestic

slavery no mention is made

The same applies to the Hollo +) and Milembue ‘)

5. Natives of the Wahuma states.

Among the Waqanda slavery is carried on to a great

extent 0
The describers of the Wanyoro ') make no mention of

slavery; but their notes are not detailed enough to infer that

it does not exist.

Result Positive cases: Angoni^

Barotse^

Kimhunda^

Lunda people,

Kioko^

Selles,

Manganja,

Banyai^

Wanyamwest^

Azimha,

Wapjv,

Wakihuyu^

1) Wissmann, llnter deutsoher Flagge, 1 p 93, 1 o note
,
Pogge’s Aufent-

halt, pp 381, 382

2) Wissmann, Im Inneren Afrikas, pp 141, 14.5, 146

3) Lenz, pp 281—283

4) Wissmann, Im Inneren Afrikas, p. 36

5) Wissnann, Unter deutsoher Flagge, Ip 147, Pogge’s Aufenthalt, p 309.

6) Wilson and Felkin, I pp 161, 186, 493,

7) Chaill6 Long, Junket-, Wilson and Felkin
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Bondei^
JBihSs^

Minungo^
JSlpongwe^

Orungu^
Mhengas^
Aptnch%
Duallas^
Fiotes^

Bayanzi^
Bangala on the Congo,
Baluha^
Manyuema^
Kabinda^
Ininga and Galloa^

Wangata
^

Bondo^
Camas^
Tuchilangue^
Waganda^
Ovaherero,
Lioval6 people,

Bakele

,

Wagenia.
Warua.

Negative cases : Ama-Xosa^
Ama-Zulu^
Betchuanas^
Malcololo^

Makalaka^
Wafipa^
Wanyaturu^
Wawira^
Wataveta^
Mundombe^
Fans^
Batehe^
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Matabele,

Manansa,

Cazembe people,

Babisa,

Wazaramo,

Bakuba,

Tupende.

No conclusion: Bakwains,

Barolong,

Vawenda,

Makalanga,

Batoka,

Maravis,

Wasinja and Wakerewe,

Quillengue,

Angola,

Bangala on the Kuango,

Songo or Masongo,

Okota,

Aduma and Oschebo,

Hollo,

Milerabue,

Wanyoro.

§ 16. Africa. B. Soudan Neqroes.

1. Coast of Guinea.

Among several tribes here slavery certainly exists. These

are the Calabarese *), hihahdants of Bonmj “), Brass people

inhabitants of Benin Ewe-speahng peoples (and among

1) Bashan, Geogr and Ethn Bildei*, p 143, Hutchinson, pp 133, 141—

145, Compi^gne, Gabonais, p 87, Lander, III p S^l
, Walker, pp 120—123

2) Bastian, 1 o p 166, Koler, pp 84, 153—155, 164, Compiegne, 1 c p. 78

3) Hutchinson, p 99

4) Bosmau, II p 228, Bj^stian, 1 o p 175

5) Ellis, Ewe-spoakiug peoples, pp. 218—^221,
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these especially the Ewe^) and the inhabitants of Dahomey

Geges and Nagos of Porto-N'ovo Yoruha-speahng peoples

(especially the Yorubas^)), Tshi-speakmg peoples oi tho Glold

Coast •’) (and amongst these especially the inhabitants of Ash-

anti 7)
),

Fanti ®), Liberia-tribes (and amongst these especially

the Croos^% Gallinas'^^) and Mandingos Wolofs Saraco-

lays^% Bambaras'^^) and Toucouleurs or Torodos^^).

„The Bobo” says Tautain, „make no slaves; they hold

slavery greatly in abli >rrence .... It seems that the Bobo are

very industrious; as they have no slaves, they probably have

to work much harder than the Mandingos and other neigh-

bouring peoples” ^7)

Corre informs us that ^slavery exists among the Sereres.

However, the inhabitants of Fadiouth are said to have had

captives during the last few years only, imitating what they

saw amongst the Wolof traders, most of whom are subjects

of France. Independent persons, such as a woman without a

husband or family, may sell themselves to any one who is

willing to buy them” This case may well be called a

dubious one.

1) Zixndel, pp. 387, i07, 408

2) Burton, II pp. 74, 248

3) Ha^en, Porto-Novo, p 97

4) Elli8, Yoruba-speakmg pooples, pp 178, 182

5) Lander, I p 37 ,
Staudingcr, p 16

Q) Ellis, Tshi'speaking peoples, pp 289 -295
,

see also Bosnian, 1 pp

126, 187

7) Bowdioh, pp 151, 157, 159, 205, 209

8) Finsoh, Goldkuste, pp 359—361

9) Biittikofer in T A 0 pp. 72, 73, Buttikofer in 1. A E pp 81-83

10) Lenz, pp 233, 234, Koler, pp 57,58, Hutchinson, p 48 ,
Staudinger, p. 9

11) Harris, pp 27 30

12) B6renger-F4raiid, p 211

13) Ibid, pp 44, 58—60, Tautam, S6negal, p 67

14) B6renger-F6raud p 365

15) Ibid
,

p. 236

16) Ibid
, p 269

17) Tautam, Bobo, pp 230, 233

18) Corre, pp 15, 16,
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Haussa states.

The notes we have been able to collect relate to one people

only of this group, viz. the Haussa. Staudmger’s account clearly

proves that they have slaves *)

3.

Central Soudan.

We have not been able to collect many notes on the Negro

tribes of the Central Soudan
;
moreover some tribes had to be

excluded, as they could not properly b(' called savages.

The Borgu certainly have slaves ^
.

Lander relates that a former king of Atta had 500 domestic

slaves’’). This being the only information, we cannot arrive

at a clear conclusion.

4.

Upper Nile.

Chaille Long tells us that among the Chdlooh the sheikh

of each tribe detains as slaves those who do not possess at

least one cow ^). No more particulars being given about slav-

ery, we may put this down as a very dubious case.

The Blow tribes make raids on each other. A large number

of slaves are carried off every year by the Arabian slave-

traders ^). Whether domestic slavery exists or not, we are

not told.

Among the Binla every man has on an average three head

of cattle, but there are also poor people, who are the slaves

or servants of the rich These ^slaves or servants’' very

probably are not slaves. We may not, however, infer hence

that slavery does not exist here; for the notes our authors^)

give on their social life are very short.

1) Staudmger, {*p .^>70 574

2) Landei, II pp 128, 129, 198

3) Landei, III p. 115

4) Chaill6 Long, p 29

5) Wilson and Felkin, II pp 163, 162

6) Sohweinfurth, I p,J64.

7) Sohweinfurth, Junker
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The Bari are themselyes victims of the slave trade ^).

Whether they keep slaves, we are not told.

Very minute descriptions are given in Stuhlmann’s book

of the Latulca ^), Alur *) and Lendu No mention being made
of slavery, we may be sure that it does not exist among them.

Junker speaks of a chief of the Ahuhap or Amadi^ who
made raids and divided the booty, consisting of captured women
and girls, with the allied chiefs and his subjects. Such is the

custom, says Junker, and therefore the men like to go to

war. In another place he speaks of captured women with

children and infants, and girls “). Whether these captured

persons are kept among the Abukaja or exported, and if the

former, whether they are made slaves, we do not know.

The same author speaks of slaves among the Maharaka]
but it is not clear, whether they keep these slaves or sell

them to the Arabians, who carry on the slave-trade on a

large scale in these regions ®).

The Niam-Niam in their wars capture many women. Schwein-

furth supposes, that they retain the captured women as slaves,

but kill the men. Junker also speaks of female slaves. Ac-

cording to him male slaves are sometimes sacrificed; but it

is not clear, whether the latter are ordinary slaves or only

bought or captured to be sacrificed 7). Our information does

not admit of any accurate conclusion.

Sohweinfurth’s description seems to show, that the Mom-
buttus have male slaves. Junker speaks only of female slaves ®).

Our information is rather scanty.

Burrow’s notes on the Niam-Niam and Mombuttus do not

ihrow much light on tho subject.

1) Junker, I p 531, Wilson and'Felkin, II p. 96

2) Stuhlmann, pp 774 sqq (by Emin Pasoha)

3) Stuhlmann, pp 492—529

4) Ibid
, pp 530 sqq.

5) Junker, II pp 477, 462.

6) Junker, I pp. 331, 411, 428.

7) Sohweinfurth, H pp 164, 190, Junker, ill pp 4, 292.

8) Sohwemfurth, II pp. 45, 82, Junker, II pp. 265, 266, 317, III p 129.
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The Wagungo proper, says Junker, do hardly any work

themselves; they leave it all to their slaves, the Schuli and

Tschappu These Sohuli and Tschappu seem to be subjected

tribes rather than slaves
;
but as further particulars are want-

ing, we feel unable to decide.

Among the Warmdi slavery is unknown 2
).

The same applies to the Wafiomi ®), Wataiurii ^), and H^am-

hugwe Johnston’s account of the Wachaga shows, that they

also have no slaves ®).

The several describers of the Bongos, who give many details

of their social life, make no mention of slavery; hence we
may infer that it does not exist among them 7),

5. Appendix. African Islands.

The Boobies of Fernando-Po, according to Compiegne, have

numerous slaves. Hutchinson states, that m their wars they

spare neither age nor sex ®). So the slaves are probably pur-

chased foreigners.

Sibree, describing of the Sakalavas of Madagascar, speaks

of a kind of temple, which slaves may not enter, for should

they do so they would become free ®). According to Hildebrandtthe

occupations of the Sakalavas are not multifarious. The men tend

the cattle and now and then sell a beast, and sometimes help

the women in the little plantations. In the rice district of

North Sakalavaland, where rice is cultivated for export, there

is more labour on the fields to be done; therefore in this

district many slaves are kept^^). It is not clear, whether our

1) Junker, III p 507

2) Baumann, p 224

3) Baumann, p. 179

4) Ibid, p. 173.

5) Ibid, p. 187.

6) Johnston, pp. 180, 181. See also Thomson, Massai, Von Hohnel, Kallenberg.

7) Sohwemftirth, Junker, Wilson and Felkin

8) Compiegne, Gabonais, p. 92, Hutchinson, p. 191

9) Sibree, p. 227.

10)

Hildebrandt, West-Madagascar, p. 113.
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informant means to say, that in the other districts of Sakalavaland

there are no slaves
;

at any rate we may conclude, that among

the Northern Sakalavas slavery exists.

The other tribes of Madagascar have found a place in § 8

(Malay Archipelago).

Result Positive cases: Calaharese^

inhabitants of Bonny^

Brass people^

inhabitants of Benin^

Ewe,

inhabitants of Dahomey,

Geges and Nagos,

Yorubas,

inhabitants of Ashanti,

Panti,

Croos,

Galhnas,

Mandmgos,

Wolofs,

Saracolays,

Bamharas,

Toucouleurs or Torodos,

Haussa,

Borgu,

Boobies,

Northern Sakalavas,

Sereres,

inhabitants of Atta,

Niam-Niam,

Mombuttus,

Wagungo.

Negative cases: Bobo,

Latuka,

Alur,

Lendu,

fVarundi,
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Wafiomi^

Wataturu^

Wamhugwe^

Wachaga^

Bongos^

No concluBion: Chillooks,

Diours,

Dinka,

Bari,

Abukaja,

Makaraka.

§ 17. Africa C. Ltght-coloured South Africans and African

piqmy-tnhes,

Fritsch, at the beginning of his description of the Hotten-

tots or Koi-Koin^ states that m his tune these tribes had

already been much changed from their aboriginal state
;
so he

had to rely on the statements of ancient writers, several of

which bear a rather fantastic character’)

Of the Namaijm he says, that the state of women is not

so bad as among most South African tribes. The men assist

their wives in the hard work; moreover a class of servants

or slaves exists here. ^This lowest class of people — one

might object to our calling them ^slaves”, as there is no

established law distinguishing slaves from freemen — among

the Namaqua mainly consists of individuals belonging to the

despised tribes of Mountam-Damara and Bushmen. These

people are looked upon as inferior by their very birth, and

(like the Vaalpens among the Betchuanas) regard bad treatment

as inevitably connected with their origin, without being

slaves by law. Serfs {Leiheigenen) in the proper sense of the word

may be defined as those only who, as prisoners of war, or

by surrendering at discretion (like the Fingu among the

Kaffirs) become subjected to mightier persons; of these there

1) Fritsoh, p. 261.
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are but few among the Namaqua tribes, but among all South

African natives the rich tyrannize over the poor who, in the

hope of filling their stomachs, comply with a state of depend-

ence which is not authorized by law.” According to Th. Hahn

he who ill-treats or even barbarously murders a slave, is not

punished ’). This statement is not very clear. Fritsch speaks

here of three kinds of ^servants or slaves” : a. poor dependent

on the rich; these certainly are servants and not slaves;

h. individuals belonging to despised tribes; of these Fritsch

says, that they are not slaves by law, and as no more details

are given, we cannot make out what they are; c. prisoners

of war and those who have surrendered at descretion. These,

according to Fritsch, are the only Leiheiqenen in the proper

sense; but he compares them to the Fingu, who, as we saw

in § 15, are subjected tribes rather than slaves. Galton’s

above-quoted statement about Negroes among the Hottentots

and Darnaras being „given away” by their masters, also

throws but little light on the subject ^). So we cannot here

arrive at any definite conclusion

In his description of the Gnqua^ Korana^ and (Jolonial

Hottentots Fritsch makes no mention of slavery. Holub remarks

:

„Where a well-to-do Korana can afford to keep some Makala-

hiri and Masarwa as servants and slaves, the soil is tilled to

a small extent” ‘^). We have before met with these Makalahiri

and Masarwa as tribes subjected to the Betchuanas
;
this makes

us doubt, whether the „8lave8” Holub speaks of are not

divisions of the same tribes subjected to the Korana, rather

than slaves in tlie proper sense; the more so as he speaks

of „ servants and slaves.”

There is no evidenee therefore of slavery existing among

the Hottentots. Yet, bearing in mind Fritsch’s above-quoted

warning and Halton’s dubious statement, we must conclude,

that its non-existence is far from certain.

1) Fritsch, p 364,

2) See above, pp 145, 146.

3) Holub, Sud-Afrika, Ip 112.
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The describers of the Bmhmen make no mention of sla-

very. Fritsch tells us that they adopted parts of the declining

Hottentots into their hordes *), so we may safely infer that

slavery did not exist among then.

None of the describers of the Ahlms^) make any mention

of slavery. Burrows tells us that they ^purchase their imple

mcnts, such as spears, arrow-heads, and knives, from their

neighbours, in exchange for dried meat, or for captives they

have taken in the bush,” But as the same writer states that

„eaeh village is ruled by a chief or head man, but among the

people there is no variation of rank” ^), we may safely sup

pose that they sell abroad all captives they have made, and

do not keep any of them as slaves.

Of the Mongos we know little, far too little to make out

whether slavery exists among them *»).

The Mucassequere^ according to Serpa Pinto, sell the capti-

ves they make in their wars as slaves to the Arnbnelia, who

transmit them to Bihe caravans ®). We may therefore suppose

that they do not keep slaves.

Result Negative cases: Bushmen^

AkJcaSy

Mucassequere.

No conclusion Namaqua

Oriqua,

Korana,

Colonial Hottentots,

Abongos.

§ 18. Africa. D. Ilamitic peoples.

Munzinger, in his excellent books, describes several of these

\) Livingstone, Miss. Trav
,
Fntsoh, Theal

2) Fntsoh, p 444

3) Sohwemfurth, II pp. 107—126; Emm Iloy, Burrows

4) Burrows, pp 39, 38

5) Lenz has some notes on the Abongos.

6) Serpa Pinto, I p 322-

li
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tribes, all of which practise slayery: Beduan\ Takue^
Marea% Beni Amer\ Barea and Kunama^ Bogos^).

The Gallas practise slavery to a great extent 7).

The Somal and Danahl also have slaves, though not so

many as the Gallas ®).

Amongst the Massai slavery is unknown ®).

The Wandorobo have been described by several authors

Nowhere is any mention made of slaves. They are them-

selves subjected to the Massai”). We may safely conclude

that they have no slaves.

The fValcwafi also probably have no slaves; for none of

their describers say a word about slavery.

The Fulbe or Fulah certainly have slaves

Among the Moors of Senegambia also slavery certainly

exists

Duveyrier’s book on the Tuareg was not accessible to us;

but Letourneau, referring to Duvcyricr, gives many particu

lars which sufficiently prove that the Tuareg keep slaves

Besult. Positive cases: Beduan^

Takue,

1) Munzmger, Ostafr Stud, pp 154, 155

2) Ibid, p 207

3) Ibid., pp 231, 239. 244, 245

4) Ibid, pp 279, 308—311 etc
;
see also Juiikei 1 p 180, von Muller,

p. 428

5) Munzmger, Ostafr Stud
, pp 483, 484, 497

0) Munzmger, Bogos, pp 42, 43, 48—50

7) Paulitsohke, I pp 2G1, 262; II pp 139—141

8) Paulitsohke, I pp 260, 263, II pp 138, 139 Coucernmg the Soinal

see also Bottego, pp 422—425, Hildebrandt, Somal, p 4

9) Baumann, p. 165, Kalleuberg, p 93.

10) Thomson, Through Massailand, Johnston, Baumann; Kallenberg; von

Hohnel

11) Thomson, lop 448
,
Johnston, p. 402

12) Thomson, 1. o
,
Johnston

,
von Hohnel

13) Berenger-F6raud, p 137 Kohlfs, p 105; Lander, 11 p G1

14) B4renger-F6raud, p 72

15) Letourneau, pp 251—254,
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Marea^

Beni Amer^

Barea and Kunama^

Bogos^

Gallas,

Somaly

Danahl,

FulhSj

Moors of Senegamhia,

Tuareg.

Negative cases: Massa^

Wandorobo^

Wakwafi.

Several North-African peoples, beiug seriii-civilized rather

than savages, have been excluded here, the Kabyls among

others.

What Letourneau says about the Kabyls affords a curious

instance of the manner m which he treats his subject. From

the fact that the creditor has a right of imprisonment, he

concludes, that there were formerly debtor-slaves. But he makes

no mention at all of the passage, in which his authorities

explicitly state that the Kabyls had Negro-slaves, until their

country was conquered by the French ^).

§ 19. Becapitulation

In the preceding paragraphs we have tried to find, which

savage tribes have, and which have not, slaves. But we sup-

pose that our enumeration of positive and negative cases has

not yet given the reader a clear idea of the occurrence of

slavery in the several geographical districts; probably he does

not see the wood for trees. So we shall take here a short

survey, serving, so to speak, as a map and showing in which

parts of the globe slave-keeping savage tribes are found.

1) Letourneau, p 255, Hanoteau ot Letournoux, Up, 143
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In North America slayery exists along the Pacific Coast

from Behring Strait to the Northern boundary of California

(15 clear positive cases). Beyond this district it seems to be

unknown (42 clear negative cases).

In Central and South America we find 9 positive and 18

negative cases ^). The positive cases are scattered over the

whole continent; there are no large positive or negative di-

stricts. Such, at least, is the result we arrive at with the aid

of our rather incomplete literature; a better literature would

perhaps show that such districts exist.

In Australia slavery is unknown (23 negative cases).

In Oceania^ i. e. Melanesia, Polynesia and Micronesia, slaves

are only to be found in Tahiti, New Zealand, and the Western

part of New Guinea (altogether 7 pos. cases). In the rest of

this group (except a few dubious cases) slaver} does not exist

(23 neg. cases).

In the Malay Archipelago slavery very frequently occurs

(62 pos. cases). The 7 negative cases are scattered over the

group.

India and the Indo-Chinese Peninsula^ taken together, atford

12 positive and 11 negative cases, the former being found in

the Northern parts of both groups.

In Central Asia and Siberia slavery seems to be unknown,

except among the Kamtschadales (in Central Asia 4 neg.

cases, in Siberia 1 pos. case and 7 neg. cases).

The Caucasus yields 3 positive cases, 1 negative case, and

several dubious cases. Our literature on this group is rather

scanty.

The Arabian Aeneze Bedouins, as well as the Arabian

Larbas who live in North Africa, keep slaves (2 positive and

no negative cases).

As for Africa^ the Northern part of this continent, being

inhabited by semi-civilized peoples, is excluded from our sur-

vey. Among the savage Africans slavery very frequently oc-

1) In this paragraph we speak of ^positive” and „nogativo cases”, mea-
ning only the clear cases.





PART 11. - THEORETICAL.

CHAPTER 1 - METHOD AND DIVISIONS

§ 1. Method,

The results of the first Part will be utilized in this. We
have seen that slavery exists or formerly existed among many

savage tribes, whereas many others have always, as far as we

know, been unacquainted with it. The present Part will be

taken up with an inquiry into the causes of these phenomena.

We shall try to find out, what kinds of tribes have slaves,

and what kinds have not.

To this end it would seem best to divide the several tribes

according to their general culture, and then to inquire at

which stages of culture slavery is found. But such a division

cannot be made here incidentally; for it would require years

of labour. And a good division, that we could adopt, has not

yet been made. Morgan distinguishes three periods of sava-

gery, three of barbarism, and one of civilization ^). But his

system rests on the unproved supposition, that the stage of

culture a people has attained to entirely depends on its tech-

1) Morgan, Ano 8oo., see ospooially, pp. 10-42.
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nical ability in the arts of subsistence. Vierkandt has recently

made another distinction. Besides the civilized and semi-civi-

lized peoples he has two categories: migratory tribes (unstete

Yolher)^ and primitive peoples proper {etgentlkhe Naturvolker).

The former are the Australians, Tasmanians, Andamanese,

Veddahs, Negritos, Kubus, Bushmen, African pigmy-tribes,

Fucgians and Botocudos; the latter the American Indians,

Arctic races, Northern Asiatics, Caucasus tribes, hill-tnbes of

India, Negroes to the South of the Soudan, inhabitants of the

Malay Archipelago and Oceanic Islands *). But this division

cannot be of any use to us. It is not the result of an extensive

and accurate examination of the facts; the writer himself

admits that he has followed his general impressions ^). His

unstete Volhr are simply those generally known as the ..lowest

type of man”, whether justly or unjustly wo do not know ®).

And his eiqenthche Naturvolker comprehend savages of widely

different degrees of development. Moreover, although he says

his criterion is the psychical state of man, the economic side

of social life comes always prominently into view
;
but the

author does not even try to prove that the psychical state of man

depends upon the stage of economic development. His charac-

terization of the psychical diftereiice between primitive and

civilized man is very valuable; but, like so many sociologists,

Yierkandt makes some ingenious remarks, and leaves the dif-

ficult work, the careful examination of the facts, to others ^).

Yet, as it can be easily done here, we may inquire whether

Yierkandt’s unstete Volker have slaves It will be seen from

the second Chapter of our first Part that all of them are un-

1) Vierkandt, pp 67. 69

2) Vierkandt, p 61

3) Peschel (pp 144, 145) has alicady given nearly the same list Vier-

kandt adds to Pesohel’s list the Negritos, Kubus and African pigmy-tribes

Why does he exclude the Ainu and the inhabitants of the Californian pe-

ninsula ?

4) Vierkandt, pp. 67, 69, 71, 72 His distinction of nomadic and settled

half-civilized peoples is entirely an economic one

5) See Steinmeti, La !!ll4thode de la Sooiologie
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acquainted with slavery ^), This conclusion, however, is not of

much use to us, as we do not know whether they have been

justly or unjustly classified under one category.

No other attempts have been made, as far as we know, to

classify the savages according to their general culture ~). So

the method of investigation that would seem the best is not

applicable here. Therefore we are also unable to ascertain

whether, as some writers assert, slavery at a certain stage of

social development is universal. Bagehot says of slavery
:
„There

is a wonderful presumption in its favour; it is one of the in-

stitutions which, at a certain stage of growth, all nations in

all countries choose and cleave to” ^). Grunberg expresses the

same view
:
„No people has always and in all phases of its

development been unacquainted with slavery” t). According to

Spencer „ observation of all societies in all times shows that

slavery is the rule and freedom the exception” ®). And Tour-

magne exclaims; „This almost universal scourge, going back

to the very origin of the nations and affecting all of them, is

it not to be regarded as a social stage that every people has

to traverse, as an evolution which it is obliged to undergo,

before it can attain to the higher degrees of civilization”®)?

If we had an ascending series of stages of culture, we might

inquire whether, within the limits of savagery (for the civili-

zed and semi-civilized peoples fall beyond the scope of the

present volume) there is a stage at which slavery is universal.

But, as we have already remarked, this is not yet possible.

The best method we can use now will be to take into view

one prominent side of social life, that may reasonably besup-

1) We may leave out of the qucatiori Zu Wied’s dubious staturaont about

tho Botooudos Of the pigmy-tiibes we do not know very much, but no-

where 18 it stated that any of them have slavoB

2) Sutherland’s „Classifioatiou ot Mankind” (Sutherland, I })p 103 sqq) does

not appear to rest upon a solid basis

3) Bagehot, p 72

4) Grunborg, Article y,Unfreihett" in Lexis’ Handwortorbuoh dei Staats-

wissensohaften, Ist edition.

5) Spencer, Ind Inst
, p 456

6) Tourmagne, p 3



posed to have much influence on social structure, especially

on the division of labour; and to inquire whether this one

factor may entirely, and if not to what extent it may, account

for the existence or non-existence of slavery in every parti-

cular case Here the economic side of life comes in the first

place into consideration. We are not among the adherents of

the materialistic theory of history; it is quite unproved and

seems to us very one-sided. But we may suppose that the di-

vision of labour between the several social groups within a

tribe, and therefore also the existence or non-existence of

slavery, largely depends on the manner in which the tribe

gets its subsistence. Whether, and to what extent, this suppo-

sition is true, will be shown by the examination of the facts.

If this hypothesis fails to account for all the facts, we shall

try, with the aid of other hypotheses, to explain the rest.

The opinion that the existence of slavery mainly depends

on the mode of subsistence is also held by many theorists.

According to Morgan „8lavery, which in the Upper Status of

barbarism became the fate of the captive, was unknown among

tribes in the Lower Status in the aboriginal period” This

Lower Status of barbarism begins with „the invention or pra-

ctice of the art of pottery”. Anterior to the art of pottery was

„the commencement of village life, with some degree of con-

trol over subsistence”. It ends with „the domestication of ani-

mals in the Eastern hemisphere, and in the Western with

cultivation by irrigation and with the use of adobe-brick and

stone in architecture” ^). So slavery, according to Morgan, does

not exist before a rather advanced period.

Several writers assert that liunters and fishers never have

slaves. According to SchmoHer „no people unacquainted with

cattle-breeding and agriculture has slaves” ^). Ingram expresses

the same view: „In the hunter period the savage warrior

does not enslave his vanquished enemy, but slays him; the

women of the conquered tribe he may, however, carry off and

1) Morgan, Ano Soo pp 80, 10, 13, 11

2) SohmoUor, p 1010.'
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appropriate aa wives or as servants, for in this period domestic

labour falls almost altogether on the female sex. In the pastoral

stage slaves are captured only to be sold, with the exception

of a few who may be required for the care of flocks or the

small amount of cultivation which is then undertaken. It is

in proportion as a sedentary life prevails, and agricultural

exploitation is practised on a larger scale, whilst warlike ha-

bits continue to exist, that the labour of slaves is increasingly

introduced to provide food for the master, and at the same

time save him from irksome toil. Of tins stage in the social

movement slaver} seems to have been a universal and inevi-

table accompaniment.” But lie makes an exception in the case

of those communities where ^theocratic organisations established

themselves”^). Flugel says: „ Hunting tribes can neither feed

nor employ the prisoners
;
generall) they kill them” ^). Ac-

cording to Schurtz „among tribes of migratory hunters there

18 no room for slavery” ^). Whether he means here all hun-

ters or only Vierkandt's unstete VolJcer is not clear.

Pastoral nomadism especial!} is considered favourable to the

growth of slavery The nomadic herdsman, who had learned

to domesticate animals, began also to domesticate men, i. e.

to enslave them. According to Lippert slavery „ first arises in

the patriarchal communities of pastoral peoples”. „T]iey [the

slaves] were tlie object of an appropriation entirely similar

to the appropriation of the domestic animals” ^). Larnprecht

also asserts that the prisoners, who formerly were either sacri-

ficed or adopted into tlie community, in the pastoral stage

were enslaved, because many hands were wanted to tend

the cattles ®). DiraitrofF says that originally the captives were

instantly killed like the game, as was tlie case amongst the

hunting tribes of America, Australia and Africa. But as

1) Ingram, pp 1, 2

2) Flugel, p 95

3) Schurtz, p 110

4) Lippert, II pp 522, 535

5) Lompreoht, I p 165
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soon as man began to tame animals, he also learned to employ

the captives as labourers ^).

A few theorists, however, who are more familiar with

ethnographical literature, know that it is not only among

pastoral and agricultural tribes that slavery is to be found.

So Peschel states. According to him hunters cannot employ

slaves. Fishers, however, sometimes do so, as on the North-

west Coast of America, amongst the Koniagas, Koloshes, and

Ahts of Vancouver Island But only at the agricultural stage

is slavery practised on an extensive scale ®). Wagner is of

the same opinion: „In the earliest economic state of society

slavery is quite or nearly unknown; generally speaking slav-

ery 18 coeval with a settled and agricultural life. This is to

be accounted for by economic causes; for onl} in the agricul-

tural stage can slave labour be of any considerable use. There-

fore slavery is unknown among hunters, and occurs but seldom

among fishers. Bondage (Cnfreihed) presents itself already

under several forms among nomadic herdsmen; but only

among settled agricultural peoples does it attain to its full

development”*^). Tylor remarks that slavery cMsts, as soon

as tlie captives are spared to till the soil; but he adds that

even among savage hunters and foresters absolute equality is

not always to be founds) Spencer says: „ Tribes which have

not emerged from the hunting stage are little given to enslav-

ing the vanquished; if they do no kill and eat them they

adopt them. In the absence of industrial activity, slaves are

almost useless, and indeed, where game is scarce, are not

worth their food. But where, as among fishing tribes like the

Chinooks, captives can bo of use, or where the pastoral and

agricultural stages have been reached, there arises a motive

for sparing the lives of conquered inen^ and after inflicting

on them such mutilations as mark their subjection, setting

1) DimitrofF, p 88

2) Posohel, p 253 „Koloslie8” is the Rusaian name for Tlmkits.

3) Wagner, p 375

4) Tylor, Anthropology, p 434
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them to work” ^). Bos is also aware of the fact, that the

Tlinkits and similar tribes have slaves. He explains this in

a curious way: slavery does not agree with the nature of

hunting tribes; therefore it is probable that those tribes for-

merly were agricultural to a small extent-). Felix remarks

that slavery already exists at the beginning of the agricul-

tural stage ^). Mommsen, however, asserts that in the oldest

times (until when does not appear) slavery did not prevail to

any considerable extent
;
more use was made of free labourers *).

Letourneau expresses his opinion very prudently: slavery

was not carried on on a large scale before men applied them-

selves to cattle-breeding and especially to agriculture “). At

the end of his book on slavery of over 500 pages he contents

himself with this vague conclusion

We see that the theories disagree very much. Whether any

of them agree with the facts will appear from the investiga-

tion we are about to undertake.

§ 2. Distinction of economic groups.

This investigation will be carried on in tlie following man-

ner. The tribes that afforded clear cases in the second Chapter

of the first Part will be divided into several groups according

to their economic state. It will bo seen then how many posit-

ive and how many negative cases there are in each group

;

and we shall try to explain why the result is such as we

shall find it. Perhaps we shall be able to account for this

result entirely by economic causes; if not, we shall inquire

what other causes there may be.

The following economic states will be distinguished:

1°. Hunting and fishing^

1) Spencer, Ind Inst, p 459.

2) Bos, p 191

3) Felix, II p 250

4) Mommsen, I p. 191

5) Letourneau, p. 491. See also Sutherland I p. 379
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2°. Pastoral nomadism^

3°. First stage of agriculture^

4°. Second stage of agriculture^

5^. Third stage of agriculture

It has to be remarked that this is not an ascending series

of stages of economic development What the economic evolu-

tion has been we do not exactly know. Little credit is given

to-day to the old division into the three successive stages of

hunting, pastoral nomadism, and agriculture. This was not

yet so in 1884, when Dargun could still write: „The evolu-

tionary stages of hunting, pastoral, and agricultural life are

so well established in science as stages of human evolution

in general, that it seems rather audacious to object to this

division. Taken in general, however, it is false
;
on the greater

half of the globe pastoral life was not a transitory stage from

hunting to agriculture; therefore the people concerned had

not to pass through any regulation of property peculiar to

herdsmen. They learned agriculture without having been pas-

toral. This phenomenon comprehends two parts of the world —
America and Australia-Polynesia — completely, and two

other parts — Asia and Africa — to a great extent, as the

Malay Archipelago and the territory of the Negro tribes across

Africa also are included Therefore it will be necessary to

leave off considering the three stages of hunting, pastoral

and agricultural life as a rule of human progress. Moreover,

nearly all pastoral tribes carry on agriculture, however neglig-

ently; and it is not at all certain that the origin of the latter

does not go back to a more remote period than cattle-breeding

;

it is even probable that is does, for nomadic herdsmen are

on the whole more civilized than the rudest agricultural

tribes; cattle-breeding therefore is posterior to primitive agri-

culture” ’). This view of Dargun’s is now generally accepted.

But a new ascending series that has any scientific value does

not yet exist. And so we can only distinguish economic states,

not stages of economic development.

1) Dargun, pp 59—^.



A few remarks must still be made on each of our groups.

These remarks will also serve to justify our division.

I. Hunting and fishing.

This group comprehends those tribes only that are entirely

unacquainted with agriculture and cattle-breeding. Sometimes

agriculture is carried on to such a small extent, that the tribe

subsists almost entirely on hunting, fishing and gathering

wild vegetable food. Such tribes bear much resemblance to

true hunters; but if we called them hunting tribes it would

be very difficult to draw the line of demarcation between

them and other agricultural tribes; moreover, such tribes are

not exactly in the same economic state as true hunters. So

we have classified them under the agricultural groups.

Such tribes as use animals (especially horses) only as a

means of locomotion, are hunters, viz. if they are unac-

quainted with agriculture; at any rate they are not pastoral

tribes This is the case with several tribes of North and South

America.

II. Pastoral nomadism.

The tribes belonging to this group subsist mainly on the

milk and meat of their cattle. Most of them also undertaki* a

small amount of cultivation (see the above-quoted passage of

Dargun’s), whereas many agricultural tribes rear cattle. We
shall draw the line of demarcation thus: this second group

will contain those tribes only that depend so much on their

cattle, that the whole tribe or the greater part of it is noma-

dic; whereas those who, although living for a considerable

part on the produce of their cattle, have fixed habitations,

will be classified under the agricultural groups

III, IV, V. Agriculture

Grosse makes a distinction between lower and higher agri-

culture; but as the former comprehends nearly all agricultural

savages, this distinction cannot be of any use to us *) Hahn,

1) Grosse, p, 28.
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in hie book on the domestic animals, distinguishes hoe-cul-

ture {Hackbau)^ agriculture proper (Ackerbau) and horticulture

(Garienbau) ^). But hoe-culture is carried on by nearly all

agricultural savages; besides, this division is purely technical

and therefore cannot serve our purpose. What we want is a

division according to the place agriculture occupies in social

life. We must ask to what extent a tribe is occupied in and de-

pendent for subsistence on agriculture. For on this, and not on

the form of the agricultural implements, it will depend whether

slaves are wanted to till the soil. A slave may be set to

handle the hoc as well as the plough. We might even say, the

ruder the agricultural implements, the more disagreeable it is

to till the soil, and the more likely that a man does not want

to do it himself if he can get a slave to do it for him.

Perusing the ethnographical literature, we found such great

differences between the several savage tribes in this respect,

that we have thought it best to distinguish three stages of

agriculture '). The principle according to which the distinction

will be made is, as we have already hinted, the extent to

which a tribe depends upon agriculture for its subsistence

The first agricultural group will contain those cases, in which

agriculture holds a subordinate place, most of the subsistence

being derived from other sources, viz. hunting, fishing or

gathering wild-growing vegetable food The tribes of the

second group carry on agriculture to a considerable extent, but

not to the exclusion of hunting etc. The thirds or highest,

agricultural stage is reached, when agriculture is by far the

principal mode of subsistence, and hunting etc. hold a very

subordinate place, so much Su that, if the latter were entirely

wantidg, the economic state would be nearly the same.

1) Hahn, Die Haustiere, pp 388 sqq

2) Whereas our economic gioups are not an ascending senes, these

3 agricultural groups are Primitive agiiculturo must be anterior to a more

developed state of agnculture

3) This group is nearly identical with Dargun’s Jdgerhauern, see Dargun,

p 60 note i.
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But our information is not always very complete; and so

it is not always clear to what extent subsistence is derived

from agriculture. In such cases we shall make use of some

secondary characteristics. Some facts may be recorded from

which we can more or less safely draw conclusions as to the

place agriculture occupies The facts indicative of the first

stage of agriculture arc: 1. Women only are occupied in agri-

culture ^), 2 The tribe is very mobile, habitations are often

shifted. Those indicative of the second stage are: 1. The tribe

has fixed habitations (except where this is due to an abun-

dance of fish or fruit-bearing trees), 2. The lands are irriga-

ted. Those indicative of the third stage arc: 1. The lands are

manured, 2. Rotation of crops is carried on, 3. Domestic ani-

mals are used in agriculture, 4. Agricultural products are

exported.

It is not, of course, necessary that in every case a whole

set of characteristics is found. Sometimes a part of them

only are mentioned. Besides, there is much overlapping: a

characteristic of the first stage may be found connected with

one of the third. In all such cases we must not forget that

these secondary characteristics have only signification as in-

dications of the place occupied by agriculture, so they have

not a fixed value; in every particular ease the manner in

which they are mentioned, the place they hold m the whole

of the description etc. will decide what importance we are to

attach to each of them.

Hitherto we have supposed that agricultural tribes did

nothing else besides tilling the soil, except hunting, fishing and

gathering wild vegetable food. But it may also be that they

subsist partly on agriculture, partly on cattle-breeding or

trade In these cases we cannot apply the same principle

of division. A tribe that subsists partly on agriculture, but

1) See Dargun, p HO, and Hildebrand, Reoht und Sitte, p 44

2) Under ((trade” we shall also comprehend industry Industry as a mode

of subsistence, not of a few individuals, but of a whole tribe, has but

little significance where the manufactured goods are not exchanged abroad.



chiefly on trade is not to be classified under the same cate-

gory as a tribe that subsists partly on agriculture, but mainly

on hunting The latter is not yet agricultural, the former has

perhaps passed beyond the agricultural stage Here we may

regard only the technical ability attained to in agriculture.

Where agriculture is technically little developed, we have

probably to deal with former Jagerbauern who have become

traders. Where agriculture has reached a high perfection, but

trade is one of the cliief modes of subsistence, tbe tribe has

probably passed through the higher stages of agriculture. What
we say here of trade equally applies to cattlebreodmg.

There are a few tribes that afforded clear cases in the

second Chapter of our first Part, but about the economic state

of which we are not sufficiently informed. These will be left

out here.

The literature used is the same as in Part I Chap. II ^).

We have not thought it necessary to quote the pages relating

to each tribe In most ethnographical records the mode of

sulisisteuce (occupies a conspicuous place, so any one wishing

to verity our conclusions may easily find the passages concerned.

§ d. Hunting and fishing, pastoral^ and agricultural tribes

m the several geographical districts

We shall give hero a list of the tribes that afforded „clear

cases” in the second Chapter of Part I, stating, after the name

of each tribe, the economic condition in which it lives. As we

have said before, we shall omit a few tribes, about the eco-

nomic state of which we are not sufficiently informed.

It will not perhaps be superfluous to remind the reader

that, as our list contains only „clear cases”, it gives no evi-

dence as to the economic state of each geographical group. If,

for instance, in our list some geographical group contains as

many hunting as agricultural tribes, this does not prove that

1) About the Malay Archipelago we have also consulted De Hollander,

and about Africa, RatzeV

12
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in this group hunters and agriculturists are equally divided;

for the group may contain many more tribes, which in our

second Chapter have not atforded „clear cases”; and what is

the economic state of these tribes does not appear from our list.

Among the agricultural tribes we have separately noted

those, among which subsistence depends largely either on

cattle-breeding or on trade, in addition to agriculture.

We shall make use of the following abbreviations.

h means hunting or fishing; the tribes so marked arc hun-

ters or fishers.

c means cattle-breeding; the tribes so marked are pastoral tribes.

a® incans first, second, third stage of agriculture.

a} c means an agricultural tribe of the first stage, among

which subsistence depends largely on cattle-breeding; similarly

O'" -j- r and ot* -\- c.

-(-

1

means an agricultural tribe of the first stage, among

which subsistence depends largely on trade; similarly or -[-

1

and a* -j- t,

means an agricultural tribe of the second stage,

among which subsistence depends largely both on cattle-breed-

ing and trade
;
similarly

North America.

Positive cases

Aleuts h

Athka Aleuts h

Koniagas h

Tlinkits h

Haidas h

Tsimshian h

Bilballas h

Nootkas h

tribes about Puget

Sound h

Fish Indians h

Tacullies h

Negative cases.

The 9 tribes of Es-

kimos proper, all of

them h

Kutchins h

Chepewyans h

Delawares a^

Montagnais h

Ojibways h

Ottawas h

Shahnees h

Potawatomi i)

Crees h

1) Roosevelt oalls them hunters, but in the Jesuit Relations it is stated,

that they were not entirely unacquainted with agriculture.
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Positive cases. Negative cases.

North America Atnas h Cheyennes

(continued). Siinilkameem h Blackfeet nation h.

tribes of W. Wash- Iroquois a*

ington and N. W. Hurons a-

Oregon h Katahbas a-

Chinooks h Cherokees a*

Muskoghe or

Choctaws a-

Chickasaws a^

Creeks a^

Seminoles a^

JS’atchez a~

Sioux h

Ilidatsas a^

Omahas n’

Usages h

Kansas Indians a>

Assiniboins h

Hupas h

Comanches i)

Apaches h

Zui'ii c

Lower Californians^.

Central and Ancient nations ot Wild tribes of North

South America. Honduras a' Mexico h

inhabitants of Pana- natives of the Mos-

ma and Costa Rica quito Coast

Caribs of the Antil- Caribs of the Isth-

les a^ mus a}

Mundrucus a' Warraus

Mauhes a^ Macusi

Mbayas a} Roucouyennes

Caduvei a^ Tupinambas a}

1) According to Cessao, who got hi8 infoimation from a man who had

been detained in oaptivitj
_
by them for 111 yoara The other authora make

no mention of agriculture
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Positive cases.

Central and Abipones h

South America Tehuelcbes ^

(continued).

Australia.

Melanesia. Nuforese a' -\-f

Papuas of AHak a’

„ of Adie rt' -f /

„ on the Gulf of

Kaimani a} -{-t

Negative cases.

Apiacas a^

BotocudoB h

tribes on the Upper

Schingu a^

Paressi

Bororo a’

Guanas a~

Charruas h

Minuanes h

Puelches h

Araucanians a"

Fuegiane h

The 23 tribes enume-

rated in Chapter II,

of Part I, all of

them li

Ne^^ CaledninanB a*

Solomon islanderH

(eastern part of the

group) a'

Solomon islanders

(western part) a*

Fijians a-

New Hebridians a^

natives of the New
Britain Group a*

natives of Torres

Straits

Papuas of Humboldt

Bay

hill-tribes of A}am-

dori

1) On MuBtors’ authority According to Charlevoix agriculture ib not en-

tirely unknown amongst them

2) On Keane’s authority According to Zu Wied and Murtius there arc

some slight traces of agriculture
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Melanesia

(continued).

Polynesia.

Micronesia.

Malay Archipe-

lago.

Positive cases.

Maori a-

Tahitians

Battahb on tlie Pane

and Bila Rivers

Battahs of Mandhe-

ling

Battahs of Pertibie

Karo-Battahs

Raja-Battahs a^

Battalia of Angkola

Toba-Battahs «*

Lampongs a-

natives of Nias

„ y,
Anambas,

etc. a}

IIill-Dyaks

Dyaks on the Barito a*

Sea-Dyaks a*

Biadju Dyaks

Kayans

inhabitants of the Mi-

nahassa a"

inhabitants ofBolaiing

Negative cases.

Motu ^

Mowat a^

Toaripi a’

Taraul

Tongans a®

Samoans a®

Roturnians a®

Rarotonga islanders a®

Marquesas islanders a®

Marshall islanders a®

Caroline islanders a®

Marianne islanders a®

Pelau islanders a®

Kingsmill islanders c'®

Sakays a^

Somang

Kubus h

Mentawei islanders a^

Sebruang Dyaks a®

Negritos h
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Malay Archipe-

lago

(continued).

Positive ca^es.

inhabitants of Holon-

talo

inhabitants ofBuoola*

Alifurs of Central Ce-

lebes

inhabitants of San-

djai a^

inhabitants of Bang-

kala a"

inhabitants of Sa-

leyer a-

inhabitants of Sumba-

wa
inhabitants of Sumbar?-

inhabitants of Endeh

on Flores a^ -^t

inhabitants of tlie So-

lor group

inhabitants oi Bone-

rate and Kalao

inhabitants ofEast Ti-

mor a" -j- t

inhabitants of West
Timor -j- t

inhabitants of Savu

a“ c

inhabitants of Rote

inhabitants ofWetar az

inhabitants of Keisar

c

inhabitants of Leti

-\-c

inhabitants ofDama a^

inhabitants of the

Luang-Sermata

group a®

Negative cases.
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Malay Archipe-

lago

(continued).

Indo-Chinese

Peninsula.

Positive cases.

inhabitants of the Ba-

bar group

inhabitants^ of the Te-

nimber and Tirnor-

lao Islands a“

inhabitants of the Aru

Islands

inhabitants of the Kei

Islands a*

inhabitants of the Wa-
tubela Islands a*

inhabitants of the

SeranglaO'Gorong

group -\-t

inhabitants of Se*

rang a’

inhabitants of Ambon
and theUliase a" -|- i

inhabitants oftheSen-

gir and Talauor Is-

lands

Galela and Tobelo-

rese

inhabitants of Kau o’

Tagals and Visavas o'

Bagobos a’

Manobos o’

Maguindanac*s

-\-e -\-t

inhabitants of Sulu

a“ “}” e -p t

Samales

Hovas a®

Kakhyens a-

Shans of Zimme a-

La,was o’’

Negative cases.

Andamanese h

Nicobarese (central

part) a’
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Positive cases. Negative cases.

inao~vnmcb(i liill-tribes of Nurtli Nicobaresc (southern

Peninsula. Aracan part) h

(continued). Karens

India. Meshmees r/‘ Hill-tribes near Ra-

GaroR a^ jamaliall -{-t

Lushais Todas c

Manipuris a* Santals (a part) d^

Kafirs + c Santals (a part) a*

Padain Abors a^ Santals (a part) h

Nagas Khonds (some divi>

sions) a"

Khonds (other divi-

sions) a}

Oraons o*

Korwas

Bodo and Dhirnals

Veddahs h

Central Asm. Kazak Kirghiz c

Altaians c

Turkomans c

Siberia. Kamtschadales h Samojedes c

Ghiliaks li

Tunguz c

Tuski of the Coast h

nomadic Koryakes, r

settled Koryaki's, It

Ainu, h

Causasus. Ossetes a'^ -f- c

Circassians c

Kabards of Asia Mi-

nor c

Arabia. Aeneze Bedouins c

Larbas c

Bantu tribes. Angoni a^ Aina-Xosa c

Barotse a^-j-c Ama-Zulu c

Kimbunda ^ Betchuanas d^ -\-c
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Bantu tribes,

(continued).

Soudan Beqrocs.

Positive cases.

Lunda people a'^ -|- t

Kioko a- -f <

Sellea -\-t

Manganja

Banyai a?

WanyamweBi a^ -\-t

Azimba

Wajiji a} -\-t

Wakikuyu

Bondei

Bihes or 1

Minungo a-

Mpongwe

Orungu a}

Mbengas a^-\-t

Duallas a* + ^

Bayanzi a* + ^

Bangala on the Con-

go or

Baluba d-

Manyuerna a" + t

Kabinda a^ -\-t

Ininga and Gallon

Wangata a'^

Tuchilangue or

Waganda rr -f c

Calabarese a"

inhabitants of Bonny

Brass people -f t

Ewe «“ 4” ^

inhabitants of Daho-

mey +

1

Gcges and Nagos

+ c -f ^

Yorubas

Negative cases.

Makololo -f’ ^

Makalakas c

Wafipa -f c

Wanyaturu

Wawira

Wataveta

Mundombe (a part) c

Mundombe (a part)

Fans 0}

Bateke a) -\-t

Latuka or

Alur a^ -f c

Lendu or

Warundi

Wafiomi -\-c

Wataturu a} -f c

Wambugwe ^

Wachaga

Bongos a*
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Positive eases. Negative cases

Soudan N^^groes inhabitants of Ashanti

(continued). +

1

Fanti a®

CrooB +

1

Mandingos + e

Wolofs

Bambaras

Toucouleurs

Haussa ^

Borgu

Boobies of Fernando-

Po

Northern Sakalavas

+ c

Pigmies etc. Bushmen h

Mucassequere h

Akkas h

Hamitic peoples. Beduan e Massai c

Takue a""

c

Waiidorobo h

Marea + c Wakwafi a”

Beni Amer e

Barea and Kunama

Bogos a" -j” ^

Gallas d^ -f c

Somal (some divi>

sions) c

Somal {some divi-

sions) a-

Danakil c

Fulbe c

Moors of Senegarn-

bia c

Tuareg c.



(MVmi II ~ IIUNTEUS AND FISIIEUS

§ 1. Why slaves arc not of much use to hunten.

Among the „clear cases” of the second Chapter of our first

Part the following are hunting and fishing tribes.

Fovtive rases. North America: Aleuts,

Athka Aleuts,

Koniagas,

Tlinkits,

Haidas,

Tsimshian,

Bilballas,

Nootkas (including Alits),

tribes about Puget Sound,

Pisl) Indians,

Tacullies,

Atnas,

Similkameem,

tribes of W. Washington and

N. W Oregon,

Chinooks.

“

15

Sout^ America : Abipones,
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TcliuclclieB.

Siberia : Kamtscliadales.

1

18.

Negative cases. North America: the 9 tribes of EskimoB proper,

Kutchins,

Chepew}an8,

Montagnais,

Ojibways,

Ottawas,

Shalmees,

Crees,

Blackfeet nation,

Sioux,

Osages,

Assiniboins,

Hupas,

Lower Californians

22

South America, wild tribes of North Mexico,

Botocudos,

Oharruas,

Miniianes,

Puelches,

Puegians.

6

Australia: the 23 Australian tribes

23

Malay Archipelago : Kubus,

Negritos.

2

Indo-Chinese peninsula : Andamanese,

Southern Nicobarese.

2

India: some Santal tribes,
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Siberia

:

Pigmies, etc.:

llamitic peoples:

Veddahs.

2

Ghiliaks,

Tuski of the Coast,

settled Koryakes,

Ainu.
"

4

Bushmen,

Mucassoquere,

Akkas.

3

Wandorobo.

1

65.

So the groat majority of the 83 cases we have got are

negative. This fact agree*^ with the opinion of those theorists

who assert that this economic state is unfavourable to the deve-

lopment of slaver) The existence of 18 positive cases, howe-

ver, shows that those are wrong who hold that no people un-

acquainted with agriculturi' and cattle-breeding ever has slaves.

We have to explain now, wh) most hunters and fishers do

not keep slaves. In a few cases the fact that they are inclosed

between superior peoples and reduced to a dependent, power-

less state, might afford sufficient explanation. So the Wando-

robo, according to Thomson, are considered by the Massai as

a kind of serfs; and Johnston calls them a helot race’). But

with most of our hunters and fisliers, who do not keep slaves,

this 18 not the case, as is proved by their being often at war

with their neighbours. It has been shown that the Ojibways,

Sioux, Osages in North America, the Charruas, Minuanes and

Puelches m South America either kill or adopt their priso-

ners, that the Andamanese also sometimes adopt captive child-

ren, that the Montagnais generally tortured their prisoners

1) Thomson. Through Massailatul, p. 448, Johnston, p. 40‘i
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to death, that warfare is also known among the Botocudos i).

And the most striking evidence is afforded by the Australians,

an isolated group consisting entirely of hunters, in which

slavery is altogether unknown. So the non-existence of slavery

among the great majority of the hunters and fishers must be

due on the whole to more general causes; and only if the

latter fail to account for the absence of slavery among the

Wandarobo or any other tribe in a similar subjected state,

may we have recourse to an explanation by this state.

What general causes may there be? Spencer, speaking of

hunters, sajs: „In the absence of industrial activity, slaves

are almost useless; and, indeed, where game is scarce, are

not worth their food” ^). It is true, where food is more plen-

tiful than it IS among most hunters, slaves can be of more

use; but we cannot think that the onl) cause wh) slavery

does not exist, is that the slave is „not worth his food”, i. e.

that the produce of a man’s labour cannot much exceed his

own primary wants. For we meet with several instances,

among these tribes, of people whose wants are provided for

by the labour of others. In our first Part we saw, that the

Australian men depend largely for their subsistence on the

work of their wives. Some other statements are indicative of

a similar state of things. Dawson says of the natives of the

Western District of Victoria: „Great respect is paid to the

chiefs and their wives and families. They can command the

services of every one belonging to their tribe. As many as

six young bachelors are obliged to wait on a chief, and eight

young unmarried women on his wife; and as the children are

of superior rank to the common people, they also have a num-

ber of attendants to wait on them .... Food and water, when

brought to the camp, must be offered to them first, and reeds

provided for each in the family to drink with, while thecom-

1) See above, pp 53, 59, 60, 76, 81, 82, 122 The Monfcagnais soem hIho

sometimes to have adopted prisoners Le Jeune observed a young Irofjuois,

whom they had adopted Jesuit relations, YI p 259

2) Spencer, Ind Inst., p 459
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mon people drink in the usual way. Should they fancy any

article of dress, opossum rug, or weapon, it must be given

without a murmur” ^). And of the chiefs of the Andaman

islanders we are told: „They and their wives are at liberty

to enjoy immunity from the drudgery incidental to their mode

of life, all such acts being voluntarily performed for them b}

the young unmarried persons living under their headship” -).

So there are people here whose wants are provided for by

the work of others; therefore scarcity of food cannot be the

only cause why slavery does not exist, and we have to exa-

mine what other causes there may be ^).

The reader will remember, from the details given in the

first Part that slaves are frequently acquired from without the

community to which the slave’s owner belongs, by war, kid-

napping or trade. It may be convenient to give this pheno-

menon the technical name of extratnbal slavery^ whereas we

shall speak of mtratrtbal slavery in those cases where the

slave remains within the same community to which he belonged

before being enslaved, e g. a debtor-slave. Now the keeping

of extratribal slaves must be very difficult to hunters. Hunting

supposes a nomadic life
;
and the hunter, who roams over vast

tracts of land in pursuit of his game has not much opportu-

nit) to watch the movements of his slave, who may be apt

to run away at any moment. And if the slave iiimself is set

to hunt, tlie difficulty amounts nearly to impossibility More-

over, the hunting slave will be much more inclined to run away

than a soil-tilling slave; for the latter, during his flight, has

to live in a make-shift way on the spontaneous products of

nature
;
whereas the former continues hunting, as he has always

done; his flight has not the character of a flight.

Another cause is the following. Primitive hunters generally

1) Dawson, p Ti

2) Man, p i09

3) Another (nstanoo of people providing for the wants of others is the

marriage by service, the young man serving the parents of his bride, some-

times lor several years This even oeeuis among the Amu, Bushmen, and

Puogians, see Westermarok, pp. 390, 39t.
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live in small grotips. „Even now” says Wcstermarck „ there

are savage peoples of the lowest type, who live rather in

separate families than in tribes, and facts indicate that the

chief reason for this is want of sufficient food”^). Hildebrand

gives several instances, „Thp Nilgala Veddahs arc distributed

through their lovely country in small septs nr families.” The

Kubus of Sumatra live in small hordes or families. Among

the Negritos each family holds communication only with a

few neighbouring families. The Woguls in their woods live in

families. The Indians of Upper California „ living on acorns,

wild chestnuts and the seeds of various plants, cannot form

large communities.” The Indians of the Rocky Mountains

„exi8t in small detached bodies and single families”. „The

Indians of the thick woods, of necessit}, from the scarcity of

animals, camp only in small numbers.” To the nortli of the

Amazon River there are tribes consisting of one or a fe\N

families, and living in complete isolation from their neighbours.

The Puegians ^appear to live m families and not in tribes”.

Among the Bushmen a horde generall} consists onl} of the

members of one family -). And Sutherland remarks „The

middle savages, on the average of six races, reach about 150

as the social unit.” „The upper savages, as typified b} th('

North American Indians, would average about SCO to an en-

campment” Now it IS easy to understand, that such small

communities would not be able to develop much coercive

power over slaves introduced into the tribe from foreign parts

A fugitive slave would be ver} soon beyond the reach of th(‘

tribe; and a comparatively small number of slaves would be

dangerous to the maintenance of power by the tribesmen within

the tribe.

But the nomadic life of hunting tribes does not prevent the

existence of intratribal slavery; sucli slaver} might even be

1) WeBtermarok as quoted by Hildebrand, Recht und Bitto, pj) 1, 2.

2) Hildebrand, Rooht und Sitte, pp 2, S

3) Sutherland, I p 360
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compatible with living in small groups. There are however

other, more internal causes.

If there were slaves, i. e. male slaves, for slavery proper

does not exist where all slaves are women, they would have

to perform either the same work as free men, or the same

work as free women. One might object, that sometimes slaves

have separate kinds of labour assigned to them, which are per-

formed by slaves only. This is true; but when slaves began

to be kept it must have been otherwise. It is not to be sup-

posed that men, convinced of the utility of some new kind of

labour, began to procure slaves in order to make them perform

this labour; or that, finding some work tedious, they invented

slavery to relieve themselves of this burden. Modern psycho-

logy does not account for psychical and social phenomena in

such a rationalistic way ’). Differentiation of slave labour from

free labour cannot have existed in the first stage of slavery.

Therefore two problems are to be solved P. why are there

no slaves performing men’s work? 2^ why are there no slaves

performing women’s work?

Men’s work, besides warfare, is hunting. Now hunting is

never a drudgery, but always a noble and agreeable work.

Occupying the whole soul and leaving no room for distract-

ing thought; offering the hunter a definite aim, to which he

can reach by one might} effort of strength and skill; uncer-

tain in its results like a battle, and promising the glory of

victory over a living creature; elevating the whole person, in

a word intoxicating; it agrees ver} well with the impulsive-

ness of savage character *}. Therefore it is not a work fit to

be imposed upon men who arc deprived of the common rights

of freemen and are the property of others.

For, first, good hunters are highly respected. This appears

from several statements. Ottawa women respect a man who is

1) Social institutioas ar(* bometimes made, but this is the exception

generally they grow

2) See Ferrero’s beaulifijl exposition of this charaotor.

13
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a good hunter’). Tasmanian fathers took care to give their

daughters to the best hunters ®). Among the Dumagas (a Ne-

grito tribe) a man who wishes to marry must show his skill

in shooting*’). Ojibway parents try to give their daughters to

good hunters. If the husband is lazy the wife may leave him

In Western Victoria „if a chief is a man of ability, exhibit-

ing bravery in battle or skill in hunting, he is often pre-

sented with wives from other chiefs” ®). Among the Andaman

islanders social status is dependent „on skill in hunting, fishing

etc. and on a reputation for generosity and hospitality” *’). Lo

Jeune tells us of a Montagnais, who was laughed at because

he was a bad hunter. This was a great disgrace' among the

savages; for such men could never find or keep a wife 7 ). A
describer of Kamtschatka says of the dangerous sea-lion hunt-

ing: „Thi8 chase is so honourable, that he who has killed most

sea-lions is considered a hero; therefore many men engage in

it, less for the sake of the meat, that is iooked upon as a

delicacy, than in order to win renown”^). In W. Washington

and N. W. Oregon „a hunter is, in fact, looked upon with

respect by almost every tribe in the district” Even among

the pastoral Colonial Hottentots those who had killed a savage

animal were highly respected by their countrymen Personal

qualities, among such tribes, are the only cause of social diffe-

rentiation. Wealth does not yet exist and hereditary nobi-

lity 18 unknown. And so a good hunter cannot be considered

by public opinion as a slave, the more so as a good hunter

is also a good warrior; and without the aid of public opinion

1) Tanner, p ll2

2) Bonwick, p 62

Blumentritt, Negritos, p 65

4) Jones, Ojibway Indians, pp 79, HO

5) Dawson, p 35

6) Man, p 109.

7) Jesuit Relations, VII p. 173

8) Histoiro de Kamtschatka, I p 287.

9) Gibbs, p. 193.

10) Fritsch, p. 324.

11) As to Australia, see Steinmotz, Strafe, I pp 430, 431.
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the master is not able to keep him subjected. And a bad

hunter would be of little use as a hunting slave ^).

This prevents the growth of intratribal slavery: no member

of the tribe is so superior to any other member, that he can

reduce him to a state of complete subjection
;
except perhaps

where the latter is physically or psychically much weaker;

and then he would not be of any use as a hunting slave. But

it also prevents extratribal slavery. Enemies are hated, but

not despised. In Central North America prisoners are either

killed or adopted, and in the latter case entirely considered

and treated as members of the tribe. Sometimes a captive is

spared for his bravery; he is then provided with all necessa-

ries and dismissed to his home *). Even those who are intended

to be killed, are in the meantime treated with all due honours,

sometimes even provided with wives ^). Enemies, if allowed to

live, are on a footing of equality with the tribesmen; another

state of things is not yet thought possible.

But even if the idea of subjecting tribesmen or enemies

had entered the minds of these hunters, hunting slaves would

not be of an\ use. For hunting requires the utmost application

of strength and skill; therefore a compulsory hunting system

cannot exist. If a man is to exert all his faculties t(» the ut-

most, there must be other motives than mere compulsion. It

18 for the same reason that in countries where manufactures are

highly developed, a system of labour other than slavery is

required „It remains certain” Stuart Mill remarks, „that sla-

very 18 incompatible with any high state of the arts of life,

and any great efficiency of labour. For all products which

1) Mombers of dospiHod oUissos are often oxoludid from the oocupationn

oousiderod noblo bj the community So the Jews in the Middle A^es wine

not allowed to hold real jnopeity (except in hoiuo periods in the South of

France and Spain), nor to enter into corpoiationb and trades p 136)

The expulsion of Jews from the army in certain modern states belongs to

the same order of things

2) Grmnell, p 123.

3) Bee Charlevoix, Nouv France III p 246 (about the Hurons and Iro-

quois)
,

Lery, p 225 (about the Tupmanibas) These tribes are not hunb'rs

proper, but Jaget bauern

,

but this is rather a proof a fortiori.
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require much skill, slaye countries are usually dependent on

foreigners All processes carried on by slave labour are

conducted in the rudest and most unimproved manner” ^). And

Cairnes says that the slave is „ unsuited for all branches of

industry which require the slightest care, forethought, or dex-

terity. He cannot be made to co-operate with machinery; he

can only be trusted with the coarsest implements; ho is inca-

pable of all but the rudest forms of labour” Kruijt, descri-

bing the natives of Central Celebes, speaks in the same waj :

„The free Alifur works as hard as his slave and even harder

;

for during the hours that there is nothing to do in the gar-

dens, the freeman has to mend the furniture, plait baskets,

and cut handles from wood or horn, etc. all which work the

slave does not understand”^). A freeman may give his whole

mind to his work, because he knows he will enjo} the fruits

of it, and still more because he will win a reputation by it

among his fellow-men. The slave has not these motives; ho

works mainly on compulsion*). And as both hunting and

higher industrial labour require much personal application,

neither can be well performed by slaves. Here extremes meet,

if hunting and manufactures are to be considered as extremes,

which we arc inclined to doubt, at least regarding those tribes

that have brought the art of hunting to a high perfection;

such hunting probably supposes more development of cerebral

power than the lowest stage of agriculture ®). But there is a dif-

ference between hunting and manufactures. In manufacturing

countries, where slavery exists, it does not disappear as soon

as the arts of life are so much developed that free labour is

more productive than slave labour. In such countries, besides

tlie higher kinds of labour, there is still ruder work to be done,

that can be done by slaves as well. But the main cause is

1) Mill, p 302

2) Cairnes, p 46

3) Krugt, N Z G XXXIX p 122

4) See Wagner, p 389

5) See Btioher, p 9, and Fntsoh’s beautiful description of Bushman hunt-

ing, Fritsoh, pp 424 sqq
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this: slavery has passed into the laws and customs; social life

is based upon it; and so it remains for a long time after its

economic basis has fallen. Slavery in such cases, by a gradual

mitigation, is made to agree with changed economic conditions:

the slave is given a proportionate share in the produce of his

labour; he is allowed to huy his freedom by means of his

savings; or his obligations are restricted to fixed tributes and

services, and so the slave becomes a serf ‘). But our Austra-

lians and other hunting tribes have not probabl} ever done

anything but hunting; and so neither present wants induce

them to make slaves, nor do the traditions of the past main-

tain slavery "). We may add, that supervision of the work of

a hunting slave would be nearh impossible An agricultural

slave can work in the presence of and surveyed by his mas-

ter; but hunting requires rather independent action.

So slaves cannot be employed in hunting. They might,

however, be set to do women’s work, i. e. „ erecting habita-

tions, collecting fuel and water, carrying burdens, procuring

roots and delicacies of various kinds, making baskets for cook-

ing roots and other purposes, preparing food, and attending

to the children” ^). But, first, nomadic life and the require-

ments of the work would, in this case too, very much facili-

tate the escape of the slave. Moreover, the men are not likely

to take the pains of procuring slaves for the benefit of their

wives only. We must also take into consideration, that these

small tribes are ver\ much in need of the forces of every

man in hunting and still more m warfare; therefore an able-

bodied boy will be brought up to be a hunter and warrior,

rather than given to the women as a slave. And finally,

1) See the excellent exposition of the causes and development ot this mi-

tigation by Wagner, pp 390 —40.5

2) The assertion of some writers (e g Waitz-Gerland, VI pp, 767, 796),

iJuit the Australians have declined from a higher state of culture, seems to

us quite unfounded

3) This description given by Dawson (p 37) ot lemale labour in Westein

Victoria, may be taken as a fair typo of lemale labour among hunters in

general.
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where war is frequent, such slaves, not being able to figlit,

would soon be eliminated in the struggle for life, whereas

women are often spared because they are women ’). Therefore

it is only among tribes whicli either live in peaceful surround-

ings. or are so powerful as not to have to fear their neigh-

bours very much, that men performing women’s work are to

be found. Crantz speaks of a young Greenlander who was

unable to navigate, because when a child he had been taken

too much care of by his mother. ,,Thi8 man was employed

by other Greenlanders like a maid-servant, performing all

female labour, in which he excelled” ®). Among the Central

Eskimos, according to Boas, „cripple8 who are unable to hunt

do the same kind of work as women” ^). Tanner tells us of

an Ojibway, who behaved entirely as a woman, and was kept

as a wife by another Ojibwa). He excelled in female labour,

which he had performed all his life. Such men, according to

Tanner, are found among all Indian tribes; the) are called

agohwa '‘). But in all these cases the men who perform female

labour are not slaves. Crantz’s young Greenlander probably was

glad to earn his livelihood in this way. Female labour among

the Greenlanders is not so much valued, that it was worth

while to compel him to work. Widows and orphans are some-

times taken as servants; but this is done rather as a favour;

for else they would have to starve '). Among the Central Es-

kimos only those who are unable to hunt do the same work

as women; a man able to hunt will never be compelled to

do female work. And the men of Tanner’s narrative are en-

tirely treated as women and somehow perform the sexual

functions of wives; the performing of domestic labour only

would not probably be sufficient for them to get their sub-

1) Soe Stemmetz, Strafe, II pp OGsqq

2) Crantz, I p 185

3) Boas, Central Eskimo, p 580

4) Tanner, p 98

5) Crantz, I p. 211, 215.
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sistencc '). Only where cither peaceful surroundings or a fight-

ing power much superior to that of the neighbours makes the

existence of men performing female labour possible, and where

at the same time female labour is so much valued that the

more labourers can be got to do it the better, can there be

male slaves performing women’s work 2
). Whether these requi-

rements are fulfilled in any of our positive cases, will appear

from our investigation of these cases.

The non-existence of slavery among most hunters and fish-

ers now being accounted for, we shall proceed to an inquiry

into the causes of the existence of slavery among 18 hunting

and fishing tribes.

§ 2. The slave-lceepmg tribes of the Pacific Coast.

Going on to account for our 18 positive cases, wo may
remark in tlie first place, that i^hat we have said about the

causes preventing the existence of slavery, applies much more

to hunters tnan to fishers. Fishers are not necessarily so no-

madic as hunters; and where a sedentary life prevails, there

18 more domestic work to be done, and the slaves cannot so

easily escape. Moreover it is not so very difficult to control a

fishing slave, who is in the same boat with the master Tlie

slave may also be used to row the boat. Therefore it may be

of some use to inquire, how many liuutmg and how many

fishing tribes are to be found among our positive and negative

cases. Fishing in our sense includes the killing of water-ani-

mals besides fisli: whales seals, etc Wheie a tribe lives by

hunting and fishing, we shall call it a hunting or a fishing

tribe, according to the predominating mode of subsistence.

One difficulty arises here. Some tribes, especially Austra-

1) Suoh men, treated as wives and performing teraalo labour, were very

numerous in Karatsohatka, see Stoller, p. 3.-)0 note

2) Sutherland (1 p 379) romarka that ((wbon a alave has to be led by

the huntsman skill ot his master, ho is a buiden rather than a help, and

amid roving habits it is difhoult to see how there can be enough of diud-

gery to made it oonvoniont to teed him

»
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lian, subsist largely on wild fruits, roots, berries, grasses, etc.,

shell-fisli and lower land-animals, such as beetles, lizards, rats,

snakes, etc.; so that neither hunting in the true sense nor

fishing prevails •). For our purpose it will be most convenient

to classify them under the head of hunters; for the peculiar

features of fishing tribes whicli we have enumerated: fixed

habitations, easy supervision of the work of slaves, drudgery

such as rowing, are not found among them. Moreover, the

gathering of wild-growing vegetable food and the catching of

the lower animals, in Australia too, are chiefly incumbent on

women, whereas the men hunt; to tlie division of labour is the

same as among other hunters regarding the quality of the

work of each sex
;
only the quantity of male labour is less and

of female labour greater here.

Of our positive cases the following are hunters : some tribes

about Puget Sound, Atnas, Similkameem, Abipones, Tehuel-

ches. The rest are fishers.

Of our negative cases the following are fishers: Eskimos

(9 tribes), Hupas, Puegians, Southern Nicobarese, Tuski, Ghi-

liaks, Koryakes, Amu. The rest are hunters, with the excep-

tion of the Chepewyans, of whom Bancroft says: „ Their food

consists mostly of fish and reindeer, the latter being easily

taken in snares. Much of their land is barren, but with suf-

ficient vegetation to support numerous herds of reindeer, and

fish abound in their lakes and streams” 2
). So we are notable

to ascertain whether hunting or fishing predominates among the

Chepewyans.

So 5 hunting and 14 fishing tribes have slaves; 48 liunting

and 16 fishing tribes have no slaves^). In other words: of the

hunting tribes 97g per cent.y of the fishing tribes 47 per cent,

have slaves.

1) The Germans call such people Sammler

2) Bancroft, p 11 H, see also Mackenzie, I p 151

3) The positive cases here are 5 + 14—10, instead of 1H, because the

Indians about Puget Sound count double, some of them being hunters and

others fishers The negative cases are 48 4 16 — 64, instead of 65, because

we have omitted the Chepewyans
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We may say now, that hunting is very unfavourable, and

fishing not nearly so much so, to the existence of slavery.

But it remains to be explained, wliy a few hunting tribes

keep slaves, and why among the fishers the tribes with and

without slaves are nearly equally divided

?^ow it is worth noticing, that the great majority of our

positive cases (all except the Abipoiies, Tehuelches and Kamt-

schadales) belong to one geographical group: they all live on

or near the Pacific Coast of North America, from Behring

Strait to the Northern boundary of California. Therefore we

may suppose that the existence of slavery among all these

tribes is due to the same or nearly the same causes; and a

survey of tlie economic state of this group will probably

enable us to find these causes We shall examine then, whe-

ther slavery among the three tribes outside this group can be

accounted for by the same causes, or if special causes are at

work there.

The circumstances that may be considered as favouring the

existence of slavery on the Pacific Coast are the following:

P. Abundance of food. The Aleuts eat only the best parts

of the dried fish
;

the rest is thrown away Bancroft tells

us that ^although game is plentiful, the Haidas are not a

race of hunters, but derive their food chiefly from tlie innu-

merable multitude of fish and sea animals, which, eacli variety

in its season, fill the coast waters’’ ^). The Tacullies, „are able

to procure food with but little labour” ‘^). Our author also speaks

of the ^abundant natural supplies in ocean, stream, and forest”

of the Puget Sound Indians^) About the tribes of W. Wash-

ington and N. W Oregon Gibbs remarks. „With all these

sources of subsistence, the greater part of which is afforded

spontaneously by the land or water, nothing but indolence

or want of thrift could lead to want among a population even

1) Wommniiuow, p
‘214

‘2) Uiinoruft, p Ibt

3) Ibid p 12-2

4) Ibid, p 213
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greater than we have reason to believe at any time inhabited

this district” *). The salmon fishery ^has always been the

chief and an inexhaustible source of food for the Chinooks,

who, although skilful fishermen, have not been obliged to

intent a great variety of methods or implements for the cap-

ture of the salmon, which rarely if ever have failed them” 2
).

Several other tribes on the Pacific Coast have fixed habitations

and live together in large groups, as we soon shall see
;
there-

fore amongst them too food must be abundant, though this is

not explicitly stated.

The consequence is, that the produce of labour exceeds the

primary wants of the labourer much more than for instance in

Australia, and the use of slaves is greater.

2^. Most of these tribes hve chiefly hy fishing (see above).

Moreover, there is a great variety of food. The Koniagas catch

salmon, haddock, whales, seals, deer, reindeer, waterfowls, a

small white fish and grizzly bears ^). The Tlinkits eat fish,

various kinds of meat and plants, and shell-fish
;
formerly they

also killed whales ^). The Haidas hav<* abundance of game and

fish. They eat also birds, and various kinds of vegetables.

Shell-fish are gathered by the women ^). Of some tribes about

Puget Sound we are told. ^Fish is their chief dependence,

though game is taken in much larger quantities tlian by the

Nootkas” ^). The Ahts eat fish, roots and berries, and hunt

the deer ^). The Tacullies (‘at fish (chiefly salmon), herbs and

berries and small game ®). The Similkameem eat fresh and

dried game of all kinds, the seed of the sunflower, various roots,

edible fungi, berries, wild onions®). The tribes of W. Wash-

1) Gibbs, p 197

2) Bancroft, p 232.

3) Ibid
, pp 76-78.

4) Krause, pp 155, 159, 181

5) Bancroft, pp 161—163

6) Ibid, pp 212, 213

7) Sproat, pp 63, 89

8) Bancroft, p. 123

9) Allison, p 308.
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ington and N. W. Oregon live on fish, roots, berries and a

little game. „The roots used are numerous.” ^Besides the sal-

mon sturgeon is taken in the Columbia, and a variety of other

fish.” Seals and whales are also occasionally killed „ Shell-fish

in great variety exist in the bays and on the coast” ^). The

basis of the Chinooks' food is salmon; but besides this they

eat sturgeon, wild-fowl, deer, rabbits, nuts, berries, wild fruits

and roots 2
).

We do not attach very much importance to this circum-

stance; for even the Australians have a great variety of food,

and yet they are poorly off '). But together with the other

causes it ma) have some influence; for where various kinds

of food arc available, there is a good chance, that the procur-

ing of one or more of them will be a work fit to be per-

formed by slaves.

3°. They generally have fixed habitations and live in rather

large groups’^ they are enabled to do so by preserving food

for winter use. The Koniagas „build t\vo kinds of houses;

one a large, winter village residence and the other a

summer hunting hut . . . Their win+er houses are verj large,

accommodating three or four families each.” „The ka^bnn or

public house of the Koniagas is built like their dwellings, and

18 capable of accommodating three or four hundred people” *).

The Tlinkits during the winter dwell in villages, regularly

built and consisting of solidly constructed houses. The greater

houses lodge up to 30 persons. „For winter they dr^ large

quantities of h(‘rriiig, roes, and the flesh of animals” *). Ilaida

houses are similar to those of the Tlinkits, but larger, better

constructed and more richly ornamented ^Fish, when caught,

are delivered to the women, whose duty it is to prepare them

for winter use by drying” ®). Among the Nootkas „each tribe

1) Gibbs, pp 193—195

2) Bancroft, pj) 232—234

3) 800 Waitz-Gorland, VI p 72i

4) Bancroft, pp 74, 75

5) Krause, pp 123, 155, Bancroft, p 104.

6) Krause, p. 307, Bwjoroft, p 163
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has several villages in favourable locations for fishing at differ-

ent seasons”. Each house accommodates many families. Pish

and shell-fish are preserved by drying; some varieties of sea-

weed and lichens, as well as various roots, are regularly laid

up for winter use^). In W. Washington and N. W. Oregon

acorns, some kinds of berries, and especially salmon and whale-

blubber, are stored for winter use ®). About Puget Sound

,the rich and powerful build substantial houses”. „These

houses sometimes measure over one hundred feet in length,

and are divided into rooms or pens, each house accommodat-

ing many families.” „In the better class of houses, supplies

are neatly stored in baskets at the sides’’^). „ Du ring a portion

of every year the Tacullies dwell in villages.” „In April the}

visit the lakes and take small fish; and after these fail, they

return to their villages and subsist upon the fish the} have

dried, and upon herbs and berries”^). The Chinooks do not

move about much for the purpose of obtaining a supply of

food. They have permanent winter dwellings. „Once taken,

the salmon were cleaned by the women, dried in the sun and

smoked in the lodges; then the} were sometimes powdered

fine between two stones before packing in skins or mats for

winter use” ®). Similar accounts are given of the Ahts and

Similkaraeem ®).

These circumstances greatly tend to further the growth of

slavery A settled life makes escape of the slaves more diffi-

cult 7). Living in larger groups brings about a higher organi-

zation of freemen, and therefore a greater coercive power of

the tribe over its slaves. And the preserving of food requires

1) Bancroft, pp 183—187

2) aibbs, pp

3) Bancroft, pp 211-21.1

4) Ibid
, p 123

5) Ibid, pp 231, 233

6) Sproat, p 37, AIIjhou, p .109

1) Gibbs remarks atast of the Cascades, though it [slavery] exists, it is

not BO common, the equestrian habits of the tubes living theie probublj

rendering it less profitable or convenient than among the more settled in-

habitants of the coast.)) (Gibbs, p. 188)
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additional work; and this work is very fit to be performed

by slaves, as it does not require overmuch skill, and has to

be done in or near the house, so that supervision of the work

is very easy. Moreover, the hope of partaking of the stored

food 18 a tie that binds the slave to his master’s house, in

much the same manner as a modern labourer is bound by

having a share in the insurance fund of the manufactory.

4 ^^. Trade and industry are higlily developed along the Pa-

cific Coast. Among the Aleuts „ whalefishing is confined to

certain families, and the spirit of the craft descends from

father to son” *). The Koniagas are ^adapted to labour and

commerce rather than to war and hunting” -). Among the

Tlinkits there are professional wood-carvers, smiths and silver-

smiths. The women are very skilful in plaiting. Very good

canoes are made. Formerly they hunted whales with harpoons.

Trade was already highly developed before the arrival of the

whites; they traded even with remote parts of the coast and

with the tribes of the interior. The trade in slaves was for-

merly earned on on a large scale ^). The large and ingeniously

built canoes of the Haidas are widely celebrated; they often

make them for sale. They have a standard of value: formerly

slaves or pieces of copper, now blankets. Their houses are

richly ornamented. Tliey are „noted for their skill in the con-

struction of their various implements, particularly for sculpt-

ures in stone and ivory, in which they excel all the other tribes

of Northern America” ‘‘). The Tsimshian formerly acted as

middlemen in the slave-trade. The southern tribes kidnapped

or captured slaves, sold them to the Tsimshian, and these

again to the Tlinkits and interior Tinneh. „Each chief about

Port Simpson kept an artisan, whose business it was to repair

canoes, make masks, etc.” **). The Atnas ^understand the art

1) Bancroft, p 90

2) Ibid
, p 86.

3) Krause, pp 159, 173, 181, 183, 186

4) Ibid, pp 30(), 307, 313, Swan, pp 2, 3, Bancroft, p 165

5) Niblaok, p 252, Bancroft p 166
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of working copper, and have commercial relations with sur-

rounding tribes”. They buy their slaves from the Koltschanes ’).

Gibbs states that iu W. Washington and N. W. Oregon the

Indians of the interior preserve some kinds of salmon, „which

after a stay in the fresh water have lost their superfluous oil,

and these are often actually traded to those Indians at the

mouth of the river or on the Sound. The Dalles was formerly

a great depot for this commerce”. Some wild-growing roots

„were formerly a great article of trade witli the interior”.

The slave-trade is earned on here too. „Many of the slaves

held here are ...

.

brought from California, where they were

taken by the warlike and predatory Indians of the plains, and

sold to the Kallapuia and Tsinuk.” „Many of them [the sla-

ves] belong to distant tribes”*). The tribes about Puget Sound

have canoes, beautifully made, painted and polished. The hou-

ses of the rich are made of planks split from trees b} means

of bone wedges. „In their barter between the different tribes,

and in estimating their wealth, the blanket is generally the

unit of value, and the hiaqua^ a long white shell obtained off

Cape Flattery at a considerable depth, is also extensivel} used

for money, its value increasing with its length. A kind of

annual fair for trading purposes and festivities is held by the

tribes of Puget Sound at Bajada Point.” ^Slaves are (btained

by war and kidnapping, and are sold in large numbers to

northern tribes”®). Of the Nootkas Bancroft says* „Trade in

all their productions was carried on briskly between the dif-

ferent Nootka tribes before the coming of the whites.” „The

slave-trade forms an important part of their commerce.” Har-

pooners are a privileged class'*). The several divisions of the

Ahts mutually exchange the fish that each of them catches.

They also sell mats and baskets manufactured by the women “).

\) Bancroft p 135

2) Gibbs, pp 195, 193, 188, 189

3) Bancroft, pp 211, 216— 21H

4) Ibid., pp 192 187, 194

5) Sproat, pp 38, 97
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Among the Makah (a Nootka tribe) the whale-oil „i8 used as

an article of food as well as for trade The Makah were

till lately in the habit of purchasing oil from the Nittinat

also, and have traded in a single season, it is said, as much

as 30,000 gallons”. A division into different trades also exists

among them. „A portion of them only attain the dignity of

whalers, a second class devote themselves to halibut, and a

third to salmon and inferior fish, the occupations being kept

distinct, at least, in a great measure” ^). Among the Tacullies

hiaqm shells up to 1810 were the circulating medium of the

country -). The Chinooks „were always a commercial rather

than a warlike people, and are excelled by none in their

shrewdness in bargaining Before the arrival of the Europeans

the) repaired annuallv to the region of the Cascades and Dal-

les, where they met the tribes of the interior, with whom
they exchanged their few articles of trade — fish, oil, shell

and Wapato — for the skins, roots and grasses of their eastern

neighbours”. „Their original currency or standard of value was

the hiaqm shell.” The} obtain their slaves „by war, or more

commonly by trade” ^).

This development of trade and industry furthers the growth

of slaver} in several ways:

a. The slave-trade facilitates the keeping of slaves. Prisoners

of war usuall} belong to a neighbouring tribe
;
they have much

more opportumt} hi escape to their native country than pur-

chased slaves, who have been transported from a great dis-

tance. The latter, if escaping from their masters, would instantly

be recaptured by some other slave-keeping tribe of the Pacific

Coast. So among the Nootkas „a runaway slave is generally

seized and resold by the first tribe he meets”

h. Where the fishing implements are brought to a high

perfection (canoes, nets, harpoons), fishing becomes moreremu-

1) Gibbs, p 175

2) Bancroft, p 122

3) Ibid
, pp 238-240

4) Ibid, p. 195.
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nerative; the produce of a fishing slave’s labour exceeds his

primary wants more than where fishing is carried on in a

ruder manner.

c. The more the freemen devote themselves to trade and

industry, the more need there is for slaves to do the ruder

work (fishing, rowing, cooking, etc.). The trade itself may

also require menial work: carrying goods or rowing boats on

commercial journeys, etc. ^).

d. Another effect of intertribal trade, together with a settled

life and abundance of food, is probably tliis, tliat these tribes

are not so warlike as most hunters. So they need not employ

all available forces in warfare; the} can afford to keep male

slaves who do not fight. We have seen that the Koniagas are

,adapted to labour and commerce rather than to war and hunt-

ing”, and that the Chinooks „were always a commercial rather

than a warlike people”. Regarding the other tribes it is not

clearly stated, whether war is very frequent^); but our im-

pression, on perusing the ethnographical literature, is, that it

18 not neaily so frequent as among the Sioux, Ojibways, and

similar tribes.

5®. Property and wealth are also higlily developed. Among

the Koniagas „when an individual becomes ambitious of popu-

larity, a feast is given” 3). Among the Tlinkits private property

comprises clothes, weapons, implements, hunting territories and

ways of commerce. Nobility depends on wealth rather than on

birth ^). Of the Haidas Bancroft says: „ Rank and power depend

greatly upon wealth, which consists of implements, wives and

1) Trading it^elt ib nut a drudguiy, but a bighl} agieuablu uuuu]>atiun

((Most of the AfiK^ansT) says Livingstone (Ziimbesi, jt 50) aari' nutural-born

traders, they love trade more for the sake of trading, than for what they

make by itw Bucher decidedly underrates the significance of trade among

savages

2) So Bancroft (p IH; says of the Aleuts: vNotwithstandmg their peaceful

character, the occupants of the several islands were almost constantly at

war » This is far from clear for we can hardly imagine peaceful people

being always at war with each other

3) Bancroft, p 84

4) Krause, pp 1G7, 122
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slaves. Admission to alliance with medicine-men, whose in-

fluence is greatest in the tribe, can only be gained by sacri-

fice of private property.” Swan speaks of wooden pillars, placed

before the houses of the rich. They are elaborately carved at

a cost of hundreds of blankets, and fetch up to 1000 dollars.

Only the very rich are able to purchase them ^). Among the

Nootkas „ private wealth consists of boats and implements for

obtaining food, domestic utensils, slaves, and blankets”. „The

accumulation of property beyond the necessities of life is only

considered desirable for the purpose of distributing it m pre-

sents on great feast-days, and thereby acquiring a reputation

for wealth and liberality” ^). A wealthy Fish Indian may also

win renown by giving away or destroying property ^). Among
the Makah „the larger class of canoes generally belong to a

single individual and he receives a proportionate share of the

booty from the crew” '). Among the Taculiies „any person

may become a miuty or chief who will occasionally provide a

village feast” •'). Of the tribes of W. Washington and N. W.
Oregon Oibbs says: „Wealth gives a certain power among

them, and influence is purchased by its lavish distribution.”

They have pretty clear ideas about the right of property in

houses and goods. The men own property distinct from their

wives. The husband has his own blankets, the wife her mats

and baskets ®). Bancroft tells us of the Puget Sound Indians

:

„I find no evidence of hereditary rank or caste except as w'ealth

is sometimes inherited” ^). Among the Chinooks „individuals were

protected in their right to personal property, such as slaves,

canoes, and implements”. Each village was ruled by a chief

^either hereditary or selected for his wealth and popularity”

1) Bancroft, p. 107, Swan, p 3

2) Bancroft, p 191

3) Mayne, p 263

4) Gibbs, p 175.

5) Bancroft, p 123

C) Gibbs, p 185, 187

7) Bancroft, p 217

8) Ibid
, pp 239, 240.

14
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The effects of this development of property and wealth are:

a. Social status depending mainly upon wealth, a slave may

be a good hunter or fisher and valued as such, and yet be

despised as a penniless fellow.

h. The accumulation of property beyond the necessities of

life requires more labour than would otherwise be wantevl. Mo-

reover, slaves are the more desired, as the keeping of many

slaves is indicative of wealth and therefore honourable

The five causes we liave enumerated here are not at work

independently of each other Abundance of food enables a tribe

to have fixed habitations, to live in larger groups, to preserve

food. Any greater development of trade and industry would

be impossible if food were not abundant; for else all time and

energy would be occupied by the seeking of food
;
and a sett-

led life tends greatly to further the growth of industry. Wealth

would scarcely exist if there were no trade and industry. The

industrial development again facilitates the procuring of food.

What is the primary cause of this high state of economic lif(‘

IS not easy to say, and an investigation into this matter falls

beyond the scope of the present volume.

It must also be remembered, that this economic state is not

only the cause, but also to some extent the effect of slavery.

The development of trade and industry, of property and

wealth, IS undoubtedly much furthered by slavery. By impos-

ing the ruder work upon slaves, the slave-owner can give more

of his time and mind to trade and industry. „ Leisure” as

Bagehot remarks „is the great need of early societies, and

slaves only can give men leisure” ^). And that the keeping of

slaves furthers the accumulation of wealth need hardly be said.

The slave-trade, which enriches the traders, is even quite

impossible where slavery does not exist. Hence we may infer

that slavery must already have existed here at a somewhat

lower stage of economic life.

On the other hand, there is a circumstance tending to acce-

lerate the growth of slavery on the Pacific Coast. These tribes

1) Bagehot, p 72
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form a somewhat homogeneous group, and have much inter-

course with each other. So we may suppose that some of them,

that were not yet in such an economic state as spontaneously

to invent slavery, have begun to keep slaves, imitating what

they saw among their neighbours; the more so, as the slave-

trade made this very easy. For our group is not quite homo-

geneous. The picture we gave of their highly developed econo-

mic life does not equally apply to all these tribes. The summer

and winter dwellings of the Similkameem are rather primitive.

They depend on hunting for a large portion of their food.

Trade and industry, property and wealth are not mentioned;

it is only stated that at a later period they had horses and

cows ^). Niblack tells us that the Tsimshian sold slaves to the

Tlinkits and interior Tinneh; but „tho last-named had no

hereditary slaves, getting their supply from the coast” ^). No
more particulars are given; but we may suppose that among

these interior Tinneh slaver} existed in a rather embryonic

state, and would not have existed at all but for the slave-trade.

The early ethnologists overrated the influence of imitation and

derivation of social institutions; but we must not fall into the

other extreme and underrate it. An institution may be derived

and thereby its growth accelerated, of course within restricted

limits.

If the information we have got on the labour imposed on

slaves were more complete, it would perhaps be better first

to survey this information, and thence to infer what place

slavery occupies among the tribes of the Pacific Coast. But

the statements of our ethnographers regarding slave labour are

rather incomplete. A surve} of them ma}, however, be of

some use. In the first place it will be seen, whether they can

be brought to agree with the exposition given above of the

causes of slavery ,
and, second!}

,
our surve} will perhaps pro-

vide us with new valuable data, which may give us a clearer

understanding of the significance of slavery on the Pacific Coast.

1) Allison, pp 309, 306, 315

2) Niblaok, p. 252
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The occupations of slaves mentioned by our ethnographers

are the following:

10. In a few cases the slaves strengthen their master^s force

in warfare. Aleut slaves always accompany their masters, and

have to protect them ^). „ Kotzebue says that a rich man [among

the Tlinkits] purchases male and female slaves, who must

labour and fish for him, and strengthen his force when he is

engaged in warfare” -). We may suppose that the last part of

this sentence applies to male slaves onh. Tsimshian slaves

guard the house, when the master is absent **).

This military function of slaver}
,
as we shall see, also exists

among several pastoral and agricultural peoples. The industrial

part of society, in such cases, is not quite differentiated from

the militar} part. As for the Tlinkits and Tsimshian, tiie

employing of slaves for protecting the master or his property

is facilitated b} the slave-trade: a purchased slave, brought

from a great distance, ma} be made to fight, where it would

not be safe to employ in warfare a slave captured from a

neighbouring tribe
;

for the latter will probabl} be much inclined

to go over to the enemies, who often are his own kindred.

But the example of the Aleuts, whose slaves are prisoners of

war and their descendants*), shows that even captive slaves

ma} be employed in warfare. We shall not ver} much won-

der at this, if we take into consideration, that prisoners of war

are sometimes soon forgotten, and even repelled, b} their for-

mer countrymen. So „if a Mojave is taken prisoner he is

forever discarded in his own nation, and should he return his

mother even will not own him” 6). The expectation of such

treatment ma} induce captive slaves to fight on their masters’

side against their own tribesmen rather than join the latt(‘r.

2'*. Slaves are sometimes employed in hunttm/^ ftshmg and

work connected with fishing^ such as rowing, etc. Prom astate-

1) Petroff, p 152

2) Bancroft, p 108, see also Niblack, p 252

3) Boas, Die Tsimshian, p 244

4) PetrofiF, p. 152

5) Bancroft, p 499,
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ment of Dunn’s, quoted by Niblack, we learn that at Fort

Simpson, British Columbia (in the country of the Tsimshian)

„a full-grown athletic slave, who is a good hunter, will fetch

nine blankets, a gun, a quantity of powder and ball, a couple

of dressed elk skins, tobacco, vermilion paint, a flat file, and

other little articles” ^). And Boas tells us, that Tsimshian slaves

row the boats, bring the killed seals to land, and cook them ^).

Tlinkit slaves, as it appears from Kotzebue’s above- quoted sta-

tement, must fish for their masters Among the Nootkas „the

common business of fishing for ordinary sustenance is carried

on by slaves, or the lower class of people; while the more

noble occupation of killing the whale and hunting the sea-otter

IS followed by none but the chiefs and warriors” s).

Dunn’s statement about hunting slaves is very valuable. It

proves that hunting is here no longer the chief and noble

occupation of freemen. Among the Ojibwa\8 a good hunter is

held in high esteem, not bought at a high price as a valuable

slave. What we have said in the last paragraph about hunting

not being fit to be performed by slaves, is not impaired by

this statement; for hunting among these traders is not the

most honoured occupation; moreover, the abundance of game

along the Pacific Coast makes it ver\ easy
;

it does not require

nearly so much skill and application as among the Ojibways

and similar tribes. This statement also contains a most striking

refutation of Bos’ assertion, that slavery here exists only as a

reminiscence of a hypothetical former agricultural state *). If

this were true, there might be traces of an ancient slave

system; slaves might even still be kept b\ rich men as a

luxury; but the slave’s ability in hunting would not enter as

a determining factor into his price. Slaver;\ exists here in full

vigor, and is not in any way, as Bos will have it, foreign to

the economic state in which these tribes live ").

1) Niblaok, p 252

2) Boas, Die Tsimshian, p 237

3) Moares as quoted by Bancroft, p 188

4) See above, p. 172

5) Lotourneau also seems to consider slavery foreign to the way of life
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What Meares tells us of the Nootkas is also instructive.

The drudgery for daily sustenance, fishing, is left to the sla-

ves; whereas the chiefs and warriors reserve to themselves

the less productive and (partly therefore) more noble occupa-

tion of killing whales and sea-otters. It is remarkable that

fishing is carried on by „the slaves or the lower class of people’\

Those who cannot afford to bu} slaves must themselves per-

form the drudgery that others leave to slaves. The formation

of social classes among freemen is furthered by slavery.

3^. We are often informed, that slaves do domestic work,

Tsimshian slaves cook the killed seals and cut wood ^). Among

the Nootkas „ women prepare the fish and game for winter

use, cook, manufacture cloth and clothing, and increase the

stock of food by gathering berries and shell-fish; and most of

this work among the richer class is done by slaves”. Our

author speaks also of „the hard labour required” from the

slaves ^). Among the Ahts slaves serve the family. When a

man of rank is going to remove, the new house is prepared

in advance by his slaves % Among the Fish Indians old wo-

men and slaves prepare the food ‘) Chinook slaves „are obliged

to perform all the drudgery for their masters But the

amount of the work connected with the Chinook hou8(‘hold

is never great” ^). The last sentence here proves that „drud-

gery” means household labour.

Some general expressions we find on record with our ctli-

of these tribes He has not, however, recourse to a hypotheticiil former

agricultural state, but to the great ethnological /ions mmorum^ derivation

132, 184) liut he does not inform us whence slaverj can have been

deiived Perhaps from the inland tubes who, as Letourneau himsell prove

b

to be aware, have no slaves? Or from the bib»‘rians, who are rather iii a

lower than in a higher economic state as compaied with the Iridiatib of

the Pacific Coast? Or from the Hindus or any other mythical eaily visitors

of \raerioa?

1) Boas, Die Tsimschian, pp 2.17, 240

2) Bancroft, pp PKi, 1%
3) Sproat, pp IK), 3')

4) Mayno, p 253

5) Bancroft, p 240,
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nographers Beein to bear the same meaning. For instance

Tlinkit slaves, according to Kotzebue (quoted above), must

^labour” for their masters; and Niblack, evidently referring to

the same statement, says that ^slaves did all the drudgery” *).

The Tacullies use their slaves ^as beasts of burden”, which

perhaps also means imposing household labour upon thmn -).

And Niblack remarks about the Coast Indians of Southern

Alaska and Northern British Columbia in gfineral. „When
slavery was in vogue, this class perfv)rmed all thi^ menial

drudgery” ^).

It is remarkable, that slaves in so man^ cas(‘s are stated to

perform household, i. e female, labour. These statements are

even more numerous than those about fishing and similar

work; so it would seem (we ma\ not speak more positively,

as our materials are rather scant}), that household labour is

the chief occupation of slaves along the Pacific Coast. Now
it IS eas} to understand, that fixed habitations and the pre-

serving of food for winter use require a large amount of do-

mestic labour. But this does not solve the question, why slaves

are employed for this work; wh\ the men purchase or capture

slaves not for their own private uie. but in order to relieve

their wives of a part of their task. In Australia women are

overworked, and beaten into the bargain; why are the men

of the Pacific Coast so anxious to give the women a&sistance

in their labour?

It might be, that female labour is valued h\ the men, be-

cause articles ot trade are prepared bv the women. Unfortu-

nately our ethnographer^^ most often content themselves v ith

remarking that a brisk trade ;> c<irried ou, (»r that some tribe

IS commercial rather than \iarlike, without specif} ing the

articles of commerce Yet a te^' stut»ouonts tend to verify our

hypothesis. The articles of trale ot the Chinooks before the

arrival of the Eurojieans were fish, oil. shells and Wapato

1) Niblaok, p
‘252

21 Bftiioroft, p 124

3) Nibldok, p 253
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^The Wapato, a bulbous root, compared by some to the po-

tato and turnip, was the aboriginal staple, and was gathered

by women” ^). „Dried and pounded salmon, prepared by a

method not understood except at the falls, formed a prominent

article of commerce, both with coast and interior nations” ^).

And as we are told that „the women prepare the food which

the men provide” ®), the trade proves to depend largely on

female labour. The Tlinkits export to the interior basket-work,

dancing clothes, train-oil prepared from the ssag (a kind of

fish), a sort of cakes made of Alarm Esculenta (a sea-weed).

The women manufacture basket-work, dancing clothes, mo-

cassins and other clothes. In the fishing season they are from

morning to night engaged in preparing the fish. In the autumn

they gather berries, bark, leaves and other vegetable b) -moat

;

in other seasons they gather shells and sea-urchins on the

beach ^). Here all articles of trade are products of female

labour. Among the Ahts baskets and mats, manufactured by

the women, are sold; the women may keep the proceeds, and

also get a little portion of their husbands’ earnings. Our in-

formant, speaking of the several divisions of the Ahts mutu-

ally exchanging the fish that each of them catches, probably

also means fish prepared by the women In W. Washington

and N. W. Oregon the Icamas^ a root which was „ formerly

a great article of trade with the interior,” is dug by the

women *). What articles are exported by the other tribes we

do not know.

There is another fact strengthening our hypothesis: women

are often consulted in matters of trade. Among the Tlinkits

„the men rarely conclude a bargain without consulting their

1) Bancroft, pp 239, 234

2) Lewis and Clarke as quoted by Banoroft, p 239

3) Bancrott, p 242

4) Krause, pp 186, 159

5) Sproat, pp 97, 38.

6) Gibbs, p 193
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wives” ‘). Nootka wives too „are consulted in matters of trade” -).

About Puget Sound the females „are always consulted in

matters of trade before a bargain is closed” And Chinook

women ,are consulted on all important matters” which

matters, among these commercial people, necessarily include

the trade.

This need not, however, be the only cause
;

for women here

enjoy a rather high position; so it might be that the men

wish to alleviate the task of their wives, quite apart from

the occupation of the latter in preparing the articles of com-

merce. Aleuts, if not addicted to drinking, are good husbands,

and help their wives in everything “). Among the Tlinkits,

according to Krause, „ woman’s position is not a bad one. She

18 not the slave of her husband; she has determinate rights,

and her influence is considerable” *)
;

and Bancroft remarks

that „ there are few savage nations, in which the sex have

greater influence or command greater respect” "). Nootka wives

„ 8eem to be nearly on terms of equality with their husbands,

except that they are excluded from some public feasts and

ceremonies” “)
;
and Sproat tells us that among the Ahts slaves

only are prostituted
;
women are not badly treated

;
a wife

may leave iier husband with the consent of her relatives*).

In W. Washington and N W. Oregon, according to Gibbs,

„tho condition of the woman is that of slavery under any

circumstances.” But the particulars he gives prove that the

women here are not so very badh off. In their councils „the

women are present at, and join in the deliberations, speaking

in a low tone, their words being repeated aloud b> a reporter.

1} Banorolt, p 112, see also Krause, p 101

2) Hanoroft, p

3) Ibid
, p 218

4) Ibid
, p 242

5) Elliott, p 164

6) Krause, p. 161

7) Bancroft, ji 106

8) Ibid
, p. 196

9) Sproat, p. 95.
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On occasions of less ceremony, they sometimes address the

audience without any such intervention, and give their admo-

nitions with a freedom of tongue highly edifying. In a few

instances, matrons of superior character, ^strong minded women”,

have obtained an influence similar to that of chiefs.” The men

own property distinct from their wives, „He has his own

blankets, she her mats and baskets, and generally speaking

her earnings belong to her, except those arising from prosti-

tution, which are her husband’s,” Sometimes „the courtship

commences in this way — the girl wishing a husband, and

taking a straightforward mode of attracting one,” „The ac-

cession of a new wife in the lodge very naturally produces

jealousy and discord, and the first often returns for a time in

dudgeon to her friends, to be reclaimed b\ her husband when

he chooses, perhaps after propitiating her b\ some presents” ^).

Yet the condition of women seems not to be quite as good

as among the other tribes. „A man sends his wife away, or

sells her at his will. ’ „An Indian, perhaps, will not let his

favourite wife, but he looks upon his others, his sisters, daughters,

female relatives, and slaves, as a legitimate source of profit” ®).

But we must take into consideration, that Gibbs gives a

general description of inland tribes and coast tribes together.

That among the latter the condition of women is not so very

bad, is proved by Bancroft’s statements about the tribes on

Puget Sound and Chinooks. About Puget Sound „women have

all the work to do except hunting and fishing, while their

lords spend their time in idleness and gambling. Still the

females are not ill-treated; they acquire great inflluence in

the tribe” And among the Chinooks „work is equally

divided between the sexes .... Their [women’s] condition is

by no means a hard one. It is among tribes that live b\ the

chase or by other means in which women can be of little

service, that we find the sex most oppressed and cruelly

1) Gibbs, pp. 198, 185, 187

2) Ibid., p 199

3) Bancroft, p 218.
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treated
’

^). The Taoullies „are fond of their wives, perform-

ing the most of the household drudger) in order to relieve

them” 2) Mackenzie, speaking of an Indian tribe, probably

related to the Atnahs on Fraser Riser, amongst whom stran-

gers are kept „m a state of awe and subjection,” states that

they live upon the products of the sea and rivers and are to

be considered as a „8tationary people ”
„ Hence it is that the

men engage in those toilsome employments, which the tribes

who support themselves by the cliase leave entirely to the

women” *)

Our information, here again, is not ver\ complete, but as

fai as it goes it tends to prove that the condition of women

on the Pacific Coast is not a bad one

This good condition of women here, as compared with for

instance that of Australian women, maj lor a great part be

due to the settled lile of these tribes While the men are on

fishing, hunting, or trading exptditions, the womm enjoy much

liberty, whereas Australian women are continuall} maiching

along with their husbands *) The men must also be aware

that domestic coinlort, worth much m these cold regions,

depends on the women As militaribin does not prevail here

to any great extent, women are not so much in need of

male protection And village lilt makes conspiracy of women

possible. So among the Aleuts „a religious festival used

to be held in Decern bei, at which all the women of the

1) Ibid j) '242

2) riliott p 1(*4

1) Mtttkoii/u 11 p 2()8

4) A wiitci ot the IHtt lontui) tell-' ua ot the wumtn of the Dutch islt

ot Amcktid (the nun btitip;; hshtrs and marintib) wThey aro gentrall)

somewhat iinpmou't and b^ their foulish oltauliiuss most men are hardly

over allowed to have a hio on the graft during wmtei time The cause of

this imptiious behaviour ol Amtland women is not difhcult to detect as

the men aie at home only in the winter the women lule for the greater

part of the year and arc not inclined to part with their authonh m
wmtor-time Therefore most men so to speak board at thtir wives’ and if

they want to keep peace have to put up with female ascendency Tegen-

woordige Staut dor Voroopigdo Nodcrlandeu XI V pp 363, 364
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village assembled by moonlight, and danced naked with

masked faces, the men being excluded under penalty of

death” ^). Last but not least, the preparing and preserving

of food for the time of scarcity makes subsistence largely

dependent on female labour.

We have only enumerated some causes tending to bring

about a good condition of women. It is not the place here to

expatiate upon this point any further. But it is worth while

to emphasize the fact itself, that women are on the whole

well treated among these tribes. A German wntei, Dr. Grosse,

has recently tried to prove, that among the ^higher hunters”

(hohere Jager) as well as among the flower hunters” {medere

lager) woman’s state is a bad one. As all our tribes belong

to Grosse’s „ higher hunters” 2), we shall attempt to find out,

why his conclusion is so diametrically opposed to ours. He

quotes several ethnographical statements, which are to afford

a basis for his inference^). We shall examine whether this

is a sound basis. Grosse does not always exactly specify which

tribe each quotation applies to; but as he most frequently

quotes Bancroft, we can easil} find it out. lie first quotes this

statement of Bancroft’s about the Shoshones: „The weaker sex

of course do the hardest labour, and receive more blows than

kind words for their pains” ‘‘). But the very next sentence

:

^These people, in common with most nomadic nations, have

the barbarous custom of abandoning the old and infirm the

moment they find them an incumbrance,” which Grosse does

not quote, shows that these Shoshones are not at all to be

compared to the Tlinkits and similar tribes; their mode of

life is decidedly rude and little comfortable. Then he refers

to some passages of Bancroft’s, proving that unfaithfulness of

the wife is punished with death, whereas the husband has

the right to prostitute his wife to strangers. These passages

1) Bancroft, p 93

2) Grosse, p 65

3) Ibid., pp 74-78

4) Bancroft, p 437
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apply to the Southern and Northern Californians as well as

to the Shoshones. But about the former it is also stated: „If

a man ill-treated his wife, her relations took her away, after

paying back the value of her wedding presents, and then

married her to another” *). And of the Northern Californians

we are told: „ Among the Modocs polygamy prevails, and the

women have considerable privilege. The Hoopa adulterer loses

one eye, the adulteress is exem}>t from punishment” *). More-

over, „although the principal labour falls to the lot of the

women, the men sometimes assist in building the wigwam,

or even in gathering acorns and roots” ^). Another statement

of Bancroft’s, quoted by Grosse, applies to the Chepewyans:

„The Nortliern Indian is master of his household. He marries

without ceremonv, and divorces his wife at his pleasure. A
man of forty buys or fights for a spouse of twelve, and when

tired of her whips her and sends her away” ^). This statement

is corroborated by a report of Hearne’s. But why Grosse calls

the Chepewyans „ higher hunters” we do not understand.

„ Altogether the\ are pronounced an inferior race.” „The

Chepewyans inhabit huts of brush and portable skin tents.”

„ Their weapons and their utensils are of the most primitive

kind” -'). The next quotation applies to the Kutchms, whose

wives „are treated more like dogs than human beings.” But

this is only stated of the Tenan Kutchin, ^people of the

mountoins,” „a wild, ungovernable horde, tiieir territory never

yet having been invaded by white people.” „The Kutcha

Kutchin, „ people of the lowland,” are cleaner and better man-

nered.” And of these „better mannered” Kutchins Bancroft

says: »The w^omen perform all domestic duties, and eat after

the husband is satisfied; but the men paddle the boats, and

have even been known to carrj their wives ashore, so that

1) Ibid, p 412

2) Powers as quoted by Ranoroft, p 351

3) Ranoroft, p 351

4) Ibid, p 117

5) Ibid., pp. 117-119,
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they mig^t not^wet their feet”^). As for the Nootkas, women

being ^somewhat overworked” (Grosse does not mention that

among the richer class most female work is done by slaves),

and excluded from some public feasts, Grosse concludes tliat

their state is a bad one. We have quoted above some facts

proving the contrary. Then Grosse asserts that, according to

Bancroft, Haida husbands prostitute their wives for money.

Bancroft, however, says literally: „While jealousy is not

entirely unknown, chastity appears to be so, as women who can

earn the greatest number of blankets win great admiration for

themselves and high position for their husbands”^); which is

not exactly the same. The Tlinkits, according to Grosse, are

the onl}, unaccountable exception to his general rule Finally

he attempts to prove, that the alleged gynecocracy in Kaint-

schatka does not signify so very much
;
but that Kamtsehadale

women are badl) treated, even he does not assert.

What remains now of Grosse’s evidence? Tliiikit and Kamt-

schadale women be himself admits not to be badly olf. What

he says of Nootkas and Flaidas proves nothing at all. About

the Northern and Southern Californians we have got statements

that impair Grosses argument very much. Only among the

Shoshones, Chepewyans, and Tenan Kutchin is the state of

women decidedly bad; but these are not on a level with the

other tribes; they are migratory and little advanced in the

arts of life. And of the Tenan Kutchin wt know very little,

„their territory never yet having been invaded b} whib^

people” 3).

Grosse derives most of his evidence from Bancroft’s book;

but he uses it in a rather strange way. Sometimes he quotes

one sentence, where two successive sentences taken togetlier

would give quite another view of the matter. Several state-

1) Ibid., pp. 131, 132.

2) Ibid, p 169

3) .Some other writers, howover (whom Grouse iloos not rofer to), spo.iking

of the Kutohing in general, state tliat women are badlj treated, see Kirby,

p, 419, Hardisty, p. 312, Jones, Kutchin tribes, p 325
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ments of Bancroft’s (such as about the tril)e8 on Puget Sound,

Chinooks, Tacullies) he omits altogether; whereas just the

tribes of the N. W. Coast of North America are, according

to him, among tlie most typical ^higher hunters” ‘). And he

can only give a semblance of truth to hm inference by classi-

fying under ^higher hunters” Shoshones and similar tribes,

which are not more advanced in the arts of life than some

Australians, and decidedly much less than the Eskimos and

Aleuts whom lie calls „lower hunters”. This is not the way

in whicli a sociological investigation should be carried on.

Returning to our chief subject, we may remark, that our

survey of slave labour leads to the same conclusion we ar-

rived at before, viz. that the preserving of food, a settled

life, and the high development of trade, industry and wealth,

are the main causes which have brought about, that slavery

so largely [irevails here As additional causes we may now

name the 'ugh position of women, which induces the men

to relieve them of a part of their work by giving them the

help of slaves; and, in a few eases, the want of fighting

men, who are to strengthen their masters’ force in warfare.

We shall now briefly examine, which are the causes of

slaver} among the slave-keeping hunters and fishers outside

the Pacific Coast

Among tlie Abipones the function of slavery is beyond any

doubt reinforcement of the tribe. The slaves are very leniently

treated. „I know of many people” says Dobnzhoffer, ,who,

being released by their friends and brought back to their

native country, voluntaril} returned to their masters, the

Abipones, whom they follow* in their hunting and fighting

expeditions
;
though Spaniards themselves, they do not hesitate

to stain their hands with Spanish blood.” „The liberty to go

where they like, the abundance of food and clothing procured

without any labour, the possesion of many horses, the freedom to

idle and run into debauchery, the lawless impunity they enjoy,

bind the Spanish captives so much to the Abipones, that they

1) Grosso, p. 65
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prefer their captivity to liberty.” ^The Abipones, though con-

sidering polygamy allowed, very seldom take several wives at

a time
;
the captives do not often content themselves with one

wife, but marry as many female prisoners, Spanish or Indian,

as they can” ^).

The reason for taking prisoners here is the same as among

the Iroquois and similar tribes, where they are adopted
;
with

this sole difference, that the Abipones seem to have a sexual

aversion (that cannot be accounted for here) to all men and

women outside their own people; therefore they do not adopt

their prisoners, nor have they any sexual connection with

them. Slavery as a system of labour does not exist here.

As for their economic life, this is much inferior to that on

the Pacific Coast. They subsist on the spontaneous products

of nature and on game. Food is abundant; yet their mode of

life requires frequent migrations. All their journeys are per-

formed on horseback ^).

The information we get about the Tehuelches is not very

clear. Falkner states, that the female relatives of the cacique

have slaves, who perform most of their labour According to

Featherman, in their wars they spare „only the young girls

to make them their wives, and the children to serve as slaves

in their household, and as herdsmen to guard their cattle and

horses”^). But none of the other ethnographers we have con-

sulted make any mention of cattle. The confusion is augmented

by Charlevoix telling us that the Tehuelches grow some corn *).

And Musters makes no mention of slavery. So we cannot

arrive at any definite conclusion.

In Kamtschathi slaves were employed for various domestic

labours, such as fetching wood, feeding the dogs, making axes

and knives from stone and bone®). The Kamtschadales were

\) Dobrizhoffer, 'II pp 149, 151, 152.

2) Ibid, pp. 119, 120

3) Falkner, p 126

4) Featherman, III (South America), p 497

5) Charlevoix, Paraguay, p 145

6) SteUer, p. 235 note.
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not so far advanced in the arts of life as the tribes of the

Pacific Coast. They think only of the present, says Steller;

they are not ambitious to become rich. They do not like to

work more than is needed for their own and their families’

subsistence. ^When they have got as much as they think to

be sufficient, they do not collect any more food; they would

not even do so, if the fish came on land and the animals into

their dwellings.” A rather brisk trade was, however, carried

on by them and was largely dependent on female labour ^).

They also had fixed habitations ^).

Speaking of the tribes of the Pacific Coast, we concluded

that slavery must have already existed among them at a some-

what lower stage of economic life. The Kamtschadales afford

a proof of this. They were not so far advanced in the arts of

life as the tribes of the Pacific Coast; yet slavery already

existed among them, though it does not seem to have prevailed

here to any great extent.

§ 3. Experimentum crucis: Australia.

In the last paragrapli we have shown that in the economic

and social life of the slave-keeping hunters and fishers (espe-

cially those on the Pacific Coast) there are some features which

account for the existence of slavery. But there is still some-

thing wanting in our argument. It might be that the circum-

stances which we have called causes of slavery were equally

found among the hunting and fishing tribes that do not keep

slaves; in that case the foregoing argument would prove false.

Therefore we shall apply here the experimentum crucis we
shall attempt to prove that the economic and social life of the

slave-keeping tribes differs from that of the other tribes in

several respects. This investigation, besides corroborating the

conclusion we have arrived at in the last paragraph, may be

instructive in another way. It might be, that of the supposed

1) Ibid, pp 245, 28G, 28G note, 317, 318

2) Ibid, pp 2108qq

15
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causes of slavery some were found among non-slave-keeping

as well as among slave-keeping tribes, whereas others existed

among none but slave-keeping tribes; then the latter causes

only would be decisive. Or perhaps we shall find that each of

these causes exists among one or more non-slave-kecping tribes

;

but that the combination of all the causes is found nowhere

but among slave-keeping tribes. It were also possible, that a

combination of the same causes existed among non-slave-

keeping tribes, but that among these there were other cir-

cumstances neutralizing the former. Whether any of these

possibilities is a reality, will appear from the ensuing inves-

tigation.

We do not, however, think that it is necessary to give a

survey of the economic and social life of all non-slave-keeping

hunters and fishers. For we have seen that among tlie tribes

of the Pacific Coast the growth of slavery is much furthered

by their forming a somewhat homogeneous group. Accordmgl}

slavery among the few slave-keeping tribes outside the Pacific

Coast seems to be little developed. Now there are many non-

slave-keeping hunting and fishing tribes, either living quite

isolated (e. g. Andaman Islanders, Puegians) or surrounded

by mightier, agricultural or pastoral, tribes (e g. Bushmen,

African pigmies, Negritos). That such a position is very unfa-

vourable to the existence of slavery is evident. We shall there-

fore confine ourselves to a survey of the three great groups

of hunters and fishers outside the Pacific Coast: the Austra-

lians, the Indians of Central North America, and the Eskimos.

Australia and the regions where the Eskimos live are inha-

bited by hunters and fishers onlj. In Central North America

a few agricultural tribes of the lowest stage (hunting agricul-

turists) are found; but these differ so little from hunters pro-

per, that we may speak here of a group of hunters, not in-

closed between superior peoples. Perhaps the hunters and

hunting agriculturists of Brazil, Paraguay, etc. form a similar

group; but the literature on these tribes accessible to us was

rather scanty.

' We shall inquire now, whether the several circumstances
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furthering the growth of slavery on the Pacific Coast, are

found among each of these groups.

In the first place we shall regard Australia.

1°. Abundance of food. Food in Australia is by no means

abundant and often very scarce. The Australians are omnivo-

rous in the widest sense of the word
;
they eat even mice,

rats, lizards, beetles, etc. In some parts of Australia, especially

on the West Coast and in the interior, the natives are con-

tinually suffering from hunger’). We shall soon see that scar-

city of food compels them to live m very small groups.

2P. Variety of food. There is a great variety. Concerning

S. W. Australia Gerland enumerates 6 kinds of kangaroos,

29 of fish, two of seals; and further wild dogs, emus and

otlier birds, tortoises, opossums, frogs, shell-fish, grubs of

beetles, bird’s eggs, mice, rats, snakes and lizards
;
roots, mush-

rooms, resins and * various fruits’®) But this list, including

(as Gerland remarks) everything eatable, proves only that they

live very poorly. And as for fishing, though fish enters for a

large part into the subsistence of the coast tribes, there are

no fishing tribes in the higher sense m Australia, like those

of the Pacific Coast. Their canoes, where they have any, are

very primitive; and tlie principal means of catching fish are

by spearing and setting traps ^
i.

3°. Fued habitations, large groups, preserving of food. Ger-

land states that to find sufficient food, the Australians must

continually roam over the country Tliese wandering tribes

cannot be large, else food would fail them
;
so the division of

the Australians into numerous small tribes is a consequence

of the nature of their country '’). And Brough Smyth remarks

:

„It is necessary for a tribe to move very frequently from

place to place, always keeping within the boundaries of the

country which it calls its own —
,
now to the spot where eels

1) Waitz-Gerland, VI pp 724, 725

2) L 0.

3) Ibid
, pp. 732, 733, 738

4) Ibid., p. 722
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the kangaroo; sometimes to the thicker forests to get wood

suitable for making weapons; to the sea-coast continually for

fish of various kinds; and, at the right season, to the lands

where are found the native bread, the yam, and the acacia

gum” The writers who describe separate tribes also often

state that these tribes are nomadic and live in small groups.

We shall quote here only the statements of our ethnographers

concerning one significant fact, that presents a striking con-

trast to the state of things on the Pacific Coast, viz. the im-

providence of the Australians. In tlie Moore River District of

W. Australia food is abundant in the summer
;
but the natives

are reckless of the future; they consume whatever they have

got. The natives of S. W. Australia preserve no food; if the

game killed is too much for a family to eat in one day, neigh-

bouring families are invited and a feast is given, till nothing

is left. They do, however, store up acacia gum, and carry

roots with them. The Queenslanders on Herbert River think

only of the present moment. The Cammarray of N. S. Wales

eat as long as they have anything; they never lay up provi-

sions, except when a dead whale has been cast on shore. Of

the aborigines of N. B. Wales in general Fraser tells us;

„When the fish are abundant, the fishers cannot use a tithe

of the fish they catch, and so sell them to all comers at a few

pence for a backful. As for themselves, they have a noble

feast, they and all their tribe; and, as is their habit whenever

they have abundance, they gorge themselves so that their

bodies are swollen to unnatural dimensions and seem ready to

burst. When they can hold no more, they go to sleep like

snakes, and sleep for twenty-four hours or more.” Similar

particulars are gives by Angas. As for the Tasmanians: „They

lay up no store of provisions, and have been known in winter

time to eat kangaroo skins” *). Matthews, speaking of several

1) Brough Smyth, Ip 123

2) Literature On the Moore River District Oldfield , on S W AuHtralia

Salvado, on the nativeu on Herbert River Lumholtz, on the Cammarray
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tribes of Queensland and South Australia, states that they „are

very improvident, and accumulate no property beyond their

weapons and rugs” ^). And Forrest tells us that the natives

of Central and Western Australia „live from hand to mouth,

never collect more than enough for the day, and each morning

have to look out for their day’s food” ^).

4°. Trade and industry. Bartering is not at all unknown

among the Australians. Fraser, speaking of N. S. Wales,

remarks: „I have already spoken of pipe-clay and ruddle as

articles of trade; the Mindi-mindi gatlierings are the markets

at which this trade is carried on. The necessity for these fairs

is not far to seek. A black man’s own „taurai” does not fur-

nish everything he requires for his daily life. In it there may

be food enough, but ho wants suitable stone for an axe, wood

for his spears, and ^bumerangs” and shields and clubs, flint

for cutting and skinning, gum to be used as cement, and

lumps of gritty sandstone, on which to sharpen his stone-axe

;

for adornment, the pipe-clay and the red-ochre are much

valued, and so are swan-down feathers and the rose-coloured

crests of a certain kind of cockatoo; some of these he can

supply, and for them he gets in barter others that he wants.

Then also there are manufactured articles which he can give

in exchange, — cloaks, rugs, baskets, knitted bags, nets,

weapons, and tools; most of these articles bear the „brand”

of the maker. In this way the black man’s wants are supplied

by the mutual interchange of commodities. I suppose that, at

these fiiirs, the usual amount of haggling goes on in the

making of bargains, but there is no quarrelling; for, during

the time, universal brotherhood prevails. The fairs are held

whenever there is a need for them” Intertribal commerce

Collins, on N. S "Wales Frasei and Angas, on the TaHraanians Ling Roth

As we have not got the books at hand, but only some notes which wo had

previously made, in which the pages are not specified, we cannot give

here the exact roforenoos

1) Matthews in Fraser’s Notes, p 188

‘2) Forrest, p 318

3) Fiaser, p 67 „Taurai” is the land owned by a tribe or a division of

a tribe, see ibid
, p 36.
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is also carried on by the Narrinyeri and Dieyerie ’). It seems,

indeed, that there is hardly any savage tribe, among which

the interchange of commodities is quite unknown. And in

N. S. Wales it is not only the spontaneous products of nature

that are exchanged, but manufactured articles, so the trade

requires industry. Yet trade and industry are not nearly so

fully developed here as on the Pacific Coast. Now^here are there

particulars given, showing that any Australian tribe is, like

the Koniagas of the Pacific Coast, ^adapted to labour and com-

merce rather than to war and hunting.” On the Pacific Coast

the coast tribes exchange their manufactured goods for the

raw products of the hinterland; but in Australia there is

nothing but hinterland.

That trade and industry do not signify nearly so mucli as

on the Pacific Coast is clearl} proved by their not having

here the same effect; they have not led in Australia to any

development of:

5^ Property and wealth Dr. Steinmetz, in his Entwicklung

der Strafe^ has closely studied the forms of government exist-

ing among the Australian natives. Prom the details he gives

it appears, that a man’s influence depends on his age, his

bravery, eloquence, etc, and his having numerous relatives,

but not on his wealtli. Among the Queenslanders described

by Lumholtz the old men have most influence. Among the

Kumai age, rather than bravery, gives influence. In Cential

Australia a man’s power depends chiefly on his age, but also

on force, courage, prudence, dexterity, perseverance, and the

number of his relatives. On the Bourke and Darling rivers

the council of old men is the only form of government. In

Tasmania a man’s influence depended on iiis strength, courage,

perseverance, prudence, and dexterity. The old men were

highly honoured and had many wives. In the Wellington tribe

there is no government whatever; all are equal. Among the

Cammarray the old men are chiefs. Among the Narrinyeri

chieftainship is elective; wisdom, moderation, and good humour

I) Steinmetz, Strafe, II pp 27, 29
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are the qualities most required in a chief. Among the Dieyerie

the oldest man of the clan is chief, but has not always most

power. A chief has real power only when, besides his age,

he has other valued qualities, such as bravery, eloquence, or

a large family. Great warriors, orators and sorcerers have most

influence. In the Moore River District there is no government,

a perfect equality prevails. The natives of Port Lincoln have

no government; old people are held in high esteem. In the

Western District of Victoria „the succession to the chiefdom

is by inheritance”. ^The eldest son is appointed, unless there

18 some good reason for setting him aside.” If the their is

weakly in body or mentally unfitted to maintain the position

of chief, — which requires to be filled by a man of ability

and bravery, — and has a better-qualified brother, he must

give way to the latter or fight him in single combat. Among
the tribes of Victoria described by Le Souef government in

the true sense does not exist, but the bravest and strongest,

and often the most dangerous men, have most influence ^).

Some other statements not given by Stemmetz (dating from

recent times, after bis book was published) lead to the same

conclusion. In N. W. Central (Queensland „a ripe old age con-

stitutes the highest social status in the camp, and the one

calling for the greatest respect. There is no single individual

chief to direct affairs”^). In JS". S. Wales, according to Fraser,

„there is nothing of the nature of kingly rule in any one of

the tribes, nor is there an over-chief for the whole of a tribe

;

but the affairs of each section of a tribe are administered by

a number of elders, among whom one man is considered the

leader or chief, because of Ins superior wisdom and influence”.

„If there are two rivals competing for the chiefship, they

settle the matter by single combat”^). Among the Dieyerie

chieftainship is elective according to the influence of the can-

didate’s clan and his oratorical power “*). About Powell’s Creek

1) Stemmetz, Strafe, 11 pp 20—34

2) Roth, p 141.

3) Fraser, pp 38, 39

4) Gason in Fraser’s Notes, p 173
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there is no government whatever; „the oldest man in the

tribe would usually carry most sway in tribal matters” ^).

Matthews, speaking of several tribes of Queensland and South

Australia, remarks: „They have elders or chiefs corresponding

with the Indian Medicine men, who I believe are principally

self-constituted, or admitted as such on the score of age or

personal prowess. Great respect is attached to age as a rule,

especially in visiting another tribe” ^). A describer of the

natives of North Australia tells us: „There are no recognized

chiefs in a tribe in the true sense of the word, as far as I

have come in contact with them; the old men of each tribe

form themselves into a sort of council when anything of im-

portance is to be discussed, and what they decide upon is

generally carried out” Finally we may add Brough Smyth’s

statement about the Australians in general: „The government

of aboriginal tribes is not a democracy. There are the doctors

or sorcerers who, under some circumstances, have supreme

power; there are the warriors who in time of trouble are

absolute masters; there are the dreamers, who direct and con-

trol the movements of the tribe until their divinations are

fulfilled or forgotten; there are the old men (councillors)

without whose advice even the warriors are slow to move
;
and,

finally, there are the old women, who noisily intimate their

designs and endeavour by clamour and threats to influence the

leaders of their tribe” '‘).

We see that influence and power in Australia depend on

personal qualities, not on wealth. We have only found two

instances on record of men trying to strengthen their influence

by means of their property. Gason tells us of a celebrated

Dieyerie chief, who received regular tributes from the hordes

1) The Stationmaster m Frazer’s Notes, p 179

2) Matthews m Frazer’s Notes, p 189.

3) Foelsohe m Frazer’s Notes, pp 196, 197

4) Brough Smyth, I p 126. The ethnographers give many more details

regarding tribal government, but we have only quoted those that hear di-

rectly on the question at issue, i e that show on what qualities mduenoe

and power depend.
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under his control The writer often observed him distributing

presents among his personal friends, in order to avoid their

jealousy ’) But this is quite another thing than what we

found existing on the Pacific Coast In the latter group a

rich man, by being rich, attains to power, whereas here the

chief, elected for his personal qualities, receives tributes, and

by distributing what he has received strengthens his influence.

Moreover we are told that these Diejerie „have no property

except a few weapons or ornaments; they are generall} buried

or destroyed”, viz after their owner’s death "). Lumholtz speaks

of an old man in Queensland who distributed his property

among his fellow-tribesmen to attain to greater influence

This looks somewhat like the state of things existing on the

Pacific Coast, but as the same writer tells us that there is

no government except the council of old men, this ma\ be

an isolated case And even if among one or two tribes wealth

gave a certain influence, this would not impair the conclusion

we have arrived at, that generally a man’s influence and

power do not depend upon his wealth, whence we ma) infer

that wealth and property aie little developed here

6^ Condition of women Whereas on the Pacific Coast women

are held in rather high esteem, and therefore provided by the

men with slaves who help them in then work, the condition

of women m Australia is decidedly bad, as we have seen m
the first Chaptei of Part I

7° Militarism We have shown that slaves are sometimes

taken in order to strengthen their masters’ force in warfare

On the other hand, where militarism does not pievail to an>

considerable extent, the tribe can alford the luxury of having

male slaves living among them who do not fight As foi the

Australians, their wais generally are not blood), and often

settled by single combat O

1) Stoiiimetz Stiafi, II p 28

1) Oaaon m I razors Notes
\
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q Stemmotz Stiafc, II p 20

4) Soo above pp 9—22

5) Stemmotz, btiafe^^ll pp Jsqq
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Our conclusion is that the Australians differ from the tribes

of the Pacific Coast in many respects. Food is by no means

abundant; the highly developed fishing methods of the Pacific

Coast are unknown here; the Australians are migratory and

improvident, and live in small groups; though some tribes

interchange commodities, trade and industry do not signify

nearly so much as on the Pacific Coast; the objects of pro-

perty are very few and \^ealth docs not exist; the condition

of women is a bad one. Only in two respects both groups

agree: there is a great variety of food, and militarism does

not prevail to any great extent We have seen, however, that

„ variety of food” here means that the Australians must avail

themselves of whatever is eatable, i. e. that they live in the

deepest misery. Therefore henceforth we shall no more speak

of variety of food as a circumstance favourable to the existence

of slavery; and in the next paragraphs we shall not inquire

whether the Central North Americans and Eskimos have

variety of food.

§ 4. Experimentum mms Central North America.

This paragraph will contain a survey of the economic state

of the group of hunting tribes, extending across North Ame-

rica, from the Montagnais near the Atlantic Coast to the

Apaches of Texas, Besides hunters in the proper sense this

group includes the Cheyennes and Cornanches, who, though

slight traces of agriculture are found among them, subsist

almost entirely on the products of the chase.

1°. Abundance of food. Le Jeune, speaking of the Mon-

tagnais, says: „The savages are almost always hungry”’).

The Chepewyans „are not remarkable for their activity as

hunters, owing to the case with which th(‘y snare deer and

spear fish” ^). Among the Kutchins a good hunter can always,

except in very unfavourable circumstances, procure sufficient

1) Jee Rel, VI p 277

2) Mackenzie, I p 151.
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food ^). The Beaver Indians, according to Mackenzie, seemed

to live in a state of comparative comfort ®). The Comanches

in the summer, when the buffaloes remove to the North, often

suffer from want of food*). Grinnell, speaking of the inland

Indians in general, remarks: „Thc life of the Indian was in

some respects a hard one, for the question of food was an

ever-present anxiety with him” ^).

Considering the foregoing statements, and remembering Tan-

ner’s narrative that gives a description of a continual struggle

for mere existence, we may safely conclude that, though a

few of these tribes live rather comfortably, food, among the

Indians of Central North America in general, is not nearly

so abundant as on the Pacific Coast.

2°. Whereas the tribes of the Pacific Coast subsist chiefly

by fishing^ the Indians of Central North America are, nearly

all of them, hunters (See § 2 of this Chapter).

3^ Fixed habitations^ large groups^ pieservmq of food. The

Montagnais, in Le Jeune’s time, were wandering and few in

number; their life consisted of feasting as long as the} had

anything; they lived from hand to mouth and did not lay up

any provision ^). The same writer calls the Algonquins a wan-

dering tribe ®). The Ojibways, according to Keating, are divided

into small groups, each containing a few families. They do

not lay up any provision for winter use. Jones also remarks,

that they are very improvident ^). The Knisteneaux often, at

one feast, consume what would have been enough for several

weeks ®). The Blackfeet tribes are nomadic in their habits ’).

Ross tells us, that the Eastern Tinneh „arc obliged to lead a

1 ) Ilaidiiitv, p dll

2) Mttokonzu) II p 1*^13

3) Solutolcuitt, 1 p 231

1) (lunnell, p 48

5) Jos Rol
,
VI pp 83, 2.39 140

0) Ibid, p 133, 800 alai) Sagaid, p 78

7) Keating, 11 pp I4?>, 51; Jones, Opbway Indians, p 58

8) Mackenzie, I p. 128

0) Reports of Expl,.J p 448; XII Part I p 73
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wandering life, in order to procure food either by fishing or

hunting” ^). The Indians on the Upper Yukon are very im-

provident. When fish is abundant, they gorge themselves with

it, instead of drying it for winter use ®). The Kutchins live

in transportable dwellings. According to Kirby they „are

divided into many petty tribes”. Hardisty, however, states

that they generally live in large groups ®). Mackenzie speaks

of a Beaver Indian establishment of about 300 inhabitants

The Sioux live in small bands, owing to the scarcity of game

The Usages are nomadic. Our informant speaks of an Osage

town of 1500 inhabitants®). Apaclie tribes of 100— 200 people,

of whom 25 50 are warriors, are headed by a captain. They

are ^nomadic and roving in their habits”. ^Seldom do they

remain more than a week in one locality” ^). The Comanclies

^usually roam in small subdivisions, varying according to ca-

price or the scarcity or abundance of game”. These subdivi-

sions consist of 20—110 families. Bancroft remarks about the

Comanches: „No provision is made for a time of scarcity, but

when many buffalo are killed, they cut portions of them into

long strips, which, after being dried in the sun, are pounded

fine. This pemicari they carry w^ith them in their hunting

expeditions, and when unsuccessful in the chase, a small

quantity boiled in water or cooked with grease, serves for a

meal” ®). These details do not quite agree witli Bancroft’s

assertion that „no provision is made”. Grinnell remarks, that

the Indians are often undeservedly taxed with improvidence.

„We are told in books much about the Indian’s improvidence,

and it is frequently stated that however abundant food might

be witli him to-da), he took no thought for the needs of the

1) R088, p 310

2) Elliott, p. 417

3) Jones. Kutchin tribes, p 321, Kiiby, p 418, llurdisty, p 312

4) Mackenzie, II p 10

5) Schoolcraft, II p 172

6) Hunter, Godenkschriften, pp 49, 40

7) Schoolcraft, V p. 200, Bancroft, p 485

8) Schoolcraft, I p 231
,
Bancroft, p 492
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morrow. Such statements are untrue and show but superficial

observation. The savage does not look so far ahead as does

the civilized man, but still the lessons of experience are not

wholly lost on him. He remembers past hardships, and en-

deavours to provide against their recurrence; and these people

were rather remarkable for their foresight, and for the pro-

vision which they were accustomed to make for the future” ’).

However this may be, it is evident that the supplies these

wandering tribes (as they subsist on liunting, me may safely

suppose tliat they are all of them nomadic, whether this be

explicitl} stated or not) were able to store for winter’s use,

cannot compare with those of the tribes of the Pacific Coast.

4^. Trade and industry. The Montagnais, in Le Jeune's

time, bought maize from the Huroiis for elk-skms h- The

Algouquins, according to the same writer, used to sell furs to

the French The Blackfeet tribes sell peltries which they

procure in the Northern part of their country^) Jones calls

the Kutclia Kutchin traders: „they make very little for them-

selves, but buy from the other Indians.” And Hardisty tells

us, that they live by trading; they exchange beads, which

are their circulating medium, for the peltries of other tribes ®).

The Usages, too, carried on the fur-trade m Hunter’s time *).

We see that trade do(‘8 not hold a large place in the eco-

nomic life of these Indians; and that only raw products are

exchanged.

Grinnell enumerates the branches of industry existing among

them. „Food supply and defence against enemies depended on

the warrior’s weapons. These were his most precious posses-

sions, and he gave much e.ire to their manufacture. Knowing

nothing of metals, lie made his edge tools of sharpened stones.”

„The most important part of the warrior’s equipment was the

t) Ormnell, p 48

2) Jes Rel, VI p 27.').

8) Ibid
, p 19

4) Reports of Expl , I, p 444.

b) Jones, Kutchin tribes, p 324, Ilardisty, p 311

0) Hunter, Godenktiehnfton, p 50
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bow, and over no part of it was more time and labour spent.”

„The stone axe, the maul, and the lance were all simple wea-

pons.” „A very important part of the warrior’s outfit was the

shield, with which he stopped or turned aside the|^rrow8 of

his enemy. It was usually circular in shape, and v.asmadeof

the thick, shrunken hide of a buffalo bull’s neck.” „Clothmg

was made of skins tanned with or without the fur.” „Many

tribes — especially those to the south — made a simple pottery . .

.

Among the northern tribes, where pottery was least known,

ladles, spoons, bows, and dishes were usually formed from horn

or wood”. „The different tribes had but slight knowledge of

the textile art, and this knowledge seems to have been great-

est in the south and on the coast ” „Three vehicles were

known to the primitive Indian — the travois in the south and

the sledge in the north for land travel, and the canoe where-

ver there were water ways.” „The Indian’s ideas of art are

rude." flit is in the art of carving, however, that the greatest

skill was shown” ^). So these tribes do not seem to have

attained to a high industrial development; tlie more so, as

most of the instances Grinncll gives of their skill in carving

relate to tribes of the Pacific Coast.

5^. Property and wealth. Whereas on the Pacific Coast in-

fluence and power depend on wealth, we shall see that in

Central North America it is otherwise. Le Jeune, speaking of

the Montagnais, remarks: flRlietoric controls all these tribes,

as the captain is elected for his eloquence alone, and is obeyed

in proportion to his use of it, for they liave no other law than

his word” ^). Roosevelt states that among the Algoiiquins the

war-chief a wielded only the influence that he could secure by

his personal prowess and his tact” *). The power of an Ojibway

chief depends upon his wisdom, courage, and hospitality ^). Of

the Blackfeet we are told: flChiefs never receive a gift, con-

1) Gnnnell, pp 146, 150, 15^2-156, 160, 161

2) Jes. Rel., V p 195

3) Roosevelt, I p, 90

4) Jones, Ojibway Indians, p. 108
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sidering it a degradation to accept anything but what their

own prowess or superior qualities of manhood acquire for them.

Their hearts are so good and strong that they scorn to take

anything,%€yad self-denial and the power to resist temptation to

luxury 6r jeasily acquired property is a boast with them. On
these men, in time of peace, when difficulties occur among

themselves, the tribe relies, and in time of war they are their

leaders to the scene of action.” And Schoolcraft states that the

chiefs „have little or no power, unless they have distinguished

themselves as warriors and are ‘supported by a band of

braves”^). Among the Kutchins, according to Jones, the chiefs

are elected for their wisdom and courage, not for their birth.

Hardisty, however, states that the power of the chiefs depends

on the number of beads the} own; for these afford a means

of injuring those wlio displease them. And Whymper remarks:

„The chiefs,, who are without exception good hunters or fishers,

often procure or strengthen their position by periodical distri-

butions of their chattels. They not seldom have the worst

clothing and food of all inhabitants” -). Among the Cheyennes

generally the bravest and wisest man is elected as a chief

Mrs. Eastman tells us of the Sioux, that formerlv „their bra-

vest men, their war chief too, no doubt exercized a control

over the rest ” The chief lived like the common people *).

Among the Apaches, according to Schoolcraft „the chiefs are

the wealthiest men, the most warlike, the first in battle, the

wisest in council.” According to Ten Kate the power of the

chiefs depends on their success in forays. And Bancroft re-

marks: ^Sometimes it happens that one famil} retains the

chieftaincy m a tribe during several gem rations, because of

the bravery or w'ealth of the sons” Comanche chiefs, ac-

cording to Schoolcraft, „are selected for their known or pre-

1) Reports of Expl., XII Part 1 p 76, Schoolcraft, V p 686

2) Jones, Kutohm tribes, p 325, Hurdistj, p 312, Whymper, p. 280.

3) Ten Kate, Noord-Amenka. p 365

4) Eastman, Dahootah, pp 82—84

5) Schoolcraft, V p. ^0, Ten Kate, Noord-Amenka, p 495
;
Bancroft, p. 508.
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tended prowess m war.” In another place he states, that they

are made chiefs for their ^superior cunning, knowledge or

success in war” ’)

Influence and power depend thus on bravery, wisdom, elo-

quence, not on wealth Onlj among the Apaclies does it depend

on wealth, though not on wealth exclusively The distributions

of property among the Kutchins somewhat resemble those on

the Pacific Coast, but are not indicative of quite the same

development of wealth, for on the Pacific Coast wealth con-

sists to a laige extent of moie durable goods, such as houses,

canoes, etc

A few other statements also tend to prove, that wealth is

not highl} developed
,
the economic life of some tribes shows

rather communistic features Among the Kutchins ^unless he

IS alone, a hunter cannot take and appropriate the meat of

the animal he kills Should he do so, he would be considertd

mean And this feeling is strong When two good hunters go

together, good and well, the one has as good a chance of

getting meat as the other, but when one is a bad hunter

and the other a good one, the former gets all the meat and

the real hunter has nothing, and loses his ammunition into

the bargain”
")

Among the Chepewyans the game is distri-

buted among those who shared in the chase The game which

a man catches in liis snare is his private property
,
„nGver-

theless any unsuccessful hunter passing b) ma) take a deer

so caught, leaving the head, skin, and saddle for the ownei”

Among the Osages, too, wealth was formerl) unknown

,

for in Hunter’s time tlie old men disapproved of the fur-trade,

which gave abundance and thereby led to effeminacy

Condition of women. Le Jeune states, that among the

Montagnais the sex has great influence Household affairs are

left to the discretion of the women, without any male inter

1) Schoolcraft, Ip 231
,
II p i12

2) Hardiuty, p 3U
3) Mackenzie, I p 1^3

4) Hunter, Gedenkschriften, p '>0
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ference. The women „cut and decide and give away as they

please” ^). Ojibway women, according to Jones, do the hardest

work, are slaves of tlie men, get the worst food and the worst

place in the wigwam; and Long states, that the wives are

the slaves of their husbands^). Mackenzie tells us, that among

the Knisteneaux women are in the same subjected condition

as among other wild tribes ^). Among the Blackfeet the hus-

band may send his wife away when he likes; she then takes

her property with her; the children remain with the father.

Many men have 6 or 8 wives; they readily lend them to

whites for brandy '*). Chepewyan wives are subjected to their

husbands, who arc very jealous and „for very trifling causes

treat them witli such cruelty as sometimes to occasion their

death” ^). Among the Kutchins, as we have seen m § 2, the

condition of women is a rather bad one ®). Mackenzie speaks

of the „extremo subjection and abasement” of Beaver Indian

women 7) Cheyenne women perform all the drudgery. Yet

they have some influence in government matters; they do not

attend the councils; but their wishes, privately uttered, are

not generally disregarded ®). Among the Sioux women as chil-

dren and wives are despised, as girls a little more honoured.

And Schoolcraft states that they exercise some influence in

tribal matters by expressing their desires at home, but are

not admitted to the council^'. Bancroft, speaking of the Apache

family in general (including Apaches, Comanches, and several

other tribes) remarks: „Womankind as usual is at a discount.

The female child receives little care from its mother, being

only of collateral advantage to the tribe. Later she becomes

1) Jen. Rel, V p 181, Vi p 233

2) Jones, Ojibwny Indians, p 108, Lonjf, p 137

3) Mackenzie, Ip 120

4) Zu Wied, Nord-Anieiiktt, I ji 373

5) Mackenzie, I p 147

0) See above, p 222

7) Mackenzie, II p 11,

8) Dodge, p 122

9) Kastman, Dahootahj p XXIV; Sohoolcraft, II p. 189,

16
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the beast of burden and slave of her husband.” But another

statement of the same writer proves that the women’s con-

dition is not so very bad
:
„The marriage yoke sits lightly

;

the husband may repudiate his wife and take back the pro-

perty given for her; the wife may abandon her liusband, but

by the latter act she covers him with such disgrace that it

may only be wiped out by killing somebody — anybody whom
he may chance to meet” ’). The wife may thus with impunity

leave her husband, the latter venting his anger upon ^some-

body”. Schoolcraft states that Comanche women are not thought

much of, even by themselves
;
the husband has unlimited sway

over his wife

Now let us inquire what Grinnell, who is so well acquainted

with Indian life, has to say about the treatment of women

among the Indians in general. „A word or two with regard

to the position of the wife in the household may not be out

of place here. The Indian woman, it is usually thought, is a

mere drudge and slave, but, so far as my observations extend,

this notion is wholl} an erroneous one. It is true that the

women were the labourers of the camp, that they did all the

hard work about which there was no excitement. They cooked,

brought wood and water, dried the meat, dressed the robes,

made the clothing, collected the lodge poles, packed the horses,

cultivated the ground, and generally performed all the tasks

which might be called menial, but they were not mere servants.

On the contrary, their position was very respectable. They

were consulted on many subjects, not only in connection with

family affairs, but in more important and general matters.

Sometimes women were even admitted to the councils and

spoke there, giving their advice. This privilege was ver)

unusual, and was granted only to women who had performed

some deed which was worthy of a man. This in practice

meant that she had killed or counted rou/) on an enem>, or

had been to war. In ordinary family conversation women did

1) Bancroft, pp. 511, 513

2) Schoolcraft, I p ^15, II p 132
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not hesitate to interrupt and correct their husbands when the

latter made statements with which they did not agree, and the

men listened to them with respectful attention, though of

course this depended on the standing of the woman, her intel-

ligence, etc. While their lives were hard and full of toil, they

yet found time to get together for gossip and for gambling, and

on tlie whole managed to take a good deal of pleasure in

life” ^). And Ten Kate, a careful observer, remarks that the

Indians do not, as has often been asserted, regard woman as

a beast of burden and a drudge. Her condition, as compared

with that of the women of the lower classes in civilized coun-

tries, is rather better than worse ^).

So the lot of the Indian woman is not so hard as at first

sight it seems. Yet the fact, that several ethnographers picture

it in such dark colours, whereas the descnbers of the tribes of

the Pacific Coast agree, that the sex command great respect,

tends to prove, that the condition of women is not quite so

good here as on the Pacific Coast.

70. Militarism, These tribes are very warlike. Roosevelt

states that warfare and hunting were the chief occupations

of the Algonqums ^). Among the Ojibways the end of educa-

tion is to make good hunters and warriors^). According to

Mackenzie, warfare and hunting, among the Knisteneaux, are

the occupations of the men. They are continually engaged in

warfare ^). The Blackfeet are very warlike, and always fighting

with their neighbours ^). Mackenzie tells us, that it was a custom

with Chepewyan chiefs „to go to war after they had shed tears

in order to wipe away tlie disgrace attached to such a femi-

nine weakness” ^). The Beaver Indians were even more war-

1) Grinnell, pp 4G, 47

2) Ten Kate, Noord-Amerika, p. 3G5

3) Roosevelt, 1 p 82

4) Jones, Ojibway Indians, p. 64.

5) Mackenzie, I pp 130, 123

6) Reports of Expl
,

I p. 443

7) Mackenzie, I p 271»
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like than the Chepewyans >). Mrs. Eastman calls the Sioux

„brave, daring, revengeful”"). The Apaches, according to Ban-

croft, „are in their industries extremely active, — their in-

dustries being theft and murder, to which they are trained b}

their mothers, and in which the) display consummate cunning,

treachery, and cruelty” 3). And the same writer tells us that

„the Comanclies, who are better warriors than the Apaches,

highly honour bravery on the battle-field. From early youth,

they are taught the art of w'ar, and the skilful handling of

their horses and weapons; and they are not allowed a seat in

the council, until their name is garnished b} some heroic

deed”").

We see, that the Indians of Cential North America present

a strongly marked contrast with such tribes as the Koniagas

who are ^adapted to labour and commerce rather than to war

and hunting” and the Chinooks who „were always a commer-

cial rather than a warlike people.” Therefore all available

men are wanted in warfare; they cannot afford to have male

slaves living among them, who do not sliare in their inilitar>

operations. They are very much in need of warriors, and little

of labourers. Accordingly among many of these tribes such

prisoners of war as are allowed to live, are adopted into the

tribe or into some family within the tribe This is the case

among the Montagnais, Ojibwa}8, Potawatomi, Cheyennes,

Sioux, Osages, Apaches, Comanches s).

Concluding, we may remark, that the Indians of Central

North America differ from the tribes of the Pacific Coast in

many respects. They have no abundance of food, are hunters

and nomadic; wealth does not exist, and militarism prevails

to a great extent. The groups in which they live, though

larger than in Australia, arc smaller than on the Pacific Coast.

1) Ibid
,

II p 33

2) Eastman, Dahootah, p X
3; Bancroft, p 524

4) Ibid, p 499

5
)
See above, pp 53, 55, .59, 60, 65, 66, i90
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Food is preserved, though not so systematically as on the

Pacific Coast. The condition of women, though not so bad as

in Australia, is not quite so good as among the slave-keeping

tribes of the North-west Coast of North America. Their trade

consists only in exchanging raw products; and industry is

little developed.

§ 5. Est'perimentum cruets: Eskimos.

P. Abundance of food. In Greenland vegetable food is very

scarce. The flesh of the reindeer is most valued by the Green-

landers, but 18 not available in large quantities; so they have

to live chiefly upon sea-animals, seals, fish and sea-birds ^). Boas

states that „tlie mode of life of all the Eskimo tribes of

Northeastern America is very uniform.” They depend entirely

on animal food, especiall} seals and deer ®). Bancroft, speaking

of the Eskimos of Alaska, remarks: „Their substantials com-

prise the flesh of land and marine animals, fish and birds;

venison, and whale and seal blubber being chief” *). Though

we nowhere find it stated that food is exceedingly scarce, the

details given here sufficiently prove that it is not nearly so

abundant as on the Pacific Coast. Shell-fish, fruits, roots, and

other vegetables, acquired so easily and m large quantities by

the tribes of tlie Pacific Coast, do not enter for any consider-

able part into the food of the Eskimos.

2°. As for fishing, taken in the wider sense (including the

killing of water animals besides fish), all Eskimos are fishers.

3^ Fixed habitations, large groups, preserving of food.

the Eskimos move about much for the purpose of obtaining

food, they are not quite nomadic In winter-time they live in

solidl} constructed dwellings ‘‘). Rink states that they have their

winter-houses on the same place during several generations ^).

1) Crantz, I p tGl

2) Boas, Central Eskimo, p 419.

3) Bancroft, p 54

4) Crantz, I pp. 158 sqq
;
Boas, I o. pp. 540 sqq

,
Bancroft, pp. 50 sqq

5) Rmk, p 9.
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Boas remarks
:

^Tliere is no need of any new buildings, as the

Eskimo always locate in the old settlements and the old build-

ings are quite sufficient to satisfy all their wants” ^). And
Crantz tells us that a Greenlander is not generally much in-

clined to leave the place where he was born and bred and

settle somewhere else; for in nearly every place there is a

peculiar method of fishing and seal-hunting, which the new-

comer has to learn; and in the meantime, often for several

years, he is poorly off *). An Eskimo village most often consists

of a single house®), but Eskimo houses accommodate several

(in Greenland from 4 to 10) families^). Among the Western

Eskimos, however, there are larger villages ^). Pood is preserved

for winter use by the Eskimos, though not in such large

quantities as on the Pacific Coast. The Greenlanders, though

laying up some provision for the winter, are rather improvi-

dent. As long as they have abundance of food, tliey feast and

gorge themselves with it
;
but in the winter they often live in

the greatest misery ®). Boas, speaking of Central Eskimo store-

houses, remarks: „In winter, blubber and meat are put away

upon these pillars, which are sufficiently high to keep them

from the dogs.” Yet „the house presents a sad and gloomy

appearance if stormy weather prevents the men from hunting.

The stores are quickly consumed, one lamp after another is

extinguished, and everybody sits motionless in the dark hut” ^).

Among the Eskimos of Alaska „ meats are kept in seal-skin

bags for over a year Their winter store of oil they secure

in seal-skin bags, which are buried in the frozen ground” ®).

4®. Trade and industry. Rink states that the Eskimos make

long journeys for the purpose of interchanging such commo-

1) Boas, 1 c p. 547

2) Crantz, III p 147.

3) Rmk, p 27

4) Crantz, I p 159

5) Rmk, p 33

6) Crantz, I pp. 162—164,

7) Boas, 1. c. pp 550, 574

8) Bancroft, p. 55.
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dities, as are found in some districts only and yet arc neces-

sary to all the tribes. The trade is carried on from Asia to

Hudson Bay ^). The Greenlanders mutually exchange the ar-

ticles they need. With some of them bartering is quite a

passion
;
they often exchange useful things for worthless trifles.

They have a kind of annual fair, at which the inhabitants of

several districts interchange the products of their country. „A
great article of commerce are vessels made of soapstone, which

are not found in all parts of the country
;
and, as the Southern

Greenlanders have no whales and the Northern no wood, there

come, all through the summer months, from the South and

even from the East of the country many boats with Green-

landers from 100 to 200 miles, to Disko, bringing new kyaks

and women’s boats with the necessar} implements. They receive

in exchange horns, teeth, bones, whale-bones and whale-ten-

dons, part of which, on their homeward voyage, they sell

again” ’). Among the Central Eskimos „two desiderata formed

the principal inducement to long journeys, which sometimes

lasted even several years: wood and soapstone. The shores of

Davis' Strait and Cumberland Sound are almost destitute of

driftwood, and consequent!) the natives were obliged to visit

distant regions to obtain that necessary material. Tudjaqdjuaq

in particular was the objective point of their expeditions.

Their boats took a southerly course, and, as the wood was

gathered, a portion of it was immediately manufactured into

boat ribs and sledge runners, which were carried back on the

return journey
;

another portion was used for bows, though

these were also made of deer’s horns ingeniously lashed to-

gether. A portion of the <^rade in wood seems to have been

in the hands of the Nugumiut, who collected it on Tudjaq-

djuaq and took it north. Another necessary and important

article of trade, soapstone, is manufactured into lamps and pots.

It is found in a few places only, and very rarely in pieces

large enough for the manufacture of the articles named

1) Kmk, p H.

2) Crantz, I pp. 195, 196
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The visitors come from every part of the country, the soapstone

being dug or ^traded” from the rocks by depositing some trifles

in exchange. In addition to wood and soapstone, metals, which

were extremely rare in old times, have formed an important

object of trade. They were brought to Bafiiu Bay either by

the Aivillirmiut, who liad obtained them fom the Hudson Bay

Company and the Kinipetu, or by the Akuliarmiut. Even when

Frobisher visited the Nugumiut in 1577 he found them in

possession of some iron. The occurrence of flint, which was

the material for arrow-heads, may have given some importance

to places where it occurs. Formerly an important trade existed

between the Netchillirmiut and the neighbouring tribes. As the

district of the former is destitute of driftwood and potstone,

they are compelled to buy both articles from their neighbours.

In Ross’s time they got the necessar} wood from Ugjulik, the

potstone from Aivillik. They exchanged these articles for native

iron (or pyrite), which they found on the eastern shore of

Boothia and which was used for striking fire. After having

collected a sufl&cient stock of it during several Noars, the\

travelled to the neighbouring tribes”^) The Eskimos of Alaska

are also very commercial. „On the shore of Bering Strait the

natives have constant commercial intercourse with Asia ....

They frequently meet at the Gwosdeff Islands, where the

Tschuktschi bring tobacco, iron, tame-reindeer skins, and wal-

rus-ivory; the Eskimos giving in exchange wolf and wolverine

skins, wooden dishes, seal-skins and other peltries. The Eskimos

of the American » coast carr> on quite an extensive trade with

the Indians of the interior, exchanging with them Asiatic

merchandise for peltries” *). We see that most of the Eskimo

trade is bartering of raw products. This agrees with what

Rink remarks, viz. that there is no division of labour; each

group that has a tent or boat is entirely self-dependent ’^).

In industry they display much skill. Their boats are inge-

1) Boas, 1 c p 469

2) Bancroft, pp. 63, 64

3) Rmk, p. 13
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niously made and have excited the admiration of all travellers.

„Thc kajak (qajaq) is almost exclusively used for hunting by

all Eskimo tribes from Greenland to Alaska” ^). Crantz tells

us that the implements the Greenlanders use for procuring

their subsistence are simple, but so well adapted to their pur-

pose that they are more convenient than the costly implements

of the Europeans. Their harpoons consist of several pieces,

but are so ingeniously made that not a single piece is super-

fluous. Their boats are also greatly admired by this writer 2
).

And Bancroft tells us that „the Hyperboreans surpass all

American nations in their facilities for locomotion, both upon

land and water. In their skin boats, the natives of the Alaskan

seaboard from Point Barrow to Mount St. Elias, made long

voyages, crossing the strait and sea of Bering, and held com-

mercial intercourse with the people of Asia. Sixty miles is

an ordinary day's journey for sledges, while Indians on snow-

shoes have been known to run down and capture deer”. „So

higlily were these boats esteemed by the Russians, that they

were at once universally adopted by them in navigating these

waters. They were unable to invent any improvement in either

of them” ®).

5°. Property and wealth. It is nowhere stated that a man’s

rank or power depends upon his wealth. The Greenlanders

live without any government; the head of each family is in-

dependent. When several families live together in one house,

they liavc no control over each other, but voluiitaril} obey the

most respected head of a family, i. e the one who is best

acquainted with hunting and the signs of weather. Yet our

informant also states. „If several Greenlanders live together,

they like to keep an anyeholi (priest), to avail themselves of

his advice. And if the> do not keep onq, they are despised

or pitied by the others as being poor men” ^). So poor people

1) Boas, I c p 486

2) Crantz, I pp. 165 -168

3) Bancroft, pp 50, 61

4) Crantz, I pp 201,,. 202; III p. 180 note
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are despised, but this applies to villages or settlements rather

than individuals. This agrees with what Rink tells us of their

communistic regime. Only the indispensable implements and

utensils are individual property, and also provisions sufficient

for less than a year. If an individual or group have got too

much, they are compelled by public opinion to give it to those

who have too little ^). Among the Central Eskimos men unable

to provide for themselves are employed as servants, but their

position „is a voluntary one, and therefore these men arc not

less esteemed than the self-dependent providers” ^). Among the

Eskimos of Alaska „now or then some ancient or able man

gains an ascendency in the tribe, and overawes his fellows.”

„Caste has been mentioned in connection with tattooing, but,

as a rule, social distinctions do not exist” ®).

Though the Eskimos are dependent for their subsistence on

the possession of boats, houses and implements, they do not

want more property than is needed for procuring their daily

food. According to Rink an heir inherits duties rather than

fortune; for boat and tent continually require so much mend-

ing, that a single hunter is hardly able to keep them in

order In Greenland, if a man dies leaving no full-grown

son, his goods devolve upon the next of kin, who is obliged

to provide for the widow and her children. But if he already

possesses a tent and a boat, he will leave the inheritance and

the duties connected with it to an alien
;

for nobody is capable

of keeping two tents and two boats in repair ^).

6’. Condition of women Though not quite so bad as in

Australia, woman’s condition is not so good here as among

the Indians of the Pacific Coast. Greenland women lead a

hard and almost slave-like life, says Crantz ®). And Bancroft

1) Rink, pp. 9, 29.

2) Boas, 1 0 p 581.

3) Bancroft, p 65.

4) Rink, p. 26.

5) Crantz, I pp. 214, 215.

^ Crantz, i p 187.
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tells us that among the Eskimos of Alaska „the lot of the

women is but little better than slavery” ^). The principal cause

of this difference perhaps is, that female labour among the

Eskimos is not productive. In Greenland „a man who has

two wives is not despised; on the contrary he is looked upon

as an able provider” This proves that subsistence depends

upon male, not as in Australia upon female labour. Among
the Central Eskimos „the principal part of the man’s work is

to provide for his family The woman has to do the house-

hold work, the sewing, and the cooking” ®). Among the Western

Eskimos „polygamy is common; every man being entitled to as

many wives, as he can get and maintain” *). So the man main-

tains the family
;
female labour, however useful, is not so indis-

pensable as male. The men know this quite well. In Green-

land „the man hunts and fishes, and having brought the

animals ashore he pays no more attention to them; it would

even be a disgrace for him to carry the captured seal on

laud” “). This is quite another state of things than what we

have seen to exist on the Pacific Coast, where female labour,

especially in the preparation of articles of commerce, is highly

valued.

7®. Militarism. Among the Greenlanders warfare is unknown 6).

Boas, speaking of the Central Eskimos, says’ „Real wars or

fights between settlements, I believe, have never happened,

but contests have always been confined to single families” ^),

In Alaska it is otherwise, for „the Northern Indians are fre-

quently at war with the Eskimos and Southern Indians,

for whom they at all times entertain the most inveterate

hatred” ®). This absence of militarism enables the Green-

J) Bancroft, p 65

2) Crantz, 1 p. 180

3) Boas, 1 c pp 579, 580

4) Bancroft, p. 66

5) Crantz, Ip 186

6) Crantz, I p 207

7) Boas, 1. c. p. 465

8) Bancroft, p. 120
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landers and Central Eskimos to have men performing women’s

work living among them, as we have seen in § 1 of this

Chapter ^).

So the Eskimos, like the slave^keeping tribes of the Pacific

Coast, are accomplished fishers, have fixed habitations, are in-

dustrially highly developed, and generally not warlike. On the

other hand there is no abundance of food, wealth does not

exist, and woman’s condition is not nearly so good as on

the Pacific Coast. Also in the size of their groups, the pre-

serving of food, and the development of trade, they are decid-

edly inferior to the slave-keeping tribes of the N. W. Coast of

North America.

The principal cause why the Eskimos do not keep slaves

IS the difficulty with which food is procured. We have seen

that female labour, being unproductive, is little valued. Male

labour only is indispensable, and this is labour of high quality.

Navigating in the kyak is a matter of much skill. Crantz

tells us that Europeans who tried it, could move about a

little in very calm weather; but they weie not able to fish

while being in the kyak, nor to save themselves when the

least danger occurred. This requires peculiar skill, and Eskimos

take several years to learn it. There are indeed men unable

to capture seals
;

they are much despised -). Bancroft also

states that considerable skill is required in taking seals ^),

and Boas describes at great length the ingenious methods used

in seal, walrus, and whale hunting'*) Unskilled labour is not

wanted; and widows and orphans who liave lost their bread-

winner may be glad if any one is willing to receive them into

his house ^).

Sometimes an Eskimo wants labour. In Greenland a mar-

ried couple having no children at all or no full-grown children.

1) See above, p. 198

% Craatz, I pp 172, 173, 184, 185.

3) Bancroft, p 56

4) Boas, 1 0 pp. 471 sqq

5) See above, pp 47—49
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adopt male and female children whom they treat as their

own; the adopted son is considered the future head of the

family Among the Central Eskimos too, as to the right of

inheritance „an elder adopted son has a preference over a

younger son born of the marriage” Tlius we see that a

normally constituted family is self-dependent. If there are no

children, their place has to be supplied by strangers; boys

have to perform the same highly skilled labour as the father,

and girls to help tlie mother in her work that, though less

valued, has also to be done. But a further increase of the

family by slaves performing menial work is not wanted; the

man, if able, would not be willing to maintain them. The

only kind of labour indispensable here cannot be imposed upon

slaves; and the cost of maintaining slaves performing other

work would bo greater than the profit they would yield. Food

IS not preserved in such large quantities as on the Pacific

Coast; shell-fish and vegetable food are almost entirely un-

known liere; nor is any fish, oil, etc. prepared for commer-

cial purposes.

There is one more cause at work among the Eskimos, pre-

venting the existence of slavery . the dependence of labour

upon capital. Boas, describing the Central Eskimos, states

that among the adopted people „who may almost be considered

servants” there are „men who have lost their sledges and

dogs ” Such servants „ fulfil minor occupations, mend the

hunting implements, fit out the sledges, feed the dogs, etc.;

sometimes, liowever, they join the hunters. They follow the

master of the house when he removes from one place to

another, make journeys in order to do his commissions, and

so on” ^). And Crantz tells us that among the Greenlanders

many boys are neglected in their youth, as the providing of

them with kyak and implements is very costly^). On the

1) Crantz, I p 186

2) Boas, 1 0 p 581

3) L 0

4) Crantz, I p 215
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Pacific Coast the possession of capital gives great advantage;

thus among the Makah the owner of the canoe receives a

proportionate share of the booty from the crew^); but it is

not indispensable. Here it is. A man destitute of capital

cannot provide for himself, and is therefore at the mercy of

the capitalist. Now the Eskimo capitalist most often allows

such men to share his house and food, and makes them feed

the dogs, etc. rather as means of procuring employment for

them, than because such work requires hands outside the

family. The capitalist does not want labourers; but even if

he did, there would always be widows and orphans, and men

destitute of capital, who would readily enter into his service.

The Eskimos have to struggle with „unemployment” diffi-

culties, not with scarcity of hands; therefore a slave-dealer

visiting them would not find a ready sale for his stock-

in-trade.

§ 6. Conclusion,

We shall sum up here the conclusions to which the fore-

going paragraphs have led us.

1^. Hunters hardly ever keep slaves; and when they do

slavery is of little moment. But among fishers slavery often,

though by no means always, exists: of the two large groups

of fishing tribes one (the group on the Pacific Coast) keeps

slaves, the other (the Eskimos) does not.

2^ The living in fixed habitations is more favourable to the

existence of slavery than nomadism.

3®. Slavery is most likely to exist among men who live in

rather large groups.

4®. Where food is abundant and easy to procure, slaves can

be of more use than where food is scarce; in the latter case

the slave, to use Spencer’s words, „i8 not worth his food.”

5®. The preserving of food furthers the growth of slavery.

6®. Commercial tribes^ especially those that carry on a trade

1) See above, p 209
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in manufactured goods, have more use for slaves than others.

We must, however, bear in mind that trade, even among

savages, does not seem anywhere to be altogether unknown.

7^. A high development of industry also tends to further

the growth of slavery The instance of the Eskimos, however,

shows that industrial tribes do not always keep slaves.

8°. Where wealth exists slaves are more likely to be kept

than where wealth is unknown.

9". Where subsistence is dependent on capital^ slaves are not

wanted.

10”. Where only highly shlled labour is required, slaves

cannot be of any use.

11”. Female labour may in some degree serve as a substitute

for slave labour (as in Australia), But where women enjoy

much consideration, the men sometimes procure slaves in order

to relieve the women of a part of their task, especially where

the women perform productive labour.

12”. Where militarism largely prevails, and warriors are

more wanted than labourers, slavery is not likely to exist.

Yet 111 a few cases the same militarism leads to the keep-

ing of slaves, viz. when slaves arc kept mainly for military

purposes.

13”. Tribes forming a somewhat homogeneous qroup^ and

maintaining constant relations with each other, are more likely,

ceteris paribus^ to keep slaves, than an isolated tribe.

These conclusions, arrived at by an examination of hunt-

ing and fishing tribes, all, except the first, bear a general

character. We may therefore suppose that they will equally

apply to pastoral and agricultural tribes. Whether this really

bo the case, will appear from the ensuing Chapters. It may,

however, be convenient first to simplify and systematically

arrange them.

As the principal factor we may regard the general economic

state of society. Two distinctions are to be made here:

1”. Subsistence either is or is not dependent on capital.

2”. Subsistence is either easy or difficult to acquire.
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These two distinctions are independent of each other. For

where subsistence depends on capital, it may, with the aid of

capital, bo easily acquired or not Similarly, where it does not

depend on capital, it may be easy or difficult to procure. Ac-

cordingly we find the following forms of economic life:

F. Subsistence depends on capital. Without capital a man

cannot get on. Now, if labourers are wanted, there are always

people destitute of capital, who have no other resource left

but to offer their labour to the capitalist. But there is a dif-

ference, according as subsistence is easily acquired or not.

a. Subsistence, even with the aid of capital, is difficult to

procure. The procuring of subsistence requires a combination

of capital and skilled labour. Thus among the Eskimos a man

unacquainted with their ingenious hunting and fishing methods

cannot get on any more than a man destitute of a boat, or of

sledges and dogs. Here labourers are not much wanted. Help-

less persons are kept as servants, but this is done for pity’s

sake rather than because they are useful. Slavery does not

exist.

b. Subsistence, with the aid of capital, is easy to procure.

Unskilled labour, combined with capital, is so productive that

it gives a surplus beyond the subsistence of the labourer. In

this case the capitalist wants labourers, but there are also labour-

ers who want the capitalist. We have not yet met with any

instance of this state of things. Slavery can exist here, if the

demand for labour exceeds the supply of labour; but we do

not think this will often be the case.

2^. Subsistence does not depend on capital. Wo are, of

course, aware that a man, to procure his subsistence, always

wants some implements, such as a spear, bow and arrow, etc.

But he does not, therefore, depend on capital; for he can

always make a spear or bow for himself; so after all, he

depends only on his own strength and skill. If an Eskimo

loses his boat, he wants long time to make a new one; in

the meantime he has to live, and so is thrown upon the

mercy of others. But where the necessary implements can

always be procured at a moment’s notice, subsistence is not
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dependent on capital: the man who has broken his spear can

immediately make a new one; he need not ask anybody to

feed him in the meantime.

Subsistence, where it does not depend on capital, is again

either easy or difficult to procure.

a. Subsistence is not easy to procure; it requires much
skill. As subsistence does not depend on capital, every skilled

labourer is able to provide for himself. Those who are not

able providers are dependent on the others; but their labour,

being little productive, is not much valued. Such is the state

of things among many hunting tribes. As slaves cannot be

compelled to perform work that requires the utmost skill and

application, slavery cannot exist here.

h. Subsistence is easy to procure. The produce of unskilled

labour can exceed the primary wants of the labourer. As sub-

sistence IS not dependent on capital, everybody is able to

provide for himself
;

therefore labourers do not voluntarily

offer themselves. Now, if a man wants the products of an-

other’s labour, he can proceed in several ways. He can him-

selfs produce commodities, and exchange them for what an-

other has produced. He can also, like the Makah boat-owner,

produce such things as enhance the productiveness of labour,

and lend them to others, stipulating for a part of the profit

for himself. But there is another manner iii which he can

attain his end: he can by force compel others to work for him.

And we know that one form of compulsory labour is slavery,

This manner will often be the most profitable; for the slave-

owner has only to survey the labour of his slave, and leave

him the mere necessaries of life; whereas in the way of

free commerce he would have to produce as much, or nearly

as much, as he would get in return. Therefore, when subsis-

tence is easy to procure, and not dependent on capital, slave

labour can be of much use. Yet even then slavery does not

always exist. We shall see that there are additional causes.

But we may now, at least, say that, generally speaking,

slavery can only exist when subsistence is easy to procure

without the aid of capital.

17
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There are some additional, or secondary^ causes which in-

crease or diminish the use of slave labour.

1®. It may be, that unskilled labour is required, but is suffi-

ciently performed by the women. Thus in Australia women gather

vegetable food and perform all the common drudgery; and

some Australian tribes subsist mainly on the produce of female

labour. In such cases slaves are not wanted. This is a cir-

cumstance of much importance; for everywhere women are

about a half, sometimes more than half, of the population.

As in our days, in civilized Europe, the employing of women

in factories tends to keep wages low, female labour in Australia

makes slavery superfluous. The causes on which the division

of labour between the sexes depends cannot be ('xamined here;

this would require an investigation of the whole history of

family and marriage. But, though unable to find the causes,

we can trace the effects of this division of labour Where women

are looked upon as „ beasts of burden” (to use an expression

our ethnographers are very fond of), there is not so much use

for slave labour as where they hold a high position and the

men are desirous of relieving them of a part of their task.

2^. Where food is preserved in large quantities, more labour

has to be done at a time, viz. in the season of plenty, than

where life is continually a hand-to-mouth proceeding. And
the additional work required for preserving food, e. g. the

drying of fish, is very fit to be imposed upon slaves: it

requires little skill and is easy to supervise.

3^ The development of trade and industry has a great

influence. When the freemen wish to devote themselves to

these pursuits, they want others to perform the common drud-

gery for every-day subsistence. Moreover, the preparing of

the articles of commerce may require menial labour thus on

the Pacific Coast slaves are employed in drying fish, preparing

oil, etc. And finally, trade and industry lead to the develop-

ment of wealth. As soon as wealth exists, a man does not

only want food and the other necessaries of life, but also luxuries,

so his wants may become almost unlimited, and there is much

more use for slave labour.
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Hitherto we have considered slavery as serving economic

purposes. But slaves may also be hept for non-economic pur-

poses. There is only one such purpose we have as yet met

with: the employing of slaves in warfare. We have seen that

among the Abipones this is the main and almost the only

function of slavery.

On the other hand, it may be that militarism so largely

prevails, that all available men are wanted in warfare. If,

then, the military organization is not so highly developed,

that slaves can be employed in warfare without any danger,

slavery is not likely to exist, though it might be economically

of great use.

There are other causes, which we may call external. Howe-

ver much slaves are wanted, there must be a coercive power

strong enough to make the keeping of slaves possible The

following causes tend to increase this coercive power:

1°. Living in fixed habitations. Besides the effect this has

on the growth of industry, it makes the escape of slaves more

difficult and the surveying of slave labour easier.

2'\ Living together in large groups. In a small group any

increase in the number of slaves would soon become dan-

gerous to the maintenance of power by the freemen within the

group, and an escaping slave would soon be out of reach of

the group.

3^. The preserving of food. Besides having some economic

effects of which we have treated above, it makes living in

large groups and in fixed habitations possible; moreover it

attaches the slave to his master’s home
;
for he knows he will

get there sufficient food in the time of scarcity, whereas, if

he escaped, he would have to shift for himself.

4^. The existence of a somewhat homogeneous group of tribes

maintaining constant relations with each other greatly accele-

rates the growth of slavery, especially by means of the slave

trade. Twenty tribes, living separately, have, each for itself,

to invent slavery; but when twenty tribes maintain relations

with each other, as soon as one of them has invented slavery,

the other 19 have it ready-made before them.
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1. Internal causes.
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CHAPTER 111 - PASTORAL TRIBES

1. Capital and labour among pastoral tribes.

The number of these tribes is not large, as they are found

in a few parts of the world only. Moreover, the descriptions

available to us are in many cases too incomplete to justify

any inference as to their having or not having slaves.

The clear cases noticed by us are the following.

Positive cases. Arabia: Aenes^e Bedouins,

Larbas.

Caucasus: Circassians,

Kabards.

Hamitic group. Beduan.

Beni Amer,

Soraal,

Danakil,

Fulbe,

Moors of Senegambia,

Tuareg.

Negative cases. India: Todas.

Central Asia: Kazak Kirghiz

Altaians,

Turkomans.

7

IT
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Siberia

:

Bantu tribes:

Hamitic group:

Samojedes,

Tunguz,

nomadic Koryakes. 3

Ama-Xosa,

Ama-Zulu,

some divisions of tbe Mund-

ombe. 3

Massai. 1

if

Tbe pastoral tribes on which wc have collected some notes,

without arriving at a definite conclusion as to the existence

of slavery, are the Goajiro, Kurds, Sliahsewenses, Mongols,

Namaqua, Ovaherero, Matabele, Inland-Tuski, Kalmucks, Fejir

Bedouins, Syrian Bedouins, Mairs and Meenas.

We see that there are as many positive as negative cases.

So those theorists are wrong, who h('ld that the taming of

animals naturally leads to the taming of men *).

It might, liowever, be that the non-existence of slavery in

our negative cases were due to a special, external cause, viz.

that these tribes were so inclosed between superior peoples

as not to be able to procure slaves, tliough slaves would be

of much use to them. A brief survey of the political state

of these tribes sliows that they are not all in this position.

The Kazak Kirghiz, in Levchine’s time, kidnapped slaves

whom they sold abroad. The Massai are very warlike and

adopt captives. The Turkomans are „the intermediate agents

for carrying on the slave-trade” Tiie Ama-Xosa and Ama-

Zulu are also very warlike ^). We see that there are some

pastoral tribes that, though able to procure slaves, do not

keep any. The non-existence of slavery among them must

be due to other, more internal, causes.

It might also be that our positive cases were exceptions

1) Soe above, pp 170, 171

2) Soe above pp 126, 127, 130, and Baumann, p 165.

3) FritBoh, pp 79, 80, 135, 136
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to a general rule. For many pastoral tribes, though subsisting

mainly by cattle-breeding, carry on agriculture besides. If

these only kept slaves, and employed them chiefly in work

connected with agriculture, slavery would prove foreign to

pastoral nomadism as such; for then these tribes would only

keep slaves in their quality as agriculturists.

We shall inquire whether this be so; and for this purpose

we shall give a survey of the work imposed upon slaves among

pastoral tribes. This survey, besides enabling us to decide

upon the question at issue, will sliow what place slavery oc-

cupies in pastoral life.

Among the Larbas the bo} s (also free bo} s) guard the cattle

on the pasture-ground, whereas the work that requires more

skill (the tending of young animals, the breaking of horses,

etc.) is equally divided between master and slaves ’).

Circassian slaves, according to Bell, till the soil, tend the

cattle, and perform domestic labour Klaproth, however, states

that the peasants may only be sold together with the land;

so they are rather a kind of serfs. Domestic slaves may be

sold separately

Munzinger speaks of dom(‘3tic labour being imposed on

slaves by the Beduan Most of these slaves are women ^).

Among the Beni Amer it is considered an honour to have

many slaves. „ Properly speaking slaves serve their master

only when children. Adult female slaves are concubines, live

with their master, but are exempt from nearly all labour;

adult male slaves generally despise all labour, and belong to

the retinue of the master. The master derives no real profit

from his slaves.” According to Von Muller the fabrication of

tar falls to the share ot the slave, such work being below

the dignity of a freeman *).

Paulitschke tells us that among the nomadic Somal and

1) Geoflroy, pp 430, 431

2) Bell, Ip 170, Klaproth, p 5b7

3) Munzinger, Ostafr Stud, pp 154, 155

4) Ibid., p. 310, Von Muller, p 429.
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Danakil slavery is not profitable; for the territories inhabited

by them are thinly peopled, agriculture is insignificant, and

these cattle-breeders get their subsistence rather easily; more-

over they would be unable to support a considerable number

of slaves by the produce of their cattle. Therefore among the

Danakil on the river Aussa and the Rahanwfn Somal on

the lower Webi-Schabeli, where slaves are employed in agri-

culture, there is more use for slave labour. Among the nomadic

Somal and Danakil slaves appear also to be employed in war-

fare. According to Bottego, whose account applies to the Somal

of the towns, adult male slaves till the soil, build houses,

and perform the rudest and most fatiguing kinds of work.

The boys lead tbe cattle to the pasture-ground; the women

are employed in household labour and often are concubines of

their masters ^).

Among the Fulbe^ according to Rohlfs, all the rowers of the

ships are slaves. Berenger-Feraud states that freemen disdain

all labour except warfare and agriculture; but this does not

agree with what he says in another passage, viz. that, where

intermarriage with Negroes has been frequent, the Fulbe are

more than elsewhere given to agriculture. Waitz, who has

consulted much literature on the Fulbe, states that most of

their warriors are slaves; moreover there are domestic and

agricultural slaves

The slaves kept by the Moors of Smegamhia are stated to

have a hard lot, to be treated in fact as boasts of burden ®).

The Tuareg employ their slaves chiefly for domestic

labour *).

There are some tribes that subsist mainl) on agriculture,

but also, to a great extent, on cattle-breeding. It may be of

some use to give a survey of slave labour among them too;

1) Paulitechke, II pp. 138, 130, I pp 213, ‘iCB; Bottego, p. 423,

2) Rohlfs, p 105, Ih*rengor-F(*rau(l, pp 143, 140, Wwtz-Oorlunil, 11

pp 470, 471

3) B6rengor-l eraud, p 72

4) Letourneau, p. 252
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it will appear, then, whether they keep their slaves for agri*

cultural purposes only, or employ them also m pastoral labour.

Among the Kafirs some slaves are blacksmiths. In war a

slave boy beats the drum ^). Our informant speaks only inci-

dentally of slave labour; he does not mean to say that this

is the only work performed by slaves.

Among the Barotse young slaves are given as pages to the

children of freemen Slaves till the soil and tend the cattle;

slave boys are employed as herdsmen 2
).

A describer of the Waganda tells us: „One of the prin-

cipal evils resulting from slavery in Uganda is that it causes

all manual labour to be looked upon as derogatory to the

dignity of a free man” *).

Among the Mandingos native-born slaves enjoy much liberty

;

they tend the cattle, and go to war, even without their mas-

ters. Freemen work as much as slaves. Every Mandingo, to

whatever class he belongs, is occupied in agriculture. The

tending of horses is incumbent on slave boys ^).

Hildebrandt states that the occupations of the Sahalavas

are not many. In North Sakalavaland, however, rice is cul-

tivated for export, and so there is more labour wanted here;

therefore in this district slavery prevails to a large extent*).

Among the Bogos there are hardly 200 slaves (whereas

Munzinger estimates the total population at 8400). Slaves

are of little use to their owners. Male slaves live separately

and generally take to robbery. Female slaves, having no op-

portunity to marry, become prostitutes and live rather inde-

pendently ®).

The Takue have very few slaves. In their laws and customs

they show a close resemblance to the Bogos ^).

1) Robertson, pp 78, 79

2) Holub, SUd-Afrika, II pp 348, 189, 262

3) Wilson and Felkin, I p 186

41 Tautain, Mandingues, pp 348—350

5) Hildebrandt, West-Madagaskar, p 113

6) Munzinger, Bogos, pp 49, 50, 35

7) Munzinger, Ostafr. Stud., pp. 207. 206.
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Among the pirate-trihes of Mindanao and Sulu agriculture

is incumbent on slaves. The slaves also share in their mas-

ters’ slave-raids. Jansen gives some more details about slave

labour in the Sulu Islands. The ordinary occupations of slaves

are agriculture, fishing, manufacture of salt, trade, and domes-

tic labour ^).

The slaves of the Geges and Naqos of Porto Novo are

chiefly employed in agriculture ^).

Among the Ossetes the slaves perform household labour;

the peasants are serfs ^).

The slaves captured and purchased by the (raWas are gener-

ally sold to foreign traders; in large housi'holds they are

sometimes retained and employed in various kinds of work

In another place our informant states that most slaves are

employed in agriculture ^).

Yoruba slaves are employed in trade and warfare ^).

We sec that slaves are employed in agriculture among the

agricultural Somal and Danakil, Pulbe, Barotse, Mandingos,

Sakalavas, pirate-tribes of Mindanao and Sulu, Geges and

Nagos, Gallas; and very probably also among the Waganda,

where they perform „all manual labour.” As tlie details given

by our ethnographers are not alwa\s complete, it is possible

that in some more cases slaves are employed in agriculture.

But it is sufficiently clear, that among the Beni Amer, nomadic

Somal and Danakil, Bogos, and probably also among the

Beduan and Takue, slaves do not till the soil. Among the

Ossetes and Circassians the peasants are serfs, slaves being

employed in household labour. What work is incumbent of

slaves among the Aeneze Bedouins we are not told; but agri-

culture seems to be unknown among them. Among the Larbas

the daily work is equally divided between master and slaves,

1) Blumentritt, Ethuographie, pp 54, 53, Janaon, p 225

2) Hagen, p, 97

3) Klaproth, II p G15

4) Paulitaohke, 1 p 262; 11 p. 140

5) Lander, I pp. 17, 37, 113
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agriculture holding a very subordinate place. Hence it appears

that several of these tribes keep slaves, though they do not

employ them in agriculture
;
pastoral tribes, as such, sometimes

keep slaves.

But another inference we can draw from the foregoing

survey of slave labour is this. Where slaves are not employed

in agriculture or in such other work as requires a settled life

(e. g. house-building among the Somal of the towns, fishing

and manufacture of salt among the pirate-tribes of Mindanao

and Sulu), the use of slave labour is not great. Among the

Beni Araer, Bogos, and nomadic Somal and Danakil slave-

keeping 18 stated to be a mere luxury. The Sakalavas, except

in the rice-exporting district, do not want much slave labour.

And only in one case, viz. among the Larbas, is it clearly

stated that the chief business of slaves is pastoral labour.

This tends to prove, tliat among true ^pastoral tribes slavery^

as a system of labour^ is of little moment. This inference is

verified by several statements about slaves being often manu-

mitted or in the course of time becoming practically free.

Burckhard, speaking of the slaves of the Aeneze Bedouins,

says „ After a certain lapse of time they are always emanci-

pated, and married to persons of their own colour” 0 *

Among the Circassians slaves are often manumitted. A slave

can also purchase his freedom, and then becomes a member of

a Circassian fraternity ~).

The Beni Amer liave two kinds of slaves, newly-purchased

and native-born. „Their condition differs so much, that only

the former may properly be called slaves
;
the latter are rather

serfs. The iiewly-purcliased slave is treated like ever} Moham-

medan slave, he may be sold and does not yet belong to the

family. The native-born slave lias only the name, not the

state of a slave; this appears from his being allowed to inter-

marry with the Woreza (subjected class). The children bom
of such a marriage are considered free, as they descend from

1) Burokhardt, 1 p 356

2) Bell, I pp. 169, 308



a free mother. In Barka the Kisliendoa, i. e. native-born sla-

ves, who inhabit a camp of tents of their own, are governed

by a chief who is one of their own number, and intermarry

with the Worega. Native-born slaves may live where they

like and have the same right of inheritance as freemen; only

if such a slave leaves no relatives does the master succeed

to his goods In the blood-feud too the native-born slave

is in a peculiar condition. If a newly-purcliased slave is

killed, his price is restored to his owner; for such a slave is

looked upon as an article of trade. The native-born slave,

however, belongs to the family; therefore his blood requires

blood; he is avenged by his relatives if there arc such, and

otherwise by his master
;

if this is not practicable because the

murderer is a man of power, the matter is hushed up; but a

compensation is never given” ^).

The Somal often buy slaves whom the> manumit soon

afterwards ").

Among the Tuareg slaves are often set free on the death

of their owners ^).

Among the Kafirs of India each tribe is governed b> a

council. Even slaves can be elected as members of this council ‘).

Our survey of slave labour shows in the third place, that

slaves are often employed in warfare. This will be accounted

for later on.

Here we have only to emphasize the fact, that to pastoral

tribes as such slave labour is of little use. This makes it

easy to understand why so many of them dispense with

slavery altogether.

Going on to inquire what is the cause of this phenomenon,

we may remember the general conclusion we have arrived at

in the last paragraph, viz. that slave labour is of little use,

where subsistence is either dependent on capital, or very

1) Munzmger, Ostafr Stud
, p 3(M).

2) Paulittjohke, I p 260.

3) Letourneau, p 253

4) Ujfalvy, Les A-ryenu, p, 352.
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difficult to procure. Now it is easy to see that among pastoral

tribes subsistence entirely depends on capital. Among people

who live upon the produce of their cattle, a man who owns

no cattle, i. e. no capital, has no means of subsistence. Ac-

cordingly, among pastoral tribes we find rich and poor men;

and the poor often offer themselves as labourers to the rich

Among the Syrian Bedouins „to every tent, or to every

two or three tents, there is a shepherd or person to attend the

cattle, either a younger son or servant, he receives wages

for ten months” -).

Among the Larhas alms are given to the poor. The social

rank of the head of a family depends on the number of his

children, his practical knowledge of the pastoral art, and his

wealth. There are free labourers who are paid in kind.

Herdsmen have the usufruct of a part of the herds they tend.

Generally the labourer takes a tenth in kind at the close of

the time agreed upon; moreover he receives his daily food

during the time of his engagement *).

Levchine, speaking of the Kazak Kirghiz^ tells us: „Once

I asked a Kirghiz, owner of 8000 horses, why he did not sell

every year a part of his stud. He answered: »Why should

I sell that which is my pleasure? I want no money; if I

had any, I should be obliged to shut it up in a coffer, where

nobody would see it; but when my steeds run over the

steppe ever) body looks at them; everybody knows that they

are mine; and people always remember that I am rich.” In

this manner is the name of a rich man acquired throughout

the hordes; such is the wealth that procures them the regard

of' their countrymen and the title of hat (rich man), which

sometimes gives them an ascendency over the offspring of the

khans and the most deserving old men.” On the other hand

the number of beggars is very considerable. Levchine makes

no mention of servants; but Radloff, who about thirty years

1) See Hildebrand, Rooht und Sitte, p 38

2) Burokbardt, 1 p 182.

3) Geoffrey, pp^ 420, 425, 434
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later visited the Kazak Kirghiz, says: „There exists here a

class of servants, whom I met with in every well-to-do family,

^he herds are generally tended by hired herdsmen, who are

te>jeoted to a kind of supervision.” The rich also engage poor

Emilies to till their lands. A man who loses all his cattle

has no resource left but to offer himself as a labourer ').

The same first-rate ethnographer informs us that among the

AUmans „rich and poor eat the same kind of food; the dif-

ference consists only in the size of the kettle and the quan-

tity of food. The poor man eats what he has got, which most

frequently is very little; and he would starve but that the

rich have such an abundance of food, that in summer they readily

entertain whoever comes to their piris (tents).” When a beast

is being killed, the poor neighbours in large numbers throng

towards the place and try to secure those portions of the

bowels that the rich disdain
;

they have to fight for them

with the doge, who are equally fond of the tit-bits. When
all guests have been served, pieces of meat are thrown towards

the door, where poor men and dogs trj to secure them. The

picked bones are also thrown to the poor, who clean them so

thoroughly that nothing but the bare bone is left to the dogs.

The cattle of the rich are generally tended by poor neigh-

bours, who live in the vicinit\ of the rich, partake of their

food, and receive their worn clothes. Young girls often seek

employment as servants: orphans of poor men also serve

the rich s).

The Turkomans „have large herds and flocks, which they

pasture in the steppes, and for this service they employ men

of their tribe as herdsmen and shepherds” ).

Among the Kalmucks there are man> poor people who

serve the rich as herdsmen *).

1) Levchinc, pp 348, 34^1, 344 note 1, KadlofI, Auh Silurnm, I j»p 402,

403, 410, also U)fttlv}, l.xped Hoicnt, p 112

2) liadloff, Au» Sibirujii, pp m, 302, 287, 205. 312

3) Featherman, IV p

4) Pallas as quoted by Hildebrand, liouht und Sitte, p 38
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Prschewalaky states that rich Mongols^ who own thous-

ands of beasts, employ herdsmen who are poor and have no

family ‘).

Wood, speaking of the Kirghiz (whether Kazak Kirghiz of

Kara Kirghiz does not appear), remarks: ^Slaves are not

common among this people, though they have, like European

families, maid servants” ^).

The Kurds of Eriwan employ freemen as herdsmen *).

Among the Tunguz the poor generally serve the rich, by

whom they are badly treated

Pallas says: „Every Samojede has his reindeer and tends

them himself with the help of his family, except the very

rich who employ poor men as herdsmen.” Yon Stenin also

states that the poor serve the rich. The following anecdote,

given by this writer, shows how strongly the desire of wealth

influences psychical life among the Samojedes. One of them

depicted the delight of intoxication in these terms: ^Spirits

taste better than meat. When a man is drunk, he fancies he

has many reindeer and thinks himself a merchant. But on

coming to his senses he sees that he is poor and has just

spent his last reindeer in drinking” °).

Of the Koryalces we are told: ^Before they were subjected

by the Russians, they liad neither government nor magi-

strates
;
only the rich exercised some authority over the poor.”

Their greatest pleasure consists in looking at their herds. The

poor are employed in tending the herds of the rich for food

and clothing
;

if they have themselves some reindeer, they are

allowed to join them to their master’s herds and tend them

together with the latter”

t) Hildebrand, 1 o., p 30, soo also Obrutsohow, 1 p 37, and Iwanowski,

pp 8,

2) Hildebrand, 1 o

3) Von Stcnin, Dio Kurden, p 221

4) Muller, IJnter Tuugusen und Jalcuten, p 50

5) Pallas, Reiso, 111 p 74. Yon Stenin, Samojeden, p 187

6) Histoire de Kamtsobatka. II pp 239, 243, 233, see also Hildebrand,

Uecbt und Sitte, p 38
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Among the Tush^ according to Georgi, the poor serve the

rich as herdsmen ^).

In North-east Africa the state of things is not quite the

same. The pastoral nomads here form the nobility, and tax

subjected tribes with tributes and compulsory labour. Servants

are not found here so often as in Asia. Sometimes, however,

they are found. Thus among the Bern Amer there are herds-

men, maid-servants etc. who work for wages 2).

„Among all South African natives” says Fritsch „the rich

tyraniltee over the poor who, in the hope of filling their

stomachs, comply with a state of dependence that is not

authorized by law” s).

Among the Kaffirs poor men place themselves under the

protection of a rich head of a family, build their huts in his

kraal^ and in reward yield their cattle to him ^).

The Ovaherero despise an> one who has no cattle '*). The

children of impoverished families who, according to Anders-

son ®), are kept as slaves, are perhaps rather to be called

servants.

Among those tribes which are mainly agricultural, but

besides subsist largely upon the produce of their cattle, similar

phenomena present themselves.

Among the Ossetes freemen are often employed as servants ').

Among the Betchuanas the possesion of cattle and a waggon

is a mark of distinction. They mix their porridge with curdled

milk, and therefore call a poor man a water-porridge man ®).

The Barotse employ as herdsmen joung slaves and sous

of poor men ®).

1) Hildebrand, 1 c

2) Munzmger, Oatafr Stud
, p 318

3) Fntach, p. 364

4) Tromp, D« KafFera, p 197.

5) Hahn, Die Ovaherero, p
24'

G) See above, p 445

7) Kdaproth, 11 p 615

8) Livingatone, Miaa Trav
, pp 109, 160,

9) Holub. Sdd-Afnka, II p 318.
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Among the Dinka every man upon an average owns three

head of cattle; but there are also poor men, v^ho are the

slaves or servants of the rich ^). We may safely infer that

these ^slaves or servants” are servants and not slaves.

The sheikh of each Chilloolc tribe, according to Chaille

Long, detains as slaves those who do not own even a single

cow 2) Probably the same state of things pievails here as among

the Kaffirs, these poor men are not slaves, but compelled

by hunger to seek the protection of a rich man.

In the country of the Gallas the value of labour is ver>

little '»).

The Bogo<i employ freemen as herdbmen and peasants; they

also keep maid-servants *).

We see that, wherever men subsist b> cattle-breeding, a

peculiar characteristic of economic life presents itself. This

characteristic is not the existence of wealth
,

for wealth also

exists among the tribes of the Pacific Coast; yet on the Pa-

cific Coast slave labour is of great use. It is the existence of

poverty. On the Pacific Coast the ^abundant natural supplies

in ocean, stream, and forest” enable each man, be he rich

or not, to provide for himself, but among pastoral tribes the

means of subsistence are the property of individuals, and

those who own no cattle have no resource but to applj to

the owners for support Therefore, if labourers are wanted,

there are always freemen who readil) offer their services;

and there is no great use for slave labour.

So there is always a supply of labour. On the other hand,

the demand for labour is small There is but little work to

be done. Among some pas>toral tribes the men spend a great

deal of time in idleness.

Prschewalsky, speaking of the il/ow^o/s, remarks
:
^Unlimited

1) Sohwemfuith, I p 1G4

2) Chaille Long, p 29

1) Pauljtsohke, I p 333

4) Mun/iiigei, Bogos p 4C

5) The oattlc, among pastoral tubes, are tlio propeity of individuals, not

of tho oommuiuty, see Daigun, pp 58—09

18
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laziness is a main characteristic of the nomads; they spend

their whole life in idleness, which is furthered by the cha-

racter of pastoral nomadism. The tending of the cattle is the

sole occupation of the Mongol, and this does not nearly require

all his time. The guarding of cows and sheep is the business

of the women and grown-up children
;
milking, creaming, butter-

making and other domestic labour falls almost entirely to the

share of the housewife. The men generally do nothing, and

from morning till night ride from one ]urt to another, drink-

ing Jcou7mss and chattering with their neighbours. The chase,

which the nomads are passionately fond of, serves mainly as

a pastime.”

The Altaians have to survey the cattle; tins consists onlj

in riding a few times a da\ to the herds, and driving them

together. The milking of the mares during the summer, winch

requires some courage, is also the men’s business.

Among the Aeneze Bedouins the men’s sole business is

feeding the horses, and in the evening milking the camels ').

The Kazak Kirghiz^ too, are ver\ laz}. Tlie\ pass a great

part of the summer sleeping because of the warmth
;
and in

winter-time the} hardly ever leave their tents, because the

snow covers the roads. As the} are not acquainted with aii}

arts, and the tending of the cattle is their only occupation,

there is no need for much work -)

The TurJeomans ^pass tlieir time m idleness; and t(' engage

in conversation about politics or plundering excursions, while

the pipe is handed round, is the higliest felicit} of their

earthly existence”

Rowney tells us of the Mairs and Mamas of Rajpootana.

„The ostensible occupation followed b\ them was that ol

goatherds, but the herds were usuall} left to the charge of

their boys and old men, while the more able-bodied spout

1) Hildebrand, Keolit und Bitte. pp, H7, UK (alter IVnehewalKkN, Kadloli

and Burckhardt) On the MongolK ho<* also Iwanowski, ]» 12

2) Leveilme, p U41

3) Foathorman, IV p U02
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tlieir time, mounted on their ponies, in marauding, plundering,

and murdering” ^).

It has to be remarked, that most of these tribes do not

keep slaves; so the men are not by imposing all the work

upon slaves enabled to pass their time in idleness; yet they

do almost nothing. This proves that but little labour is wanted.

One might object, that perhaps women and boys are over-

worked. But the fact that the able-bodied men, who form a

considerable part of the community, can afford to take life

so very easily, sufficiently proves that the total amount of

labour required is rather small.

Here we find one more reason why pastoral tribes have

little use for slave labour. The demand for labour is small;

therefore, even if free labourers were not available, only a

few slaves would be wanted. Capital is here the principal

factor of production, labour holding a subordinate place. Among
agricultural tribes, when there is a practically unlimited supply

of fertile soil, every person whose labour is available to the

tribe can cultivate a piece of ground, and so, the more people

there are, the more food can be produced. But among pas-

toral tribes, as soon as there are people enough within the

tribe to guard the cattle, milk the cows, and perform the

other labour required, an increase in the number of labourers

18 not profitable. There is only a limited demand for labour;

therefore, though there may be a temporary scarcity of labour

which makes strengthening of the labour forces of the tribe

by means of slaves desirable, — when a few slaves have been

procured, the point at which a further increase in the number

of people gives no profit wiP soon be reached again -).

We see that among pastoral tribes little labour is required;

1) Rownoy, p 51

2) The following remaikuble atatomont tends to verify our argument.

Among the Hottentots and Damaras men are „given away” If a Negro lias

for some time served a master, and the latter has no longer any employ-

ment for him, ho gives him to some friend or acquaintance The Negro

complies with the transaction, for ho wants a master and cannot subsits

without one (Gaitou as quoted by Post, Afr Jur., I p. 97).
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and such as is, is easy to procure
;

for there are always people

destitute of capital, who olFcr themselves as labourers. There-

fore slaves are economically of little use.

There is, however, one description of a pastoral tribe, in

which it is stated, that men as well as women have to work

very hard. This is Geoffrey’s capital monography on the

Larbas. The head of the famil\ and Iiis sons have to guard

the lierds, trace and dig pits, share in all operations common

to the horsemen of the tribe* raids and battles, the pursuing

of thieves, the defense of the pecuniary interests of the family,

the depositing of merchandi'^e in the /iS’o«r.s’ (store-houses). The

head of the family tends the sick animals, and has the ad-

ministration of the W(»d and grain; but practicallv he w'lll

not have much to do with these matters, not considering them

worth his attention. But a great part of his time is taken up

with keeping watch and marching, and this makes his life a

rather hard one c'est un pcu toiijoar^ (ommv In (fwrre. lb*

does not sleep at night; he i^aters the cattle in the pits or

r'dtrs] he surrounds his tents with a protecting hedge, the

Zirha
;
he struggles against the elements, which often disjairsi*

beasts, tents and men, Daih, from the cradle to tin* tomb, the

nomad’s life is a struggle for existence As a child ho is

alread} concern(‘d in the care taken of the cattle in the tents;

he learns to ride on horseback with Ins father When older,

whether rich or poor, he has to learn, for several years, to

conduct large numbers of cattle, which h a ver\ difficult and

dangerous work, to tend the different kinds of animals, to cure

them, to sell them, to derive from them as much profit as

possible Pastoral art is more coinplicati'd than at first sight

it seems, and comprehends a long senes of accomplishments.

At twenty years the nomad is an accomplished man thoroughly

acquainted with the life he has to lead, enjoying all the phy-

sical strength indispensable in the exceptional milieu where he

has to struggle. The two youngest sons of the head of the

family our informant describes, 15 and Id }earB of age, now

perform in the family the duties of herdsmen. Daily occupa-

tions of master and slaves are the driving together of the
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dispersed animals, the tending of the females that have calved,

the preparing of special food fur the young animals, the dress-

ing of the stronger ones for the saddle and pack-saddle, and

the chase of hares and gazelles ^).

We see that pastoral life is not to easy here as on the fert-

ile plains of Central Asia. But the work that is most neces-

sary here, and also most difficult, is the care for the security

of the tribe and its possessions, or, as Geoffrey very appro-

priately expresses it, un pm toujoart, cmnmi la gucrre'\

And this work cannot be left to slaves; else the slaves would

become the masters of the tribe. Warriors are wanted here;

labourers not so much.

We have now accounted for the non-existence of slavery

among many pastoral tribes, and the little use of slave labour

among pastoral tribes in general, by the principle laid down

in the last paragraph, that, generally speaking, slaves are not

wanted where subsistence depends upon capital.

In North’cad Africa^ however, there is one more cause at

work, making slavery superfluous. This is the existence of a

kind of mdjstitute for slarcnj^ viz subjection of tribes as such.

Pastoral tribes often lew tributes on agricultural tribes, to

which they are 8uperi(*r in militar} strength; the latter cannot

easily leave the lands they cultivate and seek a new country

;

if not too heavily oppressed, they will prefer paying a tribute.

And to pastoral nomads the levying of a tax on agricultural

tribes brings far more profit than the enslaving of individuals

belonging to such tribes, whom they would have to employ

cither in pastoral labour, which tlu'y do not want, or in tilling

tlie soil, whicli work the n miads would be unable to super-

vise. There an* also pastoral tribes subjected by other pastoral

nomads, the latter forming the nobility and the military part

of society. Finally we find subjected tribes of hunters, smiths,

etc.
;
here we have sometimes rather to deal with a voluntary

division of labour.

The Somal have several paria castes. Among the Wer-Sin-

1) Geoffrey, pp 429—4? 1,
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gellis in North Somaliland we find the following: X^.Midgdn^

smiths and traders; these, by acquiring considerable wealth,

sometimes win so much regard, that even a Somali noble

deigns to marry his daughter to a Midgan. 2'^. Tomal^ who

are employed by Somali nobles as servants, herdsmen and

camel-drivers, and are also obliged to go to war. The noble

Wer-Singelli carries sword and spear, whereas the Tomali uses

bow and arrows; sometimes a Midgan girl is given him as a

wife, but never the daughter of a noble Somali. The Tomal,

however, belong to the tribe. 3° Jihhir, who are very much

despised. They have no fixed habitations; they roam in fami-

lies over the country, from tribe to tribe, as jugglers and

magic doctors. Everybody, for fear of sorcery, gives them food

and presents, and in return receives from them amulets, made

of stone and roots. They contract no marriage outside their

own caste ^).

The Massaij true warriors and raideis, „keep a subjected

tribe, the Wa-rombutta, who do their hunting and what meagre

agriculture they indulge in. This tribe is insignificant in appear-

ance, and although servile and subject to the Maasai are not

slaves; they present almost the appearance of dwarfs.” The

Wandorobo too, according to Thomson, are regarded by the

Massai as a kind of serfs, and treated accordingly
;
and Johnston

calls them a helot race of hunters and smiths “).

Among the Bogos „ patronage results from military subjection

or from the helpless state of separate immigrants with regard

to a strong and closely allied people. As the nobles carefully

trace tlieir pedigrees, it is easy to find out the Tigres Tigre

means a man of Ethiopian extraction, who speaks the Tigre

language. Some Tigre families, subjected from time immemo-

rial, have immigrated together with the family of Gebre Terke

[the legendary ancestor of the Bogos]. Others lived already in

the country, and unable to withstand the invasion, hastened

1) Hildebrand
t, Soinal, p 4

2) Mrs. Frenoh-Sheldon, p 380 Thomson, Through Masailand, p 448,

Johnston, p 402
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to submit in ordor to be tolerated. The Bogos seem to have

taken possession of the country in a very pacific and forbear-

ing way, and unlike the Normans aed other European in-

vaders, do not interfere with the regulation of landed property,

so that the ancient aborigines still own most of the land. The

third class is composed of foreign families wlio, being for some

reason unable to agree with their countrymen, settle in the

country of the Bogos and place themselves under their pro-

tection, which still continually occurs. A member of the Boas

family [i. c. of the Bogos nobility], however poor and weak,

never becomes a Tigre
;
his family is a guarantee of his inde-

pendence A Tigre, however mighty and rich, cannot become

a Schrnagilly [noble]; for the Tigres, who are a compound of

various elements, cannot trace their origin so far back as the

Schmagillies who pretend to spring all from the same ances-

tor. Moreover, tlic oppression is so slight, that a revolution is

unimaginable ^).

Among the Tahie the state of the Tigres is the same as

among the Bogos; formerl} the) brought beer to their lords;

now they pay them a small tribute of corn and fat ^).

Man a Tigres have a harder lot. Two kinds of obligations

are incumbent on them, towards their respective masters, and

towards the nobility cn hloc. Even the poorest noble never be-

comes a Tigre, and does not perform degrading work, such as

for instance milking. The Tigre pajs his master yearly 8

bottles of fat, a measure of corn, and every week a leathern

bag with milk. Of ever) cow killed by a Tigre the master

receives a considerable portion; a cow belonging lo a Tigre,

which dies a natural death, falls entirely to the master. As

for the Tigres’ obligations towards the uobilit) as a whole, on

several occasions they have to give up their cattle for the

nobility. Among the Black Marea the Tigres own most of the

land; among the Red Marea the greater part of the land is in

the hands of impoverished nobles, who live chiefly upon the

1) Munzingei, Bogos, pp 48, 49

2) Munziiiger, Ostafr, Stud
, p 207
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who are obliged to choose a patron and pay a tribute, but are

held in rather high esteem and often marry daughters of tlie

nobles; they own land and herds and are much given to

trading ').

Among the Beni Amer the same distinction, of nobles and

subjects, prevails. The latter are called WorSsa. ^We shall

speak of master and servant,” says Munzinger ^though the

latter term does not quite answer the purpose. The state of things

we are going to describe much resembles that which we have

met with among the aristocrats of tlie Anseba
;
among the

Beni Amer, however, the servant is a feoffee rather than a

protege. But as he derives his wealth from his master, to whom
he owes what we may call interest, his state is one of much

greater dependence .... Among the Beni Amer it is an ancient

custom, that a lord distributes his wealth among his servants,

e. g if he receives 100 cows as his portion ef the war-booty,

he does not add them to his herd, but leaves them to his serv-

ants as a present. When the servant marries, the lord presents

him witli a camel. In every emergency the servant applies to

his lord, who helps him wliencver possible. All these presents

become the true property of the recipient
;
the servant may do

with tliem as he likes, sell and even spend them, the lord

may upbraid him for it, but legally has nothing to do with it.

On the death of the servant the presents devolve upon his heirs.

But the lord has a kind of usufruct of these presents; the serv-

int provides him with fat and daily brings him a certain

[quantity of milk, i. e. he feeds the lord and his family. Often

has the lord to wait for his supper till midnight, because the

servant provides for himself first. The servant, moreover, has

to provide the funeral sacrifice for his lord and fur every

member of the latter’s family; he leaves to the lord every

sterile cow, and when he kills a beast he brings him the

breast-piece. He stands by his lord in every emergency, and

even assists him according to his means towards paying the

1) Ibid., pp 235—242.
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tribute.” The servant is, so to speak, a tenant of his lord.

As the Beni Ainer are nomads, there is no land to distribute

;

the pasture has no owner; therefore the fief can only consist

in movable property. As most of the v\ ealth of the country is

in the hands of the servants, they have a decisive voice in

every public council; they have to find out where the best

pastures are, where the camp has to be erected ’).

Similar phenomena present themselves outside North-east

Africa.

In the second Chapter of Part I we have met with subjected

tribes in South Africa^ such as Pingu, Makalahiri, etc., some-

times called slaves by our ethnographers ^).

The Moors of Scnegamhia are also the patrons of subjected

tribes, which they protect and levy heavy tributes on

Geoffro} speaks of settled tribes being in some way the

vassals of the Larhas. The ksours are buildings in which the

nomads preserve their corn, dates and wool; these stores are

guarded by settled tribes, that permanently live there and re-

ceive one tenth of the preserved stock yearly. The nomads

look upon all settled tribes as degenerate men and inferiors ^).

Here we have to deal with a voluntary division of labour,

rather than with subjection.

Among the Tuareg slavery proper does not prevail to any

great extent. There are two kinds of tribes, one consisting of

nobles and the other of serfs. The nobles only have political

rights. The serfs work to feed the ruling classes, and from 4

to 8 serfs are wanted to support one noble. The nobles pass

their time travelling in the desert, either to escort or ^to plun-

der caravans; the serfs, in the meantime, cultivate the oases

and rear sheep, goats and camels. They also tend the herds

belonging to the nobles, to whom they pay a
}
early tribute

of butter, milk, slieep, goats and camels. The serfs are some-

times richer than the nobles. The nobles let them enrich them-

1) Ibid, pp 311, 312, 316, 317

2) b(3(3 above, pp 140-144

3) Bdrenger-P'draud, pp 70, 71

4) Geoffroy, pp. 412,^^414, 415
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selves, requiring nothing from them but the yearly tribute.

These tributes, together with those levied on caravans, form

the revenue of the Tuareg nobles. The serfs may not wear the

same dress nor carry the same weapons as the nobles. Yet

nobles and serfs generally live together in perfect harmony.

But the free, nomadic Tuareg show a great disdain for the

settled and rural population; they consider their own nomadic

life, chiefly taken up with escorting or plundering caravans,

as particulary noble; and regard the settled tribes as degene-

rate beings ^),

In Circassia^ according to Bell, the serfs are prisoners of

war and the ancient inhabitants of the country. The latter

are perhaps the same peasants who, according to Klaproth,

may not be sold apart from the land

It 18 remarkable, that in Central Asia and Siberia we do

not find a single instance of this subjection of tribes as such ).

This is probably the reason why in these parts members of

the tribe are so often employed as servants.

Where nearly all work is left to subjected tribes or castes,

and the nobles do nothing but fight, there is not much use

for slave labour. The nobles do not want slaves, because all

labour required by them is performed b) their subjects.

Wo have now found a new cause, from which in some

cases slaves arc not wanted* the subjection of tribes as such,

which serves as a substitute for slavery.

§ 2 . Slavery among pastoral trilns.

Yet several pastoral tribes keep slaves; this has still to be

accounted for. We shall inquire first, whether the sirondary

causes we have found in the last paragraph are at work here.

1) Letourneau, pp 252 254

2) Bell, I, p 837, Klaproth, p 507

3) It 18 atatod, that the nomadic Koryakes regard the setth'd Koryakos

ae slaves (Histone de Kamtschatka, II p 228) But we are not told that

they require tiibutes oi sei vices fiom them Probably our informant only means

to say, that the settled Koryakes are despised by the nomads (aee p 222, ibid)
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1°. Condition of women. On the Pacific Coast the men some-

times procure slaves, in order to relieve the women of a part

of their task. There are some details on record suggestive of

the same state of things among some pastoral tribes. Among
the Circassians, Beduan, Fulbe and Tuareg (pastoral tribes),

Waganda, pirate-tribes of Mindanao and Sulu, Ossetes and

Gallas (agricultural tribes depending largely on cattle for their

subsistence) slaves are employed for household labour. The

same is the case with female slaves among the Larbas and

Somal of the towns. Munzmger states that only few Beduan

are rich enough to keep a female slave or a maid-servant;

therefore in most families the preparing of food falls to the

share of the wife, this being almost her only occupation ^).

Hence we may infer, that among the Beduan, and probably

among some other tribes, slaves are procured by tlie men for

the benefit of the women.

2°. Preserving of food. This does not seem to require much

labour among pastoral tribes. On the Pacific Coast the fish

have to be prepared for winter use. But where men live upon

the products of their cattle, food is not at one time much more

abundant than at another.

3°. Trade and industry. Household labour, sometimes per-

formed by slaves, does not seem to serve the purposes of trade,

as on the Pacific Coast
;
there is not a single detail on record,

that would lead us to suppose that it docs We even find

particulars tending to prove the contrary. Among the Bent

Amcr, who have many slaves, the women are continuall) oc-

cupied in making mats, the proceeds of which labour are often

sufficient to pay the tribute to the Turks ^). Slaves do not

seem to join in this labour.

Among the Larbas free women manufacture tissues, which

are sold abroad ^). Probably slaves arc not capable of perform-

ing such fine work.

1) Muuzingin*, Ostafr Stud, pp UH 150

2) Ibid
, p 327

3) Geoftroy, p 432.
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Among the Yoruhas and pir(]Ue4ribes of Mindanao and Sulu

the slaves are occupied in trading. But these tribes are not

nomadic; moreover, these slaves do not, like the slaves on the

Pacific Coast, prepare the articles of commerce, but arc them-

selves the traders, which is quite another thing.

4° Slaves ivanted as warriors. Slaves sometimes servo to

augment the military strength of the community. From tlie

survey of slave labour, given in the beginning of this Chapter,

it appears that tliey are often employed in warfare, viz. arnimg

the nomadic Somal and Danakil, Fulbe, Kafirs, pirate-tribes

of Mindanao and Sulu, Mandingos and Yorubas; probably also

among the Bogos, where they generally take to r(>bbery. Cir-

cassian slaves cannot be compelled to go to war '). Hence it

seems to follow that they may go if the\ like. Among the

Beni Amer native-born slaves are avenged by their own relat-

ives; so these slaves are armed, and probably fight together

with their masters.

The ensuing statement strikingly shows how highly slaves

are valued as warriors among the nomadic Somal and Danakil.

If a slave kills one enemy, he becomes free; if two or more,

he is entitled to being adopted. Having killed ten enemies,

he becomes a person of rank and enjoys many privileges ^).

In these cases slaves strengthen the military force of the

tribe. But the tribe profits only indirectly b\ this reinforce-

ment of the family. Most pastoral nomads live in comparatively

small groups, rather independently; there is no strong central

government h- And where quarrels between these small groups

are frequent, the more numerous the family (m the wider

sense, the Roman famdtaj including slaves), the better will

the head of the family be able to maintain his position. And
pastoral nomads have always a great motive for fighting . they

can enrich themselves by a successful raid. Among hunting,

1) Boll, 1 p 170

2) Paulitschke, I p 263

3) Several instances of this phenomenon are on record with Hildebrand,

Reoht und Sitte, pp. 30, 40, 41
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fishing, and agricultural tribes, if the conqueror does not want

to keep the vanquished as slaves, war gives little profit. But

in the raids pastoral nomads make on each other, the successful

raider may acquire numerous herds, i. e. great wealth. There-

fore it is of the utmost importance for a man to have as nu-

merous a familia as possible.

When speaking of the Larhas^ we have seen that their

mode of life is un peu toujours comme la guerre. Their des-

criber also ‘states: „Theft is the most threatening evil the

nomad has to deal with
;
he is therefore most severe in sup-

pressing it, the punishment being invariably death.” He also

speaks of free servants, members of the family, who live under

the protection and at the expense of some rich head of a

family; they are generally very numerous, and form a body

of clients that strengthens their patron’s power ^).

Levchine, speaking of the Kasai Kirghiz^ says: „Their

feuds arc caused by the unrestrained desire for plunder, that

ruins and entirely demoralizes them; this plundering is called

haranta. These baranfas consist in reciprocal cattle-stealing,

from which often bloody combats result And we must not

think that public hatred or contempt falls on those who are

addicted to these horrible excesses; on the contrary, they enjoy

a reputation for braver), and are distinguished by the name

of Batyr or Boghatyr^ which name spreads through all the

hordes the fame of their exploits. Many of these braves, called

Batyr for their plundering ardour, though many years dead,

still live in the remembrance of their countrymen, and their

names are celebrated.” Accordingly, one of the qualities re-

quired in a chief is a larjre family, that gives him the power

to maintain iiis authority^)

Among the Bern Amer^ where it seems to be quite an

ordinary thing for a noble to receive 100 cows as his portion

of the war-booty, it is a great support for a man to have

1) Goolfroy, pp 4'‘2r), 422, 441

2) Levchiiio, pp 340, 3.00, 397
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many children, as in these countries family is opposed to

family ^).

A writer of the 18*^ century tells us that „the Tschuktschi

who live to the north of the river Anadir, are not subjected

to the Russian empire, and often make raids on those brought

under Russian control, on the Koryakes as well as on the

Tschuktschi, killing or making prisoners all they meet, and

carrying off their herds of reindeer” 2
).

Among the Somal and Gallas internal wars are very fre-

quent
;
among the former most wars are marauding expeditions.

And here too the possession of wife and children is indis-

pensable; an unmarried man cannot attain to wealth and

power *).

Among the Jma-Xosa and Oodherero the chief object of

warfare is cattle-stealing. Fugitives from other tribes are

never delivered up by the Ama-Xosa, whatever the reason of

their flight
;

for they strengthen the chiefs power ’).

We have already seen, that the Massm are „true warriors

and raiders”, that the 3Iairs and Meenas spend their time in

^marauding, plundering and murdering,” and that politics

or plundering excursions are the chief subjects of Turkoman

conversation ^).

We see, that among these tribes everybody is desirous of

having as many people about him as possible for the protection

of his own property and the capturing of his neighbour’s.

And a convenient means of procuring such people is the

purchase of slaves.

There is one more secondary cause here, which we have

not met with before. It is sometimes stated that keeping slaves

is a mere luxury. Xow rich nomads, like all rich people, love

luxury. Like the rich Kazak Kirghiz who told Levchine that

the possession of over 8000 horses procured him a reputation

1) Munzinger, Ostafr Stud, pp 311, 327.

2) lliBtoire de Kamtsohatka, II p. 218.

3) Paulitschke, I pp. 254, 195

4) Fntaoh, pp. 79, 226, 93

5) Soo above, pp. 274, 275, 278
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among his countrymen, many rich nomads will win renown

by possessing a large retinue of slaves. Thus for instance we
know that among the Beni Amer slave labour is of little use

;

yet it is stated, that the Beni Amer are ambitious to possess

many slaves ^). And slaves are preferable, as objects of luxury,

to free servants. For slaves, gimerally acquired from beyond

the limits of the tribe, are much more apt to gratify the

pride of the rich man by their submission, than poor freemen,

who are always conscious of their membership of the tribe

and unwilling to be trampled down. The latter fact is proved

by several statements of ethnograpliers.

If a rich Samojede refuses to give his poor countryman a

reindeer for food, the latter has tlie right to carr) off one or

more from the rich man’s herd; the law does not give the

owner an) hold upon him ’).

Among the Yahdes the rich sustain their poor fellow-tri-

besmen
;

if the latter lose their reindeer, they are indemnified

by the rich ^).

Similarly among the Osti/alcs ^members of the same tribe,

whether large or small, consider themselves as relations, even

where the common ancestor is unknown, and where the evi-

dence of consanguinity is wholly wanting. Nevertheless, the

feeling of consanguinity, sometimes real, sometimes conven-

tional, 18 the fundamental principle of the union. The rich,

of which there are few, help the poor, who are many. There

is not much that can change hands. The little, however, that

is wanted b) the needy is taken as a right rather than a

favour” ^).

The Altaians are very sensitive about their liberty. ,iEvery

poor man who joins a rich family considers himself a member

of it. He will perish of hunger, rathi'r than comply witli a

demand of his rich neighbour made in a commanding tone” ").

1) Munzmger, Ostafr Stud, p 310

2) Von Steimi, Saiuojedon, p 187

3) Muller, Untor Tuiiguseu und Jakuton, p 173

4) Latham as quoted by Spencer, Dobor Sue , V p 10

5) Radloff, Aub Sibirien, 1 p 312
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Licata tells us tliat hungry Banahl go to their chief and

say
:
„I am hungry, give me something to eat” ^).

Among the Larhas free labourers „work for one more fortu-

nate than themselves, but not for a superior
;
for notwithstand-

ing the relation of employer and employed, equalit} prevails*).

It is easy to understand that slaves are preferred to such

servants. Only in one case is this preference mentioned by an

ethnographer. Munzinger states that the slaves bought by the

rich Bedmn for household labour are generally more trusted

than ordinary servants, as they arc riveted to their position ^).

But we may safely suppose that in other cases this circumstance

has furthered the growth of slavery.

We have explained why pastoral tribes have no great use for

slave labour. We have also mentioned some motives thatma}

induce such tribes to keep slaves. But the fact has not yet been

accounted for, that some pastoral tribes keep slaves and others

do not. Whence this difterence? It has been shown that slavery

does not only exist among pastoral tribes that till the soil to a

limited extent. Among all pastoral tribes subsistence is depend-

ent on capital. Wealth, too, exists among all these tribes^);

and we cannot see why slaves, as a luxury, would be wanted

by one such tribe more than b} another. As slaves are some-

times employed as warriors, we might be inclined to suppose

that slavery exists among all warlike tribes, and among these

only. But there are several pastoral tribes which, though ver)

warlike, do not keep slaves : Kazak Kirghiz, Turkomans, Massai,

and tlie pastoral nomads of South Africa. Therefore there must

be other causes.

In chapter II we have spoken of external causeh

:

it may be

1) Lioata ai quoted bij Paulitschke, I p 253

2) G-eoffroy, p. 434

3) Munzinger, Oatafr Stud
, p 154

4) Even among the aim pie Todas, for it is stated, that the decision of

their disputes by the priest is „generally given in favour of the wealthiest

of the litigants ’’ Metz as quoted by Spencer, Descr Soc
,
V p. 12.
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that slavGB would be of great use, and yet cannot be kept,

because the coercive power of the tribe is not strong enough.

We have also seen that this coercive power is most strongly

developed where men have fixed habitations, live in rather large

groups and preserve food for the time of scarcity, and where

theie lb a group of somewhat homogeneous tribes maintaining

constant relations with each other. Pastoral tribes are nomadic,

do not live together in verj large groups, and do not want to

preserve food, for they have their suppl) of food always at

hand. Yet the fact that several pastoral tribes keep slaves pro-

ves that at least among these the coercive power is strong

enough. We shall tr) to find a cause peculiar to these tribes,

tliat enables them to keep slaves. Now it is remarkable that

our positive cases are all found in a few definite parts of the

globe: North-(‘ast and North-west Africa, the Caucasus, and

Arabia
,
whereas th(> pastoral nomads of Siberia, Central Asia,

India, and South Africa do not keep slaves And the parts

where slavei) exists are exactly those where the slave-trade

has for a long time been carried on on a large scale. Accord-

ingly, the slav(‘s these tribes keep are often purchased from

slave-tiadeis and in several cabes belong to inferior races.

The slaves of tiie A^mzi Bcdoumt> are Negroes ^).

The slaies kept b} the Ldrhab are Negroes purchased from

slave-trading caravans -).

Although we find no description of blave-trade among the

Ciirasstans^ slaves in the Caucasus are exported on a large

scale ‘^)

Most slaves found among the Somal and Banaktl are

articles of transit trade: they are purchased from interior

tribes and intended to be sold to Aribians. A Somali never

becomes the slave of a Somali, and prisoners of war are not

enslaved '‘).

1) Burokhfirdt, I p .^50

2) Gooffroy, p 440

3) Chaiitre, IV pp 70 13G

4) Pauliteohko, I p 200.

19
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Many Bedmn make it their businesB to steal slaves, whom
they sell m Massowah ^).

The slaves kept by the Beni Amer are either captured from

enemies or purchased abroad; a Beni Araer never loses his

freedom. Slaves are not, however, often sold abroad ~).

The Ftilbe, in Lander’s time, carried on an extensive trade

in slaves. Timbuctu was a great centre of the slave-trade,

whither Arabians came to purchase slaves, whom they sold

in the Barbary States and even in Turkey *).

The slaves of the floors of Senegamhia are „ blacks acquired

by force or for money” ^).

The slaves kept by the Tuareg are also J^egroes ").

On the other hand, the pastoral tribes of Central Asia, and

especially those of Siberia and South Africa, live in secluded

parts, far from the centres of the slave-trade.

The slave-trade greatly facilitates the keeping of slaves.

Where slaves are brought by slave-dealers from remote parts,

it is much easier to keep them than where they have to be

captured from enemies, i. e. from the neighbours
;
in the latter

case the slaves are very likely to run away and return to

their native country; but a purchased slave transported from

a great distance cannot so easily return; if he succeeded in

escaping, he would be instantly recaptured by one of the

foreign tribes whose countries he would have to traverse. More-

over, the slave-keeping tribes may, by their intercourse with

slave-traders, have become familiar with the idea of slavery,

and so the slave-trade may have suggested to them the keeping

of slaves for their own use.

There is another circumstance we have already hinted at,

which may partially account for the existence of slaver} among

some of these tribes : the slaves are often Negroes. And Negroes

1) Munzmger, Ostafr Stud
, p inn.

2) Ibid pp 308, 311

3) Lander, II pp 208, in4

4) Berenger-F<^n*aud, p 72

5) Letourneau, p 232.
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have always aud everywhere been enslaved; they seem to be

more fit for slaves than most races of mankind. Moreover most

of these slave-keeping tribes are Semites and Hamites, and

therefore look upon the Negroes as an inferior race. Now,

where slaves are procured mainly for military purposes (and

we have seen that this is often the case with pastoral tribes)

an absorption of foreigners into the tribe would answer the

purpose as well as, and perhaps better than, slavery. But where

the foreigners belong to inferior races, the members of the tribe

arc not likely to intermarry with them and look upon them as

their equals
;
they remain slaves, though they are not of great

use as such. We must also take into consideration that inferior

races are not so much to be dreaded as superior peoples; the

latter, of individuals belonging to them were kept as slaves,

might retaliate upon the slave-owners. This may have been

the reason why the Kazak Kirghiz who, m Levchine's

time, kidnapped many Russians, always sold them abroad:

it would not have been safe to keep them as slaves. Accord-

ingly, Pallas states that m his time they used to kidnap men

on the Russian frontiers towards the time when they were

going to remove with their herds, so that they could not be

pursued ').

In the second Chapter of this Part we have remarked that the

growth of slavery is furthered by the existence of a group of

more or less similar tribes, the slave-trade being in such cases the

means of spreading slavery over the group. We may say now

that, whether such a group exists or not, the slave-trade facili-

tates the keeping of slaves. When the coercive power of a

tribe is not strong enough for the keeping of prisoners as

slaves, the slave-trade may enable such a tribe to keep slaves

;

for the keeping of purchased slaves, brought from a great

distance, does not require so much coercive power.

We sec that the difference between the slave-keeping and

the other pastoral tribes consists m external circumstances.

Pastoral tribes have no strong motives for making slaves, for

1) Pallas, Reise, 1 p 337
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the use of slave labour is little. On the other hand, there

are no causes preventing them from keeping slaves. These

tribes are, so to speak, in a state of equilibrium; a small

additional cause on either side turns the balance. One such

additional cause is the slave-trade; another is the neighbour-

hood of inferior races. There may be other small additional

causes, peculiar to single tribes. We shall not inquire whether

there are; it would be of little interest to know them. We
shall content ourselves with having dispelled the mystical

belief, that the taming of animals naturally leads to the

taming of men, and shown what is the relation between

capital and labour among pastoral tribes.

Recapitulating we may remark that our general theory,

that there is no great use for slave labour where subsistence

depends on capital, is fully verified by our investigation of

economic life among pastoral tribes.

Two secondary internal causes found in the second Chapter

have been also met with among pastoral tribes: slaves are

sometimes employed in warfare, and sometimes for domestic

labour to relieve the women of their task. Two new secondary

causes have been found in this Chapter: slaves are kept as

a luxury, and sometimes the subjection of tribes as such,

serving as a substitute for slavery, makes slavery proper

superfluous.

With regard to the external causes it has been shown that

the coercive power of pastoral tribes is not very strong, as

they are nomadic and live in rather small groups; but this

want is sometimes compensated for by the slave-trade and the

neighbourhood of inferior races. The two latter circumstances

may therefore rank as new external causes, the slave-trade

taking the place of the existence of a homogeneous group.

On the Pacific Coast it is the trade between tribes of the

same culture, among pastoral nomads it is the trade with

Arabia, etc.; but in either case it is the slave-trade that

furthers the growth of slavery.
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Eecapitulatim of the causes we have found up to the present.

1. Internal causes.

A. General.

B. Secondary

economic

:

0. Secondary

non-cconomic

:

II. External causes:

Positive. Negative.

P. Subsistence easily

acquired and not

dependent on ca-

pital.

P’. Preservuig of food.

2^. Trade and indus-

try.

3^. A high position

of women.

P. Slaves wanted for

military purposes.

2^. Slaves kept as a

luxury.

lo. Fixed habitations.

2^. Living in large

groups.

3®. Preserving of

food ^).

4'1 The slave-trade.

5o. The neighbour-

hood of inferior

1" Subsistence de-

pendent on ca-

pital.

2'\ Subsistence not

dependent on

capital, but dif-

ficult to procure.

1". Female labour

making slave la-

bour superfluous

2^ Subjection of

tribes as such.

P. Militarism mak-

ing

1) wProserving of food” oocurs twice, because it works in different

directions



CHAPTER IV - AGRICULTURAL TRIBES

§ 1. Numbers of positive and negative cases among the three

agrwuUural groups.

The list given in § 3 of the first Chapter of this second Part

contains the following numbers of agricultural tribes with and

without slaves, classified according to the division into three

groups we have made in § 2 of the same Chapter:

First agricultural group ’).

a' a' + o a' -ft Total

Pos Nog Pos Neg Pos Nog Pos Nog

North America 6 6

South America 6 10 6 10

Melanesia

Malay Archipel-

1 7 3 1 4 8

ago

Indo-Chinese

12 3 1 13 3

Peninsula 1 1

India 2 3 1 2 4

Bantu tribes 2 1 2 1 4 2

Soudan Negroes 1 2 1 2 2

24 31 0 2 7 3 31 36

1) In this paragraph we shall use the same abbreviations as m Part II,

Chap. I, § 3,
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N. America

S. America

Melanesia

Polynesia

Micronesia

Malay Arch.

Indo-Chin. Pen-

ins.

India

Bantu tribes

Soudan Negroes

Hamitic peoples

N. America

Malay Arch.

Caucasus

Bantu tribes

Soudan Negroes

Hamitic peoples

Second agricidtural group.

a* -f 0 -f t -t- c -f t Total

I’os Nof' PoB I’os Nog Pos Nog Pos Nog

11

1 2

5

2 5

5

20 1 3 6

5

4 4 1

11 4 2 3 8

5 4 2 3 5

2 1 2

50 42 10 6 19

11

1 2

5

2 5

5

2 31 1

5

5 4

21 7

1 13 7

4 1

0 3 0 82 48

Third agricultural group

a *

-f c 4-t Total

PoB Nog Pos Ncg

1

11

1

3 1

1 3

2

13 03 23 01 0 20 2

§ 2. Development of agriculture and development of slavery.

What do these numbers teach us?

In the first place we see that many (133) agricultural tribes

keep slaves. Hence it appears that slavery is by no means

incompatible with jigrioulture. But there are also many (86)
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agricultural tribes without slaves, so the existence of agricul-

ture among savage tribes does not necessarily lead to the

keeping of slaves.

In the second place it appears that the more agriculture is

developed, the more frequent slavery becomes. Looking at the

purely agricultural tribes, i. e. those among which subsistence

does not depend to any considerable extent on cattle-breeding

or trade (a\ a-, a*^), we find that in the first group there are

24 positive and 31 negative cases, i. e. 48,6 per cent, of

these tribes keep slaves. In the second group the correspond-

ing numbers are 50 positive cases, 42 negative cases, and

54,3 per cent.; in the third group 13 positive and no negative

cases, and 100 per cent. We see that in the second group

slavery is somewhat more frequent tlian in the first, whereas

in the third group it is universal. It has, however, to be taken

in consideration, that the great majority (11 out of 13) of the

tribes belonging to the third group live in te Malay Archipel-

ago, and 5 out of these 11 are divisions of the Battahs. We
may not, therefore, attach much importance to the numbers

relating to the third group; for they ma}- bo strongly influen-

ced bij local circumstances. Taking the second and third group

together we find 63 positive and 42 negative cases, i. e. 60

per cent, keep slaves, which percentage is considerably higher

than that of the first group.

We do not claim mathematical exactness for these numbers.

But at any rate we may say that they sufficiently prove, that

slavery is considerably more frequent among true agricultural

tribes, which subsist chiefly by agriculture, than among inci-

pient agriculturists, who still depend on hunting or fishing for

a large portion of their food.

The total numbers lead to the same conclusion. Looking at

these we find in the first group 31 positive and 36 negative

cases, i. e. 46,3 per cent, keep slaves. For the second group

the corresponding numbers arc 82 pos. cases, 48 neg. cases

and 63,1 per cent; for the third group 20 pos. cases, 2 neg.

cases and 90,9 per cent; for the second and third group taken

together 102 pos. cases, 50 neg. cases and 67,1 per cent.
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This agrees with what we expected. The tribes belonging

to the first group, the ^hunting agriculturists” (Jagerbauern)

as Dargun calls them, boar a strong resemblance to hunting

tribes. Generally the men’s business is hunting and warfare,

whereas the women have to till the soil. The division of la-

bour between the si'xes does not much differ here from that

which exists in Australia, where the men hunt and the women
gather fruits and dig roots. These tribes are also often no-

madic: when the fruits of their fields are scarcely ripe, they

reap them and remove to some other place ^).

The best specimens of this type are found in South

America.

Azara, a careful observer, speaking of the Indians living in

and around Paraguay, remarks: „Even the agricultural tribes

are more or less nomadic Wherever the Indians pass they

sow something, and later on return to reap the fruits” 2
).

Lery, a writer of the Ifith century, tells us that among the

Tupinambas the principal cultures were two roots, which he

calls agpi and manwf. They were cultivated by the women. After

being planted the roots needed no further care, and within

2 or 8 months were fit to be dug up Maize was also cultivated

by the women. The Tupinambas depended on hunting and

fishing for a considerable portion of their food. They did not

generally remain for longer than 5 or 6 months in one place,

but were always removing from one place to another, carrying

their house-building materials with them ^).

Von den Steinen, describing the tribes on the Upper Schingu

(m Brazil), states that, though largely subsisting on agricul-

ture, they are psychically hunters rather than agriculturists.

As everywhere in Brazil, the women not only prepare the food,

but cultivate the manioc. The men cultivate nothing but tobacco,

the smoking of which is their exclusive privilege^).

1) Cunningham (English Indu'^try, I p 31) lomaiks that ))priraitive agri-

culture IS perfectly consistent with a very migiatory lite

2) Azara, II p 160

3) Lery, pp 123, 127, 141-175, 312

4) Von den Stemen, gp 201, 214
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We have seen (in Chap. II of this second Part) that hunt-

ers hardly ever keep slaves; and as the ^hunting agricultu-

rists” so much resemble true hunters, it is easy to understand

why among the majority of them slavery does not exist.

Slaves cannot be employed for hunting, and the women can

easily perform the small amount of cultivation wanted by these

tribes. Moreover the men who, as warriors, are able to pro-

cure slaves, are not likely to take them for the sole benefit

of the women. And where the men are always hunting, the

women would have to supervise the slaves and keep them in

order, which is not very easy for them.

Yet there are a considerable number of positive cases in

our first group (24 out of 55). We will, of course, make due

allowance for mistakes; there may be several tribes contained

in our first group which on closer scrutiny would prove to be

true agriculturists and not Jagerhauern. But we cannot think but

that among these 24 tribes there are many, which have been

justly placed in the first group. The existence of slavery among

them will have to be accounted for by secondary causes,

internal and external, such as we have found in the foregoing

Chapters and of which we shall perhaps find some more in

the continuation of this Chapter.

We must, however, bear in mind that our first group does

not only contain ^hunting”, but also ^fishing agriculturists”;

and we know that fishers are more likely to keep slaves than

hunters. This may perhaps account for the existence of slavery

among some of these tribes. But our numbers give us no hint

in this direction. We find, indeed, that one half of our positive

cases belong to the Malay Archipelago
;
but among these there

are several Dyak tribes living in the interior of Borneo. More-

over South America affords 6 positive, and the Melanesian is-

lands 7 negative cases. We may suppose that whatever effect

this factor has is neutralized by the intervention of other cir-

cumstances.

Of the truly agricultural tribes slaves. Whether

this is due to the general state of agricultural societies, or to

secondary causes, will appear from the next paragraph.



§ 3. Capital and labour among agricultural tribes.

We have seen that among the purely agricultural tribes of

the second and third stages there are altogether 63 positive

and 42 negative cases, i. e. three-fifths of them keep slaves.

These numbers make it probable, that the existence of slavery

among so many agricultural tribes has to be accounted for by

a general cause, that agricultural life as such is favourable to

the growth of slavery. We have to inquire now, whether this

supposition is justified by an application of the general prin-

ciple laid down in § 6 of the second Chapter, i. e. whether

among agricultural tribes subsistence is dependent on capital,

and if not, whether it is easy or difficult to procure.

It appears that, where agriculture is carried on without the

aid of domestic animals, subsistence does not depend on capital.

Even the European agriculturist of to-day often wants little

capital besides his cattle; and this applies a fortiori to the

savage agriculturist, who is unacquainted with the more per-

fect and costly agricultural implements used in Europe, and

who, where population is scarce (as it is among most savages)

cultivates only such grounds as are most fertile and easiest of

access. Even the plough is used by very few savages; they

most often content themselves with a pointed stick or hoe,

wherefore Hahn calls the agriculture carried on by them hoe-

culture (Hachbau) as distinguished from agriculture proper

(Achrbau) ^). And even where agriculture is carried on in a

more skilful manner, e. g. by means of irrigation, it is not capi-

tal that is wanted, but labour. The construction of the irri-

gation-works may be a long and laborious task, but the mate-

rials cost nothing. There is only one instance m which we

have found it stated that agriculture cannot well be carried

on without capital. Radloff tells us that the Kazak Kirghiz,

besides rearing cattle, are largely agricultural. Some fields want

constant irrigation, and the water is very difficult to procure.

1) Hahn, Die Haustyjro, pp 388 sqq.
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The rich use a paddle-wheel
;
the poor bring the water to their

fields in buckets and wooden vessels, but this is of little avail.

Therefore it is only the rich who are capable of carrying on

agriculture to any considerable extent ’). But this state of things

had not yet existed more than some 30 years; for Levohine

(writing about 30 years earlier than Radloff) states that in his

time agriculture was of little importance
;
and he does not make

any mention of irrigation The introduction of the paddle-

wheel has therefore probably to be ascribed to the Russians;

for the Kazak Kirghiz, in Radloflf’s time, were already strongly

influenced by them; so we may not speak here of a fact be-

longing to savage life. We have not found any other instance

of this dependence of agriculture on capital; bul even iftlicre

be a few instances, we are justified in concluding that, gener-

ally speaking, the savage agriculturist can perfectly well do

without capital, except, of course, where he depends on

cattle.

Moreover, subsistence is fairly easy to procure. Agriculture,

where it is carried on in such simple manner as among most

savages, does not require much skill or application. As com-

pared with hunting, seafaring and manufactures, it is rather

dull work, requiring patience rather than strength or skill. It

is one of the occupations about which there is no excitement,

and which in many primitive societies are performed by the

women. Hunting requires personal qualities, and a good hunter

is held in high esteem; but we have not found it stated in

a single instance, that a man’s influence or power depends

on his ability m agriculture.

Subsistence, therefore, is independent of capital and easy

to procure. Every one is able to clear a piece of ground and

provide for himself
;
nobody offers his services to another, and

so, if a man wants a labourer, he must compel another to

work for him. „All freemen in new countries” says Bagehot

„must be pretty equal; every one has labour, and every one

1) Radloff, Aus Sibinen, 1 pp 463—465.

2) Levohme, p 413
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has land; capital, at least m agiicultural couiitiies (lor pantoial

countries are very different), is of little use, it cannot hire

labour; the labourers go and work for themselves There is

a story often told of a great English capitalist who went out

to Australia with a shipload of labourers and a carnage, his

plan was that the labouiers sliould build a house for him,

and that he would keep his carriige, just as in England But

(so the story goes) he had to tiy to live m his carriage, for

his labourers left him, and went away to work for them-

selves” In such countries, if a man wants others to work

foi him, he must compel them to do it, i e he must enslave

them There are two ways m wich we can avail ourselves of

the produce of another’s labour We can buy fiom him what

he has produced, oi we can induce him to work m our

service, so that whatever he produces will fall to us I^o^\

we have seen tint m piimitive agricultural societies nobod)

voluntarily solves another, therefore, in such societies, he

who wants the produce of another’s labour must piocure it

either in the way of free commerce or by enslaving him

And the latter way will m many cases piove easiei and more

to the purpose Foi primitive man is very hz)
,
thcrefoio he

will not do more than is necessary to provide for his own

piimary wants, if he is not compelled to work Iiigiam remarks

that ^slavery discharged important offices by forcing the

captives, who with tlieir descendants came to form the majority

of the couqueiing communit), to a life of industry in spite

of the antipathy to regular and sustained laboui which is

deeply rooted in human nature, especially in the earlier stages

of the social movement, when insouciance is so common a

trait, and irresponsibility is hailed as a welcome relief’ 2).

1) Bagehot, pp 72, 73

2) Ingiam, p 5 See also Fermo’s valuable icmaiks on tho impulsivoncsa

and indolenot of savages and tho i,elezione del I ivor 0 bi ought about by

slavery A ouiious instance of this indolence is given by Stollei who,

speaking of the Italmon of Kamtschatka, says »They never buy anything

beforehand even if they can got it foi a tenth of the ordinal y price, but

when a Kanatsohadale is in need of something, he pays without haggling
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And agriculture, requiring little skill and application, is very

fit to be imposed upon slaves : compulsory agricultural labour,

though not so productive as voluntary labour, can yet yield some

profit. Moreover, the agricultural slave is rather easy to cont-

rol; his work does not require independent action. It is also

easy to prevent him from running away. In all this he differs

from a hunting slave. And agriculture is also more favourable

to the existence of slavery than cattle-breeding; for among

pastoral tribes there is but a fixed and rather small amount

of work to be done; but where men subsist by agriculture,

any increase in the number of slaves brings about an increase

of food.

We cannot, therefore, agree with Adam Smith, who asserts

that in those countries where slaves are employed, it would

be more profitable to employ free labourers, and that it was,

in general, pride and love of power in the master that led to

the employment of slaves ^). A free labourer, it is true, is

more interested in the work he has to do, and therefore likely

to do it better, than a slave; but in those countries where

there is an abundance of fertile soil, and capital is of little

use, free labourers cannot be had
;

every freeman prefers

working for himself, or perhaps not working at all.

Cairnes admits that slave labour has sometimes an advantage

over free labour, but only where tobacco, cotton and similar

crops are raised for industrial purposes, not where cereals are

whatever is asked by the seller And he never buys anything for ready

money, but always on credit, for if ho has no debts he will catch no

animal, even though it came to his very door In 1740 it came to pass,

that a merchant heard a Kamtschadaie complaining of two annoying sables,

who every night came to the balagam [store -houses] to steal fish, and had

already caused much harm The merchant smiled and asked Why do you

not catch them? Then they will not annoy you any longer But the Karat-

Bohadale replied What shall I do with them*^ I have no debts to pay. The

merchant gave him half a pound of tobacco and said Take it, Aow you

have a debt Two hours after the Kamtschadaie brought him the two sables

be had caught, and paid off his debt ” Steller, p. 291

1) Adam Smith as referred to by Ingram, p. 282. Loria (p 97) also holds

that production was decreased by the introduction of slavery.
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grown. „The economic advantages of slavery” he remarks

„are easily stated: they are all comprised in the fact that

the employer of slaves has absolute power over his workmen,

and enjoys the disposal of the whole fruit of their labours.

Slave labour, therefore, admits of the most complete organi-

zation; that is to say, it may be combined on an extensive

scale, and directed by a controlling mind to a single end,

and its cost can never rise above that which is necessary to

maintain the slave in health and strength. On the other hand,

the economical defects of slave labour are very serious. They

may be summed up under the three following heads : — it is

given reluctantly; it is unskilful; it is wanting in versatility . . .

The line dividing the Slave from the Free States marks also an

important division in the agricultural capabilities of North

America. North of this line, the products for which the soil

and climate are best adapted are cereal crops, while south of

of it the prevailing crops are tobacco, nee, cotton, and sugar;

and these two classes of crops are broadly distinguished in

the methods of culture suitable to each. The cultivation of

the one class, of which cotton maj be taken as the type,

requires for its efficient conduct that labour should be com-

bined and organized on an extensive scale. On the other hand,

for the raising of cereal crops this condition is not so essential.

Even where labour is abundant and that labour free, the

large capitalist does not in this mode of farming appear on

the whole to have any preponderating advantage over the

small proprietor, who, with his family, cultivates his own farm,

as the example of the best cultivated states in Europe proves.

Whatever superiority he may have in the power of combining

and directing labour seems to be compensated by the greater

energy and spirit which the sense of property gives to the

exertions of the small proprietor. But there is another essential

circumstance in which these two classes of crops differ. A
single labourer, Mr. Eussell tells us, can cultivate twenty

acres of wheat or Indian corn, while he cannot manage more

tjian two of tobacco, or three of cotton. It appears from this

that tobacco and cotton fulfil that condition which we saw
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was essential to the economical employment of slaves — the

possibility of working large numbers within a limited space;

while wheat and Indian corn, in the cultivation of which the

labourers are dispersed over a wide surface, fail in this

respect. We thus find that cotton, and the class of crops of

which cotton may be taken as the type, favour the employment

of slaves in competition with peasant pioprictois m two lead

ing ways first, they need extensive combination and orga-

nization of labour — requiiements whicli slave i> is eminently

calcultated to supply, but m respect to which the laln>ui of

peasant proprieteirs is defective, and secoiidl}, they allow of

labour being concentrated, and thus minimize the cardinal

evil of slave labour — the reluotanee with which it is
}
u lde‘d

On the other hand, the cultivation of cereal crops, in whieh

extensive combination of labour is not iinpoitant, and in whieh

the operations of indu8tr> are widel} diffused, otfeis none of

these advantages for the emploMnent of slaveys, while it is

remarkabl} fitted to bring out in the highest degree the

especial exelleucies of the iridusti) of free jiioprictors Owing

to these causes it has happened that slavei) has been main-

tained in the Southein States^), which favour the growth of

tobacco, cotton, and analogoUb products, while, in the Northi rn

States, of which cereal crops are the gieai staple, it fiom in

early period declined and has ultimateh died out And, in

confirmation of this view, it mai be idded that wheievei in

the Southern States tlie external conditions are (speciall)

favourable to cereal crops, as in parts of Virginia, Kentucky,

and Missouri, and along the slopes of the Alleghanies, there

slavery lias always failed to maintain itself It is owing to

this cause that there now exists in some paits of the South

a considerable element of fice labouring population”

This reasoning is quite correct so far as Negio slavery in

the United States is concerned, but it does not hold with

regard to primitive slavery or „ retail slavery” as Bageliot

1) Caimcs wrote in 1802

2) Cairnes, pp 43, 44, 49 92
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calls it. The few slaves kept in primitive agricultural societies

work together with their masters, who can therefore continu-

ally supervise their labour and do not want overseers. Moreover,

the slave in primitive and simple societies is not looked upon as

a piece of machinery
;
he is, so to speak, an inferior member of

the family, sharing in its pleasures, sorrows, and occupations

;

therefore it is not onlj the fear of punishment that induces him

to work
,
he is interested in the welfare of the farail}

,
and knows

that the better he works, the more he will be valued, and the

more food there will be of which he w ill get his due share ^).

This retail slavery, as Bagehot remarks, „the slavery in which a

master owns a few slaves, whom he well knows and dail) sees —
18 not at all an intolerable state, the slaves of Abraham had no

doubt a fair life, as things went in that da\ But wholesale

slaver), where men are but one of the investments of large

capital, and where a great ownei, so fai from knowing each

slave, can haidly tell how man) gangs of them he works, is an

abominable state”
)

Retail blaver>, therefore, can ver) .veil

exist where cereal crops are laised, it is even the most con-

venient system of labour in piimitive agricultural societies.

We see that the general economic state* of trul) agricultural

tribes ma) account for the existence of slaver) among so

many of these tribes We shall now inquire what secondary

causes there are at work among agiicultural times, and what

effect they have But we shall have to speak hi&t of a great

factor in economic life, which we have not met with before.

§ 4. Land and population.

The general piinciple laid down in the last paragraph is

1) Such was tho slavt system of tlw ancKrlt(UlnuvtHd(.^l^llKdb^ Tacitus

»You cannot toll ma'.tn tioiu bluM bv am di^tmctioii m tducatiou they

spend thou timo among tho same Hooks, upon tin same laud until agt sepa-

rates the nobloB and thou valoui ouubos thorn to beaoknowLdged ’ Tacitus,

Germania, 20

2) Bagohot pp 73, 74, soo also Fliigol, p % and Jhormgs excellent

description of the chaiaotei of slavoij m eaily Romo (Jhoring, II Bart I

pp 172 aqq

)

20
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that in primitive agricultural societies capital is of little use

and subsistence easy to acquire
;
therefore every able-bodied

man can, by taking a piece of land into cultivation, provide

for himself. Hence it follows that nobody voluntarily serves

another
;
he who wants a labourer must subject him, and this

subjection will often assume the character of slavery.

But this general rule requires an important qualification.

Hitherto we have supposed, that there is much more fertile

land than is required to be cultivated for the support of the

actual population. Such, indeed, is the case among most sa-

vages; but it 18 not always so. And whore it is not so, our

general rule does not obtain When all land fit for cultivation has

been appropriated, a man, though able-bodied and willing to

work, if he owns no land, cannot earn his subsistence inde-

pently of a landlord
;
he has to apply to the owners of the land

for employment as a tenant or servant. In such case free la-

bourers are available
;
therefore slaves are not wanted.

In this and the ensuing paragraphs we shall endeavour to

prove by facts the hypothesis arrivid at here by a deductive

reasoning, which wt may express thus : whuu' nil land fd for

culhvaUon has been appropriated^ slavery is not likely to enst.

The same view is held by some theoretK^l writers.

According to Cairnes „ 8lavery, as a permanent system, has

need not merely of a fertile soil, but of a practically unlim-

ited extent of it. This arises from the defect of slave labour

in point of versatditv As has been already remarked, th<‘ dif-

ficulty of teaching the slave anything is so great — the result

of the compulsory ignorance in which he is kept, combined

with want of intelligent interest in his work — that the onl}

chance of rendering his labour profitable is, when he has once

learned a lesson, to keep him to that lesson for life. Accord-

ingly where agricultural operations are carried on by slaves,

the business of each gang is always restricted to the raising

of a single product .... Whatever crop may be best suited to

the character of the soil and the nature of slave industry,

whether cotton, tobacco, sugar, or rice, that crop is cultivated,*

and that alone. Rotation of crops is thus precluded by the con-
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ditions of the case. The soil is tasked again and again to yield

the same product, and the inevitable result follows. After a

short senes of years its fertility is completely exhausted, the

planter — „ land-killer” he is called in the picturesque nomen-

clature of the South — abandons the ground hich he has ren-

dered worthless, and passes on to seek in new soils for that

fertilit> under which alone the agencies at his disposal can be

profitably employed . . . Slave cultivation, wherever it has been

tried in the new world, has issued in the same results. Pre-

cluding the conditions of rotation of crops or skilful manage-

ment, it tends inevitabl} to exhaust the land of a countri
,
and

consequenth requires for its permanent success not inerel} a

fertile soil but a practicall} unlimited extent of it.” Therefore

expansion is a ueci^ssit} of slave societies *).

It IS eas^ to see that these arguments do not apply to

slavery as practised b\ savages. Rotation of crops and skilful

management are wanting among most savage tribes, w'hethor

the> keep slaves or not Moreover, as we have alread} remarked,

the slaves kept b} them are not pieces of machiners, nor,

as in the United States, kept in compulsarv ignorance; they

are rather legarded a^ members of the master's famih
,
there

18 no great difference between master and slave'). We may

therefore suppose that, whether a savage tribe keeps slaves or

not, agriculture is carried on in the same manner.

Lona also holds that slaierj requires an abundant suppl}

of ground
;
but his arguments are quite difierent from Cairnes’.

His reasoning is as follows.

As long as there is land not
}
et appropriated, which a man

destitute of capital can take into cultnation, capitalistic pro-

perty cannot exist; for nobody is inclined to work for a capi-

talist, when he can work for his own profit on land that costs

him nothing. Jf, then, the capitalist wants b) aiu means to get

a profit, he must violently suppress the tree laud to which the

•1) Cairneu, pp r)3— 02, 179sqq

2) Cairnes is also aware ot the differonoo between ancient and modem
slavery (pp 109 sqq)
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labourer owes his force and liberty. And as long as population

is scarce and therefore all land cannot possibly be appropriated,

the only means of suppressing the free land is by subjugating

the labourer. This subjugation assumes at first the form of

slavery; afterwards, when the decreasing fertility of the soil

has to be made up for by a greater fertility of labour, slavery

gives place to serfdom, which is milder and makes labour more

productive.

When population increases, and all land that can be culti-

vated by labour without the aid of capital had been appro

printed, quite another state of things prevails. The labourer

has now no other resource but to sell his labour to the capitalist

for such wages as the latter likes to give; he is compelled to

yield to the capitalist the greater part of the produce of his

labour. Now the latter need no longer use violence to get his

profit; for it falls to him by the automatic operation of the

social system. Yet even then the capitalistic Hqime is not

absolutely certain to arise, for there is still land not jet appro-

priated, tliat can be cultivated w ith the aid of capital If, therefore,

the labourers could save a portion of their earnings and thus

accumulate capital, they would be able to take this land into

cultivation and so make themselves independent of their em.

ployers. This consideration induces the capitalist to keep wages

so low that thev cannot exceed the immediate wants of the

labourers, which he brings about by various artificial means.

When, finall), a further increase of population makes the

total appropriation of the land possible, the mere appropriation

of it by the capitalist class renders the labourers for ever sub-

jected. The capitalist need no longer have recourse to artificial

methods of reducing wages; the system operates automatically.

The capitalists have only to retain the ground for themselves

:

they will then secure a perpetual revenue at the cost of the

labouring class.

„The basis of capitalistic property is thus always the same,

viz. the suppression of the free land, the exclusion of the la-

bourer from the appropriation of the land. This is brought

about by various means, according to the fertility of the land
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and the extent to which it has already been appropriated. As

long as there is free land fit for cultivation by labour without

the aid of capital, the only means of suppressing it are slavery

and serfdom; afterwards, when the land not yet appropriated

can only be cultivated by one who owns capital, it is sufficient

systematically to reduce wages to a level that does not enable

the labourers to save; when, finallv, population has so far

increased as to make the appropriation (f all land possible,

the capitalists have only to keep the land to themselves’' ^).

Many objections can be made to Loria’s arguments. He is

constantly confusing capitalist and landlord. He seems to con-

sider capitalists and labourers as two strictlv separated classes,

though we see continually people passing from one class to

the other. And when he tells us that, if wages were higher,

the labourers would save a portion of their earnings and so

accumulate capital, but that the employers, wishing to prevent

this, keep wages low, — he ascribes to both capitalists and

labourers so much forethought and consciousness of class-interest

as men scarcely ever have, except in books on political eco-

nomy. Yet we cannot think but that in the mam Lona is right.

The gist of his reasoning is w'hat we have already remarked

in the beginning of this paragraph. As long as there is an

abundance of land not yet appropriated, and therefore at the

•disposal of whoever may choose to cultivate it, nobody applies

to another for employment, and the onlv labourers a man can

procure are forced labourers. But when all land has been appro-

priated, those W'ho own no land are at the mere} of the land-

liolders, and voluntarily serve them
;
therefore slaves are not

wanted.

Wakefield, in his book on the art of colonization, arrives at

the same conclusion as Lona, and follows nearly the same line

of argument.

This writer complains that in Australia and other colonies

manufactures cannot thrive; the reason for this is, according

to him, that there are no labourers to be had; for there is so

1) Loria, pp. 2—6
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much free land that every newly-arrived labourer becomes a

landowner rather than work for wages. Therefore there are

many colonies which would keep slaves if the home government

let them. This leads the writer to an investigation of the cir-

cumstances which induce men to keep slaves.

„They are not moral, but economical circumstances: they

relate not to vice and virtue, but to production. They are the

circumstances, in which one man finds it difficult or impossible

to get other men to work under his direction for wages. They

are the circumstances which stand in the way of combi-

nation and constancy of labour, and which all civilized nations,

in a certain stage of their advance from barbarism, have en-

deavoured to counteract, and have in some measure counteracted,

by means of some kind of slavery. Hitherto in this world,

labour lias never been employed on any considerable scale,

with constancy and in combination, except by one or other of

two means; either by hiring, or by slavery of some kind

What the principle of association may do in the production of

wealth, and for the labouring classes, without either slavery

or hiring, remains to be seen
,
but at present we cannot rely

upon it

Slavery is evidently a raake^shift for hiring
;
a proceeding to

which recourse is had, only when hiring is impossible or diffi

cult it is adopted because at the time and under the cir-

cumstances tiiere is no other way of getting labourers to work

with constancy and in combination. What, then, are tlie cir-

cumstances under which this happens?

It happens whenever population is scanty in proportion to

land. Slavery . . . has been confined to countries of a scanty

pupulation, has never existed in very populous countries, and

has gradually ceased in the countries whose population gradu-

ally increased to the point of density. And the ri'ason is plain

enough In populous countries, the desire to own land is

not easily gratified, because the land is scarce and dear: the

plentifulness and cheapness of land in thinly-peopled countries

enables almost everybody who wishes it to become a landowner.

In thinly-peopled countries, accordingly, the great majority
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of free people are landowners who cultivate their own land;

and labour for hire is necessarily scarce : in densely-peopled

countries, on the contrary, the great majorit) of the people

cannot obtain land, and there is plenty of labour for hire. Of

plentifulness of labour for hire, the cause is dearness of land:

cheapnes'^ of land is the cause of scarcity of labour for hire” ').

Wakefield proposes that the government should sell the new

land in the colonies at a sufficient price, i e. at a price which

would oblige the newlv arrived labourers to serve a few years

for wages before being able to become landowners -).

We shall speak of landlords and labourers It is rather

puzzling to speak, as Loria does, of capitalists Capital, m the

early stages of agriculture, is not yet an important factor in

economic life, except where catth' are kept. Perhaps Loria

uses the term „ capitalist” m a popular sense as meaning a

rich man. It may also be that he has kept in view some-

what exclusively the situation of colonial establishments,

where the immigrants bring their capital along with them.

However this ma\ be, we must be awaie that in the early

communities we speak of capital is of little use. We shall,

therefore, leave out of consideration L(»ria's intermediate stage,

in which the land not \et appropriated can only be cultivated

with the aid of capital.

There is one more reason (not mentioned by Loria) why

slaves are of little use in those countiies where all land has

been appropriated. When there is free land, a man can, bv

increasing the number of his slaves, to an} extent augment

his revenue* every slave will take a new patch of land into

cultivation; the more slaves a man owns, the more land he

will have in tillage. But when the supph of land is limited,

1) Waketiold, pp Marx [I pp 7% -SOi) "i\os a detailed ac-

count of the same aij;uiiieut aa developed m another book of Wakefield’s,

and adds that the exclusion of the mass of the people tiom the soil loima

the basis ot the capitalistic mode of pioductiou (ihid
, p 708)

2) On the jiractioal result ot ^laketield’s plan see Cunumghiun, English

’industry, II pp b03—1)07 Prof Cunningham justly calls Wakefield „a

judicious aud far-sooiu^ man” (ibid
, p 605, note 3)
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each landowner can employ only a definite number of labourers.

As soon as there are hands enough to cultivate his grounds,

an increase in the number of labourers becomes unprofitable.

What we have said of pastoral tribes obtains here too : it may

be that slaves are wanted, but when they are procured the

point will soon be reached at whicli a furtlier increase in tlieir

number yields no longer any profit. Therefore, when all land

has been appropriated, even though it be equally divided be-

tween the members of the community and so a labouring class

be wanting, there is little use for slaves.

It must be understood that we speak here of self-dependent

agricultural countries. Where manufactures and the trade with

foreign parts are highly developed, economic life becomes much

more complicated and presents quite another character.

What we want to prove is that in such self-dependent agri-

cultural countries, when all arable land has been appropriated,

slavery is not likely to exist.

All land has been appropriated, when ever) piece of laud

is claimed by some one as his property. The owner, of course,

need not be an individual; land may also be owned b\ a group

of individuals. Yet the statements of our ethnographers con-

cerning tribal property may not be accepted without much

caution. They often tell us that a tribe claims the ownership

of the territory it inhabits. This so-called right of property

held b} the tribe often proves to consist in this, that no stran-

gers are admitted to the territory, but every member of the

tribe may cultivate as much of the land as he likes. In such

case, whether it be the tribe or the king to whom the land is

stated to belong, the term „ownership” is very inappropriately

used ^). We shall only speak of appropriation of land when
some one claims the use of it to the exclusion of all others,

and values his property. Where the so-called owner is always

willing to give a piece of it in cultivation to whoever wants

to cultivate it, we shall not speak of appropriation; where,

however, the land is never (except by way of favour) given in

1) See Dargun, pp 49 8qq
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use gratis^ but a rent is always stipulated, it appears that the

owner values it, it has now really been appropriated.

It is not always clearly stated whether all land has been

appropriated. Then we shall have recourse to some criteria

from which we may infer whether such be the case.

The principal criterion is the existence of a class of freemen

destitute of land '), Where such people are found we may be

sure that there is no free land; else they would take it into

cultivation. It need scarcf'ly be added that even where no such

pe()|)le arc found, it ma\ be that all land has been appropriated,

everybody sharing in it.

The appropriation of the land does not imply that all land

is actually being cultivated. There may be land actually out

of tillage and yet valued by the owner But when it is stated

that all land is being cultivated, it must all have been appro-

priated. This will therefore be our second criterion.

There is another criterion that proves that all land has not

yet been appropriated. When we are told that clearing a

piece of land is a modus ncqmmidt of landed property, there

must still be free laud.

The appropriation of all land implies that property in land

exists; but the reverse is not true* when we are informed

that property in land exists, this does not prove that all land

has already been appropriated. For as soon as population has

so far increased as to require the cultivation of land less

fertile than that which was at first exclusively cultivated,

the more fertile land acquires value. „On the first settling of a

country” says Ricardo „in which there is an abundance of rich

and fertile land, a very small proportion of which is required

to be cultivated for the support of the actual population, or

indeed can be cultivated with the capital which the population

1) „DoBtituti* of land” is not tlu* same us „wlio own no land'’ When
population IB so soaioo that eion tho most foitilo land has no value, nobody

owns land, but there ai'o no men destitute of land, any more than among
us there are men destitute of air or water, overy oue has land at Uis dis-

posal Only when overy piece of land 1ms an owner, can there be people

destitute of land, i o, vilio have no land at their disposal.
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can command, there will be bo no rent; for no one would

pay for the use of land, when there was an abundant quantity

not yet appropriated, and, therefore, at the disposal of whoso-

ever might choose to cultivate it.” But „when in the progress

of society, land of the second degree of fertility is taken into

cultivation, rent immediatel) commences on that of the first

quality, and the amount of that rent will depend on the

difference in the quality of these two portions of land” As

soon as land of the second degree of fertility is cultivated,

rent commences; but m such cases there is possibly much

land of the second degree not yet appropriated, and at any

rate land of the 4tli, etc degrees. Accordingly we find

that among some savage tribes, where there is an abundance

of free land, some very fertile or ver\ favourabl) situated

pieces of land are highlv valued. We shall give one instance.

Among the Sea D^aks land is so abundant that, if a Dyak,

when about to cultivate a piece of land, finds a dead animal

lying on it, which he considers a bad omen, he immediately

leaves the land, and seeks a new field. Vet among tlie same

Sea Dyaks
„
parents and children, brothers and sisters, verj

seldom quarrel; when the> do so, it is from having married

into a family with whom afterwards they may have disputes

about land. One would imagine that was a subject not likely

to create dissensions in a country like Borneo; but tliere are

favourite farming-grounds, and boundaries arc not very settled.

It used to be the practice not to have recourse to arms on

those occasions, but the two parties collecting their relatives and

friends, would fight with sticks for the coveted spot” -)• The

last sentence proves that these quarrels were rathiu* frequent.

When, therefore, it is stated that land has value, or that lands

are rented, or that the wealth of individuals consist partly in

landed property, this does not prove that all land has already

been appropriated.

We have spoken of all land fit for cultivation being ap-

1) Ricardo, pp 35, 36

2) Spenser St John, I pp 74, 60
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propriated. What land is fit for cultivation in each country

depends on tlie ability of the inhabitants in agriculture. Much

will also depend on the character of the individuals. Where

these are vigorous and enterprising, the people destitute of

land will endure many hardships m taking new lands into

cultivation, whereas weak and indolent men will prefer living

at the expense of the rich and being employed by them in

the most despised work. Here again we see that economic

phenomena liave always a psychological basis.

We shall not, in order to prove our hypothesis, examine

the regulations of landed property among all agricultural

savage tribes, but confine ourselves to one geographical group,

in which the phenomena \\e have spoken of in this paragraph

most strikingly present themselves. This group is Oceania,

comprehending Polynesia, Micronesia, and Melanesia. We shall,

however, leave out of regard New Guinea, one of the largest

islands of the world The rest of Oceania consists chiefly of

small islands.

Slavery in Oceania (with the exception of New Guinea)

has never prevailed to an} great extent. In the second Chapter

of Part I it has been shown that slavery existed only in

Tahiti and New Zealand And in these islands slaves were

economically of but little use. Ellis says of the Tahitians:

„We do not know that they ever cairied on a traffic in slaves,

or sold those whom they had conquered, though a chief might

give a captive for a servant to a friend This is the only

kind of slavery that has ever obtained among them .... If

peace continued, the captive frequently regained his liberty

after a limited service with his master. Si) long, however, as

they continued slaves or captives, their lives were in jeopardy.

Somi'times they wore suddenly murdered, to satiate the latent

revenge of their conquerors, at others reserved as human

victims, to be offered in sacrifice to their gods” ^). And Polack

states that in New Zealand formerly many slaves were killed

1) Ellw, Pol. UoB, III pp 95, %
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at the feasts held in commemoration of dead chiefs, but now

(Polack wrote in 1840, when the Maori were already in con-

tinual intercourse with the English) no slaves are killed at

these occasions, as they can be prod.ictively employed ^). This

proves that they formerly were of little use. And Letourneau,

who has consulted much literature on New Zealand, concludes

:

„After all, slavery in New Zealand was still defectively organized

and without great importance; the slaves were captives pre

served at least temporarily and performing the duties of servants

in the households of the principal men. Indeed, a numerous

servile class was not yet wanted, and sometimes the con-

querors contented themselves with imposing upon subjugated

tribes a nominal slavery, a kind of serfdom, by obliging them

to pay a tribute and furnish food” ").

Slavery was thus unknown on most of the Oceanic islands,

and where slaves were found they were economically of little

use. "We shall try to account for this fact by showing that

on most of these islands all land had been appropriated, whicli

led to a state of things inconsistent with slavery as a social

system.

In the following paragraphs we shall inquire what our

ethnographers have to say about lauded property in Oceania

and the extent to which land had been appropriated.

§ 5. Land tenure tn Polynesia.

In this and the following two paragraphs we shall not men-

tion all particulars of land tenure given b} the ethnographers,

but only those which may enable us to decide whether all

land had been appropriated.

Mahler, speaking of Polynesia and Micronesia generally, re-

marks that on many islands the burial-places occupied large

tracts of land; but this does not prove that there was abund-

ance of land, for these places were hardly ever anything but

1) Polack, I pp 78, 79

2) Letourneau, p 179
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(according to Penny) ^barren points where the wind howls and

the sea moans, or rock} caverns in whicli the waves dash with

sullen roar” ')

Waltershauson tells us that in Poh^ncsia the cultivated

land belonged to the king and nobility, to the exclusion of the

labouring clabses The upper classes also owned the fruit-trees,

the small coral islets surrounding the larger islands, the lakes,

the rivers, and those parts of the sea which extended from the

land to the reefs The unfilled land was the property of the

tribe and, unless the king forbade it, ever} one might cut the

wood growing on it for building houses and canoes, but onh

the ruling classes might take it into cultivation 2)

Mariner states that in Tonga property principall} consists

in plantations, canoes and houses Agricultural labourers are

ver} much despised, they serve the chiefs on whom thej are

dependent West tells u^ that „thc feudal principle, that the

whole countr} belonged exclusiveh to the king, regulated the

disposal and tenure of lands,”, and so the lower classes were

in a slavelike condition ^Lands were held in fief The great

landlords derived them by horeditaiy right, in conjunction with

their chieftainship, but held them at the will of the supreme

ruler.” These landlords distributed their lands among their

families and followers *).

„The land in Samoa'' says Turner „i8 owned alike b} the

chiefs and these heads of families The land belonging to each

family is well known, and the person who, for the time being,

holds the title of the famil} head, has the right to dispose of

it. It IS the same with the chiefs There are certain tracts of

bush or forest land which belong to them The uncultivated

bush IS sometimes claimed by those who own the land on its

borders. The lagoon also, as far as the reef, is considered the

property of those off whose village it is situated.” Von Bulow

concludes from the legends and traditions of the Samoans that

1) Mahler, pp 58, 59

2) Waltorshausen, pp 17, 18

3) Mariner, II pp %% 160, West, p 262
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formerly all the land belonged to the chiefs. But now the laud

is owned by the families i).

dardmer gives a beautiful and elaborate account of the regu-

lation of landed property in Rotuma: „No private property in

land formerly existed, it was all vested in the pure for the

time being of the hoag the district generally had rights over

it. It usually consisted ot four kinds: bush, swamp, coast, and

proprietary water in tlie boat channel; common to the hoag^

too, were wells and graveyards. Every member of the hoag

knew its boundaries, which consisted of lines between certain

trees or prominent rocks, posts, and even stone walls In the

bush land every hoag posscss«^(l property
;
it lay on the slopes of

hills and in valleys between at some slight distance' from the

coast, from which it was separated by a stone w^all, running

round the whole island. On it taro, yams, bananas, plantains,

and a few cocoanut trees were grown for food, while the paths

into it and through it were planted with tlie Tahitian chestnut,

the fava tree, and the sagopalin. The Tahitian chestnut and

fava trees wore favourite boundary marks owing to their size

and longevity. Swamp land is only possessed by Noatau, Omafa,

Matusa, and Itomotu. It is low-lying land, on extensive beach

sand flats, which exist in these districts. The tide always keeps

it wet, percolating through the sand, and in it is grown the

papoi^ or hroJea^ against famine. The possession of a good-sized

strip always caused and gave to the hong a position of impor-

tance
;

its boundaries were stones at the sides. Coast land lay

outside the surrounding wall, to which the hoag had a strip

from and including the foreshore. On it as near as possible to

the coast the house or houses of the hoag were placed, while

the rest of the land was planted with cocoanuts for drinking

purposes. Hifo trees are stated to have been planted formerly

to show the boundaries, but they more often now consist of

stones or cocoanut trees, the ownership of which is a constant

source of dispute. Districts and even villages were sharply

1) Turner, Samoa, pp 170 177, Von Bulow, p 192.

2) Hoag ib a large tamily-group of which the pure la the head.
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marked off by walls down to the beach. All liad the right of

turning out their pigs on this land, and each hoaq had to keep

in proper repair the parts of the wall adjacent to it. Each had,

however, usually an enclosure on its own land for its own pigs,

when young. The proprietarv water ran from the foreshore to

the reef, a continuatif)U of the strip on shore. At Noatau and

Matusa, where it is very broad, it was to some extent cross-

divided. It consists ol a sand flat covered by 10—12 feet of

water at high-tid(‘ On it fisli of all sorts are caught by traps

and various devices, and shell-fish are gathered. As these form

no inconsiderable portion of the daily food, indeed the principal

animal food, the value of this property was always very con-

siderable. The reef — i e. the part on the outside exposed at

the low tide — was the common property of all. It was ex-

plained to me that fish, crabs, etc
,
cannot be cultivated there,

owing to the heavy breaking seas, but are sent up b\ the

aiua^ or spirith.” „Any land, not being planted, is willingly

lent to another hoaq on (*ondition of two baskets of first-fruits

of each patch being brought to the pute, but cocoanut trees

on the land cannot be touched b\ the tenant, nor is he entit-

led to their usufruct. If a Iwmf owns laud in one district, but

lives in another, first-fruits are alwaxs paid to the chief of the

district, in which its lands he. An\ encroachment on the land

was very vigorouslx resented, it was usuallx referred to the

district chief to settle, and his decision loyally adhered to.”

„If he [a man] had planted more cocoanuts than required by

the hoag, he has the entire usufruct of these trees during his

lifetime, quite independently of the apportionment of the land

below them for planting.” We see that the idea of landowner-

ship is most fully developed here During the present century

the population has much diminished, and so „mo8t of the

hoag have far more land tlian they can cultivate.” But formerly

it was otherwise „ Examining the remains of planting, it appears

as if the whole island, wherever practicable, was at one time

tilled. The land, where there is a good and deep soil, is, and

Was, no doubt tilled regularly from year to year, while the

rooky country was planted more or less in rotation with yams
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and kava. Even on the steepest slopes, there are signs of clear-

ing, the summit alone being left crowned by the Info. The

bottoms of the craters of many hills used to be planted too,

m the crater of Sol Satarua, the lulu as it is termed, there

are still bananas growing, but planted so long ago that the

fact that it had a lulu at all was almost forgotten” Accord-

ing to Hale food was not always abundant on this island

,

therefore the natives liked to engage themselves as sailors on

whalmg-ships, until they had earned enough to buy a piece

of land -). In Hale’s time land was evidently not so abundant

as it 18 now that the population is so rapidly declining

In Tahiti „ever} portion of land had its respective owner,

and even the distinct tiees on the land had sometimes different

proprietors, and a tree, and the land on which it grew, dif-

ferent owners.” What our informant fuitlier tells us of the

present state of things as compared with that of earlier times,

shows a remarkable likeness to Gardiner’s statement about

Rotuma. Ellis states that „an extent of soil capable of cult-

ivation, and other resources, are adequate to the maintenance

of a population tenfold increased above its piesent numbere
”

But a great depopulation has taken place in the course of

years. „In the bottom of evei} valley, even to tlie recesses in

the mountains, on the sides of the infenoi hills, and on the

brows of almost ever} promontor}
,
in each of the islands, monu-

ments of former generations are still met with in great abund-

ance. Stone pavements of their dwellings and court-yards,

foundations of houses, and remains of family temples, are numer-

ous. Occasionally they are found in exposed situations, but

generally amidst thickets of brushwood or groves of trees,

some of which are of the largest growth All these relics are

of the same kind as those observed among the natives at the

time of their discovery evidently proving that they belong to

the same race, though to a more populous era of their history.

The stone tools occasionally found near these vestiges of

1) Gardiner, pp 483-485, 497

2) Hale, p 105
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antiquity demonstrate the same lamentable fact.” According

to Moerenhout „landed properties constituted the principal,

or rather tlie only wealth of these people, therefore the power

of the chiefs always depended on the quantity and quality of

their lands; moreover, the more people they could support,

the more sure they were of having subjects.” This writer

does not, however, enter into many details i).

In Hawaii four social ranks existed. The members of the

third rank, according to Ellis, „are generally called halcu ainaj

proprietors of the land.” „In the fourth rank may be included

the small farmers, who rent from ten to twenty or thirty

acres of laud; the median ics, indeed all the labouring

classes, those who attach tliemselves to some chief or farmer,

and labour on his land for their food and clothing, as well

as those wlio cultivate small portions of land for tlieir own

advantage.” „ Sometimes tlie poor people take a piece of land,

on condition of cultivating a given portion for the chief, and

the remainder for themselves, making a fresh agreement after

every crop.” Hale states that formerly there were no landed

proprietors; all the land was „the properU of the king, and

leasi'd by him to inferior chufs (hafu-aina^ landlords), who

underlet it to th(‘ people; as the king, however, though abso-

lute in theory, was aware that his power depended very much

on the co-operation of the high chiefs, they became, to a

certain degree, partakers in his authority ” Rem\ tells us

that the laud belonged exclusively to the great chiefs, who

leased it and received considerable rents 2)

In llarofomja^ according to Gerland, a man’s power depends

on the quantity of land ho owns. Meinicke states that there

are four social classes. Tlie third class is composed of the

landed proprietors; the lowest class are those who own no

land and live as tenants on the estates of the nobles ').

1) Ellis, Pol Res, 111 p 110, I pp 100, 100, Moerenhout, II p 12

2) EUiti, Pol Res., IV pp 412, 4R{, 416, Iliilo, p ;i0, Romy, p XLVl
*

3) Waltz Otn land, Yl p 100, Meiuicke, Dio Inselu des stillon Oceans,

II p. 148.

21
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On the Marquesas Islands^ according to Gerland, three

ranks formerly existed: chiefs, landholders, and the common

people. The landholders were the most powerful class; the

common people were obliged to pay them a tribute. Yet those

who owned most land were not always most respected, and

even of the common people some owned land. Meinicke,

however, states that the whole of the land is the property of

the nobles. Hale, after speaking of the nobles, adds that the

rest of the people were the landholders and their relatives

and tenants!).

In Mangareiva (belonging to the Paumotu group) the

nobles were the proprietors of the soil; they often let out

their lands to the third class, the common pi'ople ").

Meinicke tells us that in the Manahih group the cocoanut

trees and the lagoons (for fishing purposes) were private

property ^).

Tregear has the following notes on landed property in i\V?/

Zealand: „Land was held primarily by tribal right; but within

this tribal right each free warrior of the tribe had particular

rights over some portion. He could not part with the land be-

cause it was not his to give or sell, but he had better rights

to certain portions than others of his tribe. He would claim by

having the bones of hib father or grandfather thi're, or that

they once rested there; or by the fact of his navel-string having

been cut there; or by his blood having been shod on it; or

by having been cursed there; or by having helped in the

war party which took the land; or by his wife being owner

by descent; or by having been invited by the owners to live

there.” Thomson states that „all free persons, male and female,

constituting the nation were proprietors of the soil.” The chiefs

were the greatest landholders. ^Conquest and occupation gave

titles to land. The right of fishing m rivers and sea belonged

to the adjoining landed proprietor. Amongst the families of

1) Waitz-Gerland, VI pp. 2iG, 217; Memioke, 1 c, p 254, Halo, p 3G

2) Waitz-Gerland, VI p 219

8) Meinicke, 1 c, p, 204.
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each tribe there are also laws regarding landed property. Thus

the cultivation of a portion of forest land renders it the pro-

perty of those who cleared it, and this right descended from

generation to generation .... It was illegal for one family to

plant m another’s clearing without permission” ^).

We see that on most Polynesian islands all land has, or

had been appropriated. Regarding Rotuma and Tahiti this is

explicitl) stated; and the same must be the case in Tonga,

Hawaii, Rarotonga, the Marquesas Islands, and Mangarewa,

where classes destitute of land are found. In Manahiki pro-

pert} in land was strongl} developed
;
but whether there was

still fri'e land is not clear. In Samoa there was still unappro-

priated bush land, though this was already ^sometimes claimed

by those who own the land on its borders.” In New Zealand

clearing was still a modu^ acqmrcndi^ which proves that all

land had not }et been appropriated.

^ 6. Jjand tenure in Micronesia.

Kubary tells us that the population of Ebon., and of the

whole Rallik group (in the Marshall Islands), consists of four

ranks „The common people are called uirntj Lajur and form

the greater part of the subjects. They tiave no property, except

the laud allotted to them b} the chief, who can take it from

them at his pleasure. Every week they have, each of them,

to provide the chief with prepared food, the quantity and

quality of which are determined. The next class are the h'ota-

icatak^ who hold their property b\ hereditary right and not

from the chief. The chief cannot take the property of these

men unless he kills them first.” „The punishments inflicted

by the chiefs in former times consisted most often in capital

punishment, and more rarel}, in less serious cases, in confis-

cation of land and house”'*).

*1) Trogear, p. lOG
,
Thomson, New Zealand, I pp 90, 97

2) Kubary, Die Ebongwippe, pp. 36, 37.
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Kohler, referring to a manuscript of Jung, states that in

Nauru (also belonging to the Marshall group) the soil is com-

mon property or individual property. Not only the mainland,

but the reefs near the coast and the sea washing them, can

be individual property. Such property may be alienated, which

most often is done by exchanging small parcels. On the com-

mon ground every one may cut up a palm to make toddy from

and so acquire an exclusive right” ^). Here too we find a lowest

class destitute of land ^).

On the Pelau Islands the right of disposing of the land of

the tribe vests in the ohoMl (chief of a family-group); but he

cannot alienate any land without the consent of his nephews.

However, a regular agriculture does not exist, and most of the*

land remains untilled
;
therefore the opposition of the nephews

generally bears a formal character
;
the\ only aim at extorting

a present from the ohokul. The ohokul divides the land among

the members of the tribe for cultivation. He ma^ also cede

pieces of land to aliens for use without payment; such persons

then enter into the position of kaukdth^ i. e. the} are considered

as related to the tribe without possessing the same rights, they

occasional!} provide the ohokul with food, and help liim in his

labours. In another place our informant states that there is

not often reason for disputes about land, as the population is

scarce and large tracts of land are uncultivated '^)

On the Mortlock Islands the chief of each tribe has an unli-

mited right to dispose of the land belonging to the tribe. H(‘

divides it among the heads of families on condition of their pay-

ing a tribute in kind. The latter assign to each member of thmr

groups a piece of land for cultivation. Most land is divided up

between the several Irijs (family-groups)
;
the land which is

not yet occupied is the propert} of the principal hy and thus

more directly than the rest at the disposal of the chief ‘‘).

1) Kohler, Das Reoht dor Marshall-Insulaner, p 451,

2) See above, p 104

3) Kubary, Soc Emr dor Pelauor, pp. 47, 48 ;
Kubary, Die Voi brechen, p 85

4) Kubary, Mor tlock-lnseln, p. 253
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On the isle of Kusate twelve principal chiefs own all the

land
;
but the chiefs of the second rank administer and culti-

vate It for them. The common people are obliged to pay a

tribute to the chiefs and serve them. The highest mountains

are planted up to their summits with bananas, taro, sugar-

cane, etc. *).

On the Ea'^tern Carafme Islands the land belongs exclusi-

vely to the two upper classes of people; the third class are

attached to the soil on which they live ^).

Hale states that in Ponape or Ascension Island there are

three classes. All the land belongs to the two upper classes.

The estates are never alienated and pass only bj succession *).

Gerland tells us that on the Marianne hlands the nobles

wore hereditary owners of the whole of the land *).

As to the Km(fmill Islands^ the particulars given by Wil-

kes and Parkinson, as quoted in the second Chapter of Part

I *), sufficiently prove tliat all land had been appropriated.

According to Wilkes „any one who owns land can always call

upon others to provide him with a house, canoe, and the ne-

cessaries of life
;

but one who has none is considered as a

slave, and can hold no property whatever ” Hale tells us that

„the luitoJui are persons not originally of noble birth, who

either by the favour of their chief or b\ good fortune in war,

have acquired land and with it freedom” ®). If in Wilkes’ state-

ment we read
,
proletarian” instead of „ slave,” and take Hale’s

„ freedom” in an economic, not in a legal sense, we see that

here too the lowest class were destitute of landed property.

Lower classes destitute of hind are stated to exist in Ebon,

Kusaie, the Eastern Caroline Islands generally, Ponape, the

Marianne Islands, and the Kingsmill Islands, so on all these

1) Waitz-Oerland, V, 2 pp 120, 121, 78

2) Ibid, p 118.

3) Hale, p 83

,4) Waitz-Oerland, 1 c, p 114

5) See above, pp 106—108

6) Wilkes, p. 96, Hal«, p 102
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islands all land must have boon appropriated. The same must

be the case in Nauru, Where a class destitute of land also

exists. Our informant speaks of common grounds on which

palms grow; but as he makes no mention of any cultivation

undertaken on these grounds, we may suppose that they are

not fit for cultivation In Pelau, though a vast amount of land

is actually out of tillage, the regulation of landed property

related by Kubary proves that all land is held as property.

Here, in Rotuma and Tahiti, we have to deal with the eifects

of the depopulation that has taken place in Oceania. In Mort-

lock there seems to be free land; but Kubary’s account is

not very clear.

§ 7. Land tenure in Melanesia.

Codrington, in his article „On social regulations in Mela-

nesia,” remarks' that his observations „are limited to the

Northern New Hebrides^ the Banks Islands^ the iSanta Crus

Group^ and the South-eastern Solomon Islands'' *). Of land

tenure he says* „Land is everywhere divided into (1) the

Town, (2) the Gardens, (3) the Bush. Of these the two first

are held as property, the third is unappropriated .... Every-

where, or almost everywhere, the abundance of land makes

it of little value. If an individual reclaims for himself a

piece of bush land, it becomes his own” ").

Somerville, speaking of New Georgia (one of the central

Solomon Islands, and therefore not included in Codrington’s

description) remarks: „Property seems to be well recognised:

every one of the myriad islets of the great eastern lagoon

has its understood owner, no matter if cocoanuts be growing

there or not. Groves of cocoanut trees are well protected by

hopes^ as before described, as are also taro patches. Hunting

rights over opossums on a man’s property are also protected

by hopes
"

").

1) Codrington, Soc Heg p 3(K»

2) Ibid, pp 311, 312

3) Somerville, New Georgia, p 404
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Woodford doscribos the regulation of landed property in the

Solomon Islands in the following terms: ^As to the system

of land tenure among them, I believe that to land, per se,

they attacli but little value. Any individual of the tribe

appears to be able to select at will a piece of land from the

forest, which he clears, fences in, and upon it rears his crop

of yams or bananas. After the crops arc taken off, the land

is allowed to relapse again to forest. When, however, a native

plants cocoanuts his property appears tr> be m the trees them-

selves, apart altogether from any idea of ownership in the

land upon which tliey are planted I do not think that any

objection would be raised to another native utilizing the

ground upon which the cocoanuts were planted for other

crops so long as the trees themselves were in no way dam-

aged or interfered with Proper!} in cocoanuts appears to

pass, upon a man’s death, to liis lieirs” ^).

Of land tenure on the isle of Aneityum, in the New Heb-

rides, Inglis sa}s: „There is neither a town nor a village in

the whole island. The system of cottage farming is a state of

full development there Tliere is no large proprietor, no

powerful or wealthy chief; every man sits proprietor of his

own cottage, his own garden, and his own cultivated patches

}
ou could not call them fiidds. The waste lands and the forests,

to the summits of the mountains, belong to the tribe. They

are a kind of crown lands, but what each man cultivates

belongs to himself” 2).

In New CaJedonaiy according to Biainne, a noble s authority

depends on the range of cultivated grounds he owns, and one

who possesses large tracts of cultivated land and large plant-

ations of cocoanut trees is called a great chief. Glaumont tells

us that „property is acquired b} purchase or exchange. It

may also be acquired by labour. Thus uncultivated grounds

belong to the tribe, are so to apeak common property; but

if a Kanaka clears and cultivates a portion of this bush land

1) Woodford, pp. 32, 33

2) Inglis, p. 24. ^
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it passes into his property. Property is held sacred (viz. in

time of peace); the chief himself, however powerful, would

not dare to take away the field of taros or ignames from the

least of his subjects.” Meinicke says: „Each tribe possesses a

separate territory in which the land fit for cultivation is the

individual property of the chiefs and nobles, whereas the rest

is at the disposal of all.” According to Rochas there are two

ranks: nobles and common people; but the latter enjoy a

rather independent position and always own some land. The

rights of property in land are highly respected, even by

the chiefs” ^).

Williams, describing Ftji^ speaks of a feudal government;

but he adds that the ancient divisions of landed property are

much respected. Seeman states that the „real power of the

state resides in the landholders or gentry”; and Hale tells us

that the members of the lowest class „work for the chiefs

and landholders and are supported b) them.” The fullest

account of land tenure in Fiji is given by Fison. The lands

are of three kinds. „1. The Yavn or Town-lot; 2. The Qele^

or Arable Land; and 3. the Veihm^ or Forest.” „The town-

lots and the arable lands are divided among the tmke} (land-

owners), while the forest lands are held in common by them.

Arable land also, which is not in actual use, is in some places

common to a certain extent.” „The land is vested in or,

at any rate, is held by — certain joint tribal owners who

have a common descent. These are called the Tauhn ni vanua^

or owners of the land .... Hot all the people are landowners.”

Fison then speaks of some classes destitute of land, of whom
it is not quite clear whether the) are tenants or serfs. But

the following statement of his clearl} shows that all land has

been appropriated: „In addition to the koro [villages] already

mentioned, there are others inhabited by tribes who have

either migrated from their own lands owing to disagreement

with their kinsfolk, or have been driven thence by war. These

1) Hramnc, p 241, Glauraoiit, p 75, Meinioko, Die Inseln dos stillen

Oceans, I p 230, Rochas, jip 245, 262
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omigranta bog land from a tauhei tribe, and settle down upon

it. They arc not landowners where they are now living, but

it does not follow that tliey are ham [base-born man, who are

very much despised] If they were tauJcei in their own land

they cannot be placed on the level of the people without a

father.” They pay „rent of produce and service Tribes

such as these are tenants at will, and the land may be taken

from them whenever it may be required. How long soever

their occupation may continue, it does not establish a title.

The descendants of the tauhei can always resume the lands,

upon giving formal notice, and presenting some property or

other, which is called „the falling back of the soil”
”

'). These

emigrants are neither slaves nor serfs, but destitute of land

;

if there were free land fit for cultivation, they would appro-

priate it instead of becoming tenants at will

Parkinson, describing New Britain (Neu Pommern) makes

no mention of property in land A man’s position does not

depend upon the possession of land, but of dewarra or shell-

mone\ . Among the articles which are bought witli this money

our informant does not name land -h Hence we may infer that

land has little value here.

Haddon, in his article on the Wedeni Tribes of Torres

Straits^ remarks: „I have no precise information as to land

laws, but I believe that the whole of the land is divided up

into pnqjertieB, certainly the arabh' land is, the chief sharing

like anyone else. There is no one person or class of land-

owners who possess land to the total exclusion of anyone

else. Title to land is derived from inheritance, gift or pur-

chase. I never beard of any means of conveyance” ‘^).

Hunt, describing the Mmraij Islands^ says: „The chiefs

held only their own hereditary lands, but the first fruits of

all cultivated lauds were presented to them as their share

1) WilliaiU'-, ]){) 18, ‘22, Huoman, p ‘23.1, Halo, p 50; Fison, Land tenure

in Fiji, pp 336, .338, 34:1

2) Paikinson, Im Bismarok-Arohipel, p 104, see also p 101.

3) Haddon, p 334
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Any di8[)uto about land would bo settled by the old men
who would meet and discuss the point in dispute and then

pronounce their decision. Land was never sold, but could be

leased, when, if used for planting, a share in the first fruits

would be paid to the owner” ’).

In many parts of Melanesia clearing is a modus acquiyeudt^

viz. in the Solomon Islands, Northern New IIcbridcH, Banka
Islands, Santa Cruz Group, and New Caledonia. Yet the

rights of landowners are recognized everywhere in these

islands. Here, as Ricardo would say, land of the second degree

of fertility has already been taken into cultivation, and so

rent has commenced on that of the first; but there is still

free land. In Aneityurn, too, there seems to bo land not yet

appropriated. In Fiji people destitute of land are found. In New
Britain land seems to have little value. Among the western

tribes of Torres Straits all arable laud is divided up into

properties, as Iladdon tells us; but whether the rest of the

land is still free is not quite clear. With regard to the

Murray Islands we cannot arrive at any definite conclusion.

Generally speaking we may conclude that in Ihduiosia and

Micronesia all land has been appropriated, whereas in the

Melanesian islands free land still exists.

We see further that not only the arable land is held as

property, but often also the fruit-trees, lakes and streams,

the shore and the lagoon as far as the reef. Gn most Poh-
nesian and Micronesian islands whatever portion of land or

water can yield any profit has been appropriated.

§ 8. Landloi’ds^ tenants and labourers m Oceania.

It appears from the foregoing paragraphs that in those is-

lands where all land has been appropriated, there are nearly

always found people destitute of laud. The only exceptions are

1) Hunt, p 7
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Roturna and Pelau. Grardiner, in his vcrj minute article on

Roturna, makes no mention of social ranks; and Kubary, as

we have already seen in the second Chapter of Part I, states

that „among the P(dau islanders there can be no question of

a devision of the people m ranks or classes.” But Semper, as

has also been shown in the same Chapter, speaks of a despi-

sed working class ’j.

Another state of things would not be inconceivable. It were

quite possible that every inhabitant had appropriated a portion

of the land, nothing of it remaining unclaimed. Yet it is easy

to understand that, when all land has become individual pro-

perty, a class of people destitute of land is likely soon to

arise. In large families the portions falling to each of the

children will often become too small to live upon. And where

it IS customary to bu} and sell land, there mav be improvid-

ent people who squander the land that was to afford them sub-

sistence But the principal cause probably is the arbitrary con-

duct of the chiefs and other men of power who appropriate

the land of their enemies, and even, under some pretext, that

belonging to their own subjects.

In TahU the chiefs had „a desire for war, as a means of

enlarging their territory, and augmenting their power” ^).

Regarding Hawaii Ellis tells us* „When Tamehanielia had

subdued the greater part of the islands, he distributed them

among his favourite chiefs and warriors, on condition of their

nmdering him, not only militai*} service, but a certain pro-

portion of the produce of their lands. This also appears to

have been their ancient practice on similar occasions, as the

hoopahora or papahom^ division of land among the ) anahra or

victors, invariably followed the conquest of a district or is-

land”

In the KingmiU Islands the Txataha are persons who „eithcr

1) Soc ubovo, p ion In Tahiti tlunv wort* also people destitute of land,

of whom wo shall have to speak m this paragraph

2) Ellis, Pol Res
, 1 p 107

3) Ibid, IV p 414^
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by the favour of their chief or by good fortune in war, have

acquired land” ^). Hence it appears that, here too, the victors

used to occupy the lands of the conquered.

In Fiji^ according to Waterhouse, one of the motives of war

was the desire for land; and Williams states that the inhabitants

of conquered districts were reduced to an abject servitude.

Fison says: „It is certain that in former days, when popu-

lation seems to have been on the increase .... tribes were dis-

possessed of their lands by other tribes who took them into

their occupation, and are the taukei of the present da}”-).

We have seen in § 5 that a ^ew Zealander sometimes

claimed land ,,by having helped in the war party which took

the land.” According to Ellis a desire to enlarge their terri-

tory led to frequent wars. Thomson tells us
:
„Soraetimes whole

tribes became nominally slaves, although permitted to live at

their usual places of residence, on the condition of catching

eels and preparing food for their conquerors at certain sea-

sons” ^).

In New Caledonia the inhabitants of conquered districts have

to pay a tribute to the conqueror, but generally continue living

under their own chiefs ^).

Von Bulow states that in Samoa conquered lands become

the private property of the victorious chief").

We see that this conquering of land does not always create

a class destitute of land
;
sometimes the inhabitants have onl) to

pay a tribute. But where individuals belonging to the victori-

ous tribe receive portions of the conquered land allotted to

them, as in New Zealand and the Kingsrnill Islands, or where,

as in Samoa, the land becomes the private property of the

conquering chief, the original owners must be deprived of their

property.

1) Hale, p 102

2) Waterhouse, p lilb, Williams, p 54, Fiaon, l.and tenuie m Fiji, p B4.1

3) Ellis, Pol Res, HI p 360, Thomson, New Zealand, p 148

4) Rochas, p 243

5) Von Bulow, p 193.
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It also occurs that within the tribe the land is taken away
from its owner.

Williams states that in Fip an adulterer may be deprived

of his land as a punishment
;
and Piaon tells us that the chiefs

have overridden the ancient customs regarding land tenure ’).

In Tahiti those who resisted tlie king’s authority were ba-

nished and deprived of their lands. „Should the offender have

been guilty of disobedience to the just demands of the king,

though the lands might be his hereditary property, he must

leave them, and become, as the people expressed it, a wanderer

„upon the road” ”
*).

In Ehon confiscation of land by the chief was formerly a

mode of punishment

Among the Metanmam described by Codrington the chiefs

„ often use their power to drive awa) the owners of gardens

the) desire to occup)” ).

Where land is so highl\ valued, and wealth and power

depend upon the possession of it, the chiefs and other men

of power will be inclined to appropriate as much of it as pos-

sible. This 18 not always eas), and sometimes, in democratic-

ally organized societies, hardl} practicable; but we may be

sure that it will be done on the very first opportunit). This

18 strikingly proved b} what Gardiner tells us of Hotuma :

„Sinco the introduction of missionaries, too, much land has

bi'en seized b) the chiefs, who, as a rule, in each district were

its missionaries, ns fines for the fornications of individuals. A
certain amount of cocoauut oil was then given bv the chiefs

to the Weslcvau Mission, apparenth in payment for their sup-

port. The mission in the name of which it was done, though

generally without the knowdedge of the white teachers, was

HO powerful that the hoaij had no redress.” Forrnerlv landed

property in Rotiima was higlih respected
:
„The victorious

1) ‘Williams, p 20 Fison, 1 c, p 345

2) Ellis, Pol Hos, III p 122

3) See above, p 32)1

4) Codrington, Soor.Keg, p 311
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side obtained no territorial aggrandisement, as it was to the

the common interest of all to maintain the integrity of the

land, and the victors might on some future occasion be them-

selves in the position of the vanquished” ^). Formerly tiie chiefs

were not powerful enough to appropriate laud belonging to

others; but the additional power that the new religion gave

them enabled them to seize the lands of their subjects, and

they immediately availed themselves of this opportunity.

A similar change has taken place in Samoa. In Turner’s

time Samoan government had „more of the patriarchal and

democratic m it, than of the monarchical.” Yon Bulow, writing

several years later than Turner, states tliat some chiefs have

latel} introduced what he calls serfdom. In the villages where

this state of things exists the inhabitants live on land belong

ing to the chief. They pay no rent, but are obliged to stand

by the chief in war and peace. They are personnally free and

have the right to emigrate, but own no land -).

We can now perfectly understand why people destitute of

land are found in so many of these islands. And as most

often not only the arable land, but fruit-trees, lakes, streams,

and the sea adjoining the land are individual property, those

people are entirely at the mercy of the landowners. We shall

see that they have to perform the drudgery for the landlords,

and are sometimes heavily oppressed.

In Tonga the lowest class were the fooas. „The fooas can

be divided into tliree categories. A few of them are warriors

and form part of the retinue of the chiefs, as we have said

;

some are professed cooks in the service of the superior or

inferior cliiefs; others, and these form the majority, till the

soil. The latter are found throughout the country and have

no other employment besides agriculture” ^).

In Samoa, in Turner’s time, a democratic and even com-

munistic rSgime prevailed. Speaking of the chief. Turner says:

1) Gardiner, pp 485, 470

2) Turner, Samoa, p 173, Yon Bulow, p. 104

3) Manner, II p 3'iU
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„With a few exceptions, he moves about, and shares in

everyday employments, just like a common man. He goes out

with the fishing party, works in his plantations, helps at

house-building, and lends a hand at the native oven,” The

Samoans were very hospitable: „In addition to their own

individual wants, their hospitable custom in supplying, without

money and without stint, the wants of visitors from all parts

of the group, was a great drain on their plantations.” Hale

states that „the common people are in general the relatives

and dependents of the fulafales [landlords] and have no direct

influence in the government” ’). We have seen that recently

a class of people destitute of land has been created by some

chiefs; but their lot does not seem to be a hard one.

Gardiner, in his description of Eotuma^ makes no mention

of social classes.

In Tahiti the lowest class were the manahune. including,

besides the U(i or slaves, „the teuteu or servants of the chiefs

;

all who w'ere destitute of any land, and ignorant of the rude

arts of carpentering, building, etc., wich are respected among

them, and such as were reduced to a state of dependence

upon those m higher stations” Speaking of the great land-

holders our informant says* ^Possessing at all tunes the

most ample stores of native provisions, the number of their

dependents, or retainers, was great. The destitute and thought-

less readily attached themselves to their establishments, for

the purpose of securing the means of subsistence without care

or apprehension of want” *“).

In Hawaii four social ranks existed. The members of the tiurd

rank held land, „ cultivating it either b\ their own dependents

and domestics, or letting it out in small allotments to tenants . .

.

In the fourth rank may be included the small farmers, who

rent from ten to twenty or thirty acres of land; the mechanics,

namely, canoe and house builders, fishermen, musicians, and

dancers; indeed, all the labouring classes, those who attach

*
1) Turner, Samoa, pp. 175, 171

,
Halo, p. 28

2) Elhs, Pol. lies., ilkpp 90-98.
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themselves to some chief or farmer, and labour on his land

for their food and clothing, as well as those who cultivate

small portions of land for their own advantage”. „Sometimes

the poor people take a piece of land, on condition of cultivating

a given portion for the chief, and the remainder for themsel-

ves, making a fresh agreement after every crop. In addition

to the above demands, the common people are in general obli-

ged to labour, if required, part of two dajs out of seven, in

cultivating farms, building houses, etc for their landlord. A
time is usually appointed for receiving the rent, when the

people repair to the governor’s with what they have to pay.

If the required amount is furnished, they return, and, asthc}

express it {Jzomo hoit) enter again on their land. But if unable

to pay the required sum, and their landlords are dissatisfied

with the presents they have received, or think the tenants have

neglected their farm, they are forbidden to return, and the

land 18 offered to another. When, however, the produce brought

is nearly equal to the required rent, and the chiefs think the

occupants have exerted themselves to procure it, the\ remit

the deficiency, and allow them to return” *). This is quite the

reverse of what occurs in slave countries. The slave or serf is

prevented from escaping and compelled to remain with his

master; the Hawaiian tmiant, if the landlord is dissatisfied

with the produce brought, is forbidden to return to the land

of his employer.

In Rarotonga the lowest class are the mga or sinwants who

have to cultivate the lands of the nobles, build their houses and

canoes, make nets for them, pay them tributes, and in general

obey all their demands ).

In the Marquesas Islands^ though the different grades in

society were not so distincly marked as in Tahiti, there was

a lowest class, who had to pay tributes to the chiefs and might

be deprived by tliem of whatever they owned '^).

1) Ibid, IV pp 413, 417,

2) Waitz-Oerlaud, VI p 19*1

3) Ibid
, pp. 214, 210
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In Mangarewa, as we have seen, the whole of the land be-

longed to the nobility, who often leased their lands to the third

class, the common people ^).

In New Zealand^ as has been shown in § 5, every free-

man owned land. Accordingly we find no mention made of a

class of poor or subjected freemen.

Gerland states that the two principal classes, nobles and com-

mon people, were nowhere in Polynesia less strictly separated

than in Samoa and New Zealand. This strikingly shows that

the appropriation of the land was really the basis of Polynesian

aristocracy
;
for Samoa and New Zealand, as we have seen, were

the only Polynesian groups in which there was still free land ^).

Regarding the condition of the common people in Micro-

nesia we have already mentioned many particulars m § 7 of

the second Chapter of Part I in inquiring whether they were

to be regarded as slaves, and in § 6 of this Chapter in order

to prove that all laud had been appropriated. We shall briefly

repeat here what bears on their condition and the work im-

posed upon them, adding such details as have not yet been

mentioned.

In Nauru the lowest class (wrongly called slaves by Kohler)

have no landed property. The} till the lands of their lords,

and deliver to them the fruits, receiving onl} their livelihood.

The landlord had formerly a im vitae ac necis over his la-

bourers.

In Ehon the common people live on land allotted to them

by the chief who can take it from them at his pleasure Every

week they have, each of them, to provide the chief with a

fixed quantity of food.

In Mortlock^ according to Kubary, social ranks do not exist.

On the isle of Kusaie the chiefs have unlimited power. The

common people are obliged to build houses and canoes for

them and till their lauds; the chiefs may always seize the

goods and command the services of the people; the cocoanuts,

1) See above, p 322

2) Waitz-Gorlaud, VI p IC:*

22
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which are rare, are for the chiefs alone; they receive a cer-

tain proportion of all the fish that is caught ’).

In Yap the lowest class (whom Giraffe wrongly calls slaves)

are obliged daily to provide the upper classes with agricul-

tural produce, and whenever the chiefs require it to aid in

constructing houses and canoes. Whatever they possess, even

to their wives and daughters, may at any time be required by

the upper classes. Yet all labour is not exclusively incumbent

on them. They are only bound to definite taxes, viz. to a

tribute of victuals, and of mats and other materials for house-

building; and their „ slave-state” consists rather iii a low and

dependent condition than in being taxed with labour.

On the Marianne Islands there were throe classes: nobles,

semi-nobles, and common people. The common people were

strictly separated from the nobles and entirely subjected to them.

They were not allowed to navigate or fish or take part in

any other pursuit followed by the nobles. Their principal occu-

pations were tilling the soil, constructing roads, building canoe-

houses, making nets, carrying ammunition in war, cooking rice,

roots, etc. As they were forbidden to use canoes and fishing

implements, the only fish tliey could procure were eels, which

the nobles disdained; and even these the} might only catch

with the hand, not by means of nets or fish-liooks ).

In PeZaw, according to Kubary, there are no social classes;

but the wants of the chiefs are generally provided for by the

work of dependent relatives, who are treated as adopted child-

ren and may ac any time leave their employers. Semper,

however, speaks of a despised working class.

On the Ktngsmill Islands there are two subjected classes.

One is the class of the te torn
,
who live as vassals on the lands

of the great landholders; they get a small piece of land for

their own use; they must provide their lord with men when at

war, and bring him the number of cocoanuts he desires, and what

he needs for his household. The lowest class are the te hei

1) Waitz-Gerland, V, 2, p 121

2) Ibid
, p 112.
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or haungo. They have no property, no land to live upon; they

live with the great landholders by whom they are maintained

;

they on their part must work for their lords, i. e. fish, pre-

pare food, etc. The lord, by giving them a piece of land, can

raise them to the class of the te torre. These two classes have

no voice in government matters
;
they folloiv their lord without

grumbling; his will is their will; an offence against the lord

is considered by them as a personal offence, and avenged as

such. Generali) no one marries outside his class In ordinary

life there is no difference between master and vassal; they

drink, dance, and pla) together; tliev wear the same kind

of dress

We shall inquire now what is the condition of the lower

classes in Melanesia.

Rociias states that in Caledonia the common people

enjoy a rather independent position, the) have to perform

some services for the chiefs, which cliiefiy consist in cultivating

their lands; but always own a piece of land themselves. They

are, however, sometimes killed by the upper chiefs for canni-

bal purposes. Glaumont enumerates the following classes . sor-

cerers, w'arnors, common people, slaves. But he adds that the

chief himself, however powerful, wmuld not dare to take away

the field of taros or ignames belonging to the least of his

subjects. According to Brainne there are two classes: nume-

rous chiefs of various kinds, and serfs, over whom the former,

especially the superior chiefs, have the right of life and

death ’).

In Fiji^ according to Williams, the lower classes were for-

merl) heavil) oppressed. The chiefs looked upon them as their

property, and took away their goods and often even their

lives; this was considered „chief-like.” There also were pro-

fessed hair-dressers of the chiefs. Waterhouse states that many

poor men could not procure a wife; they then borrowed one

from a chief, and so became his retainers. Fison, speaking of

the inhabitants of certain villages, says
:

„These are of the

1) Rochas, pp Si.'), 24(rt Olaumont, pp 74, 75, Bramne, p. 24C
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lowest rank, or rather of no rank at all. They are Icaisi^ the

descendants of ^children without a father,” They are vakatau

ni were (husbandmen), but they are not yeomen like the

fauhei. Neither the lands they cultivate, nor the town lots

on which they dwell, are their own. The) are not even te-

nants. They are hereditary bondsmen, ndscnpti qlehaf^ whose

business it is to raise food for their masters. Their lords may

oppress them, and they have no redress. In times of peace they

must work for them, and in war time the) must fight for them

to the death” ^).

Codrington remarks: „In the native view of mankind, almost

everywhere in the islands which are here under consideration

[Solomon hlands^ Santa Cruz Group^ Banks' Islands, and A’ew

Hebrides], nothing seems more fundamental than the division

of the people into twm or more classes, winch are exogamous,

and in wdiich descent is counted through the mother . .

.

Generally speaking, it may be said that to a Melanesian man

all women, of his own generation at least, are either sisters or

wives, to the Melanesian woman all men are either brothers

or husbands”
")

This seems to be sufficient proof that a sub-

jected and despised lowest class does not exist, else the natives

would not all be „ brothers” and ^sisters”.

This conclusion of ours is strengthened by consulting some

other writers.

Guppy, describing the Solomon Islanth, makes no mention

of social ranks. Elton states that the chiefs have little power

Nor have we found in any of the other writers anything tmid-

ing to prove that the common people are oppressed.

Regarding the Nrw Hehridts^ Hagen and Piricau, after speak-

ing of the chiefs, state that the next class are the warriors,

which rank can be obtained by a pa)ment of pigs. They make

no mention of a despised or oppressed working class. Inglis,

1) WilliamB, pp 23, %, I*)?, Watorhouso, p 3i1
;
Fison, Land tenure

in Fyi, p 342.

2) Codrington, The Melanesians, pp 2i, 22

3) Elton, p 98.
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as we have seen above, states that in the isle of Aneityum

„ there is no large proprietor, no powerful or wealthy chief;

evfTy man sits proprietor of his own cottage, his own garden,

and his own cultivated patches.” Turner, speaking of the isle

of Tana, says: „The affairs of this little community are regu-

lated by the chiefs and the heads of families”; and in Ero-

manga, according to the same writer, the chiefs „were numerous,

but not powerful” *). From all this we may safely conclude

that social life in the New Hebrides is democratically or-

ganized.

In New Britain the chiefs have very little power. All adult

men are members of the duh-duh (powerful secret society)

Social ranks do not seem to exist ^).

Haddon, speaking of the Western Tribes of Torres Straits^

says: „Each household is practically self-sufficient. So far as

I could gather there was no division of labour as between man

and man, ever\ man made his garden, fished and fought” '^).

Hunt, in Ins description of the Murray Islands^ makes no

mention of social rankb.

Generally speaking, we may conclude that in Polynesia and

Micronesia there are lower classes destitute of land and enti-

rel) at the mercy of the landholders, whereas in Melanesia

such classes do uot exist. This agrees with our former con-

clusion, that in the two first-named geographical districts all

land has, or had been appropriated, which is not the case in

Melanesia. And if we consider the single groups of islands,

we find that wherever in Polynesia there is still free land

(Samoa, New Zealand), a more or less democratic rigime pre-

vails, and where in Melanesia all land has been appropriated

(Fiji^ there is a subjected lower class. There are, as we have

already remarked, a few exceptions to this general rule (Ro-

tuina, Pelau); but in these cases it is quite possible that such

a class has formerly existed. For a great depopulation has

1) TIagon and Pmoau, p 335, Turner, Samoa, pp 315, 328.

2) Parkinson, Im Ihsiuarok-Archipol, pp 142, 129.

3) Haddon, p 342
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taken place in Oceania, especially in Polynesia and Micronesia
;

and the value of land must have decreased together with the

population. We have seen that in Rotuma all land is still held

as property, but large tracts are out of tillage, though there

are everywhere traces of former cultivation. In Pelaii too, as

has been said in § 6
,
the rights of property are still recogni-

zed, though there is but little land actually in cultivation. That

the class of people destitute of land tends to disappear when

population decreases, is strikingly shown by the following

statement of Ellis’ regarding Tahiti: „ Although manahmv

[lowest class] have always included a large number of the in-

habitants, they have not in modern times been so numerous

as some other ranks. Since the population has been so greatly

diminished, the means of subsistence so abundant, and such

vast portions of the country uncultivated, an industrious in-

dividual has seldom experienced much difficulty in securing at

least the occupancy of a piece of land*’ -),

This depopulation may perhaps also account for the discre-

pancy between Seniper’s and Kubary's accounts of Pelau Sem-

per spoke of a despised working class
;
but Kubary, who wrote

several years after, stated that there wore no social ranks. It

18 quite possible that in the meantime the population had been

so greatly diminished, tliat every one could obtain possession

of a piece of land

Ellis’ above-quoted statement also shows that there is a

fundamental difference between such lower classes as were

found in Tahiti and slaves. The former were not at all for-

bidden to provide for themselves, and indeed, when the popu-

lation had decreased, many of them began to cultivate a piece

of land for their own profit. But in former times they wore

not able to do so, as all land was the property of the upper

classes. The lower classes of Oceania were proletarians who

wanted employment. The means of subsistence were the ex-

1) See Gerlaiid, D.ih Aub«t(*iben <ler Naturvolker, pp 5, 6, and Mahlor’B

recently published eubay, pp 60, 61

2) Ellis, Pol lies
,
III p 96
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elusive property of the upper classes, and therefore the poor

were wholly dependent on them. In slave countries free la-

bourers are not available, and therefore those who want

labourers have recourse to slavery; in Oceania the labour

market was overstocked, and therefore the poor eagerly asked

the landlords for employment even in the meanest work *).

There are some more details on record proving that labour-

ers were not wanted.

In Rotuma „ Polynesian or Micronesian strangers, fa helav^

were usually married into different hoag^ or adopted with

the consent of all the members of the hoag. A few Fijians

and Melanesians have become fa asoa^ or helping men, of

different chiefs; no women would have anything to do with

them, and no hoag would adopt them. They remained on the

island as long as they liked, and transferred their services as

they liked
;
they were treated as inferior members of the hoag^

to which thc) gave their services” *). In a slave country these

Melanesians, looked upon as an inferior race and therefore

not adopted, would have been eagerly taken as slaves and

prevented from escaping, but here it is quite the reverse:

they may stay if they like, but the\ may also go away if

they like; nobody wants them.

What Hale tells us of the inhabitants of Ponape is also

very remarkable. When it is feared that there will be over-

population, some of the lower orders with their wives and

children voluntarily go away in their canoes ®). If these lower

classes were slaves, tlie> would not be allowed to emigrate;

the masters would value them as their property and prevent

them from escaping. Such is not the case here; they remove

because there is no room for them.

We see that common labourers are little wanted in Oceania.

4) One reason why these iJandera wanted little labour may have been

that they rein'd for a oonsidoiable portion of their food on the fruits of

trees which, when once planted, loquired little care

2) Gardiner, p 486.

3) Hale, p 85



Some kinds of labourers, however, are much in Request in

some of these islands.

Mariner states that in Tonga the esteem in which the dif-

ferent trades are held depends on their utility. Most people

pursue the same trade as their fathers did before them, be-

cause they have learned it in their youth. This especially

applies to those trades which are considered most difficult and

therefore highly honoured. There is no law obliging a son to

follow his father’s trade
;
but it is the custom

;
and the hope of a

high profit stimulates the energy of those who pursue a difficult

trade. The noblest trades are those of canoe-builder and under-

taker of funerals. They are followed by none but mataboles

and mooas (2»d and 3rd classes), the tooas class) being

excluded from them. All other trades are followed by mooas

and tooas alike, except three which the mooas consider beneath

their dignity and therefore leave to the tooas. those of barber,

cook, and agriculturist. The latter two, the most despised

trades, are hereditary. Neither cooking nor cultivating requires

any particular capacities, everybody is capable of following

these pursuits, and those whose fathers were engaged in

either of them have no other alternative but to continue in

the same way. The esteem, however, in which an individual

is held, does not only depend on the trade he follows, but

on his ability in it. He who distinguishes himself in a lower

trade enjoys more consideration than he wlio following a

higher trade proves to be unqualified for it ^).

We see that those trades which require no particular abilities

are most despised here, whereas skilled labour is highly

honoured and performed even by the higher classes.

In some more cases is it stated that skilled workmen are

better paid and more highly valued than unskilled.

In Tahiti the lowest class included those „wlio were desti-

tute of any land, and ignorant of the rude arts of carpentering,

building, etc., which were respected among them .... The

fishermen and artisans (sometimes ranking with this class.

1) Manner, II pp 159—162.
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but raor6 frequently with that immediately above it) may be

said to have constituted the connecting link between the two” ^).

Wilkes states that in the Kingsmill Islands „the trade of

carpenter is held in great repute.” Professed tattooers are also

highly esteemed and well paid”).

In Fiji the carpenters formed a separate caste, called King’s

carpenters, having chiefs of their own, for whom and their

work they showed respect. Among the social ranks the 4th

were distinguished warriors of low birth, chiefs of the carp-

enters, and chiefs of the fishers for turtle, the 5th ^ere the

common people®). We see that here too skilled workmen rank

above the bulk of the people.

Skilled labour is thus highly valued in some of these islands.

The skilled workmen, so far from being slaves, are held in

high esteem; but those who have no peculiar accomplishments

are obliged to perform the rudest and most despised work.

This applies especially to the agricultural labourers. These

are entirely dependent on the landowneis, and there are more

of them than can be pr(>fitably employed. They much resemble

the proletarians of modern European countries.

The great significance of the appropriation of the land clearly

appears, wlien we consider a phenomenon frequently occurring

among savages, debt-slavery. Among some savage tribes there

arc rich and poor as well as in Polynesia
;
the poor, however, do

not apply to the rich for cmplo\ ment, but are enslaved by them.

Thus among the Tagals and Visa) as, in the time of the con-

quista, most slaves had become such by being unable to pay

debts they had contracted. If, in a time of famine, a poor man

had been fed for some da)s by his rich neighbour, he became

his slave. Sometimes tlie rich even placed a quantity of rice in

some conspicuous place and lay on the look-out
;
if then a poor

man came and ate of the rice, he was seized and enslaved

1) Ellis, Pol Kos
,
III 1. %

2) Wilkos, pp 90, 108

3) WilliamB, pp 71, 32

4) Blumontntt, CoiM|ui9tii, pp 56, ,»7
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Such a thing would never have happened in Polynesia, and

the reason why is evident. Among the Tagals and Visayas the

poor were able, in ordinary times, to provide for themselves;

they did not offer their services to the rich
;
the latter had to

avail themselves of such an opportunity as a famine, to lay

hands on them and compel tliem to work for them, not only

during the famine, but afterwards when, if free, they would

have been able to subsist independently of the rich. But in

Polynesia the means of subsistence are permanently in the hands

of the rich to the exclusion of the poor; therefore the rich

need not compel the poor to work for them, for they are al-

ways at their mercy. Among the Tagals and Visa) as the poor,

though destitute of wealth, are not iMthout resources . the) have

the free land always at their disposal, and it is onl) m extra-

ordinary circumstances (e g. when the harvest has failed) that

they are temporarily dependent on the rich. In Pol)nesia the

poor are destitute of land, and therefore permanently depend-

ent on the landlords.

TJieir state would even be worse than it actuallv is, were

it not that they are useful in another, non-ecoiiomic way • the)

strengthen their employers’ force in warfare.

In Tahiti „in times of war, all capable of bearing arms were

called upon to join the forces of the chieftain to whom they

belonged, and the farmers, who held their lands partly by feu-

dal tenure, were obliged to render military service w^henever

their landlord required it. There were, besides these, a num-

ber of men celebrated for their valour, strength, or address in

war, w^ho were called ado^ fighting-men or w^arriors. This title,

the result of achievements in battle, was highly respected, and

proportionably sought by the daring and ambitious. It was not,

like the chieftainship and other prevailing distinctions, confi-

ned to any class, but open to all; and many from the lower

ranks have risen, as warriors, to a high station in the com-

munity” ^).

In Hawaii^ „when war was declared, the king and warrior

1) Ellis, Pol Ees., 1 p. 296
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chiefs, together with the priests, fixed the time and place for

commencing, and the manner of carrying it on. In the mean-

time, the Runapai (messengers of war) wore sent to the dis-

tricts and villages under their authority, to require tlie ser-

vices of their tenants, m numbers proportionate to the mag-

nitude of the expedition” ^).

In Samoa^ as we have seen, those residing on land be-

longing to the chief are obliged to stand by him in war and

peace ^).

In Tonqa some of the tooas (lowest class) were warriors and

belonged to the retinue of the chiefs)

On the Kmgsmdl IslamU the tenants must provide their

lord with men when at ^^ar ').

In Fij(^ according to Williams, all men capable of beaiing

arms, of all classes, took part in military operations; and Fison,

as we have seen above, states that the people of the lowest

rank in war time had to fight for their lords to the death

Warfare is an important factor in social life among primi-

tive peoples (and not among primitive peoples only). The re-

quirements of war may perhaps account for such an anoma-

lous thing as the existimce of slavery in Tahiti. Though it is

not explicitly stated that the slaves fought at the side of their

masters, we may suppose it to be so, as „all capable of bear-

ing arms were called upon”, the more so as we have seen

that the slaves, after peace was concluded, often remained with

thmr masters as voluntary servants ®).

But leaving militaribin and other secondar} causes out

of consideration, we may conclude that the facts observed

in Oceania fully justify our theory, that slavery is incon-

sistent with a state of societj in which all land is held as

property.

1) Ibid, IV p 152

2) Soo abovo, p 33 i

3) Maimor, 11 p 340

4) Sdo aboM', p 338

5) Williauiii, p 4D, and sno above, p 340

6) See above, p. 100



§ 9. Transition from serfdom to freedom in Western Europe.

The conclusion we have arrived at is that the appropriation

of the soil is a factor of great importance in shaping the social

life of agricultural peoples ’). When all land is held as pro-

perty, a class of people destitute of the means of subsistence

is likely soon to arise; such people must seek employment and

live on the wages they can earn. But in countries where there

is still free land, a class of free labourers dependent on wages

does not exist; therefore in such countries the upper classes,

especial!} the landowners, often resort to slaver} as a means

of procuring labourers. Generally spealmq^ slavery as an in-

dustrial system can only exist where there is still free land.

If this theor} is correct, it must hold not onl} with regard

to the simpl} organized societies of Pohnesia and Micronesia,

but also with regard to civilized peoples. Among such peoples

too slavery must disappear as soon as all land has been appro-

priated. And as we know that in Western Europe all land is

now held as property and everybod} ’s personalh free, whe-

reas in former times, when these countries were far less den-

sely peopled than now, slaver} and serfdom existed, it does

not seem unreasonable to suppose that the appropriatntn of the

soil has had much to do with the disappearance of servile la-

bour. This opinion is also held by Wakeheld. „The serfdom

of the middle-ages was for all Europe, what it is for Poland

1) We have not Hpoken of landed property among the Australian hunh'is,

booauBO there are reasons enough to bt lound, ajiuit tiom theaiijuopriation

of the land, why slaverj cannot exist among them We will only romaik licit

that among many Australian tribes propeity in land is stated to exist (sec

Dargun, pp 40, 50) Sometimes even the whole ol the land seems to be

held as property „lt seems curious” sajs Maogillivray „to find at Cape

York and tne Prince of Wales’ Islands a recognised division and ownership

of laud, seeing that none of it by cultivation has been rendered fit for

the permanent support of man According to Gi’om, there an laws regulating

the ownership of every inch of ground on Muialug and the neighbouring

possessions of the Kowraregas and 1 am led to believe such is likewise the

case at Cape York” MacgUlifray as quoted by Haddon, p. 432
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and Russia still ^), a kind of slavery required by the small pro-

portion of people to land
;
a substitute for lured labour, which

gradually expired with the increase of population, as it will ex-

pire in Poland and Russia when land shall, in those countries,

become as scarce and dear as it became in England some time

after the conquest”®). We think Wakefield is quite right here,

and we shall adduce some facts in corroboration of this view.

But we must first repeat what we have already said in the

Introduction. We confine ourselves in this book to an investi-

gation of the facts of savage life. The study of these facts

leads us to conclusions, some of which (and among these the

conclusion we are now dealing with) have a wider bearing and

can further our understanding of the history of civilized nations.

But the scope of the present volume does not allow us to

make any special investigation of this history and inquire

whether the same causes can be seen at work here that have

been found to shape tiie social life of savage tribes. Accord-

ingly, we shall not try to prove that the appropriation of the

soil has reall} been the main cause of tlie disappearance of

slavery and serfdom m Western Europe. We only intend to

show that the matter can be viewed from this side. We wish

to claim attention for this important factor, that is commonly

overlooked, and thus clear the way for future research This

and the next two paragraphs have to be regarded as a digres-

sion, standing apart from the mam bod\ of our book.

The character of these paragraphs mai justif\ us in limiting

our remarks to two countries, the economic history of which

has of late ^ears been the subject of thorough study b) eminent

writers, viz. England and Grerman\, and using only a small

part of the literature existing on this matter We have, however,

taken care to consult none but first-rate authorities.

We have spoken of the of slavery and serfdom.

In connection with this two remarks have to be made.

First. Slavery in the strict sense existed for a long time

1) Wakefield wrote lu 1840

2) Wakefield, -p m
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in both England and Germany. In England, shortly after the

Norman Conquest, slaves were still rather numerous. „The

serin or slaves” says Ashley „who8e average percentage for

the whole land is 9, and who in some of the eastern and

midland shires do not appear at all, or fall to a percentage

of 4 or 5, rise in the country on the Welsh border and in

the south-west to 17, 18, 21, and 24 per cent.” A century

later, however, absolute slavery had disappeared And in

Germany there was also a class of senn^ who had to perform

whatever services the lords might require, and even in the

11th century, though their condition had already much im-

proved, were sometimes sold apart from the land -)

Secondly. The argument that leads us to conclude that

slavery is inconsistent with a state of societN in which all land

is held as property, equally applies to serfdom. For the serf, as

well as the slave, was compelled to work. Tlieri' is a great

difference between slaves and serfs on one side, and modern

labourers and tenants on the other The labourer has to work

for his employer, and the tenant has to pay rent; but both

can always declare the contract off and so put an end to

their obligations. And even as long as the contract lasts, if

they do not discharge their duties, tliey can only be condemned

to pay damages; but the labourer cannot be compelled to

work, nor the tenant to remain on the farm. The slaves and

serfs of early times, however, were under personal compulsion

The slave was the property of his master, whom he was not

allowed to leave. And the serf, as we so often read, was

„bound to the soil,” „astricted to the estate”, die Svholle

gefesself\ which means that he was forbidden to remove from

the spot assigned to him. Prof. Cunningham states that in

England, in the lltli century „a very large proportion of the

population were serfs who could not move to other estates or

to towns” ®), and Araira tells us that in Germany, in the

1) Ashley, I pp, 47, 18

2) Inaina-Stenifigg, 11 pp. 73, 74.

3) Cunningham, Industry, 1 p 5
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Middle Age^, the villeias [Grundhorigm] were not allowed to

remove from the land which they cultivated J). Therefore our

argument holds with regard to serfdom as well as slavery.

For when all land has been appropriated, a landlord can always

find free tenants who are willing to pay him a rent, and free

labourers who are willing to work for him, and so he wants

neither serfs nor slaves.

It is of some interest to emphasize what we have said con-

cerning the difference between serfs and free tenant^. A fri'c

tenant, whatever be the conditions of his tenure, can aUa\s

remove from tlie land and cannot be compelled to cultivate it.

A serf, whatever be extent of his obligations, is bound to the

soil; if he escapes the lord can bring him back and sid him

to work again. The right of emigrating (German y^Fmzi^gigleif'')

is the true mark of freedom. And th{>refore, as soon as the

obligations which were personal have become territorial, i. e.

as soon as the services and payments which formerly were

exacted frmn definite persons, are exacted from the cultivators

of definite pieces of land as such, nobody being any longer

obliged to become or remain the cultivator of any definite

piece of land, — ^erfdom has cea^'cd to exist, even though the

services and pa\ ments have remained exactly the same

The hue of demarcation between free and unfree cultivators

has not, how^ever, alwajM been drawn in a strict, scientific

manner. Ashley, speaking of the lltti— 14di centuries, sa\s.

„The term lihere tewmk^ is elastic enough to cover men in

very different positions . . . But the larger number of tliose

ktiowm by that name w^ere, clearli, virgate-holding villeins or

the descendants of such, who had commuted their more one-

rous labour services of tw'O or three days a week for a money

or corn pa\ment, and had been freed from what were regar-

ded as the more servile „iucidents” of their position What

these exactly were, or, indeed, what was understood by free

tenure, it is difficult now to determine, precisely because the

lawyers and landlords of the time did not themselves know.

1) Amira, p 138.
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The most widely spread idea was that inability to give a

daughter in marriage or to sell an ox or a horse without the

lord’s consent, for which a fine had to be paid, was the cer-

tain mark of servile tenure” ^).

Kow we cannot wonder that the lawyers and landlords of the

Middle Ages had no very clear ideas about serfdom and free-

dom. But modern writers on economic history sliould have the

true distinction always before their minds. Some of them, how-

ever, we think fail in this respect.

In order to demonstrate this we must speak of a change

which, in the later Middle Ages, took place in the manorial

economy. The land belonging to each landlord had always been

divided into two parts, viz. „tliat part cultivated for the im-

mediate benefit of the lord, the demesne or inland^ and that

held of him by tenants, the land tnvdlenagt'"^) These tenants

were not, however, free tenants, but villeins bound to the soil

and obliged to work on the demesne. „The wliole of the land

of the manor, both deinesme and viUeiiage, was cultivated on

an elaborate system of joint labour. The only permanent la-

bourers upon the demesne itself were a few slaves; all or

almost all the labour there necessar} was furnished b} the

villeins and cotters, as the condition on which the} held their

holdings, and under the supervision of the lord’s bailiff”. The

labour dues of the villeins consisted of week leor/j, i. e. a man’s

labour for two or three da}8 a week throughout the year,

precartae^ i. e. additional labour at ploughing and at harvest

time, and miscellaneous services ^).

But in the course of time money payments were largely

substituted for these labour dues. Commutation of the week

work went on extensively shortly after the Xorrnan Conquest,

and commutation of th(‘ whrjle of the services occurs occasi-

onally as early as 1240. „With the reign of Edward II corn-

1) Ashley, 1 p 2i.

2) Ibid., p 7

3) Ibid
, pp 8, 9
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plete commutation became general” ^). The cultivators had now
to pay money to the lord instead of working on the demesne.

Though the change occurred at a time when personal serf-

dom was gradually declining, it is easy to see that this com-

mutation is not identical with the transition from serfdom to

freedom. A free tenant may by contract take upon himself to

perform some kind of work for the landlord This was the case

in England where „the rendering of services reappeared in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, not as the incidents of

villanage, but as a form of agreement which proved more or

less convenient to one party and perhaps to both” ”). On the

other hand, it is quite possible that a cultivator who pays

money instead of rendering services, is yet bound to the soil

and devoid of personal freedom. Ashle>, speaking of the 13tM

century, states that most of the cultivators „liad continued to

hold b} servile tenure, as villeins oi customary tenants, even

when the} had commuted all or most of their services ....

There can be no doubt that . . . they were bound to the soil

;

in the sense, at any rate, that the lord would demand a heavy

fine before he would give one of them permission to leave

the manor”

^fow, though none of our writers on economic history ex-

plicitly sa) that these two things, the commutation of labour

dues for money and the transition from serfdom to freedom,

are identical, we think some of them do not sufficient!} keep

in view the difference existing between the two. Thus only

can we account for the prevalence of a theory which seems

to be becoming the current mode of explaining the fall of serf-

dom and rise of freedom.

This theory has been introduced by a German writer, Prof.

Hildebrand. He distinguishes three stages of economic deve-

lopment: natural econom}, money economy, and credit economy.

In the system of natural economy goods are exchanged directly

1) Ibid, pp 22, 31.

2) Cunnmgham, English Industry, I p 476

3) Ashley, 1 p. 37..^

23
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for goods; when money economy prevails use is made of a

means of exchange, money; and when credit economy has

been developed goods are exchanged for a promise in the future

to give back the same or a like value, i. e. on credit. Every

nation begins with natural economy, for tlie use of money

as a means of exchange supposes an abundance of labour or

products of labour which enables people to procure the precious

metals. As long as natural economy prevails capital does not

exist; the soil and human labour are the only productive

agencies. There are, therefore, two classes of people only

;

labourers and landowners. Sometimes every landowni'r is at

the same time a labourer; in such cases democracy prevails.

But it often occurs that labourers and landowners form sepa-

rate classes. These are then mutually dependent on each

other; for the labourer wants a landlord to give him employ-

ment and so enable him to earn his subsistence, and the

landlord wants labourers to cultivate his lands This inter-

dependence effects that the relations existing Indween the two

classes assume a durable character. The labour contracts are

made to last for the life of the labourer or even become

hereditary. The labourer is bound to tlie soil and forbidden

to leave the manor.

As soon as money economy exists capital arises and takes its

place as the third factor of production The owning classes

comprise now both capitalists and landlords The labourer has

no longer to apply to the landlord for employment, but can

leave him and work for the capitalist; he is therefore no

longer astricted to the soil. The wages he receives from the

capitalist are paid in the form of money, and so the labourer

is much freer than before, for this mone) can be turned to

various purposes. Moreover, capital (as opposed to land) can

be augmented to any extent, and this enables the labourer to

become a capitalist himself.

The position of the labourers who remain on the land also

undergoes a change. The landlord who brings the agricultural

produce to the market can pay wages in money and therefore,,

hire able and dismiss incompetent labourers. His lands, worked
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with free labourers who serve for wages, yield him a far

greater income than formerly when they were cultivated by

serfs. Moreover, the fixed labour dues of the serfs do not

answer the purposes of an improved economy. It is thus the

interest of the landlord to put an end to his fixed and here-

ditary contracts and loosen the ties with which natural economy

had bound the agricultural labourer. The dues in kind and

services are commuted for money payments. The labourer,

who was a serf, becomes now either a free peasant or a free

servant and day-wage worker who is no longer astricted to

the soil, but can leave his employer whenever he likes and

seek such work as most agrees with his capacity and in-

oppression clination.

On the other hand, the emplovers have become independent

of the labourers. In the system of natural economy the land-

lord took care not to lose liis labourers, whom he wanted to

cultivate his land; but now^ landlords and capitalists can

always get as many labourers as they like and dismiss them

as soon as they are no longer of any use. This leads to an

oppression of the poor by the rich ').

This 18 Hildebrand’s theory, so far as the condition of the

labouring classes is concerned. Natural economy, according to

him, leads to serfdom, money economy leads to freedom.

We think this theory is wholly erroneous.

It would bo much better not to speak of „naturaleconora\”

and „money economy”; for these terms are likely to lead to

misunderstanding. The mere existence of money is of com-

paratively little consequence. A circulating medium arises as

soon as it is wanted; and where the precious metals are

unknown something else will do, as in Melanesia and among

many Negro tribes, where shells are used for money. The

existence of a circulating medium denotes a development of

commerce; for barter on any extensive scale is hardly pos-

sible. Therefore we had better speak of self-sufficing and

commercial communities. As long as each village is practically

1) Hildebrand, Natural- Geld- und Creditwirthsohaft, pp 4,8,9,14,15,18.
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self-dependent money is not wanted
;
but as soon as the inter-

change of commodities takes any considerable dimensions the

need for a means of exchange becomes pressing. And tliere

is, indeed, a great diiference in social structure between self-

sufficing and commercial communities
;

but if wo ascribe

this difference to the existence of gold and silver coins wo

arrive at false conclusions. A proof of this is the fact that

Hildebrand tMnks capital can only exist when tliere is money.

Yet we know that the Germans have kept cattle from early

times, long before money economy prevailed; and cattle are

decidedly to be called capital; they cannot be classified under

either of the only two means of production which, according

to Hildebrand, exist in a system of natural economy: land

and human labour; and in our Chapter on pastoral tribes we

have seen that cattle-keepers form strongly marked capitalistic

communities.

But even if we speak of self-dependent and commercial com-

munities, we cannot admit that in the former labour must

necessarily be servile and in the latter free.

First. How can natural economy, i. e. the absence of commerce,

lead to serfdom? Hildebrand says: landlords and labourers are

mutually dependent on each other, and so their relations assume

a durable character, and the labourer is astricted to the soil.

We think his meaning is the following. In self-sufficing com-

munities the fluidity of labour which exists in modern society,

is wanting. In such countries there can be famine in one

district, whilst in a contiguous district there is plenty of food

;

similarly labour can be scarce in one place whilst it is abund-

ant in a neighbouring place. Therefore a landlord cannot afford

to let his labourers leave the manor; for as there is little

intercourse between the different villages and districts it is

difficult for him to procure other labourers. It is thus most

1) Absolute self-suffioienoy does not appear to exist anywhere, not even

among savage tribes, see above, p 255 But there certainly is a great

difference between those countries which get their chief necessaries directly

by their own labour, and those whioh produce mainly for export.
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convenient for him to bind his labourers to the soil and forbid

them to leave him.

This may at first sight seem a reasonable explanation of

the origin of serfdom. But on closer scrutiny it wil be seen

that this argument does not hold. When there is little inter-

course, each landlord is dependent on the labourers of his own
district; and there must be a great stability in the relations

of the two classes. But this need not bring about an astriction

of the labourers to the soil. The landlord cannot easily procure

labourers from other districts; but it is even more difficult

for the labourers to find employment m foreign parts; for

such intercourse as there is, h kept by the ruling, not by

the labouring classes. Therefore it is not necessary to bind

the labourers to the soil; for the\ are already naturally de-

pendent on the landlords of their own district. We think

slavery and serfdom can only be accounted for by a general

scarcity of labour. When labour is everywhere scarce a

labourer who leaves his employer can everywhere find em-

ployment, whereas an employer cannot easily procure labour-

ers; it is then the interest of the employer to prevent his la-

bourers from leaving him. But the mere lack of intercourse

limits the labourer in his choice of employment even more

than it limits the employer in his choice of labourers.

Nor do the facts agree wMth this theory We have seen

that among pastoral tribes free labourers are frequently found,

though labour is by no means fluid and the labourers are

paid in kind, not in money. Among the natives of Hawaii, who

lived under a system of natural economy, labour was also

free. The passage in which Ellis describes the relation between

landlords and cultivators has already been quoted by us, but

it is remarkable enough to repeat here. „ Sometimes the poor

people take a piece of land, on condition of cultivating a

given portion for the chief, and the remainder for themselves,

making a fresh agreement after every crop. In addition to

the above demands, the common people are in general obliged

,to labour, if required, part of two days out of seven, in cul-

tivating farms, building houses, etc. for their landlord. A time
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is usually appointed for receiving the rent, when the people

repair to the governor’s with what they have to pay. If the

required amount is furnished, they return, and, as they call

it {komo hou) enter again on their land. But if unable to pay

the required sum, and their landlords are dissatisfied with the

presents they have received, or think the tenants liave neglected

their farm, they are forbidden to return, and the land is

offered to another. When, liowever, the produce brought is

nearly equal to the required rent, and the chu'fs think the

occupants have exerted themselves to procure it, they remit

the deficiency, and allow them to return” '). These cultivators

are by no means astncted to tlie soil. They make a fresh

agreement after every crop. If the produce brought is insuf-

ficient, they are either removed or by way of favour allowed

to return -).

Our conclusion is that, though in medieval Western Europe

serfdom and natural economy existed at the same time, iho

former is not a necessary consequence of the latter.

Secondly. Does mone} economy, i. e. commerce, always lead

to freedom? We know now that serfdom is not invariably con-

nected with natural economy. Yet it might be that, wherever

both natural economy and serfdom exist (as it was the case

in the early Middle Ages) the rise of money econoni} always

brought serfdom to a close.

The argument by which Hildebrand attempts to prove this

is rather strange. The development of town life and manufac-

tures, according to him, enables the labourers to find employ-

ment in manufactures; they arc now no longer dependent on

the landlords. The manufacturing capitalists pay them money-

wages which they can spend in whatever way they like, and

so they become more free than they were before.

1) Ellin, Pol Res., IV pp 416, 417

‘2) Among many hunters, fishers and hunting agnoultunsts slavery and

serfdom are also wanting Hut among those there are no labouring olasses

(as opposed to owning classes) at all, whether free or otherwise Only the
’

Eskimos have free servants
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Wc think this argument is quite insufficient. The labourers

find employment in manufactures, says Hildebrand. But he had

told us before that they were astricted to the soil. What en-

ables them now to leave the landlords? Further: why do not

tlie town labourers become slaves or serfs? Here Hildebrand’s

reasoning is very strange. They receive money-wages which

they can spend m whatever way they like. Now one who re-

ceives money with which he can buy all kinds of commodities

is in a certain sense more free than one who, under a system

of natural econom\, receives bread and meat which he cannot

sell. But this has nothing to do with the legal status of the

labourer. A slave who receives pocket-money from his master

is free to buy with it what he likes, yet he remains a slave.

But the condition of those of the labouring classes who re-

main on the land also undergoes a change, according to Hilde-

brand. The landlord can now sell the produce of his land for

money, and this money enables him to hire free labourers.

We cannot see why this should be so, why the mere pos-

sibility of paying rnonev -wages (all other circumstances having

remained the same) should lead to free labour contracts. We
should rather think that the afflux of labourers to the towns

of which Hildebrand speaks would make agricultural labour

scarce, and each landlord would be most anxious to retain

those labourers that had not yet escaped to the towns; they

would now, more than ever before, be astricted to the soil.

Hildebrand, however, thinks it will be the interest of the

landlord to put an end to the hereditary tenures of his serfs and

work his lands with free labours And he adds that the dues

in kind and services are 'ommuted for money payments. The

cultivator who was a serf becomes now^ either a free landholder

or a free labourer.

Whether H. means to say that the commutation of dues in

kind and services for money payments is identical with the

transition from serfdom to freedom, does not clearly appear.

We think that the regarding of this commutation as the

•main fact in the economic history of the later Middle Ages

lies at the root qf the evil and has given rise to this theory.
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Money economy, according to H., leads to commutation, and

commutation is the same as, or at any rate leads to, the dis-

appearance of serfdom.

What does this commutation mean? Formerly the peasants

had to work on the demesne which was cultivated for the im-

mediate benefit of the lord; in later times they paid money

instead. What was the reason of this change? It must have

been that the demesne was cultivated in some other way so

that their services were no longer wanted. Sometimes free

labourers were employed. „It is evident” says Ashley „that

the lord would not have consented, first to partial and then

to complete commutation, had he not been able to hire la-

bourers” ’). But the main reason was that portions of the

demesne were let for rents. „If the lord found it his interest

to let portions of tlie demesne instead of cultivating it through

his bailiff or reeve, his need for the services of the villeins

would be pro tanto diminished, and he would be readier to

accept commutation” ^). The same was the case in Germany,

where between the 10*^ and 13tli centuries the extent of the land

which the landlords kept in their own hands was continually

diminishing, so that there was less and less use for the services

of the villeins, and commutation took place on a great scale.

The landlords, who formerly had taken the lead of agricul-

tural operations, became now mere receivers of rent ®).

Now we must admit that commutation of labour dues for

money payments was not possible before money was used. Yet

the fact that commutation of services for payments in kind,

which does not suppose money economy, also occurred *), shows

that the rise of money economy cannot liave been the sole

cause of this change. We may even go farther and say: if it

has been a cause at all, it has not certainly been one of the

principal causes. The commutation of the labour dues means

1) Ashley, I p 31.

2) Ibid, p 27

3) Inama-Sternegg, II pp 167--177.

4) See Inama-Sternegg, II p. 283
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that the demesne was thenceforth either worked with free

labourers or let for rent. The existence of a class of freemen

dependent on wages cannot, however, be accounted for by

money economy. Nor can we see how money economy can

have led to the letting of the demesnes which the landlords

had formerly kept in their own hands Ochenkowski supposes

that in England, after the Norman Conquest, the need of the

landlords for money led to commutation ^). But there is no

reason why the landlords could not, instead of receiving money

payments, obtain money b\ selling the produce of their lands.

As long as there was no market for agricultural products the

landlord, whether he himself had the lead of agricultural opera-

tions or let the demesne on condition of receiving a payment

in kind, could not obtain money. As soon as there was a

market he could make money m three ways: by working the

demesne himself and selling the produce, by letting it on con-

dition of receiving part of the produce, which he could bring

to the market 2), and by letting it for a rent in money. Money

economy seems to have had little to do with the commu-

tation.

Hildebrand’s theory is: money econom) led to commutation

and commutation led to freedom. We have seen that the first

half ol this does not hold. What about the second half? Can

the commutation have loosened the ties which bound the cul-

tivator to the soil? We think not. For if the landlord could

not let the villein who worked on the demesne leave the manor,

because he was difficult to replace, he had exactly the same

reason for keeping the villein who paid money astricted to the

soil. The use of monev and the rise of commerce had not

augmented the number of agricultural labourers; they had even

decreased, as man\ of them had gone to the towns. And it

was oven more difficult to replace the money-paying than the

labouring villein; for the former had to be a fit person who

1) Oohenkowflki, p. 11

2) This was done on a large scale bj the German landlords towards the

end of the Middlo^Ages, see Inama-Stornegg, lU Part I p. 384.
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could conduct his business well enough to be able at the end

of the year to furnish the required sum, whereas any able-bo-

died man could perform agricultural labour under the super-

vision of the lord’s bailiff. Our conclusion is that money

economy did not lead to commutation, and that commutation

did not lead to freedom.

Yet money economy, taken in the sense of town life and

commerce, did sometimes affect the condition of the rural clas-

ses. Such was the case in Ital) where, in the century,

the wealthy commercial cities took an active part in the eman-

cipation of the serfs. Florence especially strongly encouraged

their enfranchisement. In 1257 this city even went so far as

to set free all the serfs in the surrounding country, indemni-

fying the lords. The cit} government pretended to act from

Christian and philanthropic motives. „But” adds our informant

^though the city governments of Central Italy were the first

to pronounce themselves in favor of the personal freedom of

the peasants, they by no means countenanced the idea of leading

the land to those who had held it for centuries. On the con-

trary, the citizens endeavour to acquire landed properties, and

when they have got them the\ put an end to the hereditary te-

nures and replace them by tenancies.” Many of the former

serfs had to leave the lands of their ancestors and augmented

the number of proletarians in the towns. They were replaced

by leaseholders i).

The disappearance of serfdom was thus accelerated b\ the

measures of the Italian cities. How much of sentiment there

was in these measures, and how much of self-interest, we do

not know. But at any rate serfdom must already have been

drawing to an end before the cities meddled with it. For a firmly

established system that discharges an important economic

function is not uprooted by mere sentiment. And so far as the

self-interest of the citizens induced them to replace the serfs

by free tenants, the latter system must have been economically

more useful than the former, which was probably only kept

1) Kovalewsky, E6giine doonomique moderno, pp 358-362.
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up by the landlords because they were accustomed to it. Times

had changed and the old system of cultivation had become

obsolete, and the citizens of the towns, wliom no personal

relation bound to the serfs, expelled them and let the land to

free tenants. Before their intervention there must already have

been at work an internal cause, which effected that cultivation

by serfs was no lonujer the most profitable mode of managing

landed properties.

We do not mean to say that there was no internal connec-

tion between the transition from serfdom to freedom and the

simultaneous rise of town life, commerce and manufactures.

We think there was sueli a connection But we cannot agree

with the theory that the disappearance of serfdom was a

consequence of the commercial developmentof Western Europe.

It seems to us that the rise of commerce was not the cause

of the decline of serfdom, but that both were effects of the

same principal cause, the relative scarcity of land which made

itself felt towards the end of the Middle Ages. As soon as

people had to shift on a limited area the use of commerce,

which enables each district to produce what it is most fit to,

and so enhances the productiveness of labour, became more

apparent than it had been at a time when there was plenty

of land ^). Such is our impression
;
but we have not inves-

tigated the matter, and are not certain that our view is correct.

Hildebrand’s theory has been accepted by some writers on

economic history. Ocheiikowski repeatedly asserts that the

change in the condition of tlie rural population was the effect of

money economy. Inarna-Sternegg, in one passage of his excellent

book on the economic historv of Germany, expresses the

opinion that in the early Middle Ages natural economy, de-

fined by him as the absence of regular commercial inter-

course, made astriction of the labourers to the soil necessary.

Prof. Cunningham, in a recently published little book, ascribes

1) According to Inaiua-Stornogg (1 p 38'2'i, m the Middle Ages increase

of population, requiring an extension of the moaiia of subaiutence, led to

the rise of towns opd manufactures
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the changes which in the history of ancient Greece and Rome
took place in the status of the labouring classes to the pre-

valence of natural economy and money economy respectively ^).

But none of these writers give any new argument in favour

of the theory.

Our conclusion is that the rise of money economy was not the

cause of the disappearance of serfdom. We shall inquire now

whether Loria’s theory, with which we agree, can further our

understanding of the economic history of England and Germany.

§ 10. The rural classes of medieval England.

Of land tenure in England before the ll^h century we do

not know very much ^).

The first detailed account of the economic condition of the

country is contained in Domesday Book, in which William of

Normandy embodied the results of an inquiry into the state

of the kingdom he had secured.

„When Domesday Survey was compiled” says Cunningham,

„every yard of English soil was as really, if not as definitely,

subject to proprietary rights as it is now” ’) We do not,

however, think that much importance has to be attached to

this statement; for there was still much uncultivated land

and, though the king claimed a right of property over this

land, it was not yet held as property in the strict sense of

the word, which means that all except the owner are excluded

1) See Oohonkowski, pp 11, 15, 21, Inaraa-Sternog^, I pp 23b, 2!{7,

Cunningham, WeBtern Civilization, pp 73, 74, 9.'), 108, 192 According to

Marx (Vol III Part 11 pp 332, 333) the substitution of money jiaymcntb

for duos in kind necoBsarily leads to free contracts between landlords and

cultivators

Clrupp (Zeitsohrift fiir Kulturgesohichte, IV p 242) asserts that the rise

of money economy caused the transition from slavery to serfdom We shall

not discuss this point, as it is not directly connected with the subject of

this paragraph

2) Ashley, I p. 13

3) Cunningham, English Industry, 1 p. 95.
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from its use. This appears from what took place in 1305,

under Edward I. „By an adjustment of boundaries considerable

portions of the Crown forest were given over to certain barons,

who gained personally; but the position of the tenants was

so much altered for the worse that their case obtained special

attention in the Ordinance of the Forest^ by which their rights

of pasture and common were secured” ^). We see that these

Crown forests had been open to the use of the peasants, so that

practically there was still free land. And in this time of

extensive tillage the common pasture played a great part in

the rural economy 2
).

Accordingly, rent in the modern sense did not yet exist.

The landlords had abundance of land; but the land was worth

little if it was not provided with people to cultivate it. „The

rent of the proprietor now is directly connected with the

physical character of his estate, its productiveness and its

situation. The income of the lord of a Domesday Manor

depended on the tolls he received, and the payments of his

dependents; and thus was based on the way in which his

estates were stocked with meat and men, rather than on the

physical condition of the land. His income was a very dif-

ferent thing from modern rent” Even in later centuries „a

fertile estate would have yielded but little annual income,

unless the necessary labour was attached to it” ^).

In this time the whole of Central England was covered

with manors, and the mass of the rural population consisted

of two classes: landlords and villeins; the latter were not all

of the same condition, but none of them enjo}ed entire per-

sonal freedom ®) Of those cultivators who are described as

freemen and socmen some could ^sell their lands without leave

asked or given, but others could only do so on obtaining

1) Ibid., p. 251

2) Oohenkowski, p. 7

3) Cunningham, 1 0. p 5.

4) Ibid
, p 407

5) Ashley, I p. 13. Cunningham, l.o I pp 95, 96.
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licence from the lord” ^). Finally there were some slaves 3).

Every freeman was a landholder, therefore there was no class

of free labourers. „The labourer, as a man who depended on

some employer for the opportunity and means of doing his

work, seems to have been almost unknown in the eleventh

century” *).

All this agrees with our theory. All land had not yet

practically been appropriated; therefore people could not be

got to cultivate the land for the benefit of the landlords,

unless they were deprived of personal freedom.

During the two following centuries population increased and

land became more scarce. In the 13tli century some lords

already began to inclose portions of the waste, whicli had

always been used for common pasturage, and „it was necessary

to limit by the statute of Merton, m 1236, the lord’s „right

of approver” or improvement, by the condition tliat he should

not take awaj so much as not to leave enough for the pur-

pose of pasture” ). Forests were often fenced off and the rights

of common pasture restricted ^). We have already mentioned

an instance in winch the condition of the peasants was much

altered for the worse by such measures.

The changes which, during tlie same period, took place in

the condition of the rural classes, are grouped by Ashley

under four heads: „1. the growth of a large class of free

tenants; 2. the commutation of the week work for mone> or

com payments; 3. the commutation of the boon-da\8 and

other special services; and 4. the appearance of a class of

men dependent wholly or in part on the wages tho) received

for agricultural labour” ®).

In a passage quoted in the last paragraph Ashley states that

most of the „free tenants” were villeins who had commuted

1) Cunningham, 1 c pp 158, 159

2) Ashley, Ip 17
,
Cunningham, I c p. IGO

3) Cunningham, 1 c p 5

4) Ashley, I p 26

5) Ochenkowski, pp 33, 34

6) Ashley, I p 20.
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their labour services for a money or corn payment, and had

been freed from the more servile „ incidents” of their position,

such as inability to sell a horse without the lord’s consent i).

Hence it follows that personal freedom, i e the right to leave

the manor, was not regarded as characteristic of free tenure.

Yet at the end of the IBtti century every tenant was already

permitted to sell his lands or parts of them ^). This transition

from personal to territorial obligations was certainly due to

the increase of population and consequent enhanced value of

land. In early times labour was scarce and therefore the

landlord could not let a cultivator leave the manor. But now

land, or at least some pieces of land, had already acquired so

much value that there were always people to be found ready

to cultivate them on condition of pacing certain dues to

the lord.

The principal cause of the commutation of labour dues for

money was that the lord let portions of the demesne instead

of cultivating it through his bailiff or reeve. He hud now less

need for the services of the villeins; for these services had

consisted mainly in working on the demesne^). This change

in the mode of cultivation was perhaps due partly to political

circumstances (absence of the lord at court or in war), as

in Germany it certainly was. But we think there were eco-

nomic causes also at work. In early times, when land was

abundant, it was necessary for the lord to keep the cultivators

he wanted in personal subjection; he therefore made them

work m his presence and under the supervision of his bailiff.

But now the villeins had come to attach value to their hold-

ings, they were no longer inclined to run away, for it would

have been difficult for them to find laud to live upon. The

villein claimed an hereditary right to the land he cultivated,

and the question as to whether he had any such right already

began to be discussed by tiie lawyers^).

1) See above, p 352

2) Cunningham, lop 253

3) See Ashley, I p 27

4) Ibid, pp. 38—.40.
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At the beginning of the 14th century most of tlie cultivators

were still bound to the soil ’), but the first germs of a tho-

rough change were already present. There were free tenants

who could sell their lands; tenancies at will already occurred,

though not frequently 2); and a class of free labourers arose.

In Grossteste’s rules, dating from 1240 or 1241, it is said that

servants and retainers „are to do what the) are bid imme-

diately without any grumbling or contradiction
;

if they show

any such disloyal spirit they must be dismissed, for many can

be had to fill their places”*). And there were also agricultural

labourers who, though holding small pieces of land, had not

enough land to live upon, and were partially dependent on

wages. Even where the peasants were still obliged to cultivate

the demesne, they did not usually perforin such work them-

selves, but hired labourers to do it; the usual phrase is that

they have to „find” a man for the work ^).

Here again our theory holds Population had increased, land

became scarce, and the transition from serfdom to freedom

commenced. If the population of England had continued in-

creasing, most of the villeins would probably liavo become

freeholders or copyholders, whereas the lands that the lords

had kept in their own hands would have been leased. And

poor people who had neither land of their own nor capital

enough to become farmers would have served for wages.

But an unexpected event entirely changed the economic con-

dition of England. The Black Death, which made its first

appearance m 1349, swept away a large part of the population.

Whole villages were practically annihilated and large tracts of

land went out of tillage. The economic consequences were such

as we should expect. ^As one immediate result there was

great difficulty m getting labourers
;
the difficulty was aggra-

vated in those cases where the tenants had died off and the

1) Ibid., p 37.

2) Ibid., p 29.

3) Cunningham, 1 o p. 225

4) Ashley, I p 32.
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lords were left with large holdings on their hands and no

means of working them; while the} lost the predial services

of these deceased tenants on the home farm. There was con-

sequently an imraeusel} increased demand for hired labourers

at the ver} time when their numbers were so much thinned,

and it seemed as if the agriculture of the country was com-

pletel) ruined” ^). Land was now again abundant, and so „ in-

stead of ousting tenants, lords of land found it hard enough

to retain them even with lightened services” -). And the natu-

ral consequence was that the landlords attempted to re-attach

tenants and labourers to the soil. Whether, as Prof. Thorold

Rogers asserts, the customar\ tenants, who had commuted their

labour dues for rnone}, were forced back into the servile posi-

tion of their ancestors, is not certain At an} rate „we ma}

grant that, now that labour had become so costl}, the lords

would insist on the exact performance of such labour dues as

had not }et been commuted, and on the punctual pa}ment of

all monev rents. There is much reason to believe, moreover,

that the} abu>ed their power of imposing ^amercements” on

their tenants in the manor courts for trivial breaches of dut}” ^).

This severe and unaccustomed pressure on the villeins, who

were becoming comfortable copyholders, resulted in Wat Tyler’s

revolt of 1381 ^).

Nor were the labourers an\ longer allowed to dispose freely

of their labour power „While the plague was actually raging

parliament could not meet, but a proclamation was at once

issued by the king with the advice of certain prelates and

nobles, of which the preamble states that, „many seeing the

necessity of masters and great scarcity of servants will not

serve unless they get excessive wages”, and that consequently

1) Cunningham, 1 o p 305

2) Ashley, II p 277

3) See Ashley, 11 pp 2t>4 -207 anti Othenkowski, pp 18 20

4) Ashley, II p 265

5) Cunningham, 1 o pp 350, .157 On the black Death and its effects

•see also Thorold Rogeis, Work and Wage-^ pp 5—26, and The Economic

Interpretation of Uijtoi
}

bj the same authui
, pp 24 sqq

24
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the land can be scarcely tilled. Everyone, free or villan, who
can work and has no other means of livelihood, is not to

refuse to do so for anyone who offers the accustomed wages;

each lord is to have the preference in hiring the men
on his own estate, but none is to have too man) men for

his work; no labourer is to leave his emplo)ment before

the specified time, nor to receive more rations or wages

than he did in the twentieth )ear of the king and tlie coin-

m(m )ears before that; none are to give or take more wages

111 town or country” *).

The depopulation of this time caused a reappearance of free

land, i. e. of land which had practicall) no value, and so agri-

cultural labouiers vs ere scaicel) to be had. Therefore the lords

to some extent reattached the cultivators to the soil.

These measures, however, were of little avail. It was not

easy to pri'vent an employer from secretly giving moie than

the statutor) wagCh. The pinalties for infraction of tlie regu-

lation were rendered more severe, the fines being replaced by

imprisonment; yet the whole legislation proved a failure 2)

And even if the statutes of labourers had been everywhere

enforced, „maiiy landowmers would have been left in a position

of great difficulty; if there was no one to do the work it did

not much matter what they were to be paid, and in not a few

villages scarce!) an\ one was left to carr) on the ordinar)

agricultural operations.” Therefore new expedients had to be

devised, of which the most general appeals to hav(‘ been th(‘

stock and land h'a-^e; „the new tenant took the land and the

stock off the lords hands and made in return a di finite annual

payment.” These tenants „probabl) sprang from the class of

free labourers, as the surviving villans who already had their

owm holdings, would not be so easil) able to offer for a portion

of the domain land which the lord desired to let” *).

Here again we see the consequences of the abundance of

1) Cunningham, 1 c p 306

2) Ibid
, pp 307, 308

6) Ibid
, pp 355, 356
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land. The land alone could not fetch a reasonable price
;
stock

and land had to be leased together.

As these leaseholders were taken from the labouring class,

this measure, of course, still further diminished the supply of

labour.

All these palliatives could not, indeed, better tlie position of

the landlords to any considerable extent. Tlie\ had to wait for

an increase of population which would render to the land the

value that it had before the Black Death. As, however, the

plague recurred several times, the population appears to have

scarcely increased ^).

The landlords remained m this difficult position till about

1450 ^), when a new and ver} efficacious remedy was ‘-uggested

to them : they applied a new mode of w’orkmg their estates,

which rendered them the practical command over the land,

without need of a denser population. The extension of the wool

trade and the dearth of labour made it far more profitable to

keep large fliocks of sheep than to grow corn. Consequently

much land w^as laid down in pasture; there was a steady in-

crease of sheep farming during the century and a corres-

ponding decrease of corn growing ^).

In our Chapter on pastoral tribes it has been shown that the

care of flocks and herds does not require mucli labour We
can, therefore, easily understand that alter the rise of sheep

farming there was far less need for agricultural labour than

before. There had been scaicih of labour; now there was over-

population and many people were thrown out of employment;

for over-population exists, not only w'hen there are more people

than the land can support, but wdieii there are more people

dependent on wages than can be profitably employed by the

owners of land and capital.

Sheep farming was introduced in the first place on the mano-

rial demesnes, of which the lords had the free disposal. The

1) See Oohenkowski, p 37

2) This date is given by Ashley, II p 2()4

3) Cumiingham, 1 o.*p. 361.
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demesne usually formed from one-third to a half of the whole

arable area of a manor. Since the labour services of the vil-

leins had been commuted the tillage of the demesne had fur-

nished employment to many small tenants and landless cottagers

who, partly or entirely, depended on wages. The substitution

of pasture for tillage on the demesne, therefore, brought many

of them to rum; for none but a few shepherds could thence-

forth be employed ^),

But far graver evils resulted from the appropriation by the

lords of the commons and the land held b} villeins or cush)-

mary tenants.

The commons, i. e. the common pasture and waste, had

always been used jointly by the lord and villeins. Whether the

latter had any legal right to them is not certain
;
probably they

had not; but they had alwa^s been accustomed to have the

free use of them. Now the lords began to inclose large parts

of these commons for the formation of sheep runs. The con-

sequence was that many of the customary tenants, who had

relied on the commons for pasturing their cattle, could no longer

keep the cattle necessary for the cultivation of their holding

Their farming became unprofitable, and they had to leave their

lands, which were instantl} occupied by the lords and laid

down in pasture ^).

Even when the cultivator had not left his tenement, the

lord sometimes appropriated and „inclo8ed” it

The inclosures which took place, especiall} in the 16tli cen-

tury, are a fact of much importance in the history of English

agriculture. The term „mclosure” has two different meanings.

In medieval England the lands of the villeins, with those of

the lord interspersed between them, lay scattered in a number

of acre or half-acre strips, no two strips held by one man

being contiguous. This system, dating from a time of exten-

sive tillage, fell short of the exigencies of advanced culture,

and had to be removed before any improvement in the mode

1) Ashley, II p 267

2) Ashley, II pp 270 272, Cunningham, 1. c p 302
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of cultivation could be made. Therefore mclosures have often,

especially in the reign of Elizabeth, been made with the

common consent of all the landholders concerned, the result

being that every tenant, instead of manj scattered strips, ob-

tained one or a few fields lying together. „But in the earlier

part of the same movement, during tlie period which may be

roughly defined as from 1450 to 1550, inclosure meant to a

large extent the actual dispossession of the customary tenants

by their manorial lords. This took place either in the form of

the violent ousting of the sitting tenant, or of a refusal on the

death of oue tenant to admit the son who in earlier centuries

would have been treated as his natural successor’’ i). It was

this latter kind of inclosure that was condemned b\ several

writers of tlie Ifith centurN, for instance by Hales, wlio by

inclosure did not mean „where a man doth enclose and hedge

in his own proper grounds wher(‘ no man liath commons. For

such enclosure is very benificial to the commonwealth
;

it is a

cause of great encrease of wood
;
but it is meant thereby when

any man hath taken away and enclosed any other men’s com-

mons, or hath pulled down houses of husbandry and converted

the lands from tillage to pasture” *).

Ashley, discussing the question as to whether the lords had

a right to turn out the villeins, arrives at the conclusion that

^during historical times and until comparatively modern days,

the cultivators of the soil were always in a condition of de-

pendence, and held their lands at the arbitrary will of their

lords. For centuries the lord knew' no other wav of getting his

land cultivated, and had no wish to get rid of a tenant
;
when-

ever lie did so, it was altogether exceptional. But with the

tendency to limitation and definition so characteristic of the

feudal period, custom tended to harden into law, and it would

seem to have been on the point of becoming law' w^hen a change

in the economic situation, — the increasing advantage of pasture

over tillage, — prompted the lords to fall back on their old

1) Ashley, II pp 272, 273

2) Cunningham, Lp p 474
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rights. Then followed a struggle between a legal theory hecom-

mg obsolete^ bi;t backed by the influence of the landowners,

and a custom, on its way to become law^ backed by public sen-

timent and by the policy of the government” ’).

This is in perfect keeping with our theory. In former times

land was abundant, and therefore the lord „had no wish to

get rid of a tenant,” for he „knew no other way of getting

his land cultivated.” But now sheep farming made appropriation

of the whole of the land possible, and so the lord was no

longer in need of tlie villeins
;
he even went so far as to evict

those whom liis ancestors had attached to the soil. And even

where the cultivators remained on the land, they often, and

not always voluntarily, became leaseholders instead of copy-

holders; and „in many cases a lease was but a stepping-stone

to tenure at will” “) The lords no longer contented themselves

with the customary payments; instead of villeins they wanted

leaseholders, whose rents they could raise at the end of eacli

term, according as the value of the land had increased. ^Rents

were raised with great rapidity, as the tenant liad to paj a

sum equivalent to the utility of his holding as part of a large

pasture farm.” ’)

There was also far less need for agricultural labourers than

before. „The decay of tillage and lack of rural emjiloyment,

during this century,” says Prof. Cunningham „rest on unim-

peachable evidence”"^). In the 14 th century „the problem of the

unemployed, as it now presents itself, had not yet arisen.”

But the agrarian changes ^deprived great numbers of the agri-

cultural labouring class, — small customary tenants and cot-

tagers, — of the means of support in thiur old places of abode,

and sent them wandering over the country
'

').

The appropriation of the whole of the land had thus given

1) Ashloy, II p 281

2) Ibid, p 284

3) Ctumingham, 1 c. p 408

I) Ibid., p 393.

i) AiUey, U pp 336, 352.
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to the ruial economy of England a new and essentially modem
cliaracter there were now leaseholders and tenants at will,

labouring poor and unemployed And the ancient institution of

serfdom could not hold its own m the presence of such thor-

ough changes „Th( slow agricultural n volution which ren-

dered their services less useful to the manorial lords, gradually

set the villans free by removing the inhrtst then masters had in

letaiinng a hold upon them ” „In somi instances the exaction

of predial services from villans bj manorial lords can be traced

as late as the time of Elizabeth, but though no change was

made in the law, the lords seem to have found that it was

not worth their while to assert their rights over the persons

of their bondmen” J)

Theie were, however, man) parts of England in which scar-

lely an\ inclosures took place
)

Hire th( villeins remained on

thiir lands and gradualh became copyholders They were still

bound to services, whicli, howe\er, were geneially commuted

for small mone> pa\ment8 to the conditions of their tenure

were annoying rather than oppressive Moicovei, their obli-

gations were no loiigei personal, but terntoiial, the} were not

astiicted to the soil And as they had an hereditar} right to

their holdings, tlu\ differed but little from freeholders The

^innocuous curiosities of cop}Iiold ’ suivivals of ancient serf-

dom, continued to exist until fai into the present century ^).

Our theor} can thus be of much use m accounting for the

changes which have taken place m the rural economy of

England As long as theie was still free land, i e land which,

though sometimes claimed b\ an owner, could not fetch any

leasonable price, the cultivators were astricted to the soil; but

as soon as the proprietors had got the practical command over

the whole of the land, many of the villeins were evicted and

1) Cunningham 1 o pp %i 476

,
2) b(e Aehlcy, II pp 280— 28h

Seo Conner, Aiticlo „BaueinbetiLiung in Groasbiitannien’ in Lexis*

Handworterbuoh, 21^1 edition, I pp 391, i92
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replaced by leaseholders or tenants at will or became such

themselves
;
and the remainder became copyholders, i. e. pro-

prietors obliged to some services or payments without being

personally unfree.

We shall inquire now whether in Germany too the appro-

priation of the whole of the land coincided with the transition

from serfdom to freedom.

§ 11. The rural classes of medieval Germany.

In the time of the Merovingians the greater part of the

country was covered with forests and people relied on the

products of the forests for a considerable portion of their sub-

sistence. Land was abundant, and even the cultivated land

had hardly any exchange value ’).

Much new land was, however, already being taken into

cultivation. The village communities, consisting of free pea-

sants, as well as separate members of these communities, cleared

considerable portions of the waste land lying round the vil-

lages. In the 8**1 century some communities already forbade

individuals to reclaim land; but this was still of rare occur-

rence; generally speaking the waste could be appropriated by

whoever chose to take it into cultivation ").

The bulk of the population consisted of free peasants There

were two unfree classes: slaves and htes (a kind of serfs);

but those were not numerous ^).

The free peasant, though he had plenty of land, was rather

poorly off; he had no slaves and so could only (li8p{>se of

the labour power of himself and his family
;
and in this

time of extensive tillage the produce of each man’s labour

was small ^).

Great proprietors were still rare. They worked their own

lands with slaves. Sometimes, however, they gave pieces of

1) Inama-Sternegg, 1 pp 110, 111, 163-105

2) Ibid, pp 81-83.

3) Ibid, pp 72, 60, 70

4) Ibid., pp. 147, 148, 165
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land in use, generally to slaves; for, says our informant, the

free peasants did not like to take the land of the nobles

and so make themselves dependent on them ^). And when

land was given in use to free peasants (especially by the

church) this was done on very advantageous terms, often at

a nominal rent

Land was thus abundant, slavery existed, and tenant farmers

and free labourers were absent.

In the Carolingian period the clearing of forests went on con-

tinually. Some land was still reclaimed by free peasants, but much

more by the great proprietors who controlled abundant labour

forces ’). The lords w’cre already beginning to claim much uncul-

tivated land, the reclaiming of which they onlv allowed on

condition of the cultivator subjecting himself to them. There

was far less unappropriated land than in the foregoing period, and

such as there was was claimed by the king^). Yet we cannot

speak of an appropriation of the whole of the land; for we

know that a claim of the king to large tracts of uninhabited

land is practical!} of little consequence. Accordingly our in-

formant states that land was still abundant The free peasants

were already in a difficult position, not, however, because

land was scarce, but because the\ could not provide the labour

necessary to convert woods and marshes into arable land

In this period the free peasants began to be absorbed by

the great proprietors The latter wanted labourers and did

their utmost to astrict the common freemen to their estates.

Many people placed tliemselves under the protection of nobles

;

others, being reduced to poverty especially thiough the insti-

tution of the wergild^ and the compulsory military service

which interfered with the cultivation of the land) fell into

the hands of the lords
;
and some were straightway made serfs

by violence. As the landlords had the right of jurisdiction and

1) Ibvd, pp 119, 120

2) Ibid
, pp 123. 124

3) Ibid, pp 207-217

4) Ibid., pp 220, 221, 279-281

5) Ibid., pp 382, 235, 236
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other public rights, they could easily subject the sraall land-

holders under some pretext or even without any. Former free

peasants, htes^ and such slaves as liad received a piece of

land in use, though designated by different names, eam(‘ to

form practically one class, the labouring as opposed to the

ruling class ^). A manorial organization aroso similar to that

which existed in England There ,v(re some slave'- for per-

sonal service and agricultural laboui and a gieat number of

dependent peasants of various kinds, who had to cultivate the

demesne of the lord and >ield him part of the produce of

their own holdings ^).

Free labourers were found rarel} if at alP)

Our informant in several j) issage s speaks of fre emen destitute

of land *). But these [»eopIe are not in any way to bi indent-

ified with the poor of modern times who depend on wages.

They were geiieralh foreigners who had no rights in any

village communit}
;
but the lords wen always ready to receive

them and give them a pieeo of land in use on condition of

their rendering services and paying tributes The natural

increase of the labouring population and immigration of foreign

labour did not ^et cause any difhculty

Moat of the cultivators of this time had not tlie light of

leaving the manors to which their holdings belonged^)

We see that in this period theie was still much free laud;

slavery existed and serfdom was on the increase
,
least holders,

tenants at will and free labourers were wanting All this agrees

with our theory.

In the next period colonization and reclaiming of waste

land went on on a large scale But at th( same time the po-

pulation inert ased and the valut of the land increased with

1 )
Ibid

, pp 226 257

2) Ibid, pp 237, 367-371, 381

3) Ibid
, pp 236, 367

4) Ibid pp, 240, 241, 319, 155 Fven in tho Merovingian peiiod there

were already Buch people according to him, aco pp 122, 124, 163

5) Ibid
, pp 241, 382

6) Ibid., p, 367
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it. Laraprecht, Bpeaking, of the 13tli century, writes: „Colo-

iiization and reclaiming of land had entirely changed the con-

dition of the rural population between the lO^h and the

century. In the time of the Carolingians wood and land had

still been regarded as inexhaustible goods of the nation, like

the sun, air and water; but now the limitations of the geo-

graphical basis of national existence appeared more and more

clearly. There had been an immense range of land to grow

food upon
;
but now the supply of land became limited, chiefly

and first on the Rhine, in Suabia and Franconia, afterwards

in Saxony, and finally in Bavaria, the Tyrol, and Styria;

people had to shift on a limited area The soil became, more

than before, an object of economic value; its price kept con-

tinually increasing. In the 12th century, in some prosperous

districts, land seems to have attained twelve times the value

it had in the 9th; and even afterwards, down to tlie second

half of the 13th centur}, an increase of about 50 per cent, is

to be observed. Taking into consideration that land was still

regarded, especially b\ the ruling classes, as the only basis

of social and political influence (though already other sources

of large incomes were gradually arising], we may understand

how intense the struggle for the possession of the soil must

have been at this period” ^).

The right of the king to unappropriated land was now

enforced more stricth than before, and the lords began to

claim a right of property over the commons surrounding the

villages, which, however, ivere often still left to the use of

the pea^iants 2
).

However, there was 10 over-population as yet. The propri-

etors did their best to attract people to the vast newly colo-

nized districts, especially to the eastern parts of Germany 3).

During the whole of this period the landlords went on

subjugating the rural population, so that at the end of it the

1) Lampreoht, III pp hi Soo also IiuunH-.'^ternegg, II pp 70, 164, 285

2) laama-Sternegg, II pp, 115, 145, 84, 85, 207, 209

3) Ibid., pp
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peasant proprietors, who had once formed the bulk of the

population, had almost entirely disappeared, and most of the

land was taken up with the estates of the great proprietors ^).

But the increase in the value of land already made itself

felt in the way in which the lords managed their estates. They

less and less frequently worked their own lands; their chief

aim was no longer the disposal of the labour of their depen-

dents, but the receiving of rent. The labour dues were often

commuted for money payments 2
),

Labour was not worth so much to the lords as it had been.

They sometimes emancipated their slaves, retaining the laud

which they had given them in use ^).

At the same time a class of free tenants arose. Lamprecht

remarks that while the value of laud bad considerably increa-

sed the tributes which the villeins had to pa\ had remained

unchanged for several centuries. In an economic sense tlie land-

lords had been dispossessed of a large proportion of their pro-

perty in the land. Therefore it was not their interest to let

serfdom continue.

„At this time, especially since the middle of the 12tl‘ cen-

tury, the villeins and landlords of the most progressive dis-

tricts settled their mutual relations by free contract. Serfdom

was abolished, sometimes entirely, sometimes for the greater

part, some formalities onl\ subsisting. The former villein acqui-

red tlie right to emigrate, and remained as a free tenant on

the land he had till then occupied Thus, by leasing his lauds

for terms of years, and sometimes for life or on hereditary

tenancy, the landlord got back the full rent of liis property;

and this system, especially the lease for years, enabled him

to raise the rent at the end of each term, according as the

value of the ground had increased in the meantime”

Inaraa-Sternegg does not quite agree with this view of

1) Ibid, pp. 3G-38

2) Ibid, pp 70, 71, 63

3) Ibid
, p 64

4) Lampreoht, 111 p 63
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Lamprecht’s. Even where the rent was higher than the for-

mer customary payment, he says, the leaseholder was free from

the labour dues and additional payments to which the vil-

lein had been bound, so the transition from fixed payment to

rent did not always mean an enhancement of the obligation

of the peasant Yet this writer too states that the leasing of

land became more and more frequent There were free contracts

between proprietor and tenant, which did not interfere with the

personal liberty of the latter; even non-fulfilment of his obli-

gations by the tenant had only pecuniary consequences ').

We cannot but think that the reason given b\ Lamprecht

for tlie transition from servile to free tenure is true. For even

when the original rent was not higher than the former custo-

mary payment plus the value of the labour dues, the possi-

bility of raising the rent after each term remained.

We hear of free tenants in this period, but not yet of free

labourers. This is exactly what our theory teaches us to expect.

Land, in some parts of Germany, had already acquired a high

value; such laud must have been verv renumerative, and so

people were read) to pay a rent for its use, even though there

was still laud to be had gratis or at a nominal rent, but far

from the market and therefore less profitable. But the country

was not yet so densely peopled that there were men who could

not secure the use of any piece of land; therefore a class of

people dependent on wages did not yet exist.

In the century much new' laud wass still taken into

cultivation, in Western as well as Eastern German}
;
hut in

the following centuries ver} little land was added to the arable

area. The woods, which had formerl} been regarded as inex-

haustible, were no longer present in great abundance, and the

rulers of the German states as well as the landlords exerted

tliemselves to preserve the remainder and forbade the peasants

to clear them. From the middle of the century these

prohibitive measures became general

1) Inama-Sternegg, III Pai’t 1 pp. 394, 395

2) Ibid
,

II pp 203. 204

3) Ibid, III Part.l pp 1-43
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As the population continued to increase, land became

scarce. In many parts of Southern and Western Germany

the lords parcelled out their lands m small portions, and

farms of the size which had been customary lor centuries

became rare ^).

The rights of the peasants to the use of the commons, on

which they had always relied for a considerable portion of

their subsistence, were iiow restricted, and the lords asserted

their claims to the commons more strictly than before ®).

Another consequence of the increase of population was that

cattle-keeping was no longer possible on such a large scale as

formerly when the common pasture occupied a great part of

the laud At the end of the Middle Ages there was a scarcity

of meat, and people had to rely, more than before, on vege-

table food

The need of the landlords for the services of the peasants

went on diminishing. The} no longer worked their own estates

;

nearly the whole of their income consisted of the pa}inent8

in kind and in money which they received from their de-

pendents *).

In Lower Saxony and part of Westphalia the lords, as

early as the 13th centui}, emancipated considerable nurnbeis

of villeins m their own interest. For the villeins had gradu-

ally acquired some right to their holdings, and the landlords,

by setting them free, got back the free disposal of the land,

which they thenceforth let out to free tenants ^).

In the 14th century the lords began to turn out peasants

{Bamrnlegen) and lease the land of which the} thus re-acqui-

red the free disposal®).

Free tenancies became now geneial, parts of the demesne,

as well as lands which had been held in servile tenure, being

1) Lampieoht, V Part I p 82, inama Sternegg, 1 0 p 212

2) Inama-Sternegg, 1 c pp 38, 214, 237, 285 sqq

3) Ibid
, pp 366, 367

4) Ibid
, pp 261-265,

5) Ibid
, p 220

6) Ibid, pp 176, 201, 249
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leased The increased demand for land enabled the lords to le

small allotments at extravagant prices *)

Even where the customar) tenures remained, the obligations

of the peasants, which lul been peisonil lu many cases be-

came territorial, the holder of the land as such being subject

to payments And the conditions of this tenuie were so little

seivilc that sometimes nobles and knights received smh land

in UH(' and took the obligations on themselves ).

The difhrence between farmeis an! agricultural laboureis

now first came into existence The latter most often held a

small patch of land, but this was not sufficient to live upon,

the) depended on \\ages Besides agricultural labourer'^ there

were male and female servants for household labour The regu-

lation of wages by law, which occurred especially after the

ravages of the great plague, proves that in the southern and

western parts of Germany free labour had become general.

Such SLivik work as still remained was often done by labourers

hired by the peasant to whose duty the work fell, as in the

case of the English peasant who „ found ’ a inan'^).

All land wis now held as property, consequently the land

was more and moie held by free tenants and worked with

free labourers dependent on wages, whereas serfdom gradually

died out

In the 15tb ccntui>, however, according to both Lamprecht

anl Inama-Sternegg, serfdom and even slavery reappeared

Lamprecht, aftei speaking of the raising of rents by the

landlords, adds. „But moie disastrous m its consequences than

all this was the manner in which the landlords dealt with

the increasing surplus population of the farms occupied by

their villeins Formerly younger sons of villeins, as well as

children of free parents, had removed to the woods for the

purpose of clearing them, and it was with their help that

1) Ibid, pp 202 -205, 208 210, 225, 251, 255, 256, 277
;
Lamprecht,

1 0 p 82

. 2) Inama Sleinegg, 1 o pp 46, 174 175

3) Ibid, pp 48, 50,^51, 213, 2A 241, 282 303—309, 314, 408, 413
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extended their landed properties. In later times such younger

sons liad often gone to the towns or the newly colonized

districts of Eastern Germany. Now there was a stagnation

among them as well as among the small remainder of the

free population. There remained no other alternative but to

divide the farms of the villeins. But the interest of the land-

lord was opposed to this. lie had no security of receiving

rent and services from farms parcelled out into small allotments.

Therefore he did not, as a rule, divide the farms into more

than four parts; and tliose of the servile population who could

not secure the use of such a small holding were regarded as

slaves. This phenomenon, the origin of which went back to

the first half of the 12tli century, had till then been almost

entirely foreign to the development ot Germany. Together

with a rural proletariat destitute of nearly everything, a real

slavery came now for the first time into existence on German

ground .... And this new slave class went on continually

increasing; in the first half of the 15th century they alrcad}

formed a considerable number, about whose fate patriots were

very uneas) .... Nor did the evil stop here. The term slavery,

used first with regard to villeins who occupied no farm, was

soon applied to all villeins, in order to tax them more and

more heavily and dispute their right of succeeding to the

farms of their parents, which had been established at least

since the end of the 12th century. Finally the landlords came

to regard even free tenants as slaves and slavery as the onl)

status of the rural population” *).

We can easily understand that the lords designated these

proletarians by the most contemptuous name they could devise.

But were they really slaves? A slave, as opposed to a free

labourer, is not allowed to leave his master. Now it is re-

markable that Inama-Sternegg, describing the condition of the

rural population in the different states of Germany, though

he states that in the newly colonized eastern parts of Ger-

1) Lampreoht, 1. c p 83
;
see also Inama-Sternegg, 1. c pp. 54, 55, 420.
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many the peasants, who had been free, were restricted in

their right of leaving their lords, mentions no such parti-

culars of Western Germany i). And the chief aim of the

peasants, in their revolts at the end hf the 15^^ century, was

not to acquire personal freedom, but to retain the use of the

commons, which the lords were appropriating").

The peasants were, indeed, obliged to more services in the

than in the and centuries But we cannot

regard this as a mark of returning serfdom or slavery; for

Inama-Sternegg explicitly states that the greater oppression

of the rural classes in the 15*** century was chiefly due to

the increase of t1ie services required by the rulei-s of the

several German States. The services exacted by the landlords

had rather diminished

The same writer, recapitulating his conclusions as to the con-

dition of the rural population at the end of the Middle Ages,

begins by saying that the cultivators, who formerly had had

an hereditary right to the land on condition of pay ing a fixed

sum, were now far more heavily taxed and had little security

of remaining on the land ^). We think that this is what the

statements of our writers about the reappearance of slavery

mean. The cultivators were not slaves, but impoverished and

despised tenants at will and agricultural labourers.

At any rate, if there was slavery
,

it was of short duration

;

for in the Iflth century eviction of peasants, which is the

reverse of astriction to the soil, became of frequent occurence.

Ashley, who has consulted some of the best literature, states

that „the Bavarian code of 1518 laid down that the peasant

had no hereditary right to his holding, and not even a life

interest unless he could show some documentary evidence. In

Mecklenburg a decree of 1606 declared that the peasants were

not emphyteutae but coloniy whom their lords could compel to

give up the lands allotted to them, and who could claim no

1) Inama-Sternegg, 1 o pp 56—6i

2) Ibid
. p 67

, 3) Ibid
, pp 54, 398, 417. 419, 411

4) Ibid, p. 420, 800 ali^o, p 311.

25
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right of inheritance even when their ancestorB had held the

land from time immemorial. In Holstein, again, a great num-

ber of the peasants were expelled from their holdings, and

such as remained became tenants at will” ^).

Serfdom, in Southern and Western Germany, thus died out

towards the end of the Middle Ages, at a time when popu-

lation had become numenms and land scarce.

The eastern parts of Germany had quite another agrarian

history. Here serfdom was not common before the 16 *1* cen-

tury. From this time, however, and especiall) after the Thirt}

Years’ War, it became more and more general. As this is quite

a separate history we shall not speak of it any further *').

We think the above remarks on England and the older paits

of German) may suffice to show that our theor) can throw

some light on the agrarian histor) of Western Europe.

We are full} aware that the condition of the rural classes

must have been determined by man} more circumstances of

greater and lesser importance. But it seems to us that the

1) Ashley, H pp ‘iHl, 282, see also lmlma-^te^K‘gg III Put tl p 201.

2) On the histon of tin* luial elassos in Eantein (jeiiuun} ste Kiupp

Dio Baueinbefremng

It may be of some inteiest to point out the gieat resemblance between

the 1180 of lioman (olonutm and tin use of serfdom in La-iltin bennaiiy

In both coantnob most of the piasunts weieoiigiiiallv fiit (Webei Uomisi lie

\grargc*schichte, p 244, Knapf>, 1 [• ‘Pi) The landloids, wlio formeil} had

passed most of their tout outside then propet ties, when they lost thiit

military function took the cultivation of then manois into thmi own hands

(Webei, 1 c pp 243, 244, Knapp, 1 ji .37) Tluy soon acquiied iightH of

jurisdiction ovoi the peasantb (Wehei, 1 e p 2()() Knapp, I p 3.1) and

began to compel them to woik on the demeHue (Wefim, 1 e p 244, Kna)*]),

I p. 40) The oultivatorH lost the light of emigiating (Webei, I e pp

256—258, Knapp, I p 42) liven tlie Bauetnleqni, i e the joining of a

peasant’s holding to the demesne, oocuiiod in Rome as well as in Eastern

Germany (Webii, 1 c ji 247, Knap, I pp 60, 55) Anil it is most remailc-

able that in both oountnes the rise of serfdom took jilaei' at an advanced

period of their history

This proves once more that the institutions of different countries may

closely resemble each othci, even m many details, without the one country

having derived its institutions from the other For even the inHuonce of

Roman law cannot serve as an explanation of this resemhlanee, as Roman*

law takes little notice of colonatm (Weber, 1 c. p 259)
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general cause of which we have spoken in these paragraphs

is second to no other in its operation ^).

§ 12. Open and dose resources.

We have said that among agricultural peoples slavery, as an

industrial system, only exists where there is still free land
;
it

disappears as soon as all land has been appropriated. We have

also seen that slavery does not prevail to any considerable

extent where subsistence is dependent on capital-). We may
now combine these two conclusions into this general rule:

slavery^ as an mdustnaJ system^ is not likely to exist where

subsistence depends on material resources which are present in

limited quantify.

1) We must admit tliat the tacts ot Roman at^raiian histoiy seem to

clisuj,n(c with oui tlieuij In Rome -.lively pie\aile(l to a luf'c extent at

a tune when the r*‘lative seiKity ot land uave use to the dithoulties about

the ar/(T puhhtns

We shall not attempt to solve this question We will only mention our

impiession, on leading'' Welx r\ huini'^dit l(inn //(sdiithft

,

vi/ that, even

in the time of the llmpiie, thoui^h souk laud tetehed a high price, all dis-

posable land had not ytt h(>en afijiropnated, and thercfoie the ‘want of

s(>r>ile lahoni lemamed \t tlie beginning ot the l^mpiie tree labourers

weie >ei\ scarce, and could onh be gel to helji the landloids in sowing

and at haivest time on condition ot receiving a pit*tt\ consideiable paitof

the haiMst (Webei, 1 c ]>)» '2h»- ''238) Undei Augustus and Tiberius the

piociinng oi shiM's fiom abioad lx came veiy dithcult and this led to kid-

iiapjMng ot men b^ the laiidloids (Ibid p 242'» In the boundaiy provinces,

evmi in later centuiies, barbalmn^ weie mijioited and became colom at-

tachi'd to till soil (Ibid
,

jip ‘2")^, 2tt0)

Slaver^ propei declined tioin the beginning ot the Empire (Meyer, Al-

tertum, ji 71), but the (olom, who oiiginally seem to have been free tenants,

gradually lost th(‘ light ot lenioviiig tiom the manor they inhabited (Weber,

1 c pp 24^2, 24S 250, ‘>51.^25^)

2) The readei will leineniber that theie are tubes among which land is

abundant, but nobmh lan li\e upon land and human labour only the posses-

sion oi capital is necessary, and those destitute ot capital have to apply to 4he

owners for employment The best instance is hunished by the pastoial tribes

We have jmrpoioly avoided speaking ot eountiies in which all land has

been appiopriated and capital also plavs a gieit pint, as it is the ease m
the muiiutacturing countries ot modern Euiopo Here the structure of

Society IS very comphouted and difficult to disentangle We think, how-

ovei, that heie also tU(‘ most impuitant tact is the appropriation of the soil.
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A tribe or nation cannot subsist without labour (though the

amount of labour required is sometimes small); but, besides

this, material resources are always necessary. The resources

which man uses to procure his subsistence are of two kinds:

gifts of nature, and products of human labour. The latter are

commonly termed capital
;
their supply is always limited. Most

of the former (air, water, the heat of tlie sun, etc.) exist in

unlimited quantity, i. e. there is so much of them that nobod}

wants to appropriate them. Land is also a gift of nature,

and in some very thinly peopled countries, where there is

much more fertile ground than can be cultivated, it has not

any more value than air and water. But as all land has not

the same properties, it soon comes to pass that the most fertile

and most favourably situated land is appropriated by some

men to the exclusion of others. This is the origin of rent.

Finally, wlien the less valuable grounds have also been appro-

priated, free land no longer exists; there is no piece of land

but lias its definite owner ’). This last state of things has social

consequences very similar to those which exist where subsist-

ence depends on capital. In both cases indispensable means of

production are in the hands of definite persons; therefore a man

destitute either of land or of capital (according as subsistence

depends on the former or the latter), cannot subsist ind(‘pendentl}

of the owners, but has to appl} to them for eniplo} ment. More-

over, in both cases more than a limited quantity of labour can-

not be profitably employed: the owner of capital, or of a limited

space of land, cannot derive an} profit from emplo} ing more

than a certain number of labourers. Therefore in either

1) „The earth, as we have already seen, is not the only agent of nature

which has a productive power, but it is the only one, or nearly so, that

one set of men take to themselves, to the exclusion of otheis,andof which,

consequently, they can appropriate the benehts The \Natei8 of livers, and

of the sea, by the power which they have of giving movement to our

machines, carrying our boats, nouiishing our fish, have also a productive

power, the wind which turns our mills, and even the heat of the sun,

work for us, but happily no one has yet been able to say, the wind and

the sun are mine, and the service which they render must be paid lor’*

J B. Say, Economic Politique, as quoted by Ricardo, p 35
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case slavery, as an industrial system, is not likely to exist.

These considerations lead us to an important conclusion. All

the peoples of the earth, whether they subsist by hunting, fish-

ing, cattle-breeding, agriculture, trade or manufactures, may

be divided into two categories. Among the peoples of the first

category the means of subsistence are open to all; every one

who is able-bodied and not defective in mind can provide for

himself independently of any capitalist or landlord. Among

some of these peoples capital is of some use, and some valu-

able lands are already held as property; but those who are

destitute of such advantages can perfectly well do without them,

for there arc still abundant natural supplies open to them.

Among the peoples of the other category subsistence depends

on resources of which the supply is limited, and therefore

people destitute of these resources are dependent on the owners.

We are not aware that this distinction has been made before;

therefore we will suggest technical names for these two cate-

gories. We shall speak of peoples with open resources and

peoples with close icdounrs. We think the meaning of these

terms is clear, and they may be convenient for use The dis-

tinction 18 an important one. We suppose we have sufficiently

proved that tiio relations between the social classes differ

largely, according as resources are open or close: only among

peoples with open resources can slavery and serfdom exist,

whereas free labourers dependent on wages are only found

among peoples with close resources ^). Our distinction may prove

valuable in other respects also, e. g. over-population and lack of

employment are unknown among peoples with open resources

;

war, which, when resources are open, has sometimes rather the

character of a sport, becomes more serious when resources

have become close, for then its object is to extend the supply

1
) This 18 the goiM-uil luU- Wi> .iro fully aware that there are exceptions

duo to soooudaiy causes, inteinal and oxtoinal Moi cover, open resources

do not necossaiily load to blaveiv or serfdom thci o arc many simple societies

in which there uit' no labouring, as o{)posed to ruling classes, everybody,

•or nearly everybody, working for his own wants (e g among many hunters,

fishers, and hunting f^gruultunsts).
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of land or capital at the cost of the enemy
;
pessimism is

more likely to prevail among peoples with close than among

peoples with open resources, etc. *). We shall not, however,

enlarge upon these points any further.

Most savage tribes have open resources. All hunters have

(with the exception, perhaps, of some Australians) : neither the

game nor the hunting territories are held as property. Further,

most fishers : fishing is earned on in a simple manner and does not

yet require capital. And finally, most agricultural tribes
;
among

them superest ager, as Tacitus says of the ancient Germans.

Savage tribes with close resources are: 1^ possibly some

Australian hunters, if it is true that among them every inch

of ground is held as proper!}, 2^ the Eskimos (fishers), who

cannot get on without a boat, or a sledge and dogs, 3° all

pastoral tribes, the agricultural tribes inhabiting most of

the Polynesian and xMicrouesian islands, the Fijians and per-

haps a few agricultural tribes outside Oceania.

We shall not inquire whether the civilized nations of ancient

and modern times have, or had, open or close resources Wo
will only remark that in Western Europe resources, from open,

have become close. Yet they are not altogether close, as long as

there are still thinly peopled countries open for emigration. The

time is not, probabl}, far off when all countries fit for coloni-

zation by white races will have been occupied. Then the close-

ness of resources will make itself keenly felt, and severe

calamities are likely to ensue.

In the following paragraphs we shall speak of the effect of

secondary causes among agricultural tribes. We shall not, how-

ever, enter into many details. The difficulty, in our branch of

science, is always, that we have no works of predecessors to

rely upon. For instance, we shall speak of the influence of

trade among agricultural tribes. Now, if any accurate re-

searches had been made into the general effects of trade, we

4) See Wakefield, pp 1‘26 -434 on the liappiiiotJB ol Hottleia in now <

countries
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should be able to conclude that trade having been proved to

have such general effects, it must have such an influence on

slavery But as such is not the case, we should be obliged, if

we were thoroughly to investigate the subject, to inquire what

are the general effects of trade. An equally close study of

militarism, of the condition of women, etc. would be required.

And as in this way our book would never come to an end, we
shall content ourselves with giving a few outlines, which we
hope ma) turn the attention of other ethnologists to the im-

portant problems which the ensuing paragraphs will contain.

§ 13. Cmdition of women.

As we have remarked before, the position held by the women

of a tribe determines to some extent whether or not slaves

are wanted. Where all the drudgery is performed, and can be

performed, by the women, and the men do not want to relieve

them of it, there is no great use for slave labour. But where

women enjo> high consideration, the men are more likely to

procure slaves who are to assist the women in their work.

We shall speak first of the latter fact, of slaves performing

fimiale labour. It is ver\ often stated that slaves are employed

for domestic labour. And as, in countries where slavery does

not exist, domestic labour is nearly always incumbent on the

women, slaves who })erform such work alleviate the women’s

task. Where slavery prevails to a great extent it even occurs

that slave-owners, female as well as male, have scarcely any-

thing to do, all work falling to the share of the slaves. The

slave-owners, in such case, fiorn the aristocracy; the slaves,

and the poor freemen unable to purchase slaves, are the la-

bouring classes. We may remind the reader of ancient Rome,

where the domestic slaves, the familia urbana^ performed all

domestic services required by the rich, and of the women of

the upper classes in Mohammedan countries, who spend their

time in idleness in the harems.

We have seen that among some pastoral tribes domestic la-

bour is the chijjf occupation of the slaves. We do not recol-
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lect haying found any instance of a similar state of things

among any agricultural tribe, and cannot think that such will

anywhere be the case. A rich cattle-keeper can easily support,

by the produce of his cattle, some domestic slaves who per-

form no productive labour. But among agricultural tribes it is

otherwise : subsistence here depends almost entirely on labour

;

therefore slaves performing unproductive labour can only be

kept if there are other slaves who till the soil and procure

food for the family. It is not probable that the master will

himself undertake the cultivation required to feed the slaves

who assist his wife in her work
;
nor would the wife be glad to

receive slaves from her husband, if she had to provide for them

by working on the field. The Romans would not have kept a

familm urhana^ if there had not also been a familia rusUca.

Hitherto we have spoken of unproductive female labour.

But women, in primitive agricultural societies, often perform

productive labour also : in many cases the tilling of tlie soil is

incumbent on them. We may suppose tliat the introduction of

slaves has often served to free the women from this task. We shall

not, however, proceed to a closer examination of this point; for

this would require a digression on the division of labour between

the sexes, which falls bejond the scope of the present volume.

On the other hand, the place of slaves is often supplied by

wives. We have seen that among the Australian hunters poly-

gamy widely prevails and serves economic purposes. The same

is the case among some agricultural tribes.

In § 8 the non-existence of slavery in most of the Melane-

sian islands has been left unexplained. We shall see now that

in several of these islands a ^slavery of women” prevails which

bears much resemblance to slavery proper. Purchase of wives

is in vogue; and most of the women are bought by the rich,

many of whom possess a large number of wives. And the women

must work hard to increase the income of their owners ').

Guppy, in his description of the Solomon Islands^ states:

„The powerful chiefs of the islands of Bougainville Straits

1) See Melohmg, p 19.
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usually possess a large number of wives of whom only the

few that retain their youth and comeliness enjoy much of the

society of their lord. The majority, having been supplanted in

the esteem of their common husband, have sunk into a con-

dition of drudgery, finding their employment and their liveli-

hood in toiling for the master whose affections they once pos-

sessed. I learned from Gorai, the Shortland chief, who has

between eighty and a hundred wives, that the mam objec-

tion he has against missionaries settling on his islands is,

that they would insist on his giving up nearly all his wives,

thereby depriving him of those by whose labour his planta-

tions are cultivated and his household supplied with food. A
great chief, he remarked, required a large staff of workers to

cultivate his extensive lands, or, in other words, numerous

women to work in his plantations and to bring the pro-

duce home” ^),

This statement is very remarkable. In the second Chapter

of Part I we have seen that in these same islands of Bougain-

ville Straits boys are captured from the neighbouring islands.

Guppy calls them slaves, but at the same time tells us that they

„ enjoy most of tlie rights of a native of the common class” ^).

There is thus no difficulty m obtaining slaves; yet the cap-

tured men are not treated like slaves, nor is any drudgery

imposed upon them, for the simple reason that polygamy per-

fectly serves the purposes of slavery.

In the New Hebrides polygamy also prevails. The price paid

for a wife varies from 10 tot 20 pigs, ^according to her capa-

bilities as a worker m the yam-patch.” „They [the women]

learn in their girlhood all that fits them to be man’s slave and

toiler m the fields”. „Women are degraded to the level of

brute beasts, doing all the hard field work, and being made

to carry loads which appear quite disproportionate to their

ugly-shaped bodies and thin legs” Hagen and Pineau give

1) Guppy, pp 44, 45.

2) Sob above, p 91

3) Somerville, Nojv Hebrides, pp 3, 5, 7, 4
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a similar account of female labour, and add that a man’s

wealth depends on the number of his wives ^).

De Vaux, speaking of the women of New Caledonia^ sa} s : „ All

the drudgery is incumbent on them. They perform the clearing

and digging of the soil, carry on their backs crushing loads

of ignames and taros to the village, and, if a chief has pro-

mised you assistance in some fatiguing work that you want to

have quickly done, he will send you a gang of these miser-

able beings wiio may scarcely bo called women ” And Rochas

tells us that the New Caledonians keep no servants, but have

many wives instead; rich men have as many wives as they

want for the cultivation of their fields ®).

In New Britain^ according to Parkinson, „evcry man wlio

can afford it buys many wives. For a wife is a capital that

yields a fair intereet; she works from an early age till her

strength is spent; and when, from age or by being overtaxed

with labour, she grows sickly and decrepit, she perishes un-

heeded by anybody. The wife is notliing but the beast of bur-

den of her husband; she performs all labour, tills the soil,

cleans the dwelling, prepares tlie food^ and carries the reaped

produce in heavy baskets far away to the market. The husband

therefore regards his wife as a valuable propert}.” „The hus-

band continually urges his wives to work, that they may earn

much (Vwmra [shell-money] for him; for the more dewarra

he owns the greater is the consideration and influence he en-

joys But the lot of the wives is not bettered by an increase

in the wealth of the husband. The wives of a man who owns

thousands of coils of dewarra liave no better life and are no

less overworked than the w^ife of a very poor man who has no

property except his only wife.” And Banks states that „a man

may have as many wives as he can afford to j)urchaBe. If he

cannot afford to purchase one, and his credit is low, lie may

have to remain single. The headmen are generally rich men,

1) Hagen and Pineau, p 331
;
see also Moinicke, Neui* llobriden, 340

2) De Vdux, p 330
,
Rochas, p 229

;
see also Brainne, p 248.
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hence they invariably have a number of wives, ranging from

three to six”

We 8(‘e that these Melanesian wives supply the place of

slaves They are bought like slaves, they have to work for

their owners like slaves, and then labour, like that of slaves,

increases the wealth ot their lords Another point of resem-

blance 18 this In slave countries it is generally the rich only

who are able to procure slaves poor freemen have to work

for themselves Here it is the rich who appropriate the women

,

and many of the poor have to remain single Here, as in all

countries where polygamy is practised, it is only the minority

of the men who can live in polygamy, for everywhere the

number of women is nearh equal to that of men And as in

Melanesia the iich, who otherwise would want slaves, have

many wives to work for them, slaves are not required

We cannot explain here why in Melanesia womankind is so

much at a discount, whereas among some other savage tribes

(e g on the North Pacific Coast of North America) the sex

commands such respect") But we clearly see what is the effect

of this state of things Much labour is wanted, otherwise the

women would not have to work so hard, and the rich would

not keep so man) hinale labourers Yet slaves are not kept,

btiausc the women supply the place of slave‘s

One might object, that possibh the women are held in such

a slavelike state because male skives are impossible or very

difficult to procure, or because the coercive power of these

tribes 18 not strong enough to admit of the keeping of slaves,

or because male captives, where thty are introduced into the

1) PuikiiihOii Iru Bi-nmuick Aiilup 1, pp ^8 00 101 Dauks p 294,

81 ( al8o Milohint, pp 4^ i4

2) Tli( condition of woimn ih not howevei (qnall) bad in all Mclantman

ittlandri Among the Wtstoru Inbob of Touts stiaiU „tlit women appear

to hav( bad a good dial to auj on moat quebtious anl vvoie by no moanb

down-tioddcn oi ill-used (Haddon p d>7, see also Meiriicko Die Toiios-

stu88< p 115) And Soinenille speaking of Nivv Oeoigia m the Solomon

Islands says ,ln tin easkiii pait the tiuitment of women is notably

good 1 havi but latLl) sttn them at work (Someiville New Georgia

pp 405 40b)
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tribe (as in the islands of Bougainville Straits), are wanted for

warriors. Shortly expressed the objection is, that slavery is not

wanting because there exists a ^slavery of women,” but „sla-

very of women” exists because slavery proper is wanting W(‘

must own that this is quite possible. But, whatever bo the

cause of this ^slavery of women,” as soon as it exists it

renders slavery less necessary than it would otherwise be. War
is frequent in Melanesia

'),
so there is no physical impossibility

of procuring captives. And though it may be difficult to keep

male slaves subjected, — if the men were unable to impose

all work on the women and obliged to perforin their due

share of it themselves, they would decidedly take more pains

to procure slaves and set them to work. A low condition of

women, though only a secundary factor, certainl} is a factor

which tends to make slavery proper superfluons.

§ 14. Commerce,

In § 1 ot this Chapter we have found the following num-

bers of positive and negative cases among commercial agri-

cultural tribes:

Positive. Negative.

at -[-

1

7 3

a^ -{-

1

19

a^ -|- c -|~ t 3

a* -f t 3

a‘5 + c + t 1

Total 33 3

We use the term „commercial tribes” in a wide sense, as

including not only those tribes among which man} people

subsist by trading, but those that exchange a considerable

part of their produce for foreign merchandise. For instance,

a tribe that grows corn for export is a commercial tribe in

the sense we attach to the word.

We see that, with very few exceptions, all commercial

1) See the details given in Part I Chap II ^
5
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agricultural tribes keep slaves. This proves that among agri-

cultural tribes the development of trade greatly furthers the

growth of slavery.

We have not much to say in explanation of this fact.

When speaking of the slave-keeping tribes of the Pacific

Coast, we have already remarked that the development of

trade tends to further slavery in various ways. Commercial

tribes are likely to carry on a trade m slaves, and this makes

the keeping of slaves very easy. Where the freemen take to

commercial pursuits, they want others to perform the common

drudgery for every-daj subsistence. The trade itself may also

require menial work: the articles of commerce have to be

prepared and transported, trading vessels have to be rowed, etc.

And, finally, commerce often leads to a development of wealth

and luxury
;

a man can now, by the labour of his slaves,

acquire not only the necessaries, but the refinements of life^).

The last point is an important one. In self-dependent agri-

cultural countries tlic mam use of slave labour consists in

providing the master with food If, then, a man keeps a

large number of slaves who work for him, he is able to

entertain his friends, or to keep a retinue of unproductive

slaves 01 servants, whose wants are provided for by the work

of the soil-tilling slaves But where this is the sole profit one

can derive from (tue’s slaves, an owner who keeps a consider-

able number of them does not want to make them work very

hard; he often contents himself with receiving a tribute, and

so tlie slaves become serfs. In this way the slave-owner gets

less out of his slaves than would othervMse be the case; but

he does not want more, and he need not now continually

1) Cunningham (Fnglish Industn, I p 77) justlj romaiks „While there

18 no oppoitunitj foi oxdiaugt it is nut 8u wdl woith while tor anyone

to pi 0801 ve a Huiplus a \tij ahunaant liaivid i8 moie likely to be pro-

digally U8od within the \au. and so with all otliei supplies but theexiat-

eno(' of oppoitunitRs tor tiade niakod it well woith while to gathei a store

that lai exceeds any piospcotivc mod and to stow iii waiehouses for sale

all that need not b(> used by tin piodueeis to satisty then immediate

wants, the couditioiis an present which still fuithei favoui the accumu-

lation ol wealth
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supervise their work. Slavery is not likely to exist on a

large scale.

Where commercial relations with foreign parts are main-

tained, it is otherwise. A slave- owner who receives large

quantities of agricultural produce from his slaves can now

exchange them for foreign merchandise. Retaining for himself

as much food as he wants, he exchanges the rest for such

objects as are either useful and agreeable in themselves, or

give him distinction among his countrymen. The use of

slave labour becomes thus practically unlimited.

We must further take into consideration that slavery on a

very large scale is only possible, where industrial crops are

raised. „Tobacco and cotton” says Cairnes, „ fulfil that condition

which we saw was essential to the economical employment of

slaves — the possibility of working large numbers within a

limited space; while wheat and Indian corn, in the cultivation

of which the labourers are dispersed over a wide surface, fail

in this respect” ^). And cotton and similar crops are only

cultivated in large quantity where they are exported.

Of such „ wholesale slavery”, as Bagehot terms it, we find

a few instances among savage tribes

Koler tells us that in Bonny the great majority of th(‘

inhabitants are slaves The keeping of slaves is very expens-

ive, as agriculture and industry scarcely exist; all food has

to be impitrted. The freemen are traders in palm-oil, and

want large numbers of slaves to row the canoes in which this

oil is transported 2
).

Among the Ewe of the Slave Coast slavery is practised on

a very large scale. Some men keep 200 - 300 slaves, who

form their capital. The slaves are generally employed in

carrying oil from the inland to the coast for sale to Europeans.

The maintaining of order among such great numbers of slaves

1) Gtiiinos, ]) r)0 In ancient Rome, at the end of the Re|)ubhc, planta-

tions ol oliven and vines weie worked with slavi'a, whoreaB cereal oro]m

were raised on landt) leased to colom, see 'Weber, Article „Agrarge8chichto”

in Lexis’ llandworterbuoh, Snd edition, vol I p B1

2) KOlor, pp 84, 154
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requires great severity. Slavery marks all their institutions.

It is a common saying with them that „thc large water-tub
does not go to the spring”, whereby they mean that freemen
must not do such work as is only fit for slaves and boys ’).

Among the Garos, where cotton is the principal culture,

two-fifths of the population are slaves. „ The distinction [between
freemen and slaves] is jealously preserved It is from the

possession of a large number of them [slaves] that a man obtains

influence amongst his tribe” ^).

It is clear that among these tribes slavery would not

prevail to such great extent, if the preparing and transport-

ing of the articles of export did not require so much labour.

In these cases trade is the cause ot „ wholesale slavtry”,

not necessarily of slavery in general „ Retail slavery” may
have existed among these tribes before they became so largely

commercial But, seeing that among them the extension of

commercial relations has so greatly increased the use of slave

labour, we may safely suppose that in several cases the deve-

lopment of trade has given rise to slavery among tribes which

did not practise it before. This is also made probable by the

list given at the beginning of this paragraph.

We shall not proceed to a closer investigation of this subject.

We have alread} remarked that as yet we know very little

about the general effects of trade and the place it occupies

in social life among savages. And we must know more of

this, before we can arrive at any accurate conclusion with

regard to the influence of trade on the rise and growth of

slavery.

When speaking of hunters and fishers we have found that

the influence of trade is more considerable v\ here mauufactured

goods, than where raw products are exported This will pro-

bably also apply to agricultural tiibts, viz if we take the

term „ mauufactured goods” in a wide sense, as including agri-

cultural produce Raw products in our sense means articles which

1) Zundel, pp 4US, 4U9, 387

2) Dalton, p 5^ ^
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can be exported without any labour being previously applied

to them, e. g. various kinds of stone and earth exchanged by

Eskimos and Australians. The articles exported by commercial

agricultural tribes are nearly always manufactured goods in

this wider sense.

It might be interesting to divide the commercial tribes (in

the wider sense) into three categories, according as they export

agricultural produce, manufactured goods in the common, res-

tricted sense, or articles purchased abroad (articles of transit

trade), the last category comprising the commercial tribes in the

restricted sense, and inquire what are the social effects of com-

merce m each case. But sucli a subject wants separate treat-

ment; we cannot deal with it here We will onl) express our

opinion, that the significance of trade and industry among sa-

vages is commonly underrated. Whether we are right here will

appear when these points have been more closeh studied than

they are now.

In another paragraph we shall have to speak of a peculiar

branch of trade, the trade in slaves.

§ 15. Sl(wes employed in warfare.

In several cases it is stated that slaves are employed in

warfare. Leaving out of regard the cattle-bre(*ding agricultural

tribes, of which we have alread} spoken m Chapter III, we

find the following instances.

Thomson tells us that in New Zealand slaves accompanied

their masters on fishing and fighting expeditions
;
and in another

place be states that women and slaves accompanied the war-

riors to carry burdens '). According to Polack slaves, if they

fought bravely, were sometimes made chiefs ^).

Dalton, speaking of the slaves k(‘pt by the Garos., says:

„It 18 from the possession of a large number of them that a

man obtains influence amongst his tribe. Each great chief can

\) Thomiion, New Zealand, pp 150, 125

2) Polaok, I p 35
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go to war with a body-guard of 60 such followers entirely

devoted to him” ’).

Among the Lawas too, according to Colquhoun, slaves are

employed as warriors®).

In Nias slaves are often compelled to go to war with
their masters

j
except when war is made upon the native

village of the slaves. The slaves fight bravely, and in war
bear arras like the freemen, but are never set at liberty for

their bravery ’).

Among the Tagals and Vtsayas^ in the tune of the con-

quista, generally freemen and vassals only took part in military

operations
,
but sometimes slaves too, especially in naval wars

:

the slaves were then employed for rowing the boats ^).

The forces sent out by Lunda chiefs on marauding expe-

ditions consist of freemen and slaves ^).

Among the Angom the domestic slaves join their masters in

the slave-raids ®).

Berenger-Feiaud tells us that among the Wohfs the slaves

of the king are soldiers and form his body-guard; they also

collect taxes for him

Among the Barea and Knnama the booty taken in war by

a native-born slave belongs to his master ®). Hence it appears

that tliese slaves are employed in warfare

These are the onl} instances we have noticed, of purely

agricultural tribes among which slaves perform a military func-

tion. There may be some more cases Our ethnographers do

not always enter into many details; therefore, when they are

silent on the subject, this does not always prove that slaves

are not allowed to fight Vet, considering the very small num-

1) Dalton, p 58

2) Colquhoun, p

3) Modigliani, Nias, p 525

4) Blumentntt, Conquwta, p 05

5) Pogge, Muata Jamwo, p 232

6) Kerr, Up 129

7) B6renger-P6raud, p 59

8) Munzmger, Ost^fi Stud
, p 484
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ber of instances we have been able to collect, we may safely

conclude that among most agricultural tribes slaves do not share

in military operations.

This is what we expected. Slaves are not allowed to follow

the noble military art, which is the privilege of freemen ').

A slave is not a warrior for the same reason that he is not a

hunter. Moreover, it were too dangerous to trust him with

weapons; he might be inclined to rise against his oppressors.

And finally, when slaves are procured by capture in war or

kidnapping, they would often have to fight against their own

tribe, and would be very likely to go over to the enemies of

their masters.

It is further remarkable that the tribes we have enumerated

in this paragraph are all in the higher stages of agriculture,

as may be seen from Chapter I. We have not found a single

instance of hunting agriculturists employing their slaves in

warfare. There are even hunting agriculturists of the lowest

type, of whom it is explicitly stated that they do not allow

their slaves to fight. Martius tells us that several wild tribes

of Brazil keep slaves. The slaves are differently treated by the

different tribes; but it is a general characteristic of slavery,

that slaves are not allowed to bear arms ®). And Azara states

that in his time the Mbayas subsisted on hunting and fishing,

and on the produce of the soil that was tilled to a small extent

by their slaves and by a neighbouring tribe, the Guanas.

Here too warfare was the business of freemen to the exclusion

of slaves 3).

This may, at first sight, seem strange. If it is true, as Powell

asserts, (and it does not seem to us improbable) that slavery

originated from the adoption of captives ), we should expect to

find an intermediate stage, in which the captives, though al-

1) Among the ancient Germans the bearing of arms was a sign of freedom

(Amira, p 129)

2) Martins, p. 71

3) Azara, II pp 109, 110.

4) Powell, On JElegimentation, p. CXU
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ready enslaved instead of adopted, still shared in military

operations, the differentiation of the „ regulative part of society”

from the ^operative part” (to borrow Spencer’s words) not yet

being complete. The existence of slavery, mainly for military

purposes, among the hunting Abipones and some pastoral

tribes, seems to indicate such a stage. But among agricultural

tribes wo find no trace of it. Some agricultural tribes (of which

the Iroquois are the classical instance) adopt their captives;

then there are many which keep slaves who are not allowed

to fight; and, finally, in the higher stages of agriculture, we

find a few tribes among which slaves share m military ope-

rations.

Yet the cause of this seeming incongruity is not difficult to

detect. Pastoral tribes are always stronger, from a military

point of view, than primitive agricultural tribes. In Chapter

III we have seen that the former often keep their agricultu-

ral neighbours in a state of subjection. Therefore it is much

easier for them to employ their slaves in warfare than for

hunting agriculturists; the latter, if they are to keep slaves

at all, must take care to disarm them and so prevent them

from doing harm.

Among agriculturists in the higher stages it is otherwise.

There is often an elaborate division of labour; the governing

classes are differentiated from the labouring classes, and the

army is regularly constituted. Now it is not at all dangerous

to enlist the slaves into the inferior ranks of the army, under

the lead of the governing classes. The slaves, generally brought

by traders from a far distance, have no longer to fight against

their native tribe, but angamst strangers. And where slavery

prevails to a great extent, the owners of numerous slaves, who

form the aristocracy, will often be inclined to rely on their

slaves for the maintenance of their power over the common

freemen; whereas the slaves, who are no longer on the same

footing of familiarity with the freemen as m primitive slavery,

but despised and hated for being the tools of the aristocracy,

legard their master as their natural protector and are willing

to stand by him. •.
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Such was the course af evolution in ancient Rome. In the

old times the slaves were not allowed to fight. ,For entering

the military service or taking on him any state office, a slave

was punished with death” ’). But later on a change took place.

Speaking of the last days of the republic Ingram remarks:

„In the subsequent civil conflicts the aid of slaves was sought

by both parties, even by Marius himself, and afterwards by

Catiline, though he finally rejected their services. Clodius and

Milo employed bands of gladiators in their city riots, and this

action on the part of the latter was approved by Cicero. In

the First Civil War they were to be found in both camps,

and the murderers of Caesar, those soi-disant vindicators of

liberty, were escorted to the Capitol by gladiators. Antony,

Octavius, and Sextus Pompeius employed them in the Second

Civil War” ^). But the slaves soon began to take arms against

those who had taught them to fight. „It is recorded by Au-

gustus on the Monumentum Ancyranum that he gave back

to their masters for punishment about 30,000 slaves who had

absconded and borne arms against the state. Under Tiberius,

at the death of Caligula, and in the reign of Nero, there

were threatening movements of the slaves. Nor did the danger

of servile insurrection disappear in the later stages of the

Empire. The armies of the invading Goths were swelled by

their countrymen who had been captured or bought by Romans.

The slaves of Gaul almost en masse took part in the revolt

of the Bagaudae, and forty thousand slaves joined Alaric at

the siege of Rome” *).

The last passage shows that even in a state where the

power of the government and the military art are highly

developed it is not safe to employ slaves in warfare. They

may actually be the ready tools of the aristocracy; but in

the long run they will come to form a dangerous element in

the state. Yet, as it may be momentarily convenient to an

1) Ingram, p 44

2) Ibid, pp .51, 52

3) Ibid
, pp 52, 53
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ambitious statesman to employ them, it will sometimes be

done; wjiereas among hunting agriculturists the danger is so

obvious that it is not even attempted ^).

As only among a few agricultural tribes, and these in the

higher stages, do slaves perform a military function, we cannot

think that this has been an important factor in the rise of

slavery; and it has probably been nowhere the only motive

for making slaves.

§ 16 . Slaves kept as a luxury

Sometimes we are told that it is considered an honour to

possess many slaves. We shall give a few instances.

Among the Lampongs the keeping of slaves is indicative of

wealth and power 2).

Among the Tagals and Visayas, in the time of the conquista,

a man’s influence, power and reputation depended on the

number of his slaves^).

Among the Ininga and Galloa it is the ambition of a

freeman to have as many slaves as possible^).

Compiegne states that a Mpongwe asked him to give him

a portion of liis wages in advance, in order to buy a slave.

„He will work for me and my wife” said the man, „and I

shall be a person of rank” ^).

We have only taken a few instances at random. It cannot

be interesting to the reader to know how often the same fact

has been noticed by etlmographers. For we may suppose that

wherever slavery exists, the possession of a great number of

slaves is a mark of distinction. The possession of slaves, like

other property, is indicative of wealth; and where slaves are

1) Something analogous to the employment of slaves m warfare is their

holding high offices of state This occurs in some despotically governed

African countries In impeiial Rome freedmon were appointed to high

offices, see Ingram, pp 58, 59

2) De Groot, p 455

3) Blumontritt, Conquista, p. 53.

4) Lenz, p 59

5) Compi6gne, Okanda, pp 194, 195
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acquired by capture in war it shows the bravery of the

captor. And where (as is generally the case among agricultural

tribes) the labour of the slaves augments the revenue of their

owner, the keeping of slaves is not only a sign but a source

of wealth; and so the slave-owner is looked upon as one who

has at his disposal a means of acquiring wealth. Martins, speaking

of the wild tribes of Brazil, remarks that a chief who keeps

many slaves can take more land into cultivation than other

people. He has therefore always an abundant supply of food,

which tends to increase the esteem in which he is held ’).

Where industry and art are little developed, slaves, besides

wives and domestic animals, are almost the only luxury that

is to be had. The reader will remember Levchine’s statement

about a rich Kazak Kirghiz, whose numerous horses gave him

no profit, but great renown '). In tlie lower stages of culture

a rich man cannot build a palace, or keep a motor-car, or

buy pictures; he can only show his wealth to the public by

keeping a large number of men or domestic animals continu-

ally running about him. Leroy-Beaulieu justly remarks: „The

luxury of primitive times is very simple; it consists mainly

in the grouping about tlie rich man (who most often is at

the same time a man of high birth) of a large body of serv-

ants maintained b) him, and in practising hospitality on a

large scale. Among patriarchal peoples there is almost perfect

equality of material life between men of different stations.

Food, clothing, furniture even, differs but little” *).

But, though a rich man may display his wealth by keeping

a great number of slaves, we do not mean to say that among

any agricultural tribe all slaves are kept as a mere luxury. This

seems improbable. Among pastoral tribes, as we have seen be-

fore, it sometimes occurs. The owner of numerous herds may

support a large body of slaves, who have scarcely anything to

do. But among agricultural tribes it is quite otherwise. Subsist-

1) MartauB, p. 63

2) See above, p 296

3) Leroy-Beaulieu, p 80.
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ence here is largely dependent on labour; much labour is

required to provide for the slaves, and the master will not

choose to work for them himself. The slaves, therefore, must

perform at least as much productive labour as is required to

provide for their own wants
;
and there is no reason why the

master should not make them work somewhat more, to receive

a surplus; the more so, as he is thus enabled to display his

wealth in the other manner mentioned by Leroy-Beaulieu,

viz. by practising hospitality on a large scale.

It 18, of course, perfectly possible, and indeed it often occurs,

that some slaves are kept as a mere luxury, either doing nothing

at all, or performing personal services. But then there must be

other slaves who, by performing productive labour, provide for

their master, their fellow-slaves, and themselves. There cannot

be a class of unproductive labourers, without there being a class

of productive labourers too. We can only imagine one case,

in which all slaves might be kept as a mere luxury. It might

be, that there were a class of productive labourers consisting

of freemen, who provided for the slave-owners and their un-

productive slaves. There might, for instance, be an aristocracy,

levying taxes on the common people and keeping slaves as a

luxury. Such is indeed the case among the pastoral Beni

Amer. It might also accur among agricultural tribes; but we

have not found any instance of it.

Only in two cases have we found it stated that slaves are

not productive.

Coquilhat tells us that on the Upper Congo the keeping of

slaves does not increase the master’s income; for agriculture

is insignificant, and these tribes are not commercial. But he

also states that the soil is tilled by old women and male

slaves, so slaves do not seem to be kept as a mere luxury ^).

Among the Fanti, according to Finsch, slaves are articles

of luxury; they are as lazy as their masters. They are ac-

quired as prisoners of war or by purchase. Every noble Fanti

owns numerous slaves
;

for it is a mark of distinction to keep

1) Coquilhat, pp. ^65, 265
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many of them. Some slaves carry parasols or fans; others by

trumpeting announce the arrival of the patrician. Most of

them do nothing at all. But the same writer states that the

condition of the pawns (who, as has been shown in the first

Chapter of Part I, are a kind of slaves) is much worse than

that of the slaves in the restricted sense ^). We may therefore

suppose that these pawns are the productive labourers.

We have never found it explicitly stated that among any

agricultural tribe slaves are not employed in agriculture.

Our conclusion is that luxury has not probably been among

any agricultural tribe the only motive for keeping slaves.

Yet many slaves are kept as a mere luxury, and consequently

among some tribes slaves are far more numerous than they

would be if all of them were engaged in productive pursuits.

§ 17. Other secondary internal causes.

We have seen that among the tribes of the Pacific Coast

the growth of slavery is furthered by their preserving food for

the time of scarcity, whereas hunters who live from liand to

mouth have less use for slave labour.

Hunting agriculturists much resemble true hunters : subsist-

ence depends largely on the vicissitudes of the chase. But

where a tribe lives principally on the produce of the soil, it

is necessary to preserve the reaped fruits until the following

harvest.

This leads to the same conclusion we had already arrived

at, that slavery is more likely to exist among agriculturists

of the higher stages than among hunting agriculturists 2
).

We do not think that anything more need be said on this

subject.

In our Chapter on pastoral tribes we have found that sub-

1) Finsoh, Die Goldkttste, pp 869, 360.

2) Among hunhng agnoulturists we have found 31 positive and 36

negative oases; among agriculturists of the higher stages 102 positive and

50 negative oases.
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jection of tribes as such sometimes serves as a substitute for

slavery, making slavery proper superfluous. The same proved

to be the case among agriculturists who depend on cattle for

a large portion of their subsistence. Something analogous to

this is the levying of tributes on conquered districts that so

often occurs in Oceania, as we have found in § 8 . Outside

Oceania we have found only one instance among agriculturists

who do not depend on cattle, and even this is a doubtful

one. Morgan states that among the Iroquois the council „re-

gulated the affairs of subjugated tribes”^); but he does not

enter into more details, so we cannot exactly know what he

means

It 18 easy to understand, why subjection of tribes so seldom

occurs among agriculturists. Hunting agriculturists, like true

hunters, generally live in small groups and therefore cannot keep

other tribes in a state of subjection. And among agricultural

tribes of the higher stages men as well as women are continu-

ally engaged in agricultural labour; they are attached to the

spot on which they live and, unlike nomadic cattle-keepers ^),

cannot easily control a neighbouring tribe. The vanquished

tribe, by retreating a little, can place itself out of reach of the

conquering tribe. Only where, as on the small Polynesian

islands, escape is not practicable, can a vanquished district be

kept in a state of subjection. The Iroquois were an exceptional

case. They were liunting agriculturists in this sense, that agri-

cultural labour was performed by the women only
,
but at

the same time they had a strong military organization: the

five nations formed a powerful union.

In the higher stages of culture the growth of militarism

enables strong agricultural peoples to subject their weaker

neighbours; and the growth of population prevents the latter

from recoding. But among agricultural savages subjugation of

tribes is rarely found.

1) Morgan, Auo Soo
, p 136

2) See Silvioh’tj article on the atruggloi between padtoiMlandagrioultaral

peoples.



§ 18 . External causes, especiddy the slave-trade* Becapitulation*

In tbe second and third Chapters we have spoken of exter-

nal causes. We have seen that for slavery to exist it is not

sufficient that there should be some use for slave labour; it

must also be possible to keep slaves; the freemen of the tribe

must have a coercive power strong enough to keep the slaves

subjected and prevent them from escaping. It has been shown

that this coercive power is most strongly developed, where men

have fixed habitations, live in large groups, and preserve food

;

and further, that the slave-trade greatly facilitates the keeping

of slaves.

As for the first three points, it is easy to see that agricul-

tural tribes of the higher stages are more settled, live in larger

groups, and are more likely to preserve food than hunting

agriculturists ^), so here again we find a reason wliy slavery

is so much more frequent among the former than among the

latter.

The slave-trade is of more interest to us here. It has been

shown that among the tribes of the Pacific Coast a brisk trade

in slaves was carried on, which must have greatly accelerated

the growth of slavery
;

for it made the keeping of slaves much

easier than it would have been, if each of these tribes had had

to procure its slaves by capture in war. It has also been re-

marked that among pastoral tribes slavery exists in those parts

only, where a trade in slaves with civilized or semi-civilized

peoples 18 or was carried on, viz. in Arabia, the Caucasus,

North-cast and North-west Africa; whereas the pastoral tribes

that live in outlying regions (Siberia, South Africa) do not

keep slaves. We shall inquire now whether tlie same is the

case with agricultural tribes, whether among them too slavery

is of rare occurrence in those parts where the slave-trade has

never been carried on.

In North America, at the time of its discovery, slavery did

1) See above, p 297, and Grosse, p. 134.
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not exist among any agricultural tribe. Negro slavery, prac-

tised by a few of them in later times, was derived from the

whites.

In South America we have found only a few slave-keeping

agricultural tribes; and the slave-trade formerly carried on by

the whites may go far to explain the existence of slavery in

these few cases. „The Brazilian native” says Martins „8ome-

times sells his children to people of white races, much oftener

than to those of his own colour.” The principal object of war-

fare among the natives, in Martins’ time, was to capture slaves,

whom they sold either to other tribes or to colonists of Por-

tugese extraction. The custom of selling prisoners to white

colonists has strongly influenced native character. It was already

practised very shortly after the discovery of America. Many

Indians were transported to Spain and Portugal. The Mame-

lucos, living in San Paolo, made long and bloody wars upon

the Indians. They are said during 130 years to have killed

and enslaved more than two millions of Indians. Pedro de

Avila, governor of Buenos Ayres, complained that the Paulistas

carried on this trade in public and from 1628 to 1630 had

brought 60,000 Indians to the market at Rio Janeiro. The

whites continually availed themselves of the quarrels of the

several Indian tribes, to procure such Indians as had been

made prisoners. Even in Martins’ time this trade went on,

especially in thinly peopled, outlying districts, where the Bra-

zilian government could not prevent it. The wars of the Indians

were simply marauding expeditions; their object was to pro-

cure prisoners for sale to Brazilian whites ^).

In Oceania slavery, at the time of the discovery of these

countries, existed in Tahiti and New Zealand, where, as we have

seen in § 4, it was of little economic use, and further in the

western part of New Guinea, where it probably still exists.

Here foreign influence clearly appears. In the eastern part of

the island, that till quite recently had not been visited by

foreigners (British and German New Guinea), slavery is un-

1) Martiua, pp, 123, 131, 131 note, 154 nuto, 531—q33 ,
772.
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known
;
and the western part (Dutch New Guinea), where slavery

exists, was for a long time under the rule of the sultan of

Tidore^). The tribute which the inhabitants of New Guinea had

to pay to the sultan consisted partly of slaves
;
moreover, many

Papuas were captured as slaves in the hongi raids *). This, how-
ever, is not sufficient to account for the keeping of slaves by

the Papuas themselves. But we may consider, first that several

districts on the coast are inhabited by a mongrel race of Papuas

and Malays (e. g. on the Gulf of Macluer), and secondly that

the trade with Tidore, Serang, and other Malay countries must

have thoroughly changed the natives’ mode of life. Thus we
are told that the Dorey people have become somewhat civilized

by their intercourse with traders from the Moluccas We
may notice here that all districts where slavery is carried on

lie on the coast, and are therefore easiest of access to foreigners.

And those districts of Dutch New Guinea of which it is

stated that there are no slaves, Humboldt Bay and Hattam,

have never been visited by hongi fleets ^).

In the Malay Archipelago Mohammedanism already pre-

vailed to a great extent before the conquista, and had even

advanced as far as the Philippines “). Wherever slavery exists

in the Archipelago, we are not certain that we have to deal

with a phenomenon of unadulterated savage life. The influ-

ence of semi-civilized Mohammedans spreads over nearly the

whole of the Archipelago.

In India the slave-trade with semi-civilized countries is, or

was, also carried on by the natives. Cooper states that th(‘

Meshmees sell slaves to Tibet®). According to Colquhoun the

Karen-nee sell many slaves to the Shans of Zimrae and those

again to the Siamese 7). And Rousselet tells us that among the

1) Robid4, pp 345 uqq

2) Ibid
, pp 53, 218, 221, 288, 289, 232, 255, 317.

3) Ibid, p. 227

4) Ibid., pp 277, 242.

5) See filumentritl:, Conquista.

6) Cooper, p 183

7) Colquhoun, p. 70.
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Kafirs ^slavery exists within certain limits, but this criminal

commerce would cease altogether if there were not such a ready

sale for slaves at Djalalabad, Kounar, Asmar and Tchitral” ').

From the Caucasus^ as we have already seen, slaves are

exported to Turkey on a large scale ^).

Africa is the classical country of the slave-trade. Egypt and

Ethiopia furnished a certain number of slaves to ancient

Greece, and at Rome there was a regular importation of

slaves, some of whom were brought from Africa Herodotus

speaks of slaves sent to ancient Egypt as tribute from Ethiopia

That in later times the African slave-trade, carried on by

Arabs in East Africa and by Europeans in West Africa,

assumed enormous proportions, need scarcely be said. In the

later half of this century the Mohammedan East has still received

a large supply of slaves from Africa, and even now the slave-

trade has not entirely ceased. Ingram remarks: „The prin-

cipal centres from which in recent times the supply has been

furnished to Egypt, Morocco, Turkey, Arabia, and Persia,

are three in number. 1. The Soudan, south of the Great

Sahara, appears to be one vast hunting-ground. Captives are

brought thence to the slave-market of Kuka in Bornu

Negroes are also brought to Morocco from the Western Soudan,

and from Timbuktu 2. The basin of the Nile, extending

to the great lakes, is another region infested by the slave-

trade ... 3. There has long been a slave-trade from the East

African coast. The stream of supply came mainly from the

southern Nyassa districts b} three or four routes to Ibo, Mozam-

bique, Angoche, and Kilimane. Madagascar and the Comoro Is-

lands obtained most of their slaves from the Mozambique coast

—

There are other minor branches of the trade elsewhere in

Africa. Thus from Harar in Somaliland caravans are sent to

Berberah on the coast, where there is a great annual fair.

The slaves are collected from the inland Galla countries, from

1) RouBselet, p 223

2) Bee above, p 289

3) Ingram, pp. 19, 38

4) Ibid
, p 268/.
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Guragwe, and from Abyssinia, the Abyssinians being the

most highly esteemed” ^).

We see that in most parts of the world where agricultural

savages live slaves are, or were, purchased or captured by

civilized or semi-civilized peoples; whereas in those parts

where the slave-trade has always been unknown, slavery has

never prevailed to any considerable extent.

We shall try to account for this fact. But we must first

reply to a question which the reader may perhaps have asked,

viz. why we have not at the beginning of this second Part

discussed the question as to whether slavery is ever a

phenomenon of genuine savage life, or has always been due

to intercourse with higher races. We have not done so, be-

cause it seems to us that this question is one of secondary

interest. When we see that among some savage tribe slavery

is an institution playing a great part in native life and slave

labour is of much use, we must come to the conclusion that

slavery is perfectly consistent with the economic and social

state in which this tribe lives, whether intercourse with superior

races gave rise to it or it already existed before any such inter-

course had taken place. And the conclusions we have arrived

at in this and the foregoing Chapters, as to the various cir-

cumstances which further or prevent slavery, remain the same

in both cases. Moreover, there are some savage tribes which

at the time of their discovery kept slaves without, so far as

we know, having had any intercourse with superior races:

New Zealanders, Tahitians, and the fishing tribes of Kamt-

schatka and the North Pacific Coast of North America.

Yet, as we have already said, those parts of the world where

we have found most of our positive cases are exactly those

where the slave-trade has been carried on by civilized and

semi-civilized peoples. Going on to account for this fact, we

may remark first that it need not have been the slave-trade

only that furthered the growth of slavery. The general inter-

course with superior races may go far to account for the rise

1) Ibid., pp. 224, 225, 230-233.
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of slavery, irrespectively of the slave-trade. We have seen

that commercial tribes are more likely to keep slaves than

others; and a savage tribe can engage in commerce with

superior peoples, who buy large quantities of native produce

and introduce foreign manufactures, to a far greater extent

than with neighbouriog savages who have not much to ex-

change, as their own and their neighbours’ mode of life and

industrial development are nearly the same. It has already

been remarked that in New Zealand, when durable relations

between the natives and the English had been established,

the slaves kept by the former became much more profitable ’).

Something similar to this may often have taken place.

Probably, however, the slave-trade has also had consider-

able influence. The mere fact that foreigners purchase or

capture slaves from savage tribes cannot, of course, account

for the existence of slavery among these savages
;

it may even

result m the disappearance of slavery among them, if they find

it more profitable to sell their slaves than retain them. But the

slave-trade will often augment the opportunities of acquiring

slaves. Slave-traders generally trade in other articles besides

slaves; therefore they will often exchange some of the slaves

they may have procured for something else. If some slaves are

too weak to perform the journey to the coast, it is more pro-

fitable to sell them in the interior than to leave them behind.

Moreover, the slave-traders often induce savages to make raids

upon their neighbours and sell the captives they may secure;

and if a savage chief has once learned in this way to kidnap

slaves, he will perhaps continue to do so though there be not

always a ready sale for them. In a word, the procuring of

slaves becomes much easier.

Now we must bear in mind that an institution does not

always exist in all countries where it would be economically

useful. Not only is an institution which would further the

public welfare often wanting, because the immediate intereste

of individuals are not concerned, but the individuals are not

1) See above, p. 316.
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always aware even of their own immediate interests. Such

may also be the case with slavery. It may be that, if slavery

were introduced among some savage tribe, the tribe, or at

least some members of the tribe, would profit by it, and that

yet no slaves are made because there are not sufficiently

strong motives for doing so, or because there are stronger

motives working in the opposite direction. Tribes which have

never kept slaves and are unacquainted with slave-keeping

tribes, do not know the use of slavery; therefore they have

to come to it gradually. Taking for granted that the first

source of slavery, as seems very likely, was captivity in war,

and that the captives, at first adopted, were afterwards dif-

ferentiated from the main body of citizens, we can understand

why slavery does not exist in all countries where the keeping

of slaves would be profitable. It may be that it is the custom

to eat the prisoners, or to sacrifice them, or to restore them

when peace is concluded. It may also be that the adopted

prisoners have from times immemorial been regarded as the

equals of the tribesmen. In all these cases the new motive,

the want of slaves, must be strong if it is to break through

the established custom. The vis inertiae plays a great part in

the history of mankind.

Returning to the slave-trade, we may remark that this en-

tirely overturns the existing state of things. It enables the tribe

to procure slaves who are not captives, and regarding whom
therefore no custom has been established. Moreover, the tribe

becomes acquainted with the institution of slavery, which it

had not seen practised before. Now there is no longer any

reason why the members of such a tribe should not purchase

the slaves offered to them and set them to work. An external

cause has sufficed to disturb the former equilibrium.

We have remarked before that the slave-trade facilitates the

keeping of slaves, because purchased slaves are less likely to

escape than captives^). Here too we have to deal with the

1) In ancient Wales „the pnoe of a slave was one pound, but of one

brought across the sea, a pound and a half The slave who was brought
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vis inertiae rather than with an impossibility in the strict sense

of keeping slaves. It will not, probably, often be the case that

agricultural savages would be quite unable to retain their slaves,

if they were really very desirous of keeping them
;
but it may

often occur that they are not yet fully aware of the use of

slaves, and therefore do not want to take the pains of super-

vising them, though, if slavery were thoroughly established, it

would prove very profitable; in such case the objective want

exists, but the subjective want is not yet felt. In this case, too,

the slave-trade, by rendering escape of the slaves more diffi-

cult, will tend to establish the custom of keeping slaves.

Our conclusion is that slavery existed among some savages

who had never had any intercourse with superior races, but

that this intercourse, especially where the slave-trade was

carried on, has often greatly furthered the growth of slavery.

In our Chapter on pastoral tribes we have remarked that a

tribe living in the vicinity of inferior races is more likely to

keep slaves than one surrounded by tribes of the same or a

higher level of culture. Enslavement of lower races also fre-

Ijuently occurs among agriculturists; but the agriculturists of

the higher races (e. g, Malays in the restricted sense, inhabi-

tants of North Africa, etc.) are to be called barbarians rather

than savages and have therefore been excluded from the sur-

vey of slavery given in our first Part.

Briefly recapitulating the conclusions we have arrived at

with regard to agricultural tribes, we have to remark that the

general character of their economic and social life is favourable

to the existence of slavery : subsistence is easy to procure, and

independent of capital, except where cattle are kept.

This applies especially to true agriculturists (agriculturists of

the higher stages) as opposed to hunting agriculturists. The

from a diatanoe was much less likely to escape, or even to attempt it, and

was therefore a more valuable property
,

this principle still holds good

among slave-owners ’’ Cunningham^ English Industry, Ip 117 note 6.

27
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latter bear much resemblance to true hunters, who hardly ever

keep slaves; accordingly slavery is not so frequent among them

as among true agriculturists.

Our general rule, however, requires an important qualifica-

tion. Where all land has been appropriated, a class of free

labourers commonly exists, and slaves are not wanted.

We have not entered into a thorough investigation of the

influence of secondary or additional causes. A closer study of

this matter will perhaps yield important results. What we

have found with regard to these secondary causes is the fol-

lowing.

Slaves often perform female labour
;
on the other hand female

labour sometimes serves as a substitute for slave labour.

Commercial agricultural tribes are far more likely to keep

slaves than agricultural tribes among which commerce holds a

very subordinate place.

Slaves are sometimes kept for military purposes, or as a

mere luxury. These two circumstances, however, though they

often lead to the keeping of a larger number of slaves than

would otherwise be required, have not probably ever given

rise to slavery.

Subjection of tribes as such, which among some pastoral

tribes serves as a substitute for slavery, hardly ever occurs

among agricultural tribes, except in Oceania, where slavery is

already absent for the general cause mentioned above, the non-

existence of free land.

Some external causes we had found before : fixed habitations,

living in large groups, preserving of food, and the neighbour-

hood of inferior races, call for no special notice here.

Intercourse with superior races, especially where these carry

on the slave-trade, proves to be a factor greatly furthering the

growth of slavery.

We shall not give here a list of the causes found up to the

present. We think it more convenient to place such a list at

the end of our general conclusion.



CHAPTER V. - CONCLUSION.

§ 1. General conclusion.

The causes which lead to the keeping of slaves, and those

which prevent it, have been divided by us mto internal and

external causes. These terms do not perhaps quite answer the

purpose, but we cannot find other terms which would express

our meaning better, without requiring a prolix circumlocution.

We think, however, that it is clear what we mean by these

terms. Slavery cannot exist, where there are no internal causes

requiring it, i. e. where there is no use, economic or non-eco-

mic, for slave labour. A tribe will not keep slaves, even though

its coercive power would enable it to do so, if there is no

employment for them
;
in such case positive internal causes fail.

The same obtains, where negative internal causes are found,

i. e. where there are definite circumstances which make slave

labour useless. The positive internal causes may also be called

motive-forces. Slaves will not be kept, even where the best

opportunities of procuring them exist, if there is no motive-

force which requires the keeping of slaves, i. e. if they are

not wanted.

But though, where motives for keeping slaves fail, no ex-

ternal causes will give rise to slavery, — even when there

are such motives, slavery will not exist, if there are no ex-

ternal causes rendering it possible, i. e. if there is no oppor-

tunity of procuring and retaining slaves. Where neither capture
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or purchase of aliens, nor enslavement of members of the tribe

is practicable, or where the slaves can very easily escape, slaves

cannot be kept, though there might be much use for them *).

The principal internal cause which prevents the rise of

slavery, or where slavery exists, tends to make it disappear,

is the dependence of subsistence upon close resources. The

most important result of our investigation is the division,

not only of all savage tribes, but of all peoples of the earth,

into peoples with ojpen^ and with close resources. Among the

former labour is the principal factor of production, and a

man who does not possess anything but his own strength and

skill, is able to provide for himself independently of any capi-

talist or landlord. There may be capital which enhances the

productiveness of labour, and particularly fertile or favourably

situated grounds the ownership of which gives great advan-

tage; but a man can perfectly well do without these advantages.

Among peoples with close resources it is otherwise. Here sub-

sistence is dependent upon material resources of which there

is only a limited supply, and which accordingly have all been

appropriated. These resources can consist in capital, the sup-

ply of which is always limited; then those who own no capital

are dependent on the capitalists. They can also consist in land.

Such is the case when all land has been appropriated; then

people destitute of land are dependent on the landowners.

Where subsistence depends on close resources, slaves may

occasionally be kepi, but slavery as an industrial system is not

likely to exist. There are generally poor people who volun-

tarily offer themselves as labourers; therefore slavery, i. e. a

system of compulsory labour, is not wanted. And even where

there are no poor men, because all share in the close resources,

the use of slaves cannot be great. Where there are prac-

tically unlimited resources, a man can, by increasing the num-

ber of his slaves, increase his income to any extent; but a

man who owns a limited capital, or a limited quantity of land.

1) Our ^external causes” correspond with what has sometimes been called*

condiciones, as opposed to causae proper.
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can only employ a limited number of labourers. Moreorer, as

soon as in a country with close resources slaves are kept, they

form a class destitute of capital, or land, as the case may be

;

therefore, even when they are set free, they will remain in

the service of the rich, as they are unable to provide for them-

selves ^). The rich have no interest to keep the labourers in a

slavc-like state. It may even be their interest to set them free,

either in order to deprive them of such rights over the land

as they may have acquired in the course of time, or to bring

about a determination of the wages of labour by the law of

supply and demand, instead of by custom. They will thus,

without any compulsion except that exercized by the automatic

working of the social system, secure a larger share in the pro-

duce of labour than they got before by compulsion.

Among peoples with open resources everybody is able to

provide for himself; therefore free labourers do not offer them-

selves, at least not for employment in the common drudgery,

the rudest and most despised work. There may be, and indeed

there often are, skilled labourers whose work is highly valued

and well paid; such people think it more profitable to earn

their livelihood by means of their peculiar talents, than in the

common way. A striking instance of this is the priest, whom

we may call a skilled labourer performing non-economic la-

bour; his renumeration, both in material goods and in influ-

ence and consideration, is greater than the income of a common

agriculturist. But there are no labourers in the modern sense

of proletarians, destitute of everything and obliged to seek em-

ployment in whatever work they can find. If therefore a man

wants others to perform the necessar} drudgery for him, and

cannot impose it upon his wife, or wives, or other female de-

pendents (either because women hold a high position, or be-

cause there is more mean work to be done than the women

can possibly manage), he must compel other men to serve him

;

and this compulsion will often assume the form of slavery.

1) Yiz if they have no opportunity to emigrate to eountries with open
*
resouroea.
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In the first Part we have said that a slave is a man who is

the property of another. We can now see the practical meaning

of this definition. In slave countries labourers are held as pro-

perty, and valued as such. If an employer loses a labourer, bis

income is lessened by it
;

if his labourer runs away, he eagerly

tries to recover him. In countries with close resources it is

quite the reverse ’). The labourers are not held as property,

because they are not valued. If a labourer leaves his service,

the employer knows that there are many others ready to take

his place. Here it is not the employer who prevents his labourers

from escaping, but the employed who, by means of strikes and

trades-unions, try to prevent the employer from dismissing

his workmen. We are, of course, aware that labour is always

an indispensable factor of production; yet in many countries,

e. g. in modern Western Europe, an employer does not care

to keep a particular labourer in his service. The distinction we

are making is familiar to all students of political economy. A
kind of goods may be very useful, and even indispensable to

man
;
and yet the supply of these goods may be so large, that

a certain quantity of them has no value in an economic sense.

Thus water is indispensable for man to live; but it is every-

where, or almost everywhere, found in such large quantity

that it is not paid for. Equally, in thinly peopled countries,

where fertile land is abundant, land has no value, though the

men living in such countries cannot subsist without it. The

same applies to labour. Production is impossible without it;

but in modern Europe there are more labourers to be had than

can be profitably employed; therefore an employer does not

care to retain his labourers, if they leave him, he can always

procure others who are ready to take their place and work at

the lowest possible wages. We must bear in mind that this

rule, in its strictest sense, applies only to unskilled labour.

1) Viz generally speaking Pecubar ciroumstanoos (c g. a rapid deve-

lopment of industry) may bring about a temporary scarcity of labourers

But the growth of population in most cases will soon bring this state of

things to an end.
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Qualified labourers are often highly valued and able to secure

great advantage, because their number is limited. It is there-

fore that the helpless state of people destitute of material re-

sources appears more clearly in agricultural than in manu-

facturing countries.

This difference between countries with open and with close

resources goes far to explain why slavery (and serfdom which

is also a form of compulsory labour) has gradually disap-

peared in civilized Europe, whereas in thinly peopled countries

it maintained itself much longer, and even now is sometimes

introduced under some disguise (^labour trade”, convict labour,

and similar expedients used in the tropics). In Western Europe

unskilled labourers can always be had without compulsion,

whereas the qualities required in skilled labourers cannot

develop under a compulsory regime.

Always and everywhere have men been inclined to burden

their fellow-men with heavy and disagreeable work rather than

perform it themselves; and the strong have succeeded in im-

posing this work on the weak. Among some savage tribes it

is the weaker sex who perform the drudgery; but in the

course of progress the work that has to be done soon becomes

too much for the women to manage. Then subjection of males

arises, which presents itself in various forms, as subjugation

of conquered tribes, or of the common people by the king and

nobility, but often also as slavery or serfdom. Finally, when

indispensable resources have been appropriated, the meanest

labour is imposed upon those who are destitute of land and

capital. There is now no longer a “personal^ hnf (in impersoniil

compulsion.

It may at first sight seem strange, but it is true, that

generally labour is much more at a disadvantage in countries

where slavery does not exist, than in slave countries. In slave

countries labourers are naturally independent; therefore he

who wants to make another work for him, must enslave

him and resort to all possible means of retaining him in his

service. Hence the strange compound of severity and indul-

gence that has so often been observed among slave-owners. In
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countries with close resources the landlord or capitalist has a

natural advantage over his labourers; he need neither use

eeTeritj nor indulgence to maintain his position. It is a ge-

neral rule, that a man who takes express measures for main-

taining his power over his inferiors has no natural ascendency

over them. The sergeant who alternately rages at his recruits,

and allows them more liberty than he ought to do, is cer-

tainly not he who is morally their superior.

It must not, however, be supposed that we agree with

those who hold that mankind has lived up to the present

under an unsound social system, which enables some men

mercilessly to ^exploit” their fellow-men, but is destined

soon to disappear and give place to a sound system, under

which all men will combine to exploit the forces of nature,

without exploiting one another. The socialists decidedly under-

rate the social function of the ruling classes. It is not through

mere chance that some men govern and enjoy the profits

inherent to their high position, whereas others are governed

and have to content themselves with a smaller portion of

earthly goods. The military classes of a nation may keep the

labouring classes in a state of subjection
;
but then the military

classes are indispensable; if they did not defend the country,

the labourers would get nothing at all. A great manufacturer

may gain millions at the expense (as the socialists say) of

his workmen; but then he organizes their labour so that it

will be most effective, and finds the best markets for what

they produce; but for him there would not be any employ-

ment for them ^). We may be certain that, if the profits of

employers were curtailed to any considerable extent, the

productive forces of the nation would cease to be utilized in

such an effective manner as they are now, and the labourers

would not gain by it. The most conclusive evidence as to

the reasonableness of the present system is its long-continued

1) See also Inama-Sternegg (I pp 297, 298, 347, 348, 381, 391 ,
II pp.

461—565) on the great part taken by the medieval landlords in developing

the agricultural resources of Germany.
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existence. If it were by mere chance or rascality that some

men go ahead of the others, the great number would be per-

fectly able to rise against the few and overturn the system.

But the few leading men maintain their position, which proves

that they are indispensable.

We do not, of course, defend the excesses. Many institu-

tions which in their own time were useful, have remained

too long and become prejudicial to the welfare of society,

thus justifying Goethe’s saying about reason growing nonsense

and benefits growing plagues. But even in combating the

abuses, we defend the system; for when we eradicate the

abuses we strengthen the system, which seems to us far better

than overturning it because of the abuses. In a socialist society

there would be ruling classes as well as now
;
the ignorant

multitude would be ruled by unscrupulous politicians, and we

seriously doubt whether the common people would be better

off. Moreover, there would be an enormous waste of human

energy and spirit of enterprise, such as may already be ob-

served to some extent in certain bureaucratically governed

countries
;
there would be stagnation and probably retrogression.

"We cannot, like some writers of to-day, regard socialism as a

beautiful ideal, the realization of which would be very desir-

able, if it were only practicable. We think it is an ugly

system, which would sacrifice the ultimate welfare of the

human race to a questionable increase of present comfort.

After this digression we return to our main subject.

We have seen that slavery cannot exist to any considerable

extent among peoples with close resources. But even among

peoples with open resources it is not always found. Slaves

perform the drudgery for their masters; therefore they are

not wanted where little drudgery has to be done, or in other

terms, slavery is not likely to exist where subsistence is dif-

ficult to acquire. Where men subsist by highly skilled labour,

there can be little use for slaves; for the slaves cannot be

made to perform such labour; and the little unskilled labour

that is wanted is not profitable enough to admit of the keep-

ing of slaves, who would have to be fed by the produce of
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their masters’ work. This is the principal reason why slavery

hardly ever occurs among hunters, and one of the reasons

why the Eskimos do not keep slaves.

We find thus that, generally speaking, the keeping of

slaves is economically profitable to peoples with open resources

among which subsistence is easily acquired, and to such

peoples only. But there are several secondary causes, internal

and external, which bring about that slaves are sometimes

kept by peoples with close resources, or by peoples among

which subsistence is difficult to procure, and that on the

other hand slavery is sometimes absent where resources are

open and subsistence is easy to acquire.

Among the secondary internal causes we have noted in the

first place the condition of women. There is no use for slaves,

where all disagreeable work can be, and is performed by the

weaker sex; Australian and Melanesian women supply the

place of slaves. On the other hand, where the women hold a

high position, and the men are desirous of relieving them of

a part of their task, slavery is likely to arise sooner than

otherwise would be the case.

Commerce probably exists among all savages. Even the Au-

stralian tribes mutually exchange rare kinds of earth for

painting their bodies, and similar objects. But commerce has

only a social importance, where the articles exchanged are

manufactured goods in the widest sense, including e g. fish

and agricultural products, in a word all articles the production

of which requires a considerable amount of labour. Then the

freemen who devote themselves to commercial pursuits want

others to perform the common labour for every-day subsistence

;

moreover the preparing of the articles of trade requires more

labour than would otherwise be wanted. And last, but not

least, commerce leads to the development of wealth and

luxury; slave labour is now wanted to provide the owner not

only with the necessaries, but with the comforts of life. Com-

mercial tribes in the widest sense, — including 1° tribes

which exchange native produce for foreign manufactures,

2^ tribes which themselves produce and export manufactured
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goods in the common, restricted sense, 3^ tribes which carry

on a transit-trade, — are therefore far more likely to keep

slaves than self-sufficing tribes.

We have seen that subjection of women is sometimes a sub-

stitute for slavery. Another substitute is subjection of tribes as

such. This subjection occurs only, so far as savages are con-

cerned, where peculiar circumstances render it possible : among

pastoral tribes, which subject their neighbours to whom they

are superior in military qualities, and in Oceania, where the

limited area prevents the conquered from receding. Where a

tribe subjected as such pays a tribute to the conquerors and

perforins services for them, there is not so much need for en-

slavement of individuals belonging to the vanquished tribe.

People who live from hand to mouth have less use for slaves

than those who preserve food for the time of scarcity. The pre-

paring of this food may require much labour which is very

fit to be performed by slaves. We have seen that such is espe-

cially the case on the Jforth Pacific Coast of North America.

Slaves are sometimes kept for non-economic purposes.

Warfare plays a great pan in savage life, and we have

found that the requirements of warfare sometimes prevent, but

in other cases further the rise of slavery. Many savage tribes

increase their population by introduction of foreign elements.

This may be done for two reasons : men are wanted either for

labourers or for warriors ^). In the former case the introduc-

tion of aliens leads to slavery in its most general form of

extratribal slavery. When warriors are wanted, slavery is not

the most appropriate form
;
adoption of foreigners, such as was

for instance practised by the Iroquois, answers the purpose better,

because a man who enjoys the common privileges of a mem-

ber of the tribe is more reliable in war than a slave. In such

case militarism may prevent the rise of slavery, because all

available men are wanted in war and have therefore to be

1) There is another reason foreign women are sometimes procured for

wives But we may leave this case out of consideration as being foreign

to our subject.
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placed on a level with the tribesmen. But where superior mili-

tary qualities of a tribe render the employment of slaves in

warfare (most often in the lower ranks of the army) possible,

slaves are sometimes kept mainly for military purposes, espe-

cially where prejudices of race or colour prevent the tribe from

adopting the foreigners. Then militarism furthers the growth

of slavery; for slaves would not be wanted, if they did not

serve as warriors.

Slaves may also be kept as a mere luxury. The possession

of many slaves, like other property, everywhere tends to give

the owner influence and reputation. Yet he most often also

derives material profit from his slaves, namely from the total

number of them, even where some of them do not perform

productive labour. Only in a few cases does the sole use of

slaves appear to consist in augmenting their owners’ influence

and reputation. This occurs among some pastoral tribes, where

the rich are able to support a large number of unproductive

labourers. But here the military use of slaves has perhaps

co-operated in establishing slavery.

In the beginning of this paragraph we have spoken of

external causes.

It is quite possible that a tribe does not keep slaves, though

they would be very useful. The non-existence of slavery in

such cases is due to external circumstances. It may be that

the coercive power of the tribe is not sufficiently developed

to admit of the keeping of slaves. It may also be that slavery

does not exist, because it has not yet been invented: people

have always been accustomed to deal otherwise with their pri-

soners than by enslaving them, and the idea of making slaves

has never entered their minds. The coercive power is strongest

where men live in fixed habitations (though several tribes of

pastoral nomads also keep slaves), and in large groups^ and

are accustomed to preserve food. The slave-trade has con-

siderable influence. It increases the coercive power by mak-

ing escape of slaves more difficult; and by making a tribe

acquainted with the institution of slavery and providing it

with an easy means of acquiring slaves it often overcomes
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the vis inertiae. The slave-trade may go far to account for the

very frequent occurence of slavery among savages who have

long maintained relations with superior races, though due

allowance must be made for the influence of the general inter-

course with such races, especially in furthering commercial

development. Another external cause is the neighbourhood of

inferior races^ the influence of which, as we*have seen, clearly

appears among pastoral tribes. It is easier for Hamitic and

Semitic peoples to keep Negroes in a state of subjection than

people of their own race.

General recapitulation.

I. Internal causes.

A. General:

B. Secondary,

economic

:

C. Secondary,

non-economic:

II. External causes:

Positive.

1.

Open resources and

subsistence easy to

acquire.

1. A high position of

women.

2. Commerce.

3. Preserving of food.

1. Militarism (where

slaves are employed

in warfare).

2. Slaves kept as a

luxury.

]. Fixed habitations.

2. Living in large

groups.

3. Preserving of food.

4. The slave-trade.

5. The neighbourhood

of inferior races.

Negative.

1. Close resources.

2. Subsistence dif-

ficult to acquire.

1. Female labour

serving as a sub-

stitute for slave

labour.

2. Subjection of

tribes as such.

1. Militarism (es-

pecially where

foreigners are

adopted).
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The reverse of each positive cause is, of course, a negative

cause. Thus, if living in fixed habitations is a positive cause,

nomadism is a negative cause. We have, however, noted most

causes once only, as positive or negative causes, according as

their influence in a positive or negative sense is most con-

spicuous. Among the general causes we have noted both the

positive cause and its reverse, because these causes have an

extraordinary importance. The position of women has also

been noted in both senses; but here the positive and negative

causes are not exactly the reverse of each other : an intermediate

state of things is conceivable, in which women are neither so

much overworked that they may be said to supply the place

of slaves, nor hold such a high position that slaves are wanted

to help them in their work.

Preserving of food and militarism occur twice, because they

work in different directions.

We have arranged the separate causes within each group

in the order in which we have found them. If we had ar-

ranged them according to their relative importance, they would

have been enumerated in another order. Thus among the ex-

ternal causes the slave-trade comes last, though its influence is

greater than that of the other external causes.

§ 2. Outlines of a further investigation of the early

history of slavery.

We have viewed slavery as an industrial system, and in-

quired under what economic and social conditions this system

can exist. This investigation we believe has led to valuable

conclusions. But slavery (even if we confine ourselves to

slavery among savages) may be viewed under many more

aspects. We have not made any further study of the subject;

but having collected many ethnographical materials, we have

become acquainted with a great number of details which may

afford subjects of further investigation. We shall give here an

enumeration of various points connected with slavery, though

we do not claim that it is in any way complete: it would
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probably appear on closer scrutiny that many additions could

be made to it. We shall mention the various points in short

sentences, often in the form of inquiries.

I. The different ways in which people
become slaves.

There are:

Slaves by birth;

2® Free-born people who become slaves.

In connection’ with the former point it may be inquired

what is in each case the status of children born of two slaves,

of a male slave and a free woman, of a female slave and

a free man, and especially of a female slave and her master.

This inquiry will enable us to find, whether and to what

extent slaves are merged in the general population.

The manners in which free-born people become slaves may

be distinguished according as slaves are acquired from without

or within the limits of the tribe. This reminds us of the

distinction we have made between extratribal and intratribal

slavery. We may inquire then which of these two forms of

slavery appears first. If we should find that extratribal is

older than intratribal slavery (which does not seem unlikely)

we might examine the economic and social conditions under

which intratribal slavery can exist.

Extratribal slaves become such by:

P Capture in war or kidnapping. Here a wide field of

research opens itself. Captives, when they are not enslaved,

are killed (eaten, sacrificed), or exchanged after peace has

been concluded, or ransomed by their countrymen, or adopted

into the tribe of the captors. It may be inquired whether any

of these modes of treatment can have gradually led to en-

slavement of the captives (e. g. captives are first adopted, and

gradually differentiated from the born members of the tribe;

or they are first eaten, then preserved to be eaten later on

and in the meantime set to work, and finally employed as slaves

and no longer eaten). Several of these modes of treatment

coexist with slavery (e. g. some captives are sacrificed and
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the rest kept as slaves; or slaves are occasionally sacrificed);

does this only occur in the early stages of slavery, and indi-

cate that slavery has not yet fully developed P When is slavery

an object, and when is it only an incident of warfare? A
remarkable phenomenon, worth a close investigation, is the

occurrence of extratribal slavery or adoption of aliens together

with a preventive check on population (infanticide, abortion) ^).

When captives are enslaved, it is worth inquiring in what

manner they are distributed among the captors
;

this will have

a strong influence on the division of wealth

2® Purchase. The prices paid for different classes of slaves

show what slaves are most desired (men or women, people of

different ages or nationalities). The slaves sold have often

been captured by the sellers; but it also occurs that people

are sold by their countrymen, especially criminals. Here we

may notice the influence of the slave-trade on penal law

people are probably often sold abroad, who otherwise would

have been killed or expelled from the community.

Intratribal slaves become such (so far as we know) in the

following ways:

1® For non-payment of a debt. Here the general treatment

of debtors and the extent to which the rights of creditors

are acknowledged by the community are worth examining.

Debtor-slaves have often, but not always, a right to become

free by paying off the debt In some cases the creditor

does not keep the debtor as a slave, but recovers his money

by selling him abroad *).

1) To give one instance, Guppy states that in Ugi,m the Solomon Islands,

„mfanticide is the prevailing custom When a man needs assistance in his

declining years, his props are not his own sons but youths obtained by

purchase from the 8t Christoval natives, who, as they attain to manhood,

acquire a virtual independence, passing almost beyond the control of their

original owner It is from this cause that but a small proportion of the

Ugi natives have been born on the island, three-fourths of them having

been brought as youths to supply the place of offspring killed m infancy”

Guppy, p 42

2) See Post, Ethn. Jur, I p. 366

3) Post, l.c.
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2*^ As a punishment, either directly, or when the wergild

is not paid. This subject might be treated in connection with

Dr. Steinmetz’s investigations of early penal law. Criminals

often become slaves of the chief or king
;
a study of this matter

would lead to an inquiry into political institutions at large.

30 By marrying a male or female slave. Here we may
inquire where and to what extent conmbium between free

people and slaves exists.

4^ By offering themselves as slaves, or selling themselves.

In the former case it has always carefully to be inquired

whether such persons become slaves or voluntary servants
;
the

latter is quite possible, and the terminology of our informants

not always reliable, as we have seen when speaking of Oceania.

When they really become slaves, there are probably open

resources. It is then worth inquiring what can be the reason

why, while resources are open and so everybody is able to

provide for himself, there are people who throw themselves

upon the mercy of men of power.

Finally orphans and other helpless persons are sometimes

enslaved.

II. The different ways in which people
cease to be slaves.

P Redemption. Here the question presents itself, where

slaves, or certain categories of slaves, have a right to be

redeemed.

2^ Emancipation. Wliere, and under what social conditions,

does this custom prevail, and where is it of frequent occur-

rence? What are the motives that induce the master to set

his slave free? Emancipation as a substitute for sacrifice*).

3** Adoption. Connected with this is the fact, that in some

countries slaves sometimes succeed to their masters’ goods.

1) Among the Tlmkita, at the feast held m commemoration of the deceased,

the man who gave the feast used to part with some of his slaves, whether

by saorifioing or emauoipatmg them was left to the decision of the priest

•Erman, p 382.

28
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Here we may ask whether or not such adoption and right of

inheritance are only found in early stages and have to be

regarded as survivals of adoption of aliens.

4® Marriage of a slave with a free person, especially of a

female slave with her master.

5® Dedication to a god. Slaves can sometimes become free

by devoting themselves to some deity’). Further details;

power of the priesthood; compare the influence of the church

in the Middle Ages.

In whatever way slaves become free, the position of the

liherti deserves a separate consideration. Are they on a level

with free-born men, or do they form a separate class? Do

their descendants gradually become merged in the general

population ?

III. Treatment of slaves by their masters.

10 Is the general treatment stated to be good or bad?

Where the former and where the latter?

2^ Slaves are often stated to be looked upon and treated

as members of the master’s family. What does this moan?

Where does it occur?

3^ Difference between freemen and slaves in food, clothing,

etc. Slaves forbidden to wear the same dress and ornaments

as freemen.

IV. Legal status of slaves").

lo Is the master’s power over his slave unlimited? Very

often it is not. Connection with the development of the power

of government.

1) Among the Ewo-apeaking peoples of the Slave Coast ^according to

custom, any slave who takes refuge in a temple and dedicates himsell to

the service ot the god, cannot be reclaimed by liis owner, but as by paying

a fee to the priest the owner can close the doors of all the temples in the

neighbourhood to his fugitive slaves, this provision of an asylum for an

ill-treated slave is more apparent than real ” Ellis, Ewe-speaking fiooples,

p. 220

2) See also Post, Ethn Jur, I pp 370 sqq
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2o Rights of the slaves with regard to marriage and family.

ConmUum with freemen: see above. Are slave-marriages

legally acknowledged, or do they entirely depend on the

master’s pleasure? Do the masters apply any principles of

selection in mating the slaves? When the parents are slaves

belonging to different masters, to which master do the children

belong? Has the master full rights over his female slaves in

a sexual respect?

3° Right of property. Are the rights of slaves to their

earnings {peculium) recognized? When the slave dies, who

succeeds to the peculium ?

4*^ Have contracts made by slaves legal force?

5® Punishment of slaves by their masters i).

6” Protection of slaves by penal law When a slave has

been killed, is a wergild paid as for a freeman, or is only the

price of the slave restored to the master? Similarly with

regard to lesser injuries. Are those who commit any offence

against the slave punished by the government? If so, is any

exception made for the master? Is the master responsible for

any damages caused by his slave ?

7” Sometimes the master may not sell the slave without

his consent.

8° It may also be that tlie slave, if ill-treated by his master,

has a right to be sold. In some cases the slave can change

his master by causing some slight damage to the new master

or his goods. This formality lias probably originated from the

delivering up of the slave to the injured person for some

real damage ~).

9° Has the slave any public rights, does he share in govern-

ment matters?

V. The attitude of public opinion
towards slaves.

P* Are slaves despised? Details. Do the slaves receive a

regular burial, or are their corpses thrown away ?

1) See Stemmetz, Strafe, II pp 300—315

*
2) See Post, Ethn Jur., 1 p 377
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2® External signs of slavery (mutilations, dress different

from that of freemen) ^). Are these signs only intended clearly

to show the difference of status, or to make fugitive slaves

easy to recognize?

3° Are ill-treatment and sale of slaves discountenanced by

public opinion?

4® Is there any instance among savages of slavery being

considered a status contra naturamf

VI. Different kinds of slaves.

Slaves can be distinguished according to

their nationality,

2° the manner in which they have become slaves (differ-

ence between extratribal and intratribal slaves, between native-

born and newly-acquired slaves) ^),

the work imposed upon them (outdoor and indoor slaves,

familia rushra and familia urbana).

What are the practical consequences of these distinctions?

VII. Slave labour.

Slaves sometimes perform

P the same work as freemen,

or 2® the same as free women,

or 3° the same as the lower classes.

4^ If some kind of work is performed by slaves only, what

is its character? (Drudgery as opposed to noble work).

5® Is the work for which slaves are employed despised ^) ?

6° Amount of work. Are the slaves over-worked? Are they

supervised ? Are they kept at work by any compulsory means

(flogging, etc.)?

7^ Do the slaves live in their master’s house?

1) Among the ancient Germans slaves were obliged to wear their hair

short (Amira, p. 139)

2) On the favourable position of native-born slaves m North-eastern Africa

see above, pp 265, 267

3) In Dahomey ^agriculture is despised, because slaves are employed in

it.” Burton, II p 248



VIII. Serfdom.

Does it ever exist among savages? Are there instances of

the coexistence of slavery and serfdom ? In what manner do

people become serfs?

IX. Number of slaves.

P What is, in each case, the number of the slaves, and

their proportion to the general population?

2*^ What is, in each case, the numerical proportion of the

sexes among the slaves?

3° Do the slaves form a separate class of people ?

4*^ Are the slaves an integral part of the wealth of their

owners ?

5® In some cases only certain classes (e. g. the nobility)

are entitled to keep slaves ^).

X. Happiness or unhappiness of slaves.

Is it considered a great evil for one’s self or one’s friends

to fall into slavery? Instances of suicide to escape from slav-

ery ^). In many cases it is not slavery as such, but sale to

distant regions that is felt as a great calamity. We may

mention here the curious phenomenon of people captured and

enslaved by the enemy or sold abroad, being on their return

despised or even repelled by their former countrymen ^).

1) Among the Battahs ot Mandholmg an.!' Pertibie only the nobles are

allowed to keep slaves The higliei nobles may keep as many slaves as

they like, the lower only two or three (Willei, p 43)

2) The Athka Aleuts sometimes preter suicide to captivity in war or

slavery (PetrotF, p 158)

3) „In the district ol Allas [in Sumatra] a custom prevails, by which, if a

man has been sold to the hill people, however unfairly, he is restricted on

his return from associating with his countrymen as thoir equal, unless he

brings with him a sum of money, and pays a fine for his re-enfranchise-

ment to his kalippah or chief This regulation has taken its rise from an

idea of contamination among the people, and from art and avarice among

the chiefs ” Marsdon, p 255



XI. Consequences of slavery.

Influence of slavery on the development and division of

wealth. Slave-owners producing for export.

2° Influence of slavery on the development of the military

principle. The ruling classes, having learned to command their

slaves, are more capable of commanding the people.

3^ Influence of slavery on the formation of social ranks.

The existence of slavery is a handicap to those who cannot

purchase any slaves; slavery furthers the divergence of the

rich and the poor, of the nobles and the common people.

4^ Influence of slavery on the laws and customs regulating

marriage, and on sexual morality at large. Female slaves

serving as concubines.

5^ Influence of slavery on the condition of free women.

When there are many domestic slaves, free women are no

longer overtaxed with work.

6^^ Influence of slavery on warfare. As soon as captives are

regularly enslaved, the cruel modes of treating captives which

may have formerly existed disappear. On the other hand,

when the procuring of slaves becomes an object of warfare,

war becomes much more frequent than before.

7® Influence of slavery on the development of political power.

Slave-owners are more likely to reach great efficiency in

governing and warfare than people who have to work for

their own subsistence 4-

8*^ Influence of slavery on morality at large. The habit of

absolute rule corrupts the masters. Slavery often engenders

cruelty, or at least harshness. The slaves are demoralized,

because their education is neglected and they do not live in

normal family relations. Slavery moreover prevents „the

1) Bagehot remarks that slavery ^creates a set of persons born to work

that others may not work, and not to think in order that others may

think ” Therefore „8lavo-owning nations, having time to think, are likely

to be more shrewd in policy, and more crafty in strategy ” Bagehot, p 73 ;

see also Ingram, pp. 5, 6
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development of the sense of human dignity which lies at the

foundation of morals” ^).

9^' Influence of slavery on the intermingling of races.

Selectory influence of slavery. Ferrero’s theory : slavery

has greatly furthered the survival of the industrious type of

man. High death-rate among slaves.

XII. Development of slavery.

Though we have not systematically investigated this subject,

our studies have brought us into closer connection with this

than with any of the points mentioned above. We shall there-

fore briefly state our impressions on the development of slavery,

without, of course, claiming for the following remarks the

value of a theory.

Slavery very probably first appears in the form of extra-

tribal slavery, and originates from the adoption of captives,

especially captive children. This is also Powell’s opinion. Ac-

cording to him captive children were originally adopted and

treated by the captors entirely as their own children. „This

is not yet slavery. If the captive belongs to a tribe of here-

ditary enemies who have from time immemorial been desig-

nated by some opprobrious term, as cannibals, liars, snakes,

etc. — then it may be that the captive is doomed to perpe-

tual younger brotherhood, and can never exercise authority

over any person within the tribe, though such person may

beborn after the new birth of the captive. This is the first

form of slavery. Usually, though not invariably, the captives

adopted arc children” % Whether the first slaves were really

captives belonging to a tribe of hereditary enemies, we do not

know; but Powell expresses himself very appropriately, when

he says that the slaves are ^doomed to perpetual younger

brotherhood”. In the early stages of culture slaves are on the

whole leniently treated, and there is little difference between

1) See Ingram, pp 9—11 But all tins applies much less to early slavery

than to slavery iii its more advanced stages.

2) Powell, On Regimentation, pr-CXlI
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young slaves and free children. But the slave always remains

a „younger brother”. He never becomes the head of a family;

and when the master who educated him dies, he becomes the

subject of the master’s child, the companion of his childhood.

The slave does not count among the full-grown men of the

tribe; he is not allowed to bear arms, he has no voice in

government matters; though a member, he is an inferior

member of the household in which he lives.

This is the first stage of differentiation between freemen

and slaves.

The slaves are children captured in war^), their number

is small. The slave, who is nearly on a level with the child-

ren, is wanted for much the same reason that children

are so eagerly desired among most agricultural savage tribes:

the larger the family, the more food can be produced; for

land is still abundant. Slaves and freemen perform the

same kind of work, with the exception perhaps of some

domestic occupations, which are more and more left to the

slaves.

Gradually the number of slaves increases. The slave-trade

greatly furthers the growth of slavery. The keeping of slaves

is more and more confined to the chiefs and principal men.

Where slaves are captured in war it is the leading men who

secure most of the booty; and where slaves are purchased it

is only the rich who can give a good price for tliem. The

ruling classes are the great slave-owners, and these people

are naturally inclined to leave all the common work to their

slaves, reserving for themselves only the noble pursuits of

warfare and government. The difference between the slaves and

their owners becomes thus greater than it was before. The

common people come to distrust and hate the slaves, whom
they regard as the tools of the aristocracy. And the differ-

entiating process we have described here is always going on:

1) Adult males are not desired for slaves, because they are very difficult

to manage This is the case even among the somi-civilizud Mohammedans

of Baghirmi
,
see Naohtigal, II p. 615
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the more slaves a man owns, the greater his wealth; and the

greater a man’s wealth the better will he be able to procure

slaves. The common people are continually sinking in the

social scale, and in the course of time many of them are reduced

to slavery for non-payment of money they have borrowed

from the rich ^).

The further development of slavery can proceed in two

different ways.

In some countries, where oil, cotton, and similar products

are exported, slavery assumes enormous proportions. The large

plantations can best be worked with slaves; and as manufac-

tures are imported, slave labour serves not only to feed the

master, but to provide him with the luxuries of life; the

wants of the slave-owners, and accordingly the possible extent

of slavery, become practically unlimited. This slave system,

as we have seen, exists in some parts of the West Coast of

Africa, and bears a close resemblance to that which till far

into the present century was carried on in the Southern States

of North America.

Where cereals are grown and agricultural produce is not

exported on a very large scale, the course of things is different.

An increase of slaves above a certain number is of little use

to the owner. When he has slaves enough to provide him

with a large quantity of food and other necessaries for the

use of himself and his family and personal servants, he does

not want more slaves. The agricultural produce they could

furnish would not be worth the pains of supervising them.

The slaves (except a few who are kept for domestic services)

are soon allowed to live rather independently, bound only to

provide fixed quantities of agricultural produce and perform

occasional services. And when the use of money becomes general,

these slaves often contract with their masters to pay a yearly

tribute in money instead of the services and payments in kind.

The slaves become serfs. And gradually the whole of the

1) See Lona’s splendid exposition of the function of political institutions

as a means, for the rich, of maintaining their economic ascendency.
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lower orders are merged in this servile class. Ancient slaves,

members of subjected communities, helpless persons who seek

the protection of a powerful chief, all become the subjects

and dependents of the ruling nobles. Such was the social

system of the early Middle Ages, that in the course of time

was entirely overturned through the progress of manufactures

and commerce and the gradual appropriation of the whole

of the land ^).

1) Slaves have also sometimes been employed in manufactures Such,

according to Cunningliam, was the case in ancient Tyre Slaves also ^worked

as artisans m the f^tories of Athens” Cunningham, Western Civilization,

pp. 66, 110 But we think such an employment ot slaves is rather an

exception.
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